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Nowadays, considerable amounts of data are recorded by software, machines and or-
ganisations. For instance, high tech systems such as MRI-scanners log hardware and
software events, web servers log visits to web pages, ERP systems log business trans-
actions, and workflow (case management) systems log activity executions. However, it
might be unknown how an MRI-scanner is running, how the website is used, whether
business transactions are processed according to the intended process, i.e. how machines,
websites, etc. are used in reality. Therefore, the field of process mining [4] aims to extract
information from these recorded event logs, such that problems can be identified based
on facts, and consequently the processes, machines, web systems, etc. (to which we will
refer as systems) can be improved.

From these event logs, process mining aims to extract information, for instance busi-
ness process models (a representation of the order of steps taken in a process), per-
formance information (e.g. queueing points in the process), compliance with rules and
regulations (e.g. in which cases these rules are not adhered to), and social networks (e.g.
the identification of key people in an organisation) [4], in order to enable stakeholders
to gain a better understanding of the underlying system. The starting point for process
mining is an event log . Typically, such an event log consists of traces, each of which
consists of records of all steps (activities) in an end-to-end system execution, such as a
product being manufactured by a machine, a visitor navigating through the website and
making a purchase, or an insurance claim being submitted and handled. That is, a trace
consists of events, each of which describes a step in the process such as a machine being
switched on, a visitor requesting a web page or a filled-in form being submitted.

Three Process Mining Challenges. In this thesis, we focus on the three main
challenges in process mining: process discovery , conformance checking and enhance-
ment [4]. Figure 1.1 illustrates these challenges in their context. The blue-filled region
denotes a typical process mining project: an unknown system is executing, and from
the observable behaviour of the system, an event log is recorded. Process mining can
be applied when the precise inner workings of the system are unknown and subject of
study. Therefore, the first step performed in a process mining project is typically process
discovery , which aims to automatically discover a process model, e.g. a Petri net [137]
or a BPMN [4] model that describes the inner workings of the system, from an event
log. Because process discovery is unsupervised learning, we have to evaluate how well
the obtained model corresponds to reality. Thus, as a second step, to guarantee the cor-
rectness of conclusions drawn from process models, the model should be evaluated using
a log-conformance checking technique, which compares the model with the event log.
Comparing a model to a log requires the model to have valid semantics, thus the process
discovery technique needs to guarantee that the discovered model has clear semantics
and is free of deadlocks and other anomalies. Further insights can be derived from per-
formance, deviations and resource information (e.g. utilisation), which is projected onto
the event log and a process model by enhancement techniques. To do this, enhancement
techniques combine the result of log-conformance checking with the event log and the
process model, e.g. by indicating frequent and infrequently used steps in the model.

In a process mining project, a model of the system is typically not available. How-
ever, in some cases such a system model is available, and differences between the system
model and its implementation (i.e. the system) can be studied using a model-conformance
checking technique. Furthermore, in lab settings, such as in our evaluation, we use model-
conformance checking to assess the models discovered by process discovery techniques.

First, we give an overview of the three mentioned challenges, then we explain the
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Figure 1.1: The context of process discovery, log-conformance checking,
model-conformance checking and enhancement. The blue-filled region denotes
the scope of a typical process mining project.
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customer activity resource time stamp
455876 enter claim Suzie 17-11-2016 10:45
455876 validate request John 18-11-2016 13:50
455876 secondary check Stan 01-12-2016 16:55
455876 notify requester HAL 01-12-2016 16:55
455876 approve refund John 14-03-2017 11:22
455876 transfer refund HAL 15-03-2017 00:00
455931 enter request Famke 12-12-2016 13:00
455931 validate request John 13-12-2016 15:38
455931 transfer refund HAL 13-12-2016 15:38
. . .

(a) Excerpt of an artificial event log.

enter
claim

validate
request

secondary
check transfer

refund

notify
requester

notify
requester

(b) A BPMN model that could be discovered from the event log.

Figure 1.2: Example of an event log and a discovered process model. The log
contains events for two customers (455876) and (455931). The model describes
the process for these two customers.

central theme of this thesis, after which we review open problems of these challenges in
more detail.

Process Discovery. Process discovery aims to automatically obtain a process model,
e.g. a Petri net [137] or a BPMN [4] model, from an event log (in Section 2.2, we introduce
these process modelling formalisms). Such a process model describes the order of steps
that can be taken for each individual customer and may provide valuable insights, as
a model discovered from an event log shows what is actually happening in the system,
instead of what management thinks what happens, or what employees or customers say
what happens [11, 87].

For instance, Figure 1.2a shows an example event log of a fictitious insurance claim
process: each line denotes an event, and consists of a customer number, the executed
process step (activity), the resource executing the activity and the time at which the
event happened. All events that were executed for a particular customer form a trace.
Figure 1.2b shows a model that could be discovered from this event log. This BPMN
model describes the activities to be performed for each customer. We discuss further
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1.1 Abstractions in Process Mining

challenges of process discovery and the limitations of existing approaches in Section 1.2.

Conformance Checking. Finding deviations between an event log and a model is
the aim of log-conformance checking techniques [94]. Log-conformance checking tech-
niques take an event log and a process model as input and return diagnostic information
as output (see Figure 1.1). These conformance checking techniques can be used to eval-
uate discovered process models (notice that the model should be machine-readable), e.g.
assess the balance between including and excluding behaviour that the discovery algo-
rithm chose. However, log-conformance checking techniques are not limited to using
discovered process models: logs can also be compared to reference implementations (i.e.
system models) or specially designed models to verify compliance with rules and regu-
lations (given a model that describes the rule or regulation, a log-conformance checking
technique will diagnose and report violations) [132]. In our example (Figure 1.2), the
skipping of the secondary check could be reported by log-conformance checking techniques
and if company policy requires all transfers of refunds to have completed a secondary
check, analysts could investigate the matter further.

Where a log-conformance checking technique compares an event log to a process
model, a model-conformance checking technique compares two process models. For in-
stance, in case a reference implementation or specification (a system model) is available, a
model-conformance checking technique can be used to verify that the system implements
the system model, and to study the differences between design and reality in the form
of a discovered process model. Furthermore, if the system changes over time, i.e. the
system exhibits concept drift [8], a model-conformance checking technique could be used
to diagnose the differences between the process models discovered on different periods
of event data in the event log. Similar strategies can be applied to compare different
instances of the same process, for instance different variants of the same process in dif-
ferent organisations or geographical areas [38, 61]. We discuss challenges and limitations
of existing log- and model-conformance checking techniques in Section 1.3.

Enhancement & Tool Support. The third challenge that we address in this thesis
is enhancement . That is, additional information of the event log is projected on the model
and event log to provide more insight into e.g. the performance, frequencies or social
aspects of the system. The discovered process model is enhanced with extra information
of the event log, such as time stamps, resource information or other data [91]. For
instance, Figure 1.2a shows an event log with time stamps.

We introduce a software tool that automates quick exploration of event logs by ap-
plying process discovery, conformance checking and enhancement techniques, to combine
strong points of commercial products (e.g. ease-of-use, practical applicability) with strong
points of academic software (e.g. reliability of results, ability to evaluate). We discuss
challenges of enhancement and our approach in Section 1.4.

1.1 Abstractions in Process Mining

As event logs are finite and thus often incomplete observations of system behaviour,
process mining techniques have to compensate for this missing information. Usually, to
handle this incompleteness, process discovery and conformance checking techniques use
abstractions of the behaviour of event logs and process models: process discovery tech-
niques use behavioural abstractions such as directly follows graphs [4, p.130][167] to avoid
having to make the assumption that all behaviour of the system is in the event log (and

5
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thereby disabling itself to include non-observed behaviour). Conformance checking tech-
niques use abstractions such as directly follows graphs [144], features [103], graphs [117],
causal footprints [57], weak order relations [179] and behavioural profiles [85, 164] to
avoid having to consider all behaviour of process models, which might be infeasible for
larger models. Currently, there is not a good understanding of either how these abstrac-
tions influence process discovery or conformance checking, nor whether their influence is
positive or negative.

In this thesis, we introduce systematic approaches to process discovery and con-
formance checking that can cover various forms of inputs/use cases, are extensible for
new operators, and allow to prove and derive quality guarantees systematically. Fur-
thermore, we perform a systematic investigation of abstractions in process discovery and
conformance checking and we introduce a tool that makes process discovery, conformance
checking and enhancements easily accessible to analysts.

In the remainder of this chapter, we discuss the challenges of process discovery, con-
formance checking and enhancement in more detail, as well as our approach to these
challenges. Furthermore, we introduce the guarantees that we seek to provide and the
abstractions we seek to use to achieve this. Finally, we summarise the contributions and
discuss the structure of this thesis.

1.2 Process Discovery

Process discovery techniques face several challenges. On the one hand, techniques should
be robust in handling real-life event logs and should provide guarantees. For instance,
techniques should guarantee to return models with clear semantics that free of deadlocks
and other anomalies, and should guarantee to rediscover the system. On the other hand,
techniques face trade-offs between the event log and the system and between including
and excluding behaviour, and these trade-offs might depend on the use case at hand. In
this section, we introduce challenges that we identified from existing techniques and we
introduce our approach.

Sound Semantics. A first challenge is that machines and software have difficulties
interpreting models that do not have well-defined semantics, thus to such models con-
formance checking techniques cannot be reliably applied. Such models can neither be
reliably interpreted nor evaluated and therefore conclusions drawn from them cannot be
guaranteed to be correct. Furthermore, the discovered model should be sound, i.e. free
of deadlocks, of unclear behaviour and of other anomalies. Even though an unsound
model might be useful for human interpretation, one should be careful with drawing
conclusions from such models, as these models might introduce ambiguity. Furthermore,
we consider a system by its behaviour, and each system can be described by a sound
model that describes this behaviour1, thus it should not be represented by models hav-
ing such soundness issues. Therefore, all process discovery algorithms should guarantee
to return sound models at all times. Unfortunately, many existing discovery techniques,
e.g. [4, 24, 33, 167, 173], do not guarantee to return sound models.

Rediscover the System. Second, as the main subject of study is the unknown sys-
tem, ideally, the discovered model expresses the same set of traces as the system. If a

1All systems can be described by for instance a Petri net with inhibitor arcs, as these are
Turing complete [127].
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discovery algorithm is able to discover such a model, the algorithm possesses rediscover-
ability [25, 88, 90]. Rediscoverability is a formal property that is usually proven using
assumptions on the system and the event log, but provides a baseline to compare discov-
ery algorithms. Furthermore, it establishes confidence in discovery algorithms: they are
not just working on a best-effort basis, but actually guarantee to return a model similar
to the system under the right (known) conditions [88].

Ensure Fitness and Precision. Third, process discovery algorithms operate in a
force field of goals, related to both the event log and the system underlying the event log.
We explain this force field using an example use case: the assessment whether a system
adheres to certain rules and regulations. This assessment can be performed using two
objectives: (1) the rules have not been violated, and (2) the system disallows violations
in the future. For (1), the discovered model should represent the event log well, while
for (2), the discovered model should represent the system well [4, Section 10.1][131].

To assess whether rules have been violated, the discovered model should represent
the event log well. That is, if enough behaviour of the event log is included in the
discovered model (the model has a high fitness [4, Section 6.4]), conclusions can be drawn
about the absence of behaviour, including violations. In fact, a few existing discovery
algorithms guarantee to return models with perfect fitness, e.g. [173]. The model shown
in Figure 1.2b does not have a perfect fitness with respect to the log in Figure 1.2a, as
for customer 455931 a refund is transferred while no secondary check took place.

However, in order to draw conclusions about the absence of behaviour, the discovered
model should not allow for too much more behaviour than the behaviour recorded in the
event log. Therefore, the discovered model should describe little more behaviour than
the event log (the model should have a high log precision [4, Section 4.6]). The model
shown in Figure 1.2b does not have a perfect log precision with respect to the log in
Figure 1.2a, as there is no customer for which a transfer is made before the customer is
notified.

If the goal of the analysis is to describe the future behaviour, e.g. to ensure that
deviations cannot occur, then the discovery algorithm needs to discover a model that
resembles the system, instead of the event log. That is, algorithms try to discover models
that include most of the behaviour of the system (the model should have a high recall [4,
Section 4.6]). However, not too much behaviour unrelated to the system should be
included in the model (the model should have a high system precision [4, Section 4.6]).

Thus, discovery techniques typically aim to discover models with as high fitness, log
precision, recall and system precision as possible. Ideally, techniques guarantee perfection
in one or more of these measures. However, in Chapter 3, we will show that optimising for
these four concepts often involves trade-offs, i.e. there might be event logs and systems for
which no discovered model with a high fitness, log precision, recall and system precision
exists [40].

Exclude Abnormal Behaviour. Fourth, not all use cases might require strict
optimisation on the aforementioned concepts. That is, if the aim of the analysis is to
analyse the majority of behaviour or the “happy flow” of the system, it makes little sense
to enforce a fitness guarantee if this results in an unreadable and incomprehensible model.
Furthermore, for such use cases, typically only the most occurring behaviour should be
included in the model. For instance, if an insurance company suddenly receives an
abnormally high number of claims due to a severe storm, parts of the normal procedure
could be temporarily disabled to speed up service to customers. If the goal of the process

7
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mining project is to explore and gain a better understanding of the process, it could be
beneficial to exclude such abnormal behaviour and not include it in the discovered model.

Include Missing Behaviour. Fifth, as process discovery techniques aim to provide
new information to analysts, they should not simply represent the event log, as that would
not induce any new information (in contrast to Petri net synthesis techniques [26]). That
is, process discovery techniques deliberately do not assume that all possible behaviour of
the system is present in the event log. Such an assumption could pose infeasibly strong
requirements on event logs: a behaviourally complete event log of a system that consists of
10 concurrent activities has 3,628,800 possibilities of execution, and the probability that
a reasonably sized event log of such a real-life system would contain every possibility at
least once is negligible. Thus, discovery algorithms need to generalise over the behaviour
in the event log to deduce the behaviour of the system. Many discovery algorithms
approach this by using an abstraction of the event log instead of the event log itself,
such as a directly follows graph. In Chapter 5, we conduct a systematic study into
several of these abstractions, and the implications the abstractions have on discovering
the behaviour of the system.

Thus, discovery algorithms should be robust to too little and too much behaviour in
the event log by making trade-offs to include or exclude behaviour.

Handle More Types of Event Logs. Finally, several non-standard types of event
logs can be distinguished; process discovery techniques might benefit from considering
these types. For instance, in our evaluation, we will show that current discovery tech-
niques are well able to handle event logs with up to a million events and 100 activities
when given limited RAM. However, much larger event logs could be extracted, for in-
stance from the detector control software of the Large Hadron Collider, in which over
25,000 independent control systems collaborate to control e.g. power and aircondition-
ing, resulting in very complicated behaviour [83]. Obviously, any representable event
log would contain much more than a millon events and discovery techniques need to be
adapted to handle such complexity.

In the lion’s share of existing process discovery techniques, it is assumed that activity
executions are instantaneous (atomic). However, in some event logs, the duration of
activity executions takes time, i.e. are non-atomic. Process discovery techniques should
be aware of non-atomic event logs in order to benefit from the extra information it
provides (we will show this in Section 5.7).

Our Approach. Balancing rediscoverability, fitness, precision, excluding abnormal
behaviour and including missing behaviour depends on the goal of process mining in a
particular situation. In Chapter 3 we will argue that a single process discovery algorithm
that always achieves the perfect trade-off cannot exist. Therefore, in this thesis, we
present a family of process discovery techniques. That is, we introduce a framework,
the Inductive Miner framework (IM framework), that constructs process models. To
guarantee soundness, the IM framework limits itself to recursive process models, i.e.
process trees, which will be described in Chapter 2. As process trees are sound by
definition, all algorithms that implement the IM framework guarantee soundness. The
IM framework discovers process models recursively, starting with the identification of the
most important behaviour in an event log, splitting the event log into smaller sublogs and
recursing until a base case is found. A process discovery technique can fully implement
the IM framework by providing parameter functions for each of these steps. Furthermore,
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the IM framework aids algorithms in providing guarantees such as termination, perfect
fitness (i.e. all behaviour of the event log is in the discovered model), perfect log precision
(i.e. all behaviour of the discovered model is in the event log) and rediscoverability.

To aid in rediscoverability proofs, we provide a general proof framework for rediscov-
erability. This proof framework expresses rediscoverability in terms of abstractions, such
that it aids abstraction-based algorithms. Furthermore, we linked the proof framework to
the IM framework by expressing proof obligations in terms of the parameter functions of
the IM framework. Consequently, we use the proof framework to prove rediscoverability
for all algorithms introduced in this thesis.

As described before, many discovery algorithms use abstractions in order to avoid the
assumption that all behaviour of the system is present in the event log. However, this
implies that models with different behaviour but equivalent abstractions exist, and thus
that discovery algorithms are insensitive to some behaviour. We perform a systematic
study to these abstractions and their influence on rediscoverability, to better understand
the capabilities and limitations of the algorithms introduced in this thesis and existing
algorithms. That is, we describe the abstractions, and explore the boundaries of the
systems that can be uniquely identified by the abstraction, by defining classes of systems
such that provably no two systems of the class have the same abstraction.

Using the results of the abstractions study, we introduce several discovery algorithms
that implement the IM framework, as illustrated in Table 1.1. Using the IM framework
and the proof framework, we prove that all of these algorithms guarantee soundness,
termination, and rediscoverability. These algorithms illustrate the flexibility of the IM
framework: for each algorithm, large parts of earlier algorithms are reused, and nev-
ertheless algorithms with different focus and strategies emerge. That is, we introduce
algorithms to handle event logs with deviations, to handle logs with little-used parts and
to handle logs in which the abstractions are not fully covered, i.e. incomplete logs. The
flexibility of the IM framework is exploited further by the introduction of algorithms
that handle different types of event logs, i.e. logs in which events take time (non-atomic
event logs). Furthermore, we adapt the IM framework slightly to handle large event logs,
i.e. with tens of millions of events and thousands of activities, by introducing the IMd
framework and corresponding algorithms.

The IM framework and the discovery algorithm that use it have been implemented
in the ProM framework [58]. We argue that these algorithms are robust: they return a
sound model at all times, they offer several guarantees and, as shown in our evaluation,
they handle logs with deviations, logs with little-used parts and incomplete logs, they
perform well on real-life event logs and they are scalable.

For instance, Figure 1.3 shows the results of an existing discovery algorithm (α [4,
p.130]) and an algorithm introduced in this thesis (IMfa, see Section 6.4.3), on the
same real-life event log of a mortgage application process of a financial institution [56].
Both models are shown here as Petri nets, which will be introduced in Section 2.2.2. The
model discovered by α contains unconnected (i.e. unrestricted) activities, does not contain
a clear end state and therefore, the set of traces that this model represents is unclear.
Little information can be derived from this model. In contrast, the model returned by
IMfa is structured and sound, thus contains no unconstrained activities, deadlocks or
other anomalies, and the set of traces that this model represents is clear, which makes
it suitable for further analysis. As different use cases might require different discovery
techniques, we present a family of discovery techniques, all of which return models that
are guaranteed sound.

2Future work.
3We chose not to guarantee fitness for IMd (see Section 6.6.6).
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(a) The result of the α-algorithm [4, p.130].
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(b) The result of an algorithm introduced in this thesis (IMfa).

Figure 1.3: Two discovery techniques applied to a real-life event log [56]. The
activity names have been replaced with letters.
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Table 1.1: The family of discovery algorithms, and their guarantees and pur-
poses. Due to the frameworks, all algorithms guarantee soundness, termination
and rediscoverability. The algorithms will be introduced in Chapter 6.
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1.3 Conformance Checking

As process discovery algorithms introduce absent and exclude present behaviour of the
event log, an essential step after discovering a model is to evaluate this model. A confor-
mance checking technique can be used to perform this evaluation. We consider two types
of conformance checking in this thesis: log-conformance checking and model-conformance
checking. A log-conformance checking technique compares a process model and an event
log, and advises on their differences. If a particular part of the model and the event
log deviate strongly, then the model might not represent that part of the system well,
conclusions about that part might not be valid for the underlying system, and these con-
clusions should be drawn with care. A model-conformance checking technique compares
two process models with one another. Even though in typical process mining projects the
system is unknown, a reference model from which the system was implemented might
be available (the system model in Figure 1.1). Furthermore, process models based on
different subsets of the event log can be compared. Event data from e.g. different periods
or geographic regions may be used to construct multiple models of the same system and
subsequently, the systems of these periods or geographic regions may be compared using
model-conformance checking.

Typically, conformance checking techniques express the ‘amount’ of behaviour that
two models or a log and a model have in common, what ‘part’ of behaviour in the
log/system model is represented in the discovered model, or vice versa. Two major
challenges of conformance checking techniques are to (1) quantify this amount or part,
as models might contain unbounded behaviour, and (2) avoid the state-space explosion
problem, as models might contain much or unbounded behaviour. To solve both chal-
lenges, also conformance checking techniques often use an abstraction of behaviour, such
as the directly follows graph or other behavioural relations [164, 57, 179, 85] (as described
earlier in this chapter). However, a downside, shared with process discovery techniques
that use abstractions, applies: the measures become insensitive to certain differences in
behaviour: if two types of behaviour have the same abstraction, the conformance check-
ing technique cannot distinguish them. Techniques that do not use such abstractions,
such as [19], tend to have issues dealing with large event logs, as we will show in our
evaluation in Chapter 8.
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recall/fitness
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Figure 1.4: The PCC framework.

In this thesis, we aim to avoid the state-space explosion problem by using an ab-
straction, while avoiding the insensitivity by choosing an abstraction that is sensitive to
a large class of models.

Our Approach. In this thesis, we introduce the Projected Conformance Checking
framework (PCC framework), which supports both log- and model-conformance checking
and aims to support large models and event logs, i.e. with over a hundred thousand
events and hundreds of activities, which existing techniques cannot handle. The PCC
framework combines ideas from existing techniques: it uses automata as abstraction to
capture all possible behaviour. That is, model, log and system model are played out [4]
and all their behaviour is recorded in automata. However, to improve scalability, the
PCC framework considers subsets of activities. That is, for each subset of a fixed size
(e.g., all pairs or triplets of activities), the event log, system and/or model are projected
onto the activities of the subset, and all projected behaviour is compared to compute
fitness, recall, log precision and/or system precision. Figure 1.4 shows the approach of
the PCC framework (we will discuss its details in Chapter 7). These measures on subsets
of activities provide information on two levels: as summarative measures (when averaged
over all subsets) and on the parts of the model that deviate from the event log (when
averaged over activities, see for instance Figure 1.5). Using the result of our study of
abstractions in Chapter 5, we show classes of models for which the PCC framework can
reliably decide language equivalence.

We compare the PCC framework to existing techniques, and find that the PCC
framework can handle real-life event logs and models discovered from these event logs that
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Figure 1.5: A screenshot of the results of the PCC framework, projected on
a process model.

Figure 1.6: Excerpt of a real-life event log [36]. The complete model contains
151 activities; the activity names have been replaced with letters.
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contain hundreds of activities, which the existing techniques cannot handle. Furthermore,
the experiments suggest that the PCC framework needs less computation time. For
instance, on the model of which an excerpt is shown in Figure 1.6, the PCC framework
computed fitness and log-precision in less than a second, while the existing approach [19]
could not compute an answer. The PCC framework handled all real-life event logs of
the experiment, whereas current state-of-the-art techniques could not handle logs with
more than 100 different activities.

1.4 Enhancement & Tool Support

Commercially available process mining tools offer many enhancements, and these en-
hancements give analysts many more insights into the process than plain process mod-
els. However, enhancements projected on unsound models or on models without clear
semantics can be unreliable. Therefore, we considered these enhancements offered by
commercially available process mining tools, and selected the enhancements that benefit
from sound models with clear semantics. For these enhancements, we describe univer-
sally applicable techniques, challenges and concepts. Furthermore, we develop a process
mining tool that makes process discovery, conformance checking and the identified en-
hancements available in an easy-to-use package. In this section, we first describe the four
enhancements we consider in this thesis, after which we describe the process mining tool.

First, Figure 1.7a shows a model enhanced with frequency information. That is,
the activities (i.e. the boxes) are annotated with the number of times the activities
were executed and the edges between the activities are annotated with how often the
edge was used in the routing of cases through the process model. Second, Figure 1.7b
shows a model enhanced with performance information. That is, activities are annotated
and coloured with the duration of the activities. Third, the availability of conformance
checking results allows for the visualisation of deviations on the model. For instance, in
Figure 1.7c, it is visualised that in 57 + 4749 cases, an event happened that was not
described by the model. The location of these deviations in the model is denoted by red-
dashed edges. Finally, Figure 1.7d shows a still from a model enhanced with animation.
In this animation, the tokens, which represent traces, flow over the model. Whenever an
event was executed in the trace, a token flows over the activity that belongs to that event.
Tokens of all traces combined provide insights into e.g. bottlenecks, changes in the process
and seasonal effects. Animation and deviations can only be computed and visualised if the
model is sound and has clear semantics, which illustrates the need for process discovery
techniques that guarantee such models and robust conformance checking techniques that
can handle these models.

Insights gained from enhancement techniques may often lead to new research ques-
tions, and thus explorative process mining projects are typically iterative. For instance,
a model is discovered, which is evaluated and enhanced, after which e.g. the event log is
filtered (to zoom in) on a particular part of the process. After this, the analysis may be
repeated [61]. To support this iterative process, easy-to-use software support is neces-
sary [91]. Commercial tools such as Celonis Process Mining and Fluxicon Disco provide
the ease-of-use, but do not provide the semantics and conformance checking, which is
necessary to evaluate a discovered model and to validate the conclusions drawn from a
model [91]. Academic tools provide semantics and conformance checking, however lack
the ease-of-use and robustness (e.g. if a model like in Figure 1.3a is discovered, confor-
mance checking might not give useful answers [89]) required for software support [91].

Therefore, we introduce a software tool, the Inductive visual Miner (IvM), which
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(a) Frequency: the numbers on the edges and in the activities denote how often that
edge/activity was executed.

(b) Performance: the digits in the activities denote the average duration of that ac-
tivity. For instance, A_DECLINED took on average 0 days, 37 seconds and 999
milliseconds.

(c) Deviations: the red-dashed edges denote points in the model where the log and the
model disagree.

(d) Animation: the yellow dots flow over the model according to the model and indicate
e.g. bottlenecks.

Figure 1.7: Enhancements in Inductive visual Miner.
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combines the process discovery techniques described in this thesis with existing confor-
mance techniques (alignments) and the enhancements described in this thesis. That is,
IvM takes an event log as input and discovers a process model using the process discov-
ery techniques described in this thesis, aligns the event log and the model such that they
agree (i.e. computes an alignment), and enhances the model and event log using per-
formance, deviations, animation, and frequency information (the enhancements shown
in Figure 3.28 were computed and visualised by IvM). All of these steps are performed
automatically, and the user gets a result without further interaction necessary. Based on
the given results, a user can influence each step or apply filters, after which IvM auto-
matically recomputes all necessary steps. Due to the quick interaction and visualisation,
IvM enables users to explore the process as it was recorded in the event log.

1.5 Contributions and Structure of this Thesis

In this thesis, we address the process mining challenges process discovery, conformance
checking and enhancement. To summarise, this thesis contains the following contribu-
tions:

1. A framework for process discovery algorithms (the IM framework, Chapter 4). The
IM framework guarantees soundness by its use of process trees, and aids algorithms
in guaranteeing fitness, log-precision and rediscoverability. The framework enables
discovery algorithms to focus on the most important behaviour in an event log,
instead of on all behaviour, and enables the design of efficient algorithms that are
robust to too little and too much behaviour in the event log.

2. A systematic study of language abstractions used in process discovery and confor-
mance checking (Chapter 5). We perform a systematic study to these abstractions
and their influence on rediscoverability to better understand the capabilities and
limitations of the algorithms presented in this thesis and existing algorithms. For
each abstraction, we study its expressive power, i.e. the class of models that can be
represented by the abstraction such that no two models of the class with a different
language have the same abstraction.

3. A family of discovery algorithms (see Table 1.1, Chapter 6). These algorithms
implement the IM framework and therefore guarantee soundness. Each algorithm
targets different types of event logs and addresses different challenges of process
discovery. Furthermore, all algorithms guarantee rediscoverability and some guar-
antee perfect fitness. No existing (set of) algorithm(s) possesses this combination
of properties.

4. A conformance checking framework (the PCC framework, Chapter 7). The PCC
framework supports both log-conformance and model-conformance checking and is
able to handle larger event logs and models than existing techniques, works faster
and supports multiple process modelling formalisms. Furthermore, for certain
classes of models, the PCC framework guarantees that the returned measures are
perfect if and only if the two models are language equivalent.

5. A discussion of enhancements and a process mining tool (the IvM, Chapter 9).
The IvM combines process discovery, conformance checking and enhancements in
an easy-to-use package.

The structure of the remainder of this thesis is shown in Figure 1.8. In this figure,
the techniques, concepts and frameworks of this thesis are shown in boxes, as well as the
dependency relations between them.
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Figure 1.8: Structure of this thesis.

We first introduce some basic notation such as Petri nets, automata, languages, event
logs (not in the figure) and process trees in Chapter 2. Furthermore, the figure shows the
guarantees that are provided or enabled for each technique, concept or framework. We
elicit guarantees and other requirements of process discovery, conformance checking and
enhancement in more detail by considering existing techniques in Chapter 3. In Chap-
ter 4, we study rediscoverability in more detail, introduce the formal rediscoverability
proof framework and introduce the IM framework for process discovery.

We perform a systematic study towards the abstractions that are used in both process
mining and conformance checking in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, we introduce concrete
discovery algorithms that use these abstractions, i.e. we introduce several algorithms that
implement the IM framework, and prove guarantees such as fitness and rediscoverability
for these algorithms. We describe the PCC framework, i.e. our conformance checking
framework, which supports both log- and model-conformance checking, in Chapter 7.
In Chapter 8, we evaluate both process discovery algorithms and conformance checking
techniques (this is not denoted in the figure). For discovery algorithms, including the ones
introduced in this thesis, we test their scalability, balancing of log criteria, and robustness
to abnormal and missing behaviour. Furthermore, we compare the PCC framework to
conformance checking techniques on scalability and their returned measures.

In Chapter 9, we discuss several challenges and solutions of model and event log
enhancement. Finally, Chapter 10 concludes the thesis.
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2.1 Multisets, Traces, Regular Expressions

In this chapter, we first introduce some basic concepts and introduce several concepts
of process mining that will be used extensively in this thesis. In Section 2.2 we discuss
process models and event logs. Furthermore, we elaborate on a model and event log
abstraction, the directly follows relation, in Section 2.4. This notion is used in many
process mining techniques [4, 80, 173, 19, 143] and will be highly relevant for this thesis.

2.1 Multisets, Traces, Regular Expressions

A multiset is a set in which elements may occur multiple times, i.e. a multiset A is
a function of the elements of A to natural numbers, such that for an element a, Apaq
denotes how often a is included in A. For elements not occurring in the multiset, A
returns 0. For instance, let a, b and c be different elements, then the multiset A � ra2, bs
is the multiset in which Apaq � 2, Apbq � 1 and Apcq � 0.

• The expression a P A expresses that element a is in multiset A, i.e. that Apaq ¥ 1.

• To define multisets using formulas, we use a bracket notation. For instance, for a
multiset X, ra2|a P Xs denotes the multiset in which every element of X is included
twice as often, e.g. ra2|a P rx3, y2ss � rx6, y4s.

• The union of two multisets A and B, denoted with AZB, is the sum function, i.e.
let C � AZB, then for each element a it holds that Cpaq � Apaq �Bpaq.

• Similarly, in the multiset difference AY- B, for each element a, pAY- Bqpaq �
maxp0, Apaq �Bpaqq.

• A multiset A is a subset of multiset B, denoted with A � B, if and only if for all
elements a it holds that Apaq ¤ Bpaq.

• A set can be seen as a special case of a multiset, for which the returned value for
each element is bounded by 1. The function set transforms a multiset into a set:
setpLq � tt|t P Lu.

• For a given multiset A, the function MpAq returns the multisets in which all
elements of A occur infinitely often, and no other elements occur, i.e. for all
multisets A and A1 such that setpAq � setpA1q, it holds that A1 � MpAq and
setpMpAqq � setpAq.

A trace is a sequence of elements. For instance, xa, b, ay denotes the trace consisting of
an a followed by a b followed by an a again. Traces can be concatenated, e.g. xa, by�xc, dy �
xa, b, c, dy. The trace without elements is denoted with ε. To access the ith element of a
trace t, we write tpiq, and we denote the length of a trace t with |t|.

A regular expression expresses sets of traces using three operators: choice |, con-
catenation � and Kleene-star � [101]. In this notation, an expression describes a set of
traces, i.e. a for a P Σ describes the set txayu, and if A and B are expressions, then
A | B � AYB, A �B � ta � b | a P A^ b P Bu, and A� � ta, a � a, a � a � a, . . .u.

2.2 Process Models

In this section, we introduce the process modelling formalisms that are used in this thesis:
automata (Section 2.2.1), Petri nets (Section 2.2.2), Yet Another Workflow Language
(Section 2.2.3), Business Process Modelling and Notation (Section 2.2.4), and process
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s0 s1

s3s2

a

bb

a

Figure 2.1: Example of an automaton, NFA and DFA.

trees (Section 2.2.5). The formalism of Petri nets is a well studied formalism that provides
executable semantics to many other formalisms. Furthermore, many process discovery
and conformance checking techniques use Petri nets, such as [4, 80, 173, 19, 143]. The
Yet Another Workflow Language (YAWL) formalism extends Petri nets with several
constructs. The Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) language notation is
used in many end-user tools, and inspired the tooling described in Section 9.1.

However, Petri nets, YAWL models and BPMN models might suffer from certain
anomalies, such as the presence of deadlocks (see Chapter 1). To avoid such problems,
the process discovery and conformance checking techniques introduced in this thesis will
use a formalism that is well-behaved by design: process trees.

2.2.1 Automata
An automaton is one of the most basic ways to represent processes. In this section, we
present two types of automata: deterministic finite automata and nondeterministic finite
automata.

In the following, let Σ be an alphabet, i.e. the set of activities in the automaton.

Definition 2.1 (deterministic finite automaton). A deterministic finite automaton (DFA)
over an alphabet Σ is a tuple pS, s0, F,Aq which consists of:

• a finite set of states S;

• an initial state s0 P S;

• a set of final states F � S;

• a transition relation A : S � Σ Ñ S.

Graphically, a state is represented by a circle, the initial state has an unconnected
incoming edge, and the final state is represented by a circle with a double border. An
element of A, e.g. Aps, aq � s1, with a P Σ, s P S, s1 P S, is represented by a direct edge
from s to s1, annotated with a. For instance, Figure 2.1 shows an example of a DFA in
which Σ � ta, bu, S � ts0, s1, s2, s3u is the set of states, s0 is the initial state, F � ts3u
is the set of final states, and Aps0, aq � s1, Aps0, bq � s2, Aps1, bq � s3, Aps2, aq � s3 is
the transition relation.

Let si, sj P S be states in a DFA and let a P Σ, such that Apsi, aq � sj , i.e. from state
si there is an a-edge to sj . We denote this with si

a
ÝÑ sj , and semantically, this means

that the DFA starts in state si, executes activity a and ends up in state sj . Consider a
sequence of executions s0

a1ÝÑ s1
a2ÝÑ s2 . . . sn, such that s0 is the initial state of the DFA,

@1¤i¤n ai P Σ and @0¤i¤n si P S. We refer to such a sequence a1 . . . an as a trace. If
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(b) Minimal DFA.

Figure 2.2: Two DFAs with the same language.

sn P F , i.e., sn is a final state, then the trace is accepted by the DFA. The sets of all traces
that are accepted by a DFA is the language of the DFA. For instance, the language of the
DFA shown in Figure 2.1 is ab | ba, using the notation of regular language expressions.

Several DFAs could express the same language, e.g. the two automata of Figure 2.2
have the same language, however Figure 2.2 has fewer states. As proven in [101], for each
DFA there is a minimal DFA, i.e. a DFA with the same language for which there is no
DFA with the same language but fewer states. This minimal DFA is unique, i.e. there is
just one DFA with a minimum number of states [101]. Therefore, language equivalence
of two DFAs can be determined by examining their minimal DFAs, which we will use for
our conformance checking framework in Chapter 7. Figure 2.2b is the minimal DFA of
our example.

A language that can be represented by a DFA is a regular language. Languages that
are not representable by DFAs are for instance tanbn|n P Nu, i.e. any number of a-s
followed by the same number of b-s. For this language, the automaton would need to
count the number of a-s. As the number of states in a DFA is bounded, for each DFA
there is trace of the language not properly recognised by the DFA [101]. We denote the
set of all regular languages and all process models with regular languages regardless of
process modeling formalism with L.

In another class of automata, an automaton has an initial state, but no final states,
and its traces are therefore assumed to have no end. Process discovery has been studied
on such automata, e.g. on reactive continuously running systems [155], and in the context
of Linear Time Logic (LTL) [107]. However, given the context of business processes, in
this thesis we limit ourselves to languages with termination.

Many more types of automata have been defined, e.g. non-deterministic finite au-
tomata and infinite automata. For more information, please refer to [101].

For most practical process models, DFAs are not well suited, as each possible state
the process can be in needs an explicit state in a DFA: DFAs of real-life processes can
be prohibitively large and therefore may be difficult to understand by human analysts.
Therefore, in the next sections, we discuss process modelling formalisms and notations
that can represent state spaces more compactly.

2.2.2 Petri Nets
In this section, we introduce Petri nets [137], two subclasses of Petri nets, and several
extensions. Petri nets can denote some state spaces more compact, especially in presence
of concurrent behaviour, i.e. independent executions do not lead to a state space explo-
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a
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Figure 2.3: A sound workflow net.

sion. We first introduce general Petri nets. Second, we introduce two subclasses of Petri
nets that are used in many process discovery techniques. We illustrate the limitations of
Petri nets by recalling two extensions that make Petri nets Turing complete.

Definition 2.2 (Petri net, unlabelled Petri net). A Petri net over a given alphabet Σ is
a tuple pP, T,A,M0, F, lq consisting of:

• a set of places P ;

• a set of transitions T , such that P X T � H;

• a multiset arc relation A � MppP � T q Y pT � P qq;

• an initial marking m0 � MpP q;

• a set of final markings F , being a set of multisets over P ;

• a partial labelling function l : T Ñ Σ.

In case l is an bijective function, i.e. l is a one-to-one correspondence between T and Σ,
then the net is an unlabelled Petri net.

Graphically, places are represented by circles, transitions are denoted by rectangles,
and arcs are denoted by directed arcs between places and transitions. The initial marking
is denoted by a black dot (a token). In case the net has one final marking, the places
that are part of this final marking are denoted with a doubly bordered circle. Figure 2.3
shows an example.

For a transition or place e, let e denote the post set of e, i.e. all places/transitions
to which e has outgoing arcs: e � tj | pe, jq P Au. Similarly, e denotes the pre set
of e: t � tj | pj, eq P Au. We canonically extend pre and post sets to multisets if A
is a multiset. The marking of a Petri net denotes the state of the net, and consists of
possibly multiple tokens in places, i.e. a marking is a multiset of places. A transition t
is enabled in a marking m if all places from which t has incoming arcs contain at least
one token: t � m. If transition t is enabled in marking m, it can fire, thereby changing
the marking of the Petri net to a new marking m1, such that it removes tokens from the
places connected to its incoming arcs, and produces tokens on places connected with its
outgoing arcs: m1 � m Z tY- t. We extend this to sequences of transition firings: the
Petri net starts in the initial marking m0, and a sequence of transition firings brings the
Petri net to a final marking mn P F .

The firing of a transition t semantically denotes the execution of its labelled activity,
i.e. the firing of t denotes the execution of lptq. If l does not map t, then t does not
denote the execution of an activity: t is a silent transition. The sequence of labelled
transitions in a firing sequence that brings the Petri net from the initial marking m0 to a
final marking mn P F denotes a trace of the Petri net. We denote such a firing sequence
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a

b

c

(a) A workflow net with an unreachable
final marking.

a

b

c

d

e

(b) A workflow net with remaining to-
kens.

Figure 2.4: Two workflow nets with soundness issues.

using m0  mn. The set of all such labelled firing sequences is the language of the Petri
net, which for a net M is denoted with LpMq.

Alternatively, Petri nets could be defined without final markings: the language of
such a Petri net would contain every labelled firing sequence that starts in the initial
marking m0. That is, in Definition 2.2, F would consist of all possible markings. Such
Petri nets could for instance be used to model continuous processes, or when in case
only events are logged without a categorisation into traces [155]. However, the business
processes we consider in this thesis have a clear ending, and the traces in event logs have
a clear end as well. Therefore, in this thesis, we limit ourselves to workflow nets.

Workflow nets. Workflow nets are a subclass of Petri nets, that is used by many
process discovery algorithms [4, 80, 173], due to their rather natural representation of
the final markings by a single place without any outgoing arcs [4, 17].

Definition 2.3 (workflow net). A workflow net is a Petri net pP, T,A,m0, F, lq such
that
• there is a single i P P such that i � H;
• there is a single o P P such that o � H;
• all places (P ) and transitions (T ) are on a path from i to o;
• the initial marking consists of i: m0 � ris;
• the only final marking consists of o: F � trosu.

For instance, Figure 2.3 shows a workflow net: its language is txa, b, c, dy, xa, c, b, dyu.
Workflow nets might suffer from several behavioural anomalies: the final marking

might not be reachable, or there might be tokens remaining in the net after a token
reaches the sink place. Figure 2.4a shows an example of a workflow net in which the final
marking is not reachable: after firing either a or b, the net is in a deadlock because c
would require both a and b to be fired. Figure 2.4b shows an example of a workflow net
in which there can be remaining tokens after the sink place is reached: after firing a, b
and c, d can fire, which puts a token in the sink place, but there is a remaining token in
the place left of d.

Workflow nets that do not have such issues are sound, i.e. a workflow net has sound-
ness if each transition can fire from the initial marking and from each reachable marking
it is possible to reach the final marking [4]. Formally:
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. . .

Figure 2.5: Single-entry-single-exit regions: the dashed regions have only one
incoming and one outgoing arc.

Definition 2.4 (soundness). Let W � pP, T,A, ris, ros, lq be a workflow net, in which i
is the source place and o is the sink place. W is sound if and only if:

• every transition can be fired, i.e. @tPT Dros m t � m;

• from every marking, reachable from ris, it is possible to reach ros, i.e. @ris m m 
ros;

• every marking, reachable from ris, that puts a token in o has no other tokens, i.e.
@ris m o P mñ ros � m.

The soundness property can be summarised in three requirements: (1) every transi-
tion can be fired in some marking that is reachable from the initial marking m0, (2) the
final marking (i.e. with one token in the sink place) is reachable from m0, and (3) once
a token is put in the sink place, the rest of the net is empty.

In [3], it was proven that the problem of deciding soundness for a workflow net is
equivalent to deciding whether its short-circuited net (i.e. connecting the sink place to
the source place using a silent transition) is live and bounded, i.e. from every reachable
marking, it is possible to eventually fire every transition, and there exists a number k
such that no place in the net has more than k tokens in any reachable marking.

In the next chapter, we will show the importance of soundness for process mining.
Here, we continue with a class of process models that are guaranteed sound: block-
structured workflow nets. A workflow net is block structured if for every place or tran-
sitions with multiple outgoing arcs, there is a corresponding place or transition with
multiple incoming arcs. The parts of the net between the outgoing and incoming arcs
form regions, and no arcs can exist between regions, i.e. the regions have a single entry
and a single exit. In Figure 2.5, the transitions bound the two dashed regions, and there
cannot be an arc between the regions. Due to this structure, block-structured workflow
nets are inherently sound.

An example is shown in Figure 2.6: the filled regions denote the blocks of the block
structure. Block-structured workflow nets are sound by definition, and therefore we will
use block-structured workflow nets in the techniques presented in this thesis.

Free-Choice Petri Nets. Another class of Petri nets are free-choice Petri nets. In
such nets, two transitions that share places from which they have incoming arcs, share
all such places [67]. For instance, Figure 2.7 shows free choice and a non-free choice con-
structs. Free choice nets are a well-studied subclass of Petri nets, as several properties,
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b

c

d e

f

g

a

Figure 2.6: A block-structured workflow net; filled regions denote the block
structure.

a b

(a) A free choice construct.

a b

(b) A non-free choice construct.

Figure 2.7: Free choice Petri nets.

such as reachability of a marking, liveness and boundedness, are decidable [67]. Further-
more, several process discovery algorithms provide guarantees if the system model can
be expressed as a free choice Petri net, e.g. the α algorithm [4, p.130] (see Section 3.3.2).

Extensions. Several extensions to Petri nets have been proposed. For instance, a
reset arc between a place and a transition removes all tokens from the place on execution
of the transition, while not influencing the precondition of the transition. Figure 2.8a
contains an example: the language of this sound workflow net consists of traces that start
with an a followed by a b and any combination b and c such that there are never more
c’s executed than b’s, and end with a d.

Another extension is the inhibitor arc. An inhibitor arc between a place and a tran-
sition alters the precondition of the transition, which can only fire if the place is free of
tokens. Figure 2.8b shows an example: the language of this sound workflow net consists
of traces that start with an a followed by any combination b and c such that there are
never more c’s executed than b’s, and end with a d when the number of b’s and c’s that
were executed is equal. A reset arc can be transformed into an inhibitor arc, but the
reverse is not necessarily true [4]. The addition of inhibitor arcs makes Petri nets Turing
complete [127].

2.2.3 Yet Another Workflow Language
The Yet Another Workflow Language (YAWL) was designed to provide an illustrative
implementation of a set of typical constructs to represent how cases flow through the
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a b c d

(a) A Petri net with a reset arc.

a b c d

(b) A Petri net with an inhibitor arc.

Figure 2.8: Examples of Petri net extensions.

process: the workflow patterns [12]. YAWL is both a process modelling language and an
engine that implements workflow systems by interpreting models written in the YAWL
language [82]. We used parts of the YAWL language in the main formalism of this thesis,
process trees, which will be introduced in Section 2.2.5.

The YAWL language extends Petri nets using syntactic sugaring, and several con-
structs that extend the expressibility of Petri nets:

• Data. Control-flow in YAWL can be constrained using data elements. These data
elements influence routing of cases. For instance, a gold customer (and this fact
is present as a data element in the case) might be routed differently than a silver
customer. Using data elements, YAWL is Turing complete.

• Cancellation regions. A transition in YAWL can have an associated cancellation
region that includes some elements of the model: upon execution of the transition,
all tokens that are present in the elements in the cancellation region are removed.
Cancellation regions closely resemble reset arcs of Petri nets.

• Or-splits and or-joins. A YAWL transition can be annotated as being an or-split.
That is, upon execution of the transition, a selection of the output arcs is made.
Only via the selected arcs a token is produced. The selection must consist of at
least one arc, and in YAWL, the selection is determined by data elements.
A transition annotated as an or-join performs the opposite task: it waits for tokens
on all incoming arcs as long as a via an arc a token could still arrive. As soon as
no token can arrive anymore, the transition fires. These or-joins have complicated
semantics, which can even lead to paradoxes [59].

• Multiple instance subprocesses. YAWL models can be nested, and such a nested
subprocess can be instantiated multiple times using a multiple instance YAWL
element. For instance, in an insurance claim, a subprocess could be ‘send a form
to all witnesses and wait for a reply’. As soon as a sufficient number of witness
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(a) start (b) end (c) concurrency (d) exclusive choice (e) inclusive choice

Figure 2.9: BPMN routing constructs.

a

b

(a) A BPMN model.

a

b

c

(b) An “unsound” BPMN model.

Figure 2.10: Two BPMN models.

forms have been received, the multiple instance subprocess finishes and the process
continues.
The multiple instance notion is convenient for repeating subprocesses and the
YAWL construct offers flexibility: it is possible to model that 10 witness forms
must be sent, and after 3 received forms the process should continue.
Furthermore, it is possible to model that an unspecified (unbounded) number of
subprocesses can be started, and all must finish before the multiple instance finishes
and the process can continue. This construct brings the YAWL language outside
the class of regular languages (see Section 2.2.1), as the model needs to keep track
of an unbounded number of started subprocesses, and this cannot be modelled in
a finite automaton. (Note that other YAWL constructs and data have the same
effect.)

2.2.4 Business Process Model and Notation

Recently, the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) has become one of the most
widely used languages to model business processes [4]. Given its wide use in industry
and the rather intuitive semantics of basic routing constructs, we took inspiration from
the BPMN notation for our software tools, which will be introduced in Section 9.1.

A BPMN model is similar to a Petri net, however uses gateways as routing constructs,
a job served by the tasks (transitions) in Petri nets. The constructs most relevant for this
thesis are summarised in Figure 2.9. An example BPMN model is shown in Figure 2.10a,
which has the language pab | baqpab | baq�. BPMN models might have similar issues as
Petri nets, e.g. Figure 2.10b shows a model which Petri net translation would not be
sound. For more information, please refer to [54].
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2.2.5 Process Trees
Both Petri nets and BPMN models might suffer from soundness issues. As described
in Chapter 1, in process mining, models with soundness issues might be challenging for
techniques, and for many use cases, unsound models should be discarded. Therefore, in
this thesis we focus on a modelling formalism that is guaranteed to be free of soundness
issues: the process tree. By using process trees, discovery algorithms and conformance
checking techniques need not to worry about soundness, as soundness is guaranteed by
construction.

A process tree is an abstract hierarchical representation of a block-structured workflow
net: a rooted tree in which the leaves are annotated with activities or the silent activity
τ and all other nodes are annotated with operators. We assume a finite alphabet Σ to
be given, then we define the syntax of proces trees recursively as follows:

Definition 2.5 (process trees syntax). Let Σ be an alphabet of activities, then

• activity a P Σ is a process tree;

• the silent activity τ (τ R Σ) is a process tree;

• let M1 . . .Mn with n ¡ 0 be process trees and let ` be a process tree operator, then
`pM1, . . .Mnq is a process tree, which we sometimes write as `

. . .MnM1

.

To define the semantics of process trees, we again assume a finite set of activities Σ
to be given. The language of an activity a is the trace xay, representing the execution
of that activity (a process step). The language of the silent activity τ contains only the
empty trace ε. The language of a process tree operator is a combination of the languages
of its children.

Formally, the language of a process tree is defined recursively as follows, in which `
denotes any process tree operator (in this thesis ` P t�,Ñ,^,Ø,	,_u), and in which
`L denotes an operator-specific function that combines the languages of its children:

Definition 2.6 (process tree semantics). Let Σ be an alphabet of activities, then

Lpτq � tεu
Lpaq � txayu for a P Σ

Lp`pM1, . . .Mnqq � `LpLpM1q, . . .LpMnqq

We refer to such functions `L as language-join functions, and each process tree
operator has a different language-join function.

This thesis uses six process tree operators: �, Ñ, ^, 	, Ø and _. The � operator
describes the exclusive choice between its children, Ñ the sequential composition, ^
the concurrent composition, Ø the interleaved (i.e. non-overlapping) composition, 	 the
repetitive composition and _ the optional concurrent composition.

In the remainder of this section, we finish the definition of the semantics of process
trees by giving the language-join function for each operator, and showing a corresponding
Petri net.

Exclusive Choice

The exclusive choice operator (�) expresses that a trace of one of the children of the
operator must be included, i.e.:
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Definition 2.7 (exclusive choice semantics). Let L1 . . . Ln be languages, such that n ¥ 1.
Then,

�LpL1, . . . , Lnq � L1 Y L2 Y . . .Y Ln

For instance, the language of the process tree �pa, bq is txay, xbyu. An exclusive
choice operator can be translated to a block-structured workflow net as follows, in which
M1 . . .Mn are process trees. In this translation, the dotted boxes denote the translations
of the subtrees M1 . . .Mn.

�

Mn. . .M1

. . .

M1

Mn

Sequence

The sequence operator (Ñ) expresses that a trace of all children must be included in
order, i.e.:

Definition 2.8 (sequence semantics). Let L1 . . . Ln be languages, such that n ¥ 1. Then,

ÑLpL1, . . . , Lnq � L1 � L2 � � �Ln

For instance, the language of the process treeÑpa, bq is txa, byu. A sequence operator
can be translated to a block-structured workflow net as follows, in which M1 . . .Mn are
process trees:

Ñ

Mn. . .M1

M1 . . . Mn

Concurrency

The concurrency operator (^) expresses that a trace of all children must be included,
and these traces may overlap. The following definition uses the shuffle-product operator
�, which we will define afterwards.

Definition 2.9 (concurrent semantics). Let L1 . . . Ln be languages, such that n ¥ 1.
Then,

^LpL1, . . . , Lnq � L1 � L2 � . . . Ln

For instance, the language of the process tree ^pa, bq is txa, by, xb, ayu.
The shuffle product S1 � . . . Sn takes sets of traces from S1 . . . Sn and interleaves

their traces @1¤i¤n ti P Si while maintaining the order within each subtrace ti. Let t be
a trace, and let f be a bijective function that maps each event of t to a subtrace tj and
to a position in that subtrace, i.e. f : t1 . . . |t|u Ñ tpj, kq | 1 ¤ j ¤ n^ k ¤ |tj |u. Then,

t P t1 � . . .� tn ô Dfunction f

@1¤i1 i2¤|t|^fpi1q�pt,k1q^fpi2q�ptj ,k2q k1   k2 ^

@1¤i¤n^fpiq�pt,kq tpiq � tjpkq
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where f is a bijective function mapping each event of t to an event in one of the ti [30].
For instance,

txa, byu� txc, dyu � txa, b, c, dy, xa, c, b, dy, xa, c, d, by,

xc, d, a, by, xc, a, d, by, xc, a, b, dyu

A concurrent operator can be translated to a block-structured workflow net as follows,
in which M1 . . .Mn are process trees:

^

Mn. . .M1

. . .

M1

Mn

Interleaving

The interleaving operator (Ø) expresses that a trace from all children must be included,
and that these traces cannot overlap. The following definition uses the permutation
function ppnq, which returns all permutations of the numbers t1 . . . nu.

Definition 2.10 (interleaved semantics). Let L1 . . . Ln be languages, such that n ¥ 1.
Then,

ØLpL1, . . . , Lnq �
¤

pi1...inqPppnq

ÑLpLi1 , . . . , Linq

For instance, the language of the process tree Øpa,Ñpb, cqq is txa, b, cy, xb, c, ayu.
Notice that we only define the language here: in a real-life system, the choice in which
order the children are executed might be made incrementally, even though the definition
does not explicitly express this. An interleaved operator can be translated to a block-
structured workflow net as follows, in which M1 . . .Mn are process trees.

Ø

Mn. . .M1

M1

Mn

Compared with concurrency, for interleaving a critical section place is added, which
ensures that at any time, only one subtree can be executing.

Loop

The loop operator (	) expresses that each trace first contains a trace from the first child
(the loop body). Then, the trace either ends or contains a number of times a trace from
a non-first child (a loop redo) followed by a trace from the loop body again.

Definition 2.11 (loop semantics). Let L1 . . . Ln be languages, such that n ¥ 2. Then,

	LpL1, . . . , Lnq � L1p�LpL2, . . . , LnqL1q
�
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For instance, 	pa, b, cq is the composition of a trace of the body a, then zero-or-
more times a trace from a redo part (b or c) and a body a again: appb | cqaq�, i.e.
txay, xa, b, ay, xa, c, ay, xa, b, a, c, ay, xa, c, a, b, ay, xa, b, a, b, ay . . .u. A loop operator can be
translated to a block-structured workflow net as follows, in which M1 . . .Mn are process
trees:

	

Mn. . .M2M1

M1

M2

. . .

Mn

Inclusive choice

The inclusive choice operator (_) expresses that a trace from at least one child is included,
and that these traces may overlap. The following definition uses the subset-function qpnq,
which returns the set of all subsets of the numbers t1 . . . nu, without the empty subset.

Definition 2.12 (inclusive choice semantics). Let L1 . . . Ln be languages. Then,

_LpL1, . . . , Lnq �
¤

ti1...imuPqpnq

^LpLi1 , . . . , Limq

For instance, the language of the process tree _pa, bq is txay, xby, xa, by, xb, ayu. An
inclusive choice operator can be translated to a block-structured workflow net as follows,
in which M1 . . .Mn are process trees:

_

Mn. . .M1

p1

later

first

skip
M1

later

first

skip
Mn

p2
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b

c

d e

f

g

a

Figure 2.11: A Petri net corresponding to the process tree
Ñp�p^pa, bq, cq,�p	pÑpd, eqq, fq, gq. The filled regions denote the block
structure derived from the process tree operators.

Place p1 denotes that no subtree has been scheduled for execution yet, while place p2

denotes that a child has been scheduled. We use this construct to ensure that at least one
subtree is executed, which corresponds to the semantics of the _-operator. We added
dashed regions to clarify the Petri net constructs that are added for each subtree. The
constructs that are necessary for each subtree include three silent transitions: one to skip
execution of the subtree (this can only be done if p2 denotes that another subtree has been
scheduled), one to schedule the subtree as the first child to be executed (this can only be
done if p1 denotes that no other subtree has been scheduled), and finally one to schedule
the subtree if another subtree has already been scheduled (this can only be done if p2

denotes that another subtree has been scheduled). Once a subtree is scheduled, it must
be executed, however the order in which the scheduled subtrees are executed is arbitrary.
Once all subtrees have been executed or skipped, the rightmost silent transition joins the
inclusive choice.

In YAWL models, or-joins might have complex semantics, even leading to para-
doxes [59], but such issues do not appear in block-structured models, as for each or-join
there is a corresponding or-split, and such structures (local synchronising merge workflow
pattern [12]) do not risk expressing paradoxical behaviour.

Example

For instance, consider the process tree ME � Ñ

�

g	

fÑ

ed

�

c^

ba

. The language of ME is

pab | ba | cqpdepfdeq� | gq. Each process tree is easily translatable to a sound block-
structured workflow net. For example, the workflow net corresponding to ME is shown
in Figure 2.11.
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Furthermore

Based on the language-join functions, the order of children for �, ^,Ø, _, and the order
of non-first children of 	 are arbitrary. For instance, �pa, bq � �pb, aq, ^pa, bq � ^pb, aq
and 	pa, b, cq � 	pa, c, bq but Ñpa, bq � Ñpb, aq and 	pa, b, cq � 	pb, a, cq.

The lowest common ancestor of two nodes in a tree is the node connecting the two
nodes, e.g. in 	

cÑ

ba

, the lowest common ancestor of a and c is the 	 node. In this

thesis, we will use Σ to denote the set of activities of a process tree explicitly, e.g.
Σp�pa, bqq � ta, bu. We refer to the set of all process trees as T.

The process trees introduced here differ slightly from the process trees as defined
in [36, 148]. In [36], a loop has precisely three children: a body, a redo and an exit
subtree. The semantics are similar: the body is always executed, followed by a repeated
redo and body. However, the exit child is executed last. We decided to opt for n-ary
loop nodes, as these provide a more natural fit to the cut detection algorithms: these
algorithms, which will be introduced in Chapter 6, discover n-ary loops naturally, while
an exit-node would be indistinguishable from a sequence-node. Furthermore, we added
the interleaved operator.

2.3 Event Logs

In this section, we introduce the input format of discovery algorithms and many other
process mining techniques: event logs. We first introduce the most commonly used type
of event logs and their notation, i.e. in which activities are atomic. Second, we introduce
a variant of event logs in which activities take time. Third, we consider rich event logs,
i.e. event logs in which events have meta information attached.

2.3.1 Atomic Event Logs
A trace represents the activities that were executed for e.g. a particular customer, patient,
file or claim. An activity is a step in the process, e.g. the recording of an order or
treatment of a patient. Each such an execution is an event . Formally, a trace is a finite
sequence of events, e.g. xa, a, by denotes a trace in which first an event of activity a
occurred, then an event of activity a again and finally an event of activity b.

An atomic event log is a multiset of traces. For ease of notation, we will refer to an
atomic event log simply as an event log . For instance, rxa, a, by3, xb, by2s denotes an event
log in which the trace xa, a, by happened 3 times and xb, by happened twice. We refer to
the set of all atomic event logs as E. We denote ΣpLq for the alphabet of a log L, i.e., the
activities used in L, |L| for the number of traces in L and ||L|| for the number of events
in L.

2.3.2 Non-Atomic Event Logs
In atomic event logs, an event denotes the execution of an activity, but this execution
is assumed to be atomic and instantaneous. In this section, we introduce a concept of
event logs in which the executions of activities can take time.
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as as ac ac

Figure 2.12: Two ways to explain the trace xas, as, ac, acy.

In a non-atomic event log, executions of activities are represented by two events
instead of one: one event denotes the start of the execution, while the other denotes the
completion of the execution. Thus, every event is marked as being either a completion or
a start event. Notation wise, we write ~L to denote a non-atomic event log. For instance,
the trace xas, bs, bc, acy denotes the trace in which first non-atomic activity ~a was started,
then ~b was started, after which ~b completed and finally ~a completed.

The atomic event logs introduced earlier can be mapped to the new notion by trans-
forming each event into both a start and completion event, e.g. xa, by is transformed to
xas, ac, bs, bcy (notice that this keeps the semantics of the atomic trace intact). We do
not assume events to contain any information on which start event belongs to which
completion event, e.g. in the trace xas, as, ac, acy, two explanations are possible (see Fig-
ure 2.12). We do not have to make this assumption as the discovery techniques presented
in this thesis do not need to know which as belongs to which ac.

We refer to a set of non-atomic traces as a non-atomic language.
Event logs adhering to the XES standard [77] might provide start and completion

information. For instance, the BPI Challenge log of 2012 (BPIC12) [56] contains this
information. The XES standard describes several extensions, which allow information to
be added events. The lifecycle:transition extension adds life cycle transitions to events,
i.e. events can denote state changes in a state machine that describes their life cycle.
Several life cycles with corresponding state machines have been proposed, in this the-
sis we will use only use the start and complete transitions. In this thesis (and in our
implementations) we ignore events with other life cycle transitions.

Non-Atomic Trace Consistency

Our notion of non-atomic traces inherently introduces a challenge: the start and com-
pletion events must not appear out of order to make sense, i.e. the number of ‘running’
activity executions must never be negative. For instance, the trace xac, asy makes little
sense, as activity a was completed before it started. We refer to a non-atomic trace
without such issues as a consistent trace, i.e. a trace for which one could construct a one-
to-one mapping between start and completion events, in which the start event appears
before its mapped completion event.

Definition 2.13 (consistent non-atomic trace). A non-atomic trace t � xa1, a2, . . . any
is consistent if there is a mapping X � N� N such that

• all mapped events are of the same activity:
@Xpai, ajqΣprxaiysq � Σprxajysq

• each completion event is mapped to one preceding start event:
@aiPt,ai is a completion event |tj | Xpaj , aiq ^ 1 ¤ j   iu| � 1
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• each start event is mapped to one following completion event:
@aiPt,ai is a start event |tj | Xpai, ajq ^ i   j ¤ nu| � 1

• no other mappings are present:
@Xpai,ajq ai is a start event ^ aj is a completion event

However, even though we assume there is such a mapping, the discovery techniques
presented in this thesis do not need to know an actual mapping.

As inconsistent traces make little sense and to keep the algorithms and proofs simple,
in this thesis we assume that all non-atomic traces we encounter are consistent. In
practice however, inconsistent traces might be encountered, e.g. the BPIC12 log [56] has
three such start events that cannot be mapped to a corresponding completion event.
Therefore, we introduce a pre-processing step to solve inconsistencies.

We explain this step using an inconsistent example trace, xas, bs, bcy. This trace could
be made consistent in several ways:

xbs, bcy remove as
xas, bs, bc,acy add ac at the end
xas, bs,ac, bcy add ac in the middle
xas,ac, bs, bcy add ac in the beginning

Without further information, there is no reason why one of these options would prevail
over the others. Therefore, we pragmatically choose the last one, as that keeps the impact
of the inconsistency as small as possible by inserting a completion event right after the
unmatched start event. This is applied to all inconsistent traces in our tools as a pre-
processing step. Therefore, in the remainder of this thesis, we can assume that all traces
are consistent. In case more information is available, such as when the events are linked
to one another with the concept:instance extension of XES [77], our pre-processing step
could easily be preceded by a such a custom inconsistency resolver.

2.3.3 Richer Logs
In real-life event logs, events may be annotated with additional data elements such as
time stamps (when the event was executed), resources (by whom or what the event
was executed), the type of customer for which the event was executed, what decision
information was available when the event was executed, etc.

For instance, consider the following trace:B
alife cycle: start

time: 29-02-1900 12:32
resource: Sue

, blife cycle: start
time: 29-02-1900 12:36

resource: Bert

,

alife cycle: complete
time: 29-02-1900 13:52

resource: Sue

, blife cycle: start
time: 29-02-1900 14:00

resource: Bert

F

This trace consists of four events, and each event is annotated with a life-cycle transition,
a time stamp and a staff member who executed the event. For more information, please
refer to [77].

In most techniques presented in this thesis, we will not consider this extra event
information. However, in Chapter 9, we will present techniques to use this data, e.g. by
summarising the data and projecting it onto process models.

In the previous sections, we discussed process models and event logs. In the remain-
der of this section, we introduce an important abstraction of both: the directly follows
relation.
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2.4 Directly Follows Relation

In this section, we introduce a language abstraction that is used in many process discovery
algorithms and implicitly in many conformance checking techniques: the directly follows
relation. Before we introduce the relation, we first establish some terminology on relations
and graphs.

A graph is a set of nodes combined with a set of edges, such that each edge connects
two nodes. The edges might be annotated, i.e. an edge weight attached. If the edges of
a graph have no direction, i.e. just connect two nodes without providing an ordering on
them, the graph is an undirected graph, which corresponds to a commutative relation on
the nodes. In a directed graph, the edges have a direction, i.e. go from a node to another
node, thereby establishing a non-commutative relation between the nodes of the graph.
A directed graph can be projected onto an undirected graph by ignoring the direction of
the edges.

A (directed) path is a sequence of nodes such that each sequential pair of nodes on
the path is connected by an edge (in the correct direction). Note that a path contains
at least one node. We define an undirected path of a directed graph (!) to be a path of
which the direction of the edges is ignored.

A connected component in an undirected graph is a non-empty set of nodes such that
there is a path between all pairs of nodes in the set. A strongly connected component in
a directed graph is a non-empty set of nodes such that between each pair of nodes in the
set, there is a directed path forth and a directed path back in the graph.

A directly follows relation � is a combination of a graph and two annotations. The
graph (directly follows graph) is a directed graph: its nodes are activities, its edges denote
which activities can directly follow one another. The two annotations J and K denote
the start and the end of a trace. Notice that these annotations are not part of the graph.

Definition 2.14 (directly follows relation). Let Σ be an alphabet such that J R Σ and
K R Σ and let L be a language over Σ. We define the following relations:

a� bô DtPL t � x. . . a, b, . . .y

J� aô DtPL t � xa, . . .y

a�K ô DtPL t � x. . . , ay

J�K ô DtPL t � ε

For readability, we often write StartpLq for the set of all start activities (ta P Σ |
J� au), and EndpLq for the end activities (ta P Σ | a�Ku). Directly follows relations
can be derived from event logs and models. Therefore, for a log L we denote the directly
follows graph of L with �pLq. Similarly, for a process model M , we use the shorthand
�pMq to denote�pLpMqq, and StartpMq and EndpMq for StartpLpMqq and EndpLpMqq.

Let d be a directly follows relation, then we denote Σpdq for the alphabet over which
d was defined. We denote Startpdq for the start activities of d and Endpdq for the end
activities of d.

In the directly follows graph that is derived of a process model, frequency information
(i.e. how often each edge in the directly follows graph was observed), is not available.
In event logs, such information is available and useful for discovery algorithms to assess
which behaviour occurred more frequently than other behaviour. Therefore, we extend
the directly follows relation with frequency information for event logs: the sets of start
and end activities become multisets, and the edges of the directly follows graph become
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Figure 2.13: Example of a directly follows graph.

annotated with a weight, denoting how often some relation happened in the event log.
For instance, consider the following event log:

L � rε2, xa, b, fy3, xf, a, by2, xe, d, a, by3, xd, e, a, by, xf, a, b, c, a, bys

then, its activities are

ΣpLq � ta, b, c, d, e, fu

its start and end actvities are

StartpLq � ra3, d, e3, f2s

EndpLq � rb7, f3s

and its directly follows graph is

�pLq � rJ�K2, J� a3, J� d, J� e3, a� b10, b� c, b� f3,

c� a, d� a3, d� e, e� a, e� d3, f� a3, b�K7,

f�K3s

A graphical representation of this relation is shown in Figure 2.13, in which the annota-
tions J and K are visualised by open-ended edges, and the empty trace is denoted with
ε.

Furthermore, let �� denote the transitive closure of a directly follows graph, i.e. for
two activities a and c

a��cô D0¤n,b1...bnPΣpLq a� b1� b2 . . . bn� c

Notice that a��a is not a tautology.
In this chapter, we introduced event logs and process models, and we discussed the

directly follows relation, which is a language abstraction used by many process discovery
techniques. We will use this relation extensively in this thesis, especially in Chapter 5.
In the next chapter, we will describe the process mining problems that are addressed in
this thesis: process discovery, conformance checking and model enhancement.
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Figure 3.1: Process discovery, conformance checking and enhancement in their
context. The coloured region denotes the scope of a typical process mining
project.

In the previous chapter, we discussed some of the core concepts of process mining tech-
niques: event logs, process modelling notations and directly follows graphs. In Chapter 1,
we introduced three challenges of process mining: process discovery , conformance check-
ing and model enhancement . In this chapter, we elaborate on these challenges and discuss
related work.

We explained these challenges using Figure 3.1: a system implements a system model,
the system executes and these executions are recorded in an event log. To gain insight into
the behaviour of the system, a process discovery technique uses the event log to obtain
a process model that describes the system. To provide insight into the match between a
log and the model, a log-conformance checking technique measures the correspondence
between a log and a model. Notice that the model could be discovered by a discovery
technique, but could also have been made by hand. Process discovery and conformance
checking techniques are typically concerned with the control flow of a process, i.e. the
conditions on and the order in which the process steps can be performed. Besides control
flow, process models can express more information, for instance on process performance.
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A model-enhancement technique annotates a process model with aggregated information
of the event log, such as time, life cycle or resources, thereby enabling analysts to assess
the process on these perspectives. To gain insight into the system as it is running, instead
of how the organisation thinks it runs, in typical process mining projects these steps are
used. These steps are contained in the blue coloured region in Figure 3.1. We will
describe an example process mining project in Section 3.1.

In a typical exploratory process mining project, the system is subject of study but un-
known. However, in evaluative process mining projects, a reference system model might
be available, using which the system is implemented. To gain insight into the differences
between two process models, e.g. the system and the system model, a model-conformance
checking technique measures the correspondence between two process models, e.g. the
system model and the discovered model, to provide insight in their differences. Another
application of model-conformance checking is to compare models discovered from event
logs from different scopes (e.g. time periods or geographical locations) of the same system
to detect differences between these scopes.

In this chapter, we introduce these three process mining problems in more detail: we
start with a description of common use cases (Section 3.1), after which we discuss formal
challenges of process discovery and conformance checking, and gather formal requirements
for both in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we discuss existing process discovery techniques
and gather practical requirements. In Section 3.4, we do the same for conformance
checking techniques, and in Section 3.5 for model enhancement techniques. We finish with
a high-level description of our approach and how it addresses the identified challenges in
Section 3.6.

3.1 Different Use Cases, Different Process Mining
Techniques

Process mining projects (denoted by the blue-coloured region in Figure 3.1) can have
several use cases, each of which might require different characteristics of the techniques
used. Moreover, use cases may change during the project. We illustrate several use cases
using a case study, after which we discuss more common use cases.

Case Study. In [61], we described a real-life process mining project, performed at
IBM, a leading multinational technology and consulting corporation, in a hardware ser-
vice department. In particular, a spare parts purchasing process was analysed, which is
performed independently at several locations around the world. The event log extracted
from this process contained hundreds of thousands of events related to thousands of
orders of spare parts.

The initial goal of this process mining project was to gain insight into the process and
see what would stand out. Therefore, as a first step, several event logs were extracted,
each covering a different perspective of the data. As a second step, a process model
was discovered using the algorithms that will be described in Chapter 6 and tools that
will be discussed in Chapter 9, and this model was discussed with process experts. The
main purpose of this process model was to narrow the discussion to points of interest:
it was not important that this model showed all behaviour of the event log, as the most
occurring behaviour was sufficient. This allowed the process experts to identify several
areas of interest in the process model, and the analysis was continued iteratively on these
areas by filtering the event log.
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Variant 2 : executed X but (almost) always skipped Y and Z

Variant 1 : (almost) always skipped X but executed Y and Z

X Y Z

X Y

Z

W

W

Figure 3.2: Repetitive filtering of the event logs. The bottom process shows
that activity X was executed before activity Y sometimes, while these should
be mutually exclusive (image: [61]).

On one such filtered event log, a more detailed analysis revealed that in order to cancel
an order, users were required to perform two steps, i.e. do double work (see Figure 3.2).
This conclusion was validated in the SAP system that supported the process, and changes
were proposed to improve the process by making the second step automated. As this
analysis went into more detail, a more detailed model was necessary.

In another analysis, the process was compared over the four locations worldwide.
In this analysis, as a first step, the event log was split into four sublogs, each covering
the cases handled in one location. Second, all sublogs were filtered to represent around
80% of the most-occurring behaviour (i.e. traces). For one of these sublogs, say location
1, a process model was discovered, which described the “happy flow”, i.e. the majority
of normal behaviour. Second, this model of location 1 was compared to the sublogs of
locations 2, 3 and 4 using log-conformance checking techniques, to spot differences in
their executions of the process (see Figure 3.3). Here, the filtering was applied on the
event logs themselves, instead of in the discovery algorithms. Therefore, the discovery
algorithm was not expected to filter infrequent behaviour. This analysis revealed different
bottlenecks in the process at different geographical locations.

These differences were further investigated in a further analysis, revealing that these
differences were likely caused by a difference in pricing models, i.e. in some locations,
suppliers were paid for unsuccessful repairs, while in other locations the suppliers were
not paid in these cases. This led to a proposal to implement order confirmations, and
equalise the process over the four locations.

In this case study, the goals changed during the project, and the process mining
techniques had to be flexible to deal with the changing requirements. Furthermore, both
process discovery, conformance checking and log filtering were used in an iterative fashion.
Each time a model was discovered, it led to new insights and new questions. Therefore,
an iterative process was used in which event logs were repeatedly filtered.
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Geo 1

Geo 2

Geo 3

Figure 3.3: A process executed in four locations. A “happy flow” model of
a location is compared to the sublogs of three other locations. Light-coloured
activities are less often executed.

Other Use Cases. Another common use case is to get a better understanding of
the process as it is running, instead of how the organisation thinks it runs. For such
a use case, it is important that the model is understandable (the model has a high
simplicity , i.e. uses few constructs to express its behaviour), and less important that
the model describes all behaviour of the event log (the model has a high fitness, i.e.
the model describes most behaviour of the event log) or describes little more behaviour
than the event log (the model has a high log precision, i.e. the event log contains most
of the behaviour of the model) (we will explain fitness and log precision in more detail
in Section 3.3, and simplicity in Section 3.2.3). Such models are sometimes called 80%
models or happy flow models, i.e. as a rule of thumb 80% of the behaviour can often be
expressed using only 20% of the model complexity [4]. However, conclusions should be
drawn with great care: if fitness or log precision is too low, conclusions cannot be drawn
reliably as the model does not fully capture the behaviour in the event log. For instance,
Figure 3.4a shows a Petri net which is an 80% model of the event log rxa, by8, xb, ay2s.
Based on the model, one could conclude that a is always followed by b. However, the event
log and the model do not fit one another perfectly: in two traces, b and a are reversed.
Thus, one should conclude that in most of the traces, a is followed by b, instead of that
this is always the case. In contrast, Figure 3.4b shows another Petri net, which allows for
any behaviour. Based on this model, one could conclude that a and b can be executed
repeatedly. However, the model is not very precise: it allows for much more behaviour
than the behaviour that was seen in the event log, thus even though the model allows
for repeated execution, this never happened in reality.

Another use case is to find a process model that can be used for enactment , i.e.
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a b

(a) A Petri net.

a b

(b) A Petri net allowing for any behaviour.

Figure 3.4

form the basis from which a process engine manages a process. Then, it is important
that the model represents most of the behaviour of the system (the model has a high
recall). Depending on the context of the enactment, it might be important that the model
does not allow for too much extra behaviour (the model has a high system precision),
e.g. in security settings. For enactment, rediscoverability , i.e. the ability of a discovery
algorithm to rediscover the behaviour, i.e. the language, of a system, is a vital property,
as the enacted model should support the system well (we will introduce rediscoverability
in more detail in Section 2).

If the use case of the project is to perform auditing-related tasks, e.g. to ensure
behaviour is absent or present, the discovered model should have well-defined semantics,
such that log conformance checking techniques can show where deviations occurred. The
number of deviations should not be so high to become unmanageable, which implies that
the model should describe most of the event log (fitness). Furthermore, if the model
describes lots of behaviour that is not in the event log, conclusions that can be drawn
could be weakened (log precision). For instance, Figure 3.5a shows a process model based
on directly follows semantics, and was generated by Fluxicon Disco (FD) [79]. Behaviour
was filtered from this model, i.e. it does not represent all behaviour in the event log,
but it is not visible in the model which behaviour has been filtered out, which makes it
challenging to spot where the model deviates from the event log and to assess the quality
of this model. Therefore, conclusions on the absence of behaviour should not be drawn
based on this model. (In Section 3.3.2, we will show that such models have ambiguities
as well.) In contrast, Figure 3.5b shows a Petri net to which a log-conformance checking
technique has been applied, and this Petri net has been annotated with the result of a log-
conformance technique, e.g. the yellow large places and red-bordered transitions denote
deviations (In Section 3.4.1, we will explain these deviations in more detail). Using these
deviations, conclusions about absence of behaviour can be drawn, as the annotated model
contains all information that is present in the event log.

Finally, the certain types of analyses may require reasoning about all behaviour,
which requires all behaviour to be present (perfect fitness). In the next section, we will
show that such a perfectly fitting model is always achievable, but often not desirable. If
the process does not allow for an understandable perfectly fitting model, alternatively
one could obtain an 80% model and study deviations using a log conformance checking
techniques.

In the next section, we formalise challenges related to process discovery and confor-
mance checking. Thereafter, we discuss discovery techniques, in Section 3.4, we discuss
conformance checking techniques and we discuss enhancement techniques in Section 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Two models that do not correspond to their event logs.
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In the previous section, we described a few typical use cases for process mining. In this
section, we provide an introduction of formal challenges to two of the process mining
problems that are addressed in this thesis, i.e. the problems of process discovery and
conformance checking. The problem of process discovery is to, given an event log, return
a process model, which ideally is “good”. The problem of conformance checking is to,
given a process model and either another model or an event log as input, return “good”
measurements and information on the correspondence between them. In this section,
we discuss what makes a “good” process model or conformance measurement, i.e. we
elaborate on challenges of these two process mining subfields.

Ideally, a discovery algorithm returns a process model with well-defined semantics
that is free of deadlocks, that is equal to the system, and is readable by both human
analysts and machines. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, two entities are relevant in assessing
the quality of a discovered process model or conformance measurement: the event log
and the system. Therefore, process discovery can be hampered by e.g. unclear semantics,
the system being difficult to capture neatly in the output formalism, the event log con-
taining too little behaviour, or the event log containing erroneous behaviour. The ideal
conformance checking technique expresses, using a few measures, how well a discovered
model satisfies these challenges, compared to a system or an event log, and the values of
these measures compare well with values obtained from other measures. Thereby, con-
formance checking techniques face similar challenges as discovery techniques: the model
might not have well-defined semantics, the event log might contain too little information
or too much false information to give reliable measurements on the underlying system,
the model might be complex, and the measures might be biased by little-relevant features
of the models and the event logs. In this section, we discuss these challenges of process
discovery and conformance checking in more detail. We will recall that not all of them
can necessarily be solved together: in real-life cases, different use cases of process mining
projects might influence which challenges prevail.

Discovery techniques enjoy many degrees of freedom: the formalism of the process
model, which behaviour to include in the process model, what behaviour to exclude,
and how neat and readable the process model will be. Some quality dimensions are
independent of the event log and universal to process models, such as producing sound
models and producing models that can be layout such that they can be understood by
human analysts. In this section, we gather formal requirements for process discovery
and conformance checking. We first argue in favour of process models having precise
semantics in Section 3.2.1, after which we discuss the relation between system, event
log and discovered model in Section 3.2.2. We finish with a summary of the desirable
properties of discovery algorithms and conformance checking techniques in Section 3.2.4.
After this section, in sections 3.3 and 3.4, we will study existing techniques and gather
practical requirements.

3.2.1 Models with Precise Semantics
Regardless of the use case at hand (see Section 3.1), all discovered process models need
to adhere to some universal quality criteria. Most importantly, for most use cases, the
model should have executable semantics, i.e. a language: for each trace it should be clear
whether it is described by the model. Even though a model without such semantics can
be useful for human interpretation, one should be careful with drawing conclusions from
such models, as they might impose ambiguity. Obviously, computers have difficulties
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a
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Figure 3.6: An unsound workflow net.

with models that do not have well-defined semantics, thus conformance checking tech-
niques cannot be reliably applied. For instance, reconsider the process model shown in
Figure 3.5a: in this model, the boxes denote activities, and the edges denote which ac-
tivities denote the process flow, i.e. which activity can be executed after which activity.
However, in this model it is not clear what the splits and joins represent: intuitively, all
splits and joins represent exclusive choices, however they might also represent inclusive
choices, interleavings and concurrencies [142]. Therefore, process discovery techniques
should return models with executable semantics, yielding a new Requirement DR1:

Requirement DR1. The model has a well-defined unambiguous language, and this
model should be guaranteed to be sound.

In order to determine whether a trace is represented by a process model, the model
needs two key ingredients: an initial state and a (possibly unlimited) set of final states.
In a workflow net, these ingredients are present by construction, and therefore many
process discovery techniques focus on workflow nets.

However, workflow nets might suffer from other issues. For instance, the workflow
net shown in Figure 3.6 has an issue: the final state, i.e. a token in the sink place and no
other tokens elsewhere, is not reachable. As a final marking is not reachable, this model
has no traces and thus has an empty language. Even though a human analyst might
be able to derive information from this model, conclusions should be drawn carefully as
the perceived language of this model can be ambiguous. Applying automated analysis
such as conformance checking to such models may lead to counterintuitive results. Fur-
thermore, unsound models are obviously undesirable, as in reality there should not be
unexecutable process steps, or customers waiting in a deadlock. Therefore, ideally a pro-
cess discovery algorithm guarantees that every process model it discovers is sound, and
as a first requirement for process discovery (Requirement DR1), any discovered model
should be sound.

A weaker notion of soundness is weak soundness, i.e. a workflow net is weakly sound
if it is possible to reach the final state from the initial state. If a model is not weakly
sound, i.e. the final state of the model cannot be reached, then the language of that
model is by definition empty, i.e. does not contain any trace. In the case a language
is empty, language-based measures do not make much sense. A weakly sound model
suffices for several log conformance checking techniques, such as [19] and the techniques
we will introduce in Chapter 7 to get sensible measurements. Therefore, we add a new
requirement for conformance checking techniques, being that any weakly sound model
should be accepted. As weakly unsound models have empty languages, some techniques
may apply heuristics to derive more information from such models, i.e. make certain
assumptions such that the language of such models is not empty. If such heuristics are
applied, then the measurements on weakly unsound models should still be comparable
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Figure 3.7: Three Petri nets with the same language.

to measures on weakly sound models.

Requirement CR1. The technique should return measures for all weakly sound mod-
els. If unsound models are accepted by the technique by applying heuristics, these mea-
surements should be comparable to measures on weakly sound models. Log conformance
techniques should only take language into account.

Besides a language, systems have more properties that determine its behaviour. For
instance, Figure 3.7 shows three language equivalent Petri nets. In the models of fig-
ures 3.7a and 3.7b, the choice for transition b and c is made at a different moment.
These models can be distinguished using bisimilarity , which entails that one model can
“mimic” all moves of the second or vice versa [4, Section 5.3]. That is, that a mapping
exists between the states of the first model and the states of the second model, such that
for every pair of mapped states, executing the same step in both models leads to two
states in both models that are mapped [4, Section 5.3]. The model in Figure 3.7c contains
silent transitions, which change the state of the system without a corresponding activity
execution. The models of figures 3.7a and 3.7c are distinguished by bisimilarity, as the
silent steps of Figure 3.7c cannot be mimicked in Figure 3.7a. However, intuitively, these
models are perfectly capable of mimicking one another’s visible steps and moments of
choice: the choice between b and c remains unclear unless either is executed. The equiv-
alence relations branching bisimilarity and weak bisimilarity capture this intuitive notion
by taking silent transitions into account. That is, the models of figures 3.7a and 3.7c are
branching and weakly bisimilar [73]. As both these bisimilarity notions are weaker than
bisimilarity, the models of figures 3.7a and 3.7b are branching and weak bisimilar as well.

As moments of choice and unobservable behaviour are not recorded in an event log,
and the models of Figure 3.7 have the same language, all of these models could pro-
duce the same event logs. Therefore, without further information, process discovery and
conformance checking algorithms could not make a reliable choice between any of these
three models or assess one as “better” over the others based on the event log. That
is, we argue that conformance checking techniques should only take the language of a
model into account (Requirement DR1). Using extra information, discovery algorithms
and conformance checking techniques could guarantee stronger notions (which could be
useful for analysts), but in this thesis, we limit ourselves to languages.
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3.2.2 System - Log - Model Relations
Other quality dimensions depend on the system and the event log: we discuss the overlap
in behaviour between these entities using a Venn diagram (figures 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10): in
this diagram, each circle denotes the behaviour of either the system, the log, or a discov-
ered model. The concepts explained using this diagram are independent of a particular
notion of behaviour (branching behaviour, language, directly follows graph, activities,
. . . ), however for the purposes of this thesis, we limit ourselves to languages. That is,
we only assume that we can clearly distinguish whether a trace belongs to system, log
and/or model. In [36], all 8 overlapping areas are discussed; here, we limit ourselves to
the areas most relevant to this thesis. Furthermore, we do not elaborate on the relation
of system models to systems, event logs and models, as in this thesis, we assume that
the system model perfectly represents the system.

Model - Log Relation

First, we discuss how the discovered model can be positioned with respect to the event
log, yielding log conformance concepts. In Figure 3.8a the green filled area denotes fitting
behaviour , i.e. behaviour of the event log that is present in the model [42]. The blue filled
area denotes the opposite, i.e. unfitting behaviour. For several use cases, it is important
that the model contains a lot of fitting behaviour. For instance, in auditing, conclusions
on the absence of real behaviour would be wrong when drawn from a model with lots of
unfitting behaviour, as such behaviour happened in reality but is not described in the
event log. However, if the model contains lots of imprecise behaviour, then conclusions
on the absence of behaviour could not be drawn in the first place. If a general overview
of the system is the aim of the analysis, a model with more unfitting behaviour might be
desirable (see Section 3.1).

In Figure 3.8b the green filled area denotes log-precise behaviour, i.e. behaviour of
the model that is present in the event log 1. Conversely, the blue area denotes imprecise
behaviour, i.e. behaviour of the model that is not in the event log. Log-precise behaviour
is important for similar use cases as fitting behaviour, e.g. in auditing, conclusions about
presence of behaviour should be drawn from a model with little log-imprecise behaviour,
as log-imprecise behaviour is behaviour that is included in the model but was not observed
in reality.

If the log and the model contain neither unfitting nor log imprecise behaviour, then
the model is equivalent to the log according to the behavioural notion of the Venn dia-
gram.

Measures. The log-conformance measure fitness describes the balance of fitting and
unfitting behaviour, i.e. in typical measures, fitness is 1 if all behaviour is fitting, i.e.
all behaviour of the event log is represented in the model, and 0 if all behaviour is
unfitting [42].

The log-conformance measure log precision denotes the part of behaviour in the event
log that is precise: if all behaviour of the model is present in the event log, then precision
is 1 [42]. In process discovery, the assumption is made that the event log does not
contain all behaviour, i.e. the event log only contains examples. If all possible behaviour
is assumed to have been recorded (which is not very realistic), one could just use the
event log as a prediction of future behaviour. Therefore, in many use cases, perfect log

1In contrast to literature we use the term log precise (instead of “precise”) to distinguish log
and system precision.
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log model

system

(a) Fitting & unfitting behaviour.

log model

system

(b) Log-precise & -imprecise behaviour.

Figure 3.8: Log conformance concepts.

precision is not necessary. Notice that models and systems might have an unbounded
number of traces, e.g. in case of loops, while event logs are always bounded. Thus,
similar to [128], an event log can never contain all behaviour of a system that allows for
indefinite execution. Therefore, a model with a loop can conceptually never be perfectly
log precise. This challenges log measures, as these measures need to quantify how much
of the unbounded behaviour in the model is used in the bounded event log as well.

Ideally, log conformance measures provide guarantees, e.g. if fitness and log confor-
mance are both perfect, the log conformance measure should guarantee that the event
log and model are language equivalent (as discussed in Section 3.2.1, a stronger equiva-
lence notion is not feasible as the event log only contains a language). This yields a new
requirement:

Requirement CR2. The technique measures fitness and log precision between an event
log and a (system) model, and provides guarantees that these measures are perfect if and
only if the event log and the (system) model have the same language.

System - Model Relation

Second, we discuss how the discovered model can be positioned with respect to the
system, yielding system conformance concepts: in Figure 3.9a, the green coloured area
denotes recalled behaviour, i.e. behaviour of the system that is in the model as well.
Conversely, the blue coloured region denotes behaviour that is possible in the system,
but not in the discovered model. Process discovery algorithms aim to minimise the blue
and maximise the green region, as this ensures that the model describes all behaviour that
is possible in reality. In Figure 3.9b, the green coloured region denotes system-precise
behaviour, i.e. behaviour of the model that is also present in the system [94]. Conversely,
the blue coloured region denotes behaviour that is in the model, but not in the system, i.e.
superfluous behaviour that should be minimised. Recalled and system precise behaviour
are relevant for the same use cases as fitting and log precise behaviour, however taken
from the viewpoint of the system: if conclusions about the impossibility of behaviour
have to be drawn, the model should not contain (much) non-recalled behaviour. For the
possibility of behaviour, there should not be (much) system-imprecise behaviour.
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log model

system

(a) Recalled & non-recalled behaviour.

log model

system

(b) System-precise & -imprecise behaviour.

Figure 3.9: System conformance concepts.

Measures. The system conformance measure recall measures the amount of recalled
behaviour compared to the unrecalled behaviour, i.e. if all behaviour of the system is in
the model, then recall is 1 [94].

As the system is unknown in typical process mining projects, the log measure gener-
alisation aims to estimate recall. That is, generalisation aims to indicate the likelihood
that future behaviour will be represented by the model [40], and computes this estimate
using only the event log. Generalisation techniques typically measure some property of
the combination of the event log and the discovered model, for instance the variety in the
event log: if the event log repeatedly contains the same behaviour, then generalisation
is assumed to be high, as it is likely that a future trace will be supported by the model.
However, if each trace in the event log represents different behaviour, then generalisation
is assumed to be low, as it is likely that a future trace has not seen before and is therefore
unlikely to be supported by the model [42].

In Section 3.4, we will discuss generalisation measures in more detail. However, in the
evaluation of thesis (Chapter 8), we will not use generalisation estimations but instead
measure recall directly using k-fold cross validation.

The system-conformance measure system precision measures the opposite of recall,
i.e. if all behaviour of the model is in the system, then system precision is typically 1 [94].
Ideally, a system conformance checking technique should guarantee that two models have
perfect recall and system precision if and only if they have the same behaviour (up to
some notion of behaviour, such as language equivalence or bisimilarity), yielding a new
requirement:

Requirement CR3. The technique measures recall and system precision between pro-
cess models, and provides guarantees that these measures are perfect if and only if some
behavioural notion of equivalence holds.

Similar to log precision, the measures recall and system precision are challenged by
the possible unboundedness of system and model. Furthermore, model-model comparison
might hit formal boundaries, e.g. for general Petri nets, language inclusion is undecid-
able [66], hence guarantees such as Requirement CR3 cannot be given, i.e. there cannot
exist a set of system conformance measures that can reliably detect whether the lan-
guage of a Petri nets includes the language of the other Petri net without making further
assumptions on the Petri nets.
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log model

system

(a) Observed & unobserved behaviour.

log model

system

(b) Correct & deviating behaviour.

Figure 3.10: Log quality concepts.

Rediscoverability. If recall and system precision are both conceptually perfect and
the circles of the Venn diagram overlap completely, the system is rediscovered. That is,
the discovered model is language equivalent the system. A desirable property of discovery
techniques is to guarantee language equivalence of models and systems, which is captured
by a new requirement:

Requirement DR2. The technique guarantees rediscoverability.

We refer to this property as rediscoverability . Formally, rediscoverability is the abil-
ity of a process discovery algorithm to discover a model that is language equivalent to
the system, while making assumptions on the event log and the system. For instance,
for the α algorithm, rediscoverability has been proven. In Section 4.2, we will discuss
rediscoverability in more detail and introduce a formal framework that aids in proving it
for specific algorithms.

Log - System Relation

Finally, we describe how the event log and the system relate to one another, i.e. the two
remaining Venn diagrams denote the relation between a log and the system (Figure 3.10).
We refer to them as log quality concepts. In Figure 3.10a, the green coloured area
denotes the observed behaviour , i.e. the behaviour that is possible in the system that
actually happened and was recorded in the event log. Conversely, the blue coloured area
denotes the unobserved behaviour, i.e. behaviour that is possible in the system but has
not been observed in the event log. The more behaviour is observed, the easier it is for a
process discovery algorithm to describe the system correctly. From the log perspective, in
Figure 3.10b, the green coloured region denotes correct behaviour, i.e. behaviour recorded
in the event log that was also possible according to the system. We refer to incorrect
behaviour as deviating behaviour: this is denoted by the blue coloured region.

In typical process mining projects (as described in Section 3.1), a model of the system
is unavailable, but the event log can be influenced: more data can be extracted from the
system if the event log seems to be incomplete, and infrequent behaviour can be filtered.
The collection of Venn diagrams depicted in figures 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 illustrates that if the
event log is close to the system, i.e. has little unobserved and little deviating behaviour,
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then discovering a model that is close to the event log, i.e. with little unfitting or log
imprecise behaviour, will result in a model that closely resembles the system, i.e. has
little unrecalled and system imprecise behaviour. Conversely, if the event log has lots of
unobserved and deviating behaviour, or the discovered model has lots of unfitting or log
imprecise behaviour, then the discovered model might have lots of unrecalled and system
imprecise behaviour.

Measures. The log conformance concepts discussed earlier in this section apply to
systems as well, as these measures express the differences between logs and models:
completeness describes the balance of observed and unobserved behaviour, i.e. in typical
measures, completeness is 1 if all behaviour of the system is present in the event log.
Similarly, correctness describes the balance of correct and deviating behaviour.

For instance, in practise, we cannot expect an event log to contain all possible traces
of the system, i.e. be language complete, as this may require unbounded event logs in case
of loops. Furthermore, language complete event logs could become infeasibly large, e.g.
there are 10! � 3, 628, 800 possibilities to execute 10 activities concurrently, so an event
log with all behaviour would need to contain at least 3, 628, 800 traces. Furthermore,
this would prevent any new information to be gained by discovering a model. Therefore,
instead of considering an event log directly, process discovery algorithms typically con-
struct an abstraction of the behaviour in the event log first, and use that abstraction to
discover a model. This changes the notion of completeness, as the event log no longer
needs to contain all behaviour, but just enough traces to “cover” the abstraction, and
frees algorithms of the requirement that the log needs to contain every possible trace.

Challenges. As discussed earlier, rediscoverability relies on making assumptions on
event logs: the event log must contain enough correct information about the actual pro-
cess. Therefore, several glitches in the relation between event log and system might
challenge discovery. We discuss three of these challenges: one related to deviating be-
haviour, one related to infrequent behaviour and one related to completeness.

• As described, deviating behaviour is the occurrence of behaviour that is not part
of the system but ends up in the event log anyway. For instance, consider an HR
hiring process, during which the CEO kindly requests the department to hire a
certain person, or an insurance claim handling process that is flooded with claims
after a natural disaster and to help customers faster, mandatory checks are skipped.
If deviating behaviour ends up in the event log, a discovery algorithm might have
to handle it, e.g. exclude the behaviour from the model, depending on the use
case. If such abnormal behaviour is the subject of the analysis, it might need
to be included, whereas if the goal of the analysis is to visualise the big picture
and leave out details, it better be excluded. Deviating behaviour can interfere with
rediscoverability, because if the algorithm is unable to detect and exclude the noisy
behaviour, it will be included in the model and rediscovery fails as the system did
not contain this behaviour. Thus, process discovery algorithms need to be able to
handle deviating behaviour, i.e. decide to filter or include it, but also be flexible in
doing so, i.e. have the possibility to perform the opposite.

• A slightly different challenge arises from infrequent behaviour: infrequent behaviour
are the little-used parts of a system, i.e. behaviour that is supposed to happen, but
does not happen or happens in just a few cases in the event log. In the Venn
diagram of Figure 3.10, infrequent behaviour is part of the observed and correct
behaviour. The difference between deviating and infrequent behaviour is intention:
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if behaviour is not part of the system, the behaviour is deviating and if it is,
the behaviour is infrequent. Systems with infrequent behaviour pose challenges
to rediscoverability, as discovery algorithms have to decide whether behaviour is
infrequent (and include it in the model if the entire system is to be described,
or exclude it if only the most frequent behaviour is to be described) or deviating
(and exclude it from the model). Obviously, this is difficult given just an event
log. Luckily, in some use cases it is not necessary to distinguish deviating and
infrequent behaviour, e.g. if the aim is to obtain the big picture of a process, both
must be excluded.

• In some cases, event logs might be incomplete, i.e. the event log contains too little
information for the complexity of the system. For instance, this might happen if the
event log was extracted from data spanning a short period, or if the system contains
many activities. The notion of completeness depends on the discovery algorithm,
and different algorithms have different completeness notions. For instance, for IM
(that we will introduce in Chapter 6) and the α algorithm, which both require
the directly follows relation (that we introduced in Section 2.4). If an event log is
incomplete for the combination of a system and a discovery algorithm, rediscovery
fails. Therefore, a third challenge for algorithms is to have a completeness notion
such that small event logs can already be complete.

Notice that the three challenges, i.e. deviating behaviour, infrequent behaviour and
incompleteness, might be ambiguous or overlapping. If the event log contains behaviour
that occurs little, this behaviour might be deviating (the system does not contain it), in-
frequent behaviour (the system contains it but it’s exceptional), or incomplete behaviour
(the system contains it and there’s similar behaviour that is unseen). For instance,
consider the example log used before:

rxa, b, c, dy18, xa, c, b, dy25, xa, d, b, cys

Three systems from which this log could have emerged are shown in Figure 3.11. The
trace xa, d, b, cy occurs seldom compared to the other traces. In the system shown in
Figure 3.11a, this trace would indicate incomplete behaviour, i.e. several other traces are
missing from the event log, e.g. xa, c, d, by. In Figure 3.11b, the trace would be deviating,
as this system does not allow for it. The model shown in Figure 3.11c includes this trace,
however the part of the model that supports this trace is rarely executed, thus the model
contains infrequent behaviour. It’s up to the discovery algorithm to choose, and solving
the ambiguity is a though challenge for discovery algorithms, in particular as the choice
might depend on the use case, which yields a new requirement:

Requirement DR3. The technique is able to distinguish deviating behaviour, infrequent
behaviour and incomplete behaviour, and guarantees rediscoverability in presence of these
challenges.

We argue that there cannot exist a discovery algorithm that performs this classifi-
cation correctly in all cases. Therefore, human involvement in algorithms will remain
necessary to make the right choice depending on the use case.

In [7], a different view on the relations between system, model and log is presented
in which for each trace, a model expresses a probability that that trace occurs, instead
of expressing simply whether a trace can happen. In this view, it is assumed that any
behaviour can happen, though most behaviour with low probability, which consequently
defines process discovery as the problem of finding a model that represents this trace
probability distribution well. In further research, discovery algorithms might be adapted
to include such distributions.
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Figure 3.11: Three systems that could have produced the event log
rxa, b, c, dy18, xa, c, b, dy25, xa, d, b, cys.

3.2.3 Simplicity & Balancing Log Criteria

In the previous sections, three log conformance measures were introduced: fitness, log
precision and generalisation. In this section, we add a fourth one, simplicity , that ex-
presses whether a model is understandable by human analysts. Furthermore, we show
that discovery algorithms need to take these measures into account to avoid trivial un-
interesting models.

Simplicity

The measure simplicity is intuitively defined as the understandability of a process model
by human analysts, which is a highly subjective and ambiguous definition. To measure
simplicity, typically circumstantial presumably complicating factors can be considered,
such as the size of the model, partitionability (e.g. structuredness), cyclicity (e.g. the
amount of looping behaviour or structures), concurrency [115] or redundant model ele-
ments [42], and all these factors can be measured in several ways. Furthermore, simplicity
could be measured with respect to an event log or system, i.e. it could express whether
the model is a complex representation of an event log or system. A detailed discussion
of simplicity measures is out of scope for this thesis, we refer to [116] for an overview of
simplicity measures defined in literature. In this thesis, we will use a size-based simplicity
measure. However, in the next section, we will show that discovery algorithms need to
take simplicity into account to avoid trivial uninteresting models.
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Figure 3.12: Competing log quality criteria for the log
rxa, b, c, dy2, xa, c, b, dy2, xa, d, b, cys.

Balancing Log Measures

As process discovery algorithms take event logs as input and produce a model in an
output formalism, a challenge discovery techniques face is that they need to represent
the event log well in the output formalism [11]. In this section, we illustrate the challenges
that arise with respect to event logs using four of the log conformance quality measures:
fitness, log precision, generalisation and simplicity [4, Section 6.4.3].

Process discovery algorithms are challenged by these measures, as they should ideally
all be high, but they sometimes compete. Therefore, discovery algorithms have to strike
a balance between them. For instance, consider the following event log:

rxa, b, c, dy2, xa, c, b, dy2, xa, d, b, cys

Figure 3.12 shows several workflow nets that could describe this event log. The first
(Figure 3.12a) is not sound and its language of correctly terminating executions is empty,
as the final marking, i.e. a single token in the sink place, cannot be reached. Nevertheless,
it is perfectly log precise as all traces of the model, i.e. none, are represented in the event
log as well. The second (Figure 3.12b) is a flower model , i.e. it allows for any behaviour
(i.e. traces) of a, b, c and d. It is therefore perfectly fitting and general, but not log precise
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as it describes much more behaviour than seen in the event log. The third (Figure 3.12c)
is a trace model , i.e. it describes all traces of the event log and nothing else. It is
therefore fitting and log precise, but not general and not simple, as it is unlikely that
future behaviour will be represented in the model, and the model contains much more
constructs than the other models. The fourth (Figure 3.12d) is a model that provides
more information than the first three. It is fitting, general and simple. However, it
allows for more behaviour than seen in the event log and is thus not log precise. The
fifth (Figure 3.12e) seems to balance the quality criteria and seems to take the occurrences
of traces in the event log into account: only the trace xa, d, b, cy has been left out and
therefore the model is not fitting, but this left-out trace occurs just once in the log, and
it therefore seems reasonable to leave it out in exchange for a higher log precision and
simplicity.

In these examples, we illustrated that there might not be a model with a perfect or
high score for all four measures in the representational bias of the discovery algorithm.
Furthermore, even three of the four measures being perfect may still yield useless trivial
models that do not provide any new information (figures 3.12b and 3.12c). Therefore,
algorithms should avoid such trivial models and balance all four log measures, which
yields a new requirement:

Requirement DR4. The technique allows to balance log-conformance measures if the
behaviour of the event log does not fit the representational bias of the technique well.

However, this balance might depend on the use case: in our example, either of the
models in figures 3.12d (for instance for implementation purposes) or 3.12e (for a view
on the most-occurring behaviour) might be preferable (see Section 3.1). The challenge
is made more difficult by the fact that for some event logs, there exists no model that
scores well on all four log measures [42].

3.2.4 An Ideal Technique (1)

To summarise the previous sections, an ideal discovery technique takes an event log and
produces a process model, such that:

DR1 The model has a well-defined unambiguous language, and this model should
be guaranteed to be sound.

DR2 The technique guarantees rediscoverability.

DR3 The technique is able to distinguish deviating behaviour, infrequent be-
haviour and incomplete behaviour, and guarantees rediscoverability in pres-
ence of these challenges.

DR4 The technique allows to balance log-conformance measures if the behaviour
of the event log does not fit the representational bias of the technique well.

Similarly, an ideal conformance checking technique adheres to the following require-
ments:

CR1 The technique should return measures for all weakly sound models. If un-
sound models are accepted by the technique by applying heuristics, these
measurements should be comparable to measures on weakly sound models.
Log conformance techniques should only take language into account.
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CR2 The technique measures fitness and log precision between an event log and
a (system) model, and provides guarantees that these measures are perfect if
and only if the event log and the (system) model have the same language.

CR3 The technique measures recall and system precision between process models,
and provides guarantees that these measures are perfect if and only if some
behavioural notion of equivalence holds.

As discussed before, discovery algorithms and conformance checking techniques sat-
isfying all of these requirements are unlikely to exist given the discussed trade-offs. In
the remainder of this chapter, we discuss existing process mining techniques and extract
practical requirements for conformance checking and process discovery. That is, the lists
of requirements will be extended in sections 3.3.3 and 3.4.3.

3.3 Process Discovery

Process discovery aims at discovering a process model from an event log. In the previous
chapter, we explored challenges and fundamental requirements of process discovery algo-
rithms. In this section, we explore more practical challenges and illustrate how existing
process discovery techniques solve these challenges.

In particular, we will consider existing techniques on rediscoverability (Require-
ment DR2) and balancing of log requirements (Requirement DR4).

To rediscover a system, a discovery algorithm requires a log to contain enough in-
formation about the system. As discussed in Section 3.2, if an algorithm would require
all behaviour to be present in the event log, there might be systems for which a lan-
guage complete event log is infeasible or even impossible (in case of loops). Therefore,
many process discovery algorithms use a language abstraction. Typically, abstractions
are rather small, e.g. the directly follows graph is quadratic in the number of activities of
the process: for a system with 10 concurrent activities, less than 10 � 9 � 90 traces could
suffice instead of 3, 628, 800 for language completeness. Therefore, an assumption that
an event log resembles an abstraction is much more likely to hold than an assumption
on the full behaviour of the system. In Chapter 5, we study such abstractions in more
detail.

3.3.1 Discovery Algorithms Guaranteeing Soundness
Many process discovery techniques have been proposed. In this section, we discuss some
techniques: we first discuss some algorithms that guarantee to return sound models, after
which we discuss some that do not provide this guarantee.

Evolutionary Tree Miner & Evolutionary Miner

The Evolutionary Tree Miner (ETM) [36, 39] and the Evolutionary Miner (EM) [119]
are process discovery algorithms that uses a genetic approach: they generate an initial
population of process models and iteratively alters this population until a predefined
criterion is met. Altering steps include cross-over between process models and random
changes. Moreover, in each iteration log performance of the population is measured and
only the best performing models are kept.

To guarantee soundness, both ETM and EM limit their search space to an abstract
hierarchical view of languages: process trees (Requirement DR1).
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The ETM is very flexible: it can optimise any combination of any log based measure,
e.g. if the use case requires a fitting model over all else, then ETM can be configured to
prefer the best fitting models in population iterations, i.e. it satisfies Requirement DR4.
Moreover, ETM has proven its flexibility on the used formalism as well: techniques have
been proposed that let it discover configurable process trees, i.e. instead of a single process
tree, a family of trees is discovered, which has proven useful in comparing similar processes
over organisations [41]. EM differs from ETM in the log conformance measures used (in
particular, the log precision measure), the flavour of process trees and the altering steps.

However, given their random nature, it is difficult to provide guarantees with respect
to rediscoverability (Requirement DR2), and they tend to be intractable for real-life event
logs. As we will show in Chapter 8, ETM can be slow on real-life event logs as its state
space is huge, even though extensions have been defined [60] to traverse this state space
in a smarter way than randomly: using 1 activity at most once, there are 5 process trees
with a different language. For 2 activities, there are 46 trees with different languages,
but many more with equivalent languages. This yields a new requirement:

Requirement DR5. The algorithm should work fast on real-life event logs and systems.

Constructs Competition Miner

The Constructs Competition Miner (CCM) [134] uses a process model formalism similar
to the process trees used in ETM and EM (which were explained in Section 2.2.5), but
discovers a model constructively by recursion.

The first step in CCM is to derive an eventually follows graph, i.e. activity a is
eventually followed by b if there is a trace in the event log in which a happens somewhere
before b. Second, the recursion begins: first the most important behaviour, i.e. the
operator of the root of the process tree, is determined and the activities are divided in
a binary partition. Based on the operator and partition, the eventually follows graph
is split in two smaller sub-graphs, and on these sub-graphs, CCM recurses until a base
case, i.e. a graph containing a single activity, is encountered.

CCM guarantees soundness (as it uses process trees), supports deviating behaviour
filtering and is quite fast in practice, even though its run time is worst-case exponential
in the number of activities. As a witness of the running time, CCM has been applied
in streaming environments, in which the event log cannot be stored [133]. However, due
to the use of the eventually follows graph, rediscoverability cannot be proven (Require-
ment AP.5, which will be introduced in Section 4.2.2, does not hold) (Requirement DR2).

In most discovery algorithms (e.g. α, HM, LT, and more discussed below), choices in
a process model are considered to be independent, and each activity can only appear once
in the resulting model. A long-distance dependency between two moments of choice in a
process breaks this independence, and duplicate activities allow for activities appearing
twice in the model. Figure 3.13 shows an example: both workflow nets have the same
language, but the first uses a long-distance dependency, while the second uses a duplicated
activity. Furthermore, due to the process tree representation in which each activity
occurs at most once, CCM cannot represent long-distance dependencies and non-free
choice constructs, which yields a new requirement:

Requirement DR6. The algorithm should be able to (re)discover models with non-free
choice constructs, duplicate activities and long-distance dependencies.
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a

b

c
d

e

(a) Long-distance dependency: the
choice between d and e depends on the
choice between a and b.

a

b

c

c

d

e

(b) Duplicate activity c.

Figure 3.13: Two language-equivalent workflow models: one with long-
distance dependencies, one with a duplicate activity.

Maximal Pattern Mining

The Maximal Pattern Miner (MPM) [99] uses patterns to cover the entire event log. First,
for each trace loops are folded, and second, a prefix tree is constructed of the entire event
log. This prefix tree is guaranteed to be sound. On this prefix tree, sub-parts are folded
and combined to discover concurrency and choice, thereby the soundness is preserved.
MPM is able to handle long-distance dependencies, duplicate activities (except under
concurrency) and non-free choice constructs (Requirement DR6). However, this often
comes at the price of simplicity: when applied to a typical real-life event log, the resulting
model may contain many duplicate activities [99].

The technique Process Miner (PM) [149] performs a similar strategy, i.e. it unfolds
loops, merges similar traces based on concurrency, merges these into a process tree, and
finally this process tree is minimised using reduction rules. In determining concurrency,
PM uses non-atomic event logs (see Section 2.3.2). That is, if two activity executions
overlap in time, they are considered concurrent. A downside of PM is that is was specif-
ically designed not to generalise, i.e. all and only behaviour of the event log is to be
included in the model [149].

3.3.2 Other Discovery Algorithms

Besides the class of soundness guaranteeing algorithms, many algorithms exist that do
not provide the soundness guarantee. In this section, we list a few.

α-algorithm. The α-algorithm (α) [4, p.130] was one of the first process discovery
algorithms. It constructively builds a Petri net from an event log L, using an intermediate
abstraction, i.e. a directly follows graph. The directly follows graph denotes for each
activity which activities can be executed immediately after it. From such a graph, the
α-algorithm first derives causal relations, i.e. for a pair of activities a and b, a ¡L b if
a is directly follows by b somewhere in the event log. Second, the causal relations are
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a

c

b

Figure 3.14: An example pattern of the α-algorithm, based on the relations
aÑL b, cÑL b and a#Lc.

combined into activity relations:

aÑL bô a ¡L b^ a �¡L b

a#Lbô a �¡L b^ b �¡L a

a}Lbô a ¡L b^ b ¡L a

Informally, a ÑL b denotes that a and b are in a sequential relation, a#Lb that a and
b are mutually exclusive, and a}Lb that a and b are concurrent. From these relations, a
Petri net is constructed by searching for maximal patterns in the activity relations. For
instance, if a ÑL b, then there will be a place connected from a to b. Additionally, if
there is a c such that cÑL b and a#Lc, then the place also has a connection from c (see
Figure 3.14). For more information, please refer to [4, p.130].

As finding maximal patterns in the activity relations can be exponential in the number
of activities, the α-algorithm might be slow for event logs with lots of activities. In
Chapter 8, we will show that for larger common real-life event logs, we were unable to
discover a model using the α algorithm. Nevertheless, the α-algorithm works fast in
practice as it builds a Petri net using a constructive approach and is linear in the size
of the event log (assuming the number of activities is fixed). Rediscoverability has been
proven for the α-algorithm [25], using the assumption that the activity relations in the log
precisely match the activity relations in the system, which is equivalent to their directly
follows graphs being the same (Requirement DR2).

Some of the limitations on the system are that it cannot have short loops. Figure 3.15
shows an example of a short loop: activities b and c can directly follow one another in
both Figure 3.15a and Figure 3.15c. The pattern in the directly follows graph is that b
and c have a back and forth connection, and, on an event log derived from this model,
the α algorithm therefore considers these activities to be concurrent, as in Figure 3.15c,
even though the directly follows graphs of these models are different. This yields a new
requirement:

Requirement DR7. The algorithm should be able to (re)discover models with short
loops.

The short loop restriction was dropped in the α�-algorithm [111]. Further restrictions
include:

• the system cannot have long-distance dependencies. This was addressed in [171]
and is expressed in Requirement DR6;

• the system cannot have non free-choice constructs. This was addressed in α�� [168]
and is expressed in Requirement DR6;
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a b

c

d

(a) A workflow net M1 with a short loop.

a
b

c
d

(b) Directly follows graph of M1.

a

b

c

d

(c) A workflow net M2 with concurrency.

a
b

c
d

(d) Directly follows graph of M2.

Figure 3.15: An example of short loops.

• the system cannot have silent transitions. This was addressed in α# [170, 172] and
in α$ [80], and yields a new requirement:

Requirement DR8. The algorithm should be able to (re)discover models with
silent steps.

• the system cannot have duplicate activities. This is expressed in Requirement DR6.

To the best of our knowledge, this last requirement has not been solved yet, and in
Section 5.8, we will show that it cannot be completely solved.

Another variant of the α algorithm, called the Tsinghua-α algorithm (Tα) [169], deals
with non-atomic event logs, i.e. event logs in which executions of activities take time (see
Section 2.3.2). This algorithm uses a variant of the directly follows relation that takes
activity instances into account instead of events. Furthermore, a new relation keeps track
of activities that overlap in time and hence are concurrent. Using these two relations, Tα
constructs a Petri net, similar to the other α variants. Due to the concurrency relation,
logs need to contain fewer traces, e.g. the normal α algorithm would need to observe
rxa, by, xb, ays to conclude concurrency, while Tα only needs to observe rxas, bs, ac, bcys.

A downside of the α-algorithm and its derivatives is that they do not guarantee the
discovery of sound models (Requirement DR1). As a consequence, neither fitness nor log
precision can be guaranteed. Moreover, neither any of these derivatives nor the original
algorithm is able to handle deviating behaviour, incompleteness or infrequent behaviour
(Requirement DR3).

Causal Nets / Heuristic Miner / Little Thumb / Fodina / Structured
Miner. In response to discovery algorithms having problems returning useful models
for deviating behaviour, infrequent behaviour and complex event logs, causal nets were
introduced in [9]. Causal nets aid soundness-seeking techniques by guaranteeing proper
completion and absence of deadlocks and livelocks: by definition, the language of a causal
net only consists of traces that reach the final state (Requirement DR1). As a side-effect,
syntactical OR-splits and joins are possible in causal nets. However, deadlocks, livelocks
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and unreachable parts remain possible in causal nets, even though they are not considered
to be part of the behaviour of the net. Notice that in this thesis, we apply this strategy
of causal nets to Petri nets: only traces that end in a final marking are considered to
be part of the language of the net, and traces that end in a deadlock or livelock are
not considered to be part of the language. The causal net discovery technique proposed
in [154] uses Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) to find the smallest causal net that
includes the event log. However, SMT problems become intractable for large event logs,
which was alleviated in [152], in which the event log is split in smaller parts recursively
before the SMT technique is applied to discover several smaller intermediate causal nets.
Afterwards, the intermediate causal nets are combined into the final causal net.

The Flexible Heuristic Miner (HM) [167] and the Little Thumb (LT) [166] apply a
strategy similar to α: they construct a directly follows abstraction and use activity rela-
tions to construct a causal or workflow net. However, to handle deviating and infrequent
behaviour (Requirement DR3), the activity relations are derived probabilistically, e.g. if
a ¡L b happened once and a ¡L b 400 times, then the probability that bÑL a is higher
than if b ¡L a happened twice and a ¡L b did not happen at all. These probabilities are
considered locally, i.e. no other activities have influence on the relation between a and
b. Next, the probabilistic relations are filtered: for each activity a, let b be the activity
with the strongest probabilistic ÑL-relation. Then, the outgoing relations of a that are
weaker than a ÑL b by a user-given relative threshold are removed. In LT, from the
filtered α activity relations a Petri net is constructed similar to the α-algorithm [166]. In
HM, first a causal net is constructed, which can be converted into a Petri net [167].

As LT uses the workflow net construction step of α, it inherits its exponential runtime
in the number of activities, while HM is polynomial (Requirement DR5). HM supports
long-distance dependencies and has been extended to partially support duplicate activ-
ities [33] (we will show limitations to this in Section 5.8, Requirement DR6), LT short
loops and non-free-choice constructs. However, both HM and LT do not guarantee the
discovery of sound models, and as a consequence fitness nor log precision can be guaran-
teed.

Fodina (FO) [33] extends HM with support for long-distance dependencies and du-
plicate activities (Requirement DR6): FO discovers these constructs by considering the
context of an activity c, that is which combinations of activities happen right before and
right after c. From this information (in our example: ptau, c, tduq and ptbu, c, tduq), the
long-distance dependency or duplicate activity is derived. A downside of this approach
is that it might imply that the completeness notion requires even larger event logs, e.g.
a model with a choice at the end of the process depending on a choice at the start of
a process might require the log to be language-complete. That is, a technique can only
decide that two choices are not dependent if all combinations of the choices have been
seen, and if dependent choices might be arbitrarily far apart, then all choices are assumed
to be depending on one another until all possible combinations have been seen, thus if a
single combination is missing, the model will change.

A shared downside of HM and FO is that they do not guarantee to return sound
models, and tend to return even weakly unsound models. To counteract this, the
Structured Miner (SM) [24] post-processes the models discovered by HM or FO. In this
post-processing step, the model is first translated to BPMN, after which the model is
transformed into a block-structured model by applying several transformation rules ex-
haustively [129]. For instance, one such rule resolves unmatched splits and joins (e.g.
a concurrent split and an exclusive choice join), by “pushing” the gateways outwards.
Figure 3.16 shows an example: the exclusive choice gateway in the center of the process
is pushed out, thereby duplicating c. The set of rules proposed in [24] is not complete,
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a
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c . . .. . . ñ
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b

c

c

. . .. . .

Figure 3.16: Example of a structuring rule of the Structured Miner.

i.e. not every model can be transformed into a fully block-structured model, and conse-
quently soundness is not guaranteed. Furthermore, the run-time complexity in terms of
activities and gateways in the BPMN model is Opnnq.

Theory of Regions & Integer Linear Programming Miner. The theory of
regions aims to find a Petri net which represents the same behaviour as a given speci-
fication of a system. We discuss two variants of this theory: state- and language-based
region theory. In early state-based region techniques, a Petri net is synthesised from a
state space such that the state space of the Petri net is branching bisimilar to the state
space of the log, by searching for sets of states such that every activity either enters this
set, exits it or never crosses the boundary of the set. These sets are the regions and
correspond to places in the discovered Petri net [62, 63].

Region-based techniques typically guarantee weak soundness. However, to guarantee
soundness, typical region-based techniques depend on certain properties of the state
space. For instance, a unique start and end activity might be required to guarantee that
the returned Petri net will be a workflow net, and the state space needs to be “elementary”
to guarantee liveness and absence of deadlocks [14]. The approach proposed in [49] drops
this last restriction and guarantees soundness for arbitrary bounded state spaces, however
it duplicates activities in the Petri net.

To obtain a state space from an event log, in [14] a two-stage approach is proposed
that first constructs a state space of the event log and generalises this state space by using
abstractions. Second, this approach uses the approach of [49] to generate a corresponding
Petri net, which might be forced to be a sound workflow net if each trace in the event log
is appended with an artificial start and an artificial end event beforehand and the state
space abstraction method is chosen carefully.

However, such techniques have difficulties generalising, to filter infrequent or deviating
behaviour [173], and might have long computation times.

Later techniques such as [46] adapt these techniques to generalise over the behaviour
of the event log, i.e. only require that the language of the model includes the event log
(i.e. perfect fitness). However, the inability to filter infrequent or deviating behaviour
remains. As a way to avoid lengthy computations, in [153] it is shown that state spaces
could be split before computing regions, thereby saving time. In [45, 44], heuristics are
proposed that split the event log in concurrent parts and continue computation on the
smaller split logs, putting their results concurrently in the final result (a strategy similar
to [152] for causal nets). Our approach will extend this divide-and-conquer idea to avoid
the further theory-of-regions computations altogether.
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In language-based region theory, a Petri net is derived from a language, such that
the resulting net has the smallest behaviour possible while still containing the language.
Language-based region theory starts with a Petri net containing all transitions, but no
places. In this net, all behaviour is possible. Second, places are added that do not
prohibit any trace from the language. Thus, the main challenge is to choose the places
such that the behaviour is limited as much as possible, without excluding any behaviour
from the language. This principle is applied to process discovery by the Integer Linear
Programming Miner (ILP) [173]. The challenge is solved by translating the problem of
adding places to an ILP problem. An initial marking is always provided, and an optional
extension ensures that the net has no remaining tokens at the end of a trace from the
log. With this optional extension, ILP guarantees weak soundness, though for traces not
in the log, the net may reach a deadlock with tokens remaining in the net, or it might
be impossible to reach a final marking, thus soundness is not guaranteed.

Given this optional extension, one could assume the final marking to be the empty
marking. With that extension and assumption, the models returned by ILP have a defined
language, i.e. we can determine the traces that are included in the language of the model
(Requirement DR1), and then ILP guarantees perfect fitness and, for its representational
bias, best log precision. Moreover, due to its global nature, in contrast to the locally
working HM and α, ILP is able to discover workflow patterns such as the milestone, the
parallel interleaved routing, the critical section and the arbitrary cycle [12], yielding the
new requirement:

Requirement DR9. The algorithm should be able to (re)discover models with workflow
patterns such as the milestone, the parallel interleaved routing, the critical section and
the arbitrary cycle.

As a consequence of perfect fitness and best log precision for its representational bias,
ILP often suffers from overfitting, i.e. a lack of generalisation and deviating/infrequent
behaviour handling. These problems have been addressed in an extension [178]. However,
the discovered net is not guaranteed to be a workflow net, and even if a workflow net is
returned, it is not guaranteed to be sound. Furthermore, ILP is not a fast algorithm: the
ILP algorithm is exponential in the number of events in the log.

Fuzzy Miner & Fluxicon Disco. The Fuzzy Miner (FM) [78] and Fluxicon Disco
(FD) [79] apply the analogy of road maps to directly follows graphs: on such maps, roads
connect cities but not every road or city is equally important. Thus, little-used alleys
can be removed while highways remain (edge filtering) and suburbs and neighbourhoods
can be grouped into cities (activity clustering). This makes such models (fuzzy models)
suitable for interactive hierarchical exploration, and allows for balancing log-conformance
criteria, and yields a new requirement:

Requirement DR10. The algorithm should be able to balance log conformance criteria
depending on the use case at hand, and this balance should be influenceable by analysts.

In a fuzzy model, outgoing edges of an activity a mean that these activities might
be executed after the execution of a. However, as inherited from directly follows graphs,
it is not immediately clear whether this implies an exclusive choice, an inclusive choice,
an interleaving or a concurrency [142]. In some commercial tools, e.g. FD, concurrency
related edges, i.e. pairs of directly follows edges between two activities that overlap in
time, are filtered out in some cases, which makes the language ambiguous. Moreover,
fuzzy models might suffer from a problem, which is similar to a problem found in unsound
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workflow nets: it might not always be possible to reach the end state (Requirement DR1).
Thus, these models are less suitable for enactment and concurrency detection.

Declare

A different angle to business processes is given by Declare. While Petri nets, BPMN
models and other formalisms describe what can happen, a Declare model can also ex-
press what can not happen [108]. Such constraints are expressed between activities, e.g.
activity a is always eventually followed by activity b. Declare models can be discovered
by algorithms, for instance in [174], all possible constraints are checked on the event
log and the ones that hold are returned. This method obviously overfits, thus in [51],
constraints are filtered using thresholds for support and confidence, while taking care
that the set of constraints remains satisfiable (Requirement DR1). Furthermore, many
Declare techniques make sure not to return models with overlapping constraints.

Despite the different angle and the much greater flexibility in modelling, a Declare
model still describes a language and all the challenges described before hold for it, with
the added complexity that executing a Declare model is challenging, as a next step is
only supported by the model if a final state can still be reached, i.e. a state in which no
constraints are violated2. Therefore, it is essential that discovery techniques guarantee
a satisfiable set of constraints. Furthermore, the (extensible) constraints of Declare are
based on LTL-formulae, which implies that there are regular languages (non star-free
languages) that are not expressible by Declare models [176], for instance the language
tpaaqn|n ¡ 0u [146].

Negative Events

Process discovery algorithms implicitly make assumptions about which behaviour can
and cannot happen. Negative events make this assumption explicit, as they show for
each prefix trace in an event log what activities can not happen [74]. Several methods
have been proposed to infer (discover) such negative events artificially, as they are not
commonly found in event logs [74]. Using negative events, process discovery becomes
a binary classification problem, and the generation of negative events provides an ex-
tra degree of freedom towards handling deviating behaviour. However, the technique
described in [74] does not guarantee soundness, and challenges related to log precision
and generalisation are shifted to the introduction of the negative events, i.e. these key
problems are not addressed.

Further Optimisations

Process discovery on larger or complex event logs, i.e. containing millions of traces or
hundreds of activities, can be challenging. Therefore, several techniques have been pro-
posed to decrease the run time complexity of process discovery and the complexity of its
resulting models. For instance, in [113] similar traces are clustered, which reduces com-
plexity (horizontal partitioning). In [45] and [16], traces are split in concurrent sub-traces
(vertical partitioning).

2Conjectured NP-complete: given a trace, checking whether it is in the Declare model can
be done in polynomial time (nondeterministic polynomial time), and the 3-SAT problem can be
solved by transforming it in polynomial time to a Declare model, using custom 3-ways constraints,
such that the 3-SAT-problem is satisfiable if and only if the Declare model has a trace (NP-hard).
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3.3.3 An Ideal Process Discovery Technique (2)
While discussing the practical challenges of existing algorithms we collected a list of
additional requirements that complements the list in Section 3.2.4:

DR5 The algorithm should work fast on real-life event logs and systems.

DR6 The algorithm should be able to (re)discover models with non-free choice
constructs, duplicate activities and long-distance dependencies.

DR7 The algorithm should be able to (re)discover models with short loops.

DR8 The algorithm should be able to (re)discover models with silent steps.

DR9 The algorithm should be able to (re)discover models with workflow patterns
such as the milestone, the parallel interleaved routing, the critical section and
the arbitrary cycle.

DR10 The algorithm should be able to balance log conformance criteria depending
on the use case at hand, and this balance should be influenceable by analysts.

Requirement DR10 is an extension of Requirement DR4 and entails that algorithms
are robust to deviating, infrequent and incomplete behaviour. This requirement is well
supported by various algorithms. However, the “best” support is provided by ETM and
EM, that allow fine-grained control of this balance.

Regarding Requirement DR5: the fast and robust algorithms tend to use an abstrac-
tion (α, HM, FO, FD, etc.) instead of the full event log (ETM, EM, ILP), and work
deterministically (α, HM, FO, FD, etc.) instead of randomly (ETM, EM).

Duplicate activities (Requirement DR6) are not well supported by abstraction-based
algorithms (α, HM, FO, etc.) and ILP. They are supported by the current algorithms that
discover process trees (ETM, CCM), however these algorithms provide no rediscovery
guarantees. To deal with duplicate activities, several techniques have been proposed
that are independent from specific discovery techniques. For instance, [23] and [105]
pre-process the event log to detect certain types of duplicate activities, annotate the
event log (e.g. each occurrence of an activity a is labelled with a sequence number: the
first occurrence in a trace is renamed to a1, the second to a2 etc.), and continue with a
discovery technique.

As shown in the discussion of α, Requirement DR7 is inherent to using a directly
follows graph, that cannot distinguish a short loop from two concurrent activities. Al-
gorithms not using the directly follows graph (ETM, EM, ILP, etc.) tend to have little
problems with this construct.

Requirement DR8 comes with Petri nets, i.e. silent transitions, and process trees,
i.e. τ leaves. These silent steps do not cause an event to be recorded in a trace on
execution, and therefore cannot be observed directly, which makes them hard to detect.
The algorithms that do not use an abstraction (ETM, EM) support this construct, unless
it is not in the representational bias of the algorithm (ILP).

The only algorithm in our study that supports workflow patterns such as the milestone
(Requirement DR9) is ILP. This is due to the abstractions used by other algorithms that
are often activity-based, e.g. in a directly follows relation, these constructs are hard to
detect. Moreover, these constructs often do not fit the representational bias of algorithms.
For instance, the ETM does not use an abstraction, but its use of process trees limits
support for these constructs, as they cannot be easily expressed in process trees.

Up till now, there is no discovery algorithm that satisfies all of these requirements.
We would prioritise balancing and speed, however we argue that a desirable algorithm
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process model process model event log

model-conformance checking log-conformance checking

Figure 3.17: The context of two types of conformance checking.

(re)discovering all the mentioned constructs cannot exist, as the more models a technique
can (re)discover, the more information it needs in an event log to distinguish all of these
models. In Section 5.8, we elaborate on this.

Most of the algorithms we considered use a language abstraction: we encountered
directly follows graphs and eventually follows graphs as typical abstractions. Algorithms
that do not use an abstraction, such as ETM or ILP, tend to be able to (re)discover
more constructs, such as short loops, milestones and long-distance dependencies. These
constructs are challenging for other, abstraction-based, algorithms, as these constructs
express more complex behaviour than what can be captured with only the relation be-
tween two activities. A downside of these techniques is that they tend to be slow on
real-life logs, and that that they may yield overfitting models.

ILP can guarantee to return weakly sound models, MPM and the approach described
in [14] can guarantee soundness and all discovery algorithms that use process trees guar-
antee soundness. In the approach presented in this thesis, we will fix the output formalism
to process trees, and leave implementing algorithms free to use abstractions or not. In
Section 3.6, we introduce our approach, we formally define it in Chapter 4, elaborate on
abstractions in Chapter 5 and introduce process discovery techniques in Chapter 6.

In the next section, we consider existing conformance checking techniques.

3.4 Conformance Checking

Conformance checking aims to derive information from the difference between a process
model and either a system or an event log (see Figure 3.17). Furthermore, conformance
checking aims to measure the quality of an, e.g. discovered, model with respect to the
event log or the system. In Section 3.2, we introduced conformance checking and its
challenges. In this section, we describe how existing techniques measure the quality of
a model, and what information can be derived from these measures. Furthermore, we
extend the list of requirements started in Section 3.2.4. We first discuss log conformance,
after which we discuss system conformance.
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a

b

c

(a) A Petri net P .

t � xb, cy

(b) A trace.

trace - b c
model a b -

(c) An alignment.

trace - b c
model a - c

(d) An alignment.

trace b c - -
model - - a c

(e) An alignment.

trace - b - c
model a - b -

(f) An alignment.

Figure 3.18: An example of a Petri net, a trace and some alignments of them.

3.4.1 Log Conformance Checking
Log conformance checking provides insight in the relation between an event log and a
(system) model, for instance to verify that the model is describing the behaviour in the
event log well, and that therefore the model resembles reality. In many specific use cases
of log conformance checking, it is useful to have an estimate of which path a given trace
took through the model, i.e. how the trace can be projected onto the model, as this
provides information about how model and log are alike or differ, and where they differ.
For instance, this could show that certain parts of a model are skipped in reality, or that
extra activities are executed: this information is essential for computing animations,
measuring frequency and measuring performance (see Section 3.5). Projecting a trace on
a model can be done unambiguously if the model does not contain duplicate activities
and the trace is part of the language of the model. However, if the trace is not part of the
language of the model or the model contains duplicate activities, then projecting might
be more difficult.

We discuss several techniques to perform log conformance checking: we first elaborate
on techniques that use such projections, and second we discuss other techniques.

Alignment-based Approaches

An alignment is the result of a projection of a trace on a model: an alignment contains
the trace and a path through the model, interleaved to match, e.g. pairing events in the
log with executions of transitions in the model while preserving execution order of log
and model [19].

For instance, Figure 3.18a contains a Petri net P , Figure 3.18b shows a trace t, and
Figure 3.18c shows an alignment between P and t. In this representation of an alignment,
the top row represents t and the bottom row represents a trace of the language of P .
Trace t is not in the language of P , i.e. t R LpP q, as a is missing from t. Such an omission
is a model move, which is represented by a - on the top row. Moreover, b and c are
exclusive but t contains both. In this alignment, only b corresponds to the model; c is
omitted. Such an omission is a log move, which is represented by a - on the bottom row.
In this alignment, t and the trace of P agree on b, which makes b a synchronous move.
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Notice that the alignment given in Figure 3.18c is not the only possible alignment:
figures 3.18d - 3.18f show a few more alignments of trace xb, cy to model P . An optimal
alignment is an alignment with a minimum number of log and model moves. In our
example, the alignments of figures 3.18c and 3.18d are optimal, as there is no alignment
of t and P with less than two log/model moves. Optimal alignments can be computed,
but a major challenge for alignment-based techniques is their complexity. The complex-
ity of the optimal alignment computation is worse than exponential. Even optimised
implementations of these techniques cannot deal with millions of traces or hundreds of
activities [94, 123]. Therefore, we add a new requirement:

Requirement CR4. The algorithm should work fast on real-life models and event logs.

To alleviate this problem, decomposition techniques have been proposed, for instance
using passages [5, 16], single-entry-single-exit decompositions [123], or even more general
constructs [6]. However, in practice alignment computations might be slow up to the
point that they become infeasible to compute on large models encountered in practice
(as will be shown in Chapter 8).

The example illustrates a limitation of alignments as well: even though it’s tempting
to consider an optimal alignment to be the most likely explanation of the path that a
trace in reality took through a model, this might not be correct: in our example, both
optimal alignments provide an equally likely explanation whether b or c was executed.
Obviously, alignments cannot provide guarantees about what happened in reality as well.
Nevertheless, they are useful in spotting problems in models, computing animations and
measuring performance, given the limitations described.

An alignment can exist if and only if the model can reach a final state (weak sound-
ness [19], Requirement CR1).

Three Levels of Insights. Alignments may provide insights into the conformance
of log and model on three levels. First, fitness and log precision measures summarise
the conformance in a number. We will discuss these summarative measures later in this
section.

Second, the information of the alignment, i.e. model moves, log moves and syn-
chronous moves, can be aggregated and projected on the model, possibly leading to
insights into which parts of the model deviate from the event log. Figure 3.19 shows an
example: on this workflow net, places coloured yellow denote that log moves occurred
when the place was marked, and their sizes increase with the number of log moves. Sim-
ilarly, a red border around a transition denotes that a model move happened, i.e. that
activity was skipped, and a green/purple bar denotes how often this happened.

Third, the information of the alignment can be projected on the event log. Figure 3.20
shows an example: the sequence of wedges represents the events in a trace. The colour
denotes the type of model move: green for synchronous moves, purple for model moves
and yellow for log moves. Using this information, deviations between model and log can
be traced back to individual traces in the event log.

Log-conformance checking techniques ideally support all three levels, thus we add a
new requirement:

Requirement CR5. Log-conformance techniques should provide insights at three levels:
summarative numbers, projections on models and projections on event logs. Similarly,
system conformance techniques should provide two levels: summarative numbers and pro-
jections on models.
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Figure 3.19: Example of an alignment projected to a Petri net: a yellow-filled
circle denotes the location of log moves and purple parts of activities denote
model moves.

Figure 3.20: Example of an alignment projected to a trace. Each wedge
represents an event in a trace: a green wedge represents a synchronous move, a
grey wedge a move on a silent transition, a purple wedge a model move and a
yellow wedge a log move.
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Measuring Log Conformance Using Alignments. Alignments yield a straight-
forward measure for fitness: the number of log moves and model moves. In order to make
this measure comparable over models and traces, it is normalised to a number between 0
and 1, where 0 denotes the worst possible fitness and 1 that the trace is in the language
of the model. This makes measures of different models and event logs comparable, which
we add as a new requirement:

Requirement CR6. Both measures should be normalisable, i.e. a scaled version should
give a result between 0 and 1. Two models having nothing in common should result in a
recall and system precision of 0, while two equivalent models should result in a recall and
system precision of 1 (depending on the equivalence notion).

The normalisation is performed using a worst-case alignment in which each event of
the trace is a log move and each execution of an activity in the model is a model move. In
our example, Figure 3.18e shows such a worst-case alignment. Based on this worst-case
alignment, the fitness of t with respect to P is the fraction of log and model moves, i.e.
2
4
� 0.5. Fitness over the entire event log is then the average fitness over all traces of the

event log [19].
The most basic measure for log precision is to enumerate all traces of a model, and to

compute the fraction of traces that was seen in the event log [76]. However, this approach
fails for models which have infinitely many traces, e.g. models with loops. Another
approach to log precision is behavioural appropriateness [144] and footprint matrices [4,
Section 8.4], which compare directly and eventually follows graphs. However, obtaining
these graphs might require a full state-space exploration. In practice, state spaces can
be huge or unbounded, which makes many of these techniques slow (Requirement CR4).
Therefore, several log precision techniques have been proposed that avoid creating a full
state space of the model. For instance, instead of creating a full state space of the model,
the ETConformance [122] technique creates a state space of the event log and counts
the possibilities that are enabled in the model but not used in the event log. The initial
measure assumed that the event log was fitting; this assumption was dropped in [20, 21],
which uses alignments.

Finally, using an alignment, generalisation can be estimated, which aims to prevent
overfitting. Generalisation measures use the principle that if the model contains little-
used parts, it is likely that there are parts that are not seen yet and thus generalisation is
low, and if all parts of the model are frequently used, then probably all future behaviour
is captured and generalisation is high [36]. This principle is incorporated in the gener-
alisation measure of [36, p118], that works on process trees: the number of executions
of a node is divided by the total number of nodes. To counter the unwanted effect that
increasing the number of “useless” nodes increases the measure, executions of such useless
nodes are excluded. The measure described in [10] is similar, but uses either events or
the state space of a model.

Although generalisation is claimed to balance well against the competing measures
of fitness, log precision and simplicity ([36] and Section 3.2.3), in practice generalisation
measures tend to heavily skew towards the maximum value 1.0 [10, 36, 89]. Further
empirical and formal research needs to show the true predictive value of the concept of
generalisation and these measures, hence we cannot add it as a requirement yet. Nev-
ertheless, as discussed using Figure 3.12, besides fitness, log precision and simplicity,
a fourth measure is necessary to avoid some trivial useless models. When comparing
discovery algorithms (instead of logs & models), we would suggest to use different ap-
proaches to measure/avoid over-fitting, such as k-fold cross validation [10, 36, 99]. In the
evaluation of this thesis, i.e. Chapter 8, we decided to use k-fold cross validation.
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Other Approaches

A basic approach is the parsing measure [165]. This measure denotes the part of the
traces in the log that are expressed by the model. Although such checks can be fast, it
is obviously a too coarse measure: a minor local deviation in the model can have a large
impact on this measure, and correctly captured behaviour in the model is unaccounted
for if a trace encounters even a single deviation [74].

In the token-based replay technique, a trace is replayed on the model (in this case,
a Petri net). In case there are not enough tokens available to replay an event, this is
recorded as a missing token and the event/transition is executed anyway. At the end
of the trace, tokens remaining in the net are recorded as well [143]. The distribution
of missing and remaining tokens provides normalised (Requirement CR6) measures of
fitness and log precision. This provides insights into where the model deviates from
the log [112], and it could provide insights in where the log deviates from the model,
thus the three levels of Requirement CR5 are all present. However, this method has
difficulties handling ambiguity such as invisible transitions and duplicate activities, and
it does not take a final marking into account. Therefore, not all Petri nets are supported
by token replay (Requirement CR1). These difficulties can be partially solved, at the
cost of speed [19]. If negative events are present, a closely related technique provides
fitness, log-precision and generalisation measures [34, 74].

Another approach to find the path through a model that a trace took is to convert
this problem into a hidden Markov model [141], from which well established algorithms
provide the most likely path [157]. However, this technique does not support concur-
rency [19] and requires the model to be annotated with probabilities, which restricts its
use as a conformance checking technique on general Petri nets.

For more examples of techniques to measure fitness, log precision and generalisation,
please refer to [161].

3.4.2 System Conformance Checking

In typical explorative process mining projects [94], as described in Section 3.1, the sys-
tem is typically not known. However, in some cases the system is known, for example in
the form of another process model, therefore we coin the term model-model comparison.
For instance, when evaluating process discovery algorithms, it can be insightful to take
a known system, generate an event log from it, run a discovery algorithm and compare
the discovered model to the system (see Chapter 8). Moreover, model-model comparison
methods are useful for efficient retrieval of relevant process models from model reposi-
tories [57], and two models describing the process in two different periods, e.g. summer
and winter, could be compared to detect and explain concept drift [32].

A pre-processing step that might be necessary is to find matching activities between
the two process models. For instance, one model might be more abstract than the other
or the activities might have slightly different names such as “payment received” and
“receive payment”. For this problem, many techniques have been proposed [64, 162]. In
this thesis, we assume that this step has already been performed and that equivalent
activities have equivalent names.

In case the two models are both process trees, a tree-based edit-distance measure
can be applied to measure the distance between the trees. For instance, in [29], this
problem is characterised as the minimum number of insertion, deletion and renaming
steps required to transform one tree into the other. Such measures have been defined on
both ordered, i.e. trees in which the order of the children of a node is important [102],
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and unordered trees [22]. For ordered trees, computing edit-distance is polynomial, while
for unordered trees, this is NP-complete and a PTAS cannot exist [102]. These methods
are not directly applicable to process trees, as the trees used in this thesis combine
orderedness and unorderedness in a single formalism: for some operators (�, ^,Ø, _ and
non-first children of 	) the children are unordered, while forÑ and the first child of 	, the
children must be ordered. A larger drawback is that these methods compare process trees
by syntax rather than by semantics. For instance, the tree Ñpa, aq does not have a zero
edit-distance to ^pa, aq, even though these trees are language equivalent. In Chapter 5 we
introduce a set of reduction rules to equate syntax and semantics. These rules guarantee
that two trees with a different syntax also have different semantics. However, this holds
only for a subclass process trees, so further research would be necessary to enable the
use of process-tree edit-distance techniques for model-model conformance checking.

Similarly, Petri nets can be compared using graph edit distance [71] and in [117]
similarity is measured using graph edit-distance. A general downside of graph-based
techniques is that they depend on the structure of the graph, which consequently has
to be language unique, i.e. if there are two such graphs with a different language, two
language-equivalent models might be considered non-similar. In Chapter 5, we will study
the language uniqueness property in detail. However, similar syntax vs semantics issues
arise, especially for Petri nets with silent and duplicate transitions.

Another approach is to convert the process models to a graph of the process be-
haviour, and applying edit-distance techniques to these graphs [53]. Such graphs have
been constructed from BPMN models and EPCs. A lot of complexity of this technique is
caused by the need to match the activity names of both process models; we assume this
mapping is already present. In [64], a graph of the process behaviour is generated. The
similarity of two models is then determined using the context of elements in this graph.

In [98], an edit distance between two process models is computed and the edit steps
(change patterns) are reported; the edit distance is normalised to a similarity measure.
However, this method is limited to sound block-structured process models without loops,
and its underlying problem is NP-hard [98] (Requirement CR1). [103] measures similarity
using features of the process models. [106] works on graphs, assigns similarity measures
to elements of the graphs and performs a fixpoint computation, which in each iteration
adjusts the similarities of elements using the similarities of nearby elements. However,
the formalism and structures of the two models must match.

Another approach is to compute the α-relations on both models and to compare
these relations. For each pair of activities, an α-relation is determined, which yields a
matrix for each model. The similarity between two models is that a normalised value
describing on how many pairs of activities the models ‘agree’. Such relations can be
efficiently computed on a subset of the sound free-choice workflow nets, however for
arbitrary workflow nets this requires a full state-space exploration [163].

The difference or similarity between two models can be expressed in several ways:
some techniques provide a single similarity or distance measure [48, 158]. However,
given the focus of this thesis on languages and as is common in the data mining field,
we propose the use of two measures: recall expresses the part of the behaviour of the
system that is represented in the model, and system precision expresses the part of the
behaviour of the model that is in the system. These measures are of course similar to
the log conformance measures fitness and log precision. Generalisation is absent as the
notion of future behaviour is captured by recall.

Ideally, both measures should correlate with at least language inclusion, which should
follow directly from a measure being perfect. Consequently, the combination of perfect
recall and system precision should bi-imply language equivalence. Using such a property,
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these measures can be used to quantify language-rediscovery: given a system, it can be
tested how close a discovery algorithm got to rediscovering the language, up to a perfect
score, from which rediscovery can be concluded (Requirement CR3).

In [13], several recall and system precision measures are proposed. A basic method
is to generate all traces of one model and replay them on the other model, yielding sym-
metric recall and system precision measures. When comparing models, an asymmetric
recall and precision measure makes little sense, i.e. we argue that swapping the models
should not change the measure. Therefore, we add a new requirement:

Requirement CR7. Model-model measures should be symmetrical, i.e. for two models
a and b, recall(a, b) = system precision(b, a), and reflexive, i.e. recall(a, a) = 1 [64].

A problem arises with iterative behaviour (loops), which allows for an unlimited
number of traces. In [13], this problem is circumvented by assuming/generating an event
log. However, this poses assumptions on loop behaviour and might be prohibitively
expensive on complex models (Requirement CR4).

In [158], similarity between process models is measured using principal transition
sequences, i.e. traces in which loops are unfolded a fixed number of times. Similarity
is defined for two such transition sequences, and the similarity between two models is
obtained by averaging maximally-similar pairs of sequences. Obviously, this measure is
quadratic in the number of possible traces in the models, and therefore infeasible for
models containing many activities (Requirement CR4).

[125, 177] quantify similarity on state machines, i.e. models without concurrency:
[125] focuses on hierarchical state machines and bi-similarity, while [177] constructs an
abstraction of the languages of the state machines and compares these.

As noted in [52], many model-model comparison techniques suffer from exponential
complexity due to concurrency and loops in the models. To overcome this problem, sev-
eral techniques apply an abstraction, for instance using causal footprints [57], weak order
relations [179] or behavioural profiles [85, 164]. A downside of using an abstraction is
that the comparison inherits the limitations of the abstraction, as an abstraction inher-
ently contains less information than the model itself. Another technique to reduce the
state space is to consider parts of the model separately [85]. Even though this technique
reduces state space and hence run time, the parts cannot be arbitrarily chosen, and not
all models can be divided into parts. Furthermore, the technique only works on Petri
nets (Requirement CR1).

3.4.3 An Ideal Conformance Checking Technique (2)
Based on our analysis of existing algorithms we collected additional requirements that
extend the list composed in Section 3.2.4:

CR4 The algorithm should work fast on real-life models and event logs.

CR5 Log-conformance techniques should provide insights at three levels: summar-
ative numbers, projections on models and projections on event logs. Similarly,
system conformance techniques should provide two levels: summarative num-
bers and projections on models.

CR6 Both measures should be normalisable, i.e. a scaled version should give a
result between 0 and 1. Two models having nothing in common should result
in a recall and system precision of 0, while two equivalent models should result
in a recall and system precision of 1 (depending on the equivalence notion).
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CR7 Model-model measures should be symmetrical, i.e. for two models a and b,
recall(a, b) = system precision(b, a), and reflexive, i.e. recall(a, a) = 1 [64].

Techniques that tend to construct or traverse the state space of a model tend to be
slower (Requirement CR4). Especially if the technique (needs to) construct the state
space in memory, then the technique is bound to run out of memory when facing larger
event logs and models, i.e. is less robust to large inputs. Options to counter this are to
use an abstraction or to decompose the problem and compute measures on smaller state
spaces.

Requirement CR5 is satisfied by the alignment-based techniques and by token-based
replay techniques. Techniques that use an abstraction or decompose the problem tend to
have difficulties supporting the third level, i.e. projecting their measures on event logs.

Most techniques we discussed seem to support Requirement CR6, even though e.g.
alignment seem to be approach a fitness or log precision of 0 only in the limit.

Most techniques we discussed satisfy the second part of Requirement CR7, i.e. com-
paring a model with itself will yield a measure of 1. As most techniques do not use two
measures, we did not encounter a technique that satisfies the symmetry part.

Up till now, we did not encounter a conformance checking technique that satisfies all
of these requirements. We would prioritise speed (Requirement CR4) and measures on
three levels of detail (Requirement CR5), as we argue that these are the most useful in
practise. However, in order to evaluate process discovery algorithms, needed to assess
the discovery techniques in this thesis (Chapter 8), it is necessary that the conformance
checking technique handles unsound or weakly sound models well (Requirement CR1),
and that the measures are symmetric and reflexive (Requirement CR7).

In the evaluation for this thesis, we applied conformance checking techniques to thou-
sands of event logs and models. Therefore, the conformance checking approach presented
in this thesis focuses on speed (Requirement CR4). We combine the idea of using an ab-
straction with the idea of decomposing the problem, which substantially reduces the state
space that has to be traversed.

3.5 Enhancement & Tool Support

As discussed in the previous parts of this chapter, often a single model serving all process
mining goals does not exist. Therefore, process mining projects tend to be highly iter-
ative, thus easy-to-use software is necessary to support analysts in performing process
discovery and conformance checking. Furthermore, process discovery and conformance
checking techniques introduced before concern only the control-flow perspective, i.e. the
ordering and occurrence of activities, as they assume that the event log contains only
information on the order of activities that were executed. However, if the events are an-
notated with more information, different perspectives can be explored for more insights
into the process, which make process mining tools (much) more useful. In Section 1.4, we
discussed four types of enhancements: frequencies, performance, deviations and anima-
tion. In this section, we first elaborate on these enhancements from the log perspective,
i.e. we describe what information in the log is necessary and how the measures corre-
sponding to these enhancements are computed, and we gather requirements. Second, we
discuss existing process mining tools, elaborate on how they satisfy the requirements,
and devise new ones.
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enqueued started completed
enqueue start complete

Figure 3.21: The life cycle model used in this thesis.

3.5.1 Enhancements
In Section 1.4, we introduced four enhancements: frequencies, performance, deviations
and animation. In this section, we discuss three types of data in event logs that enable
these enhancements: life cycle, time, and resources and other data, and discuss the
enhancements in more detail. Furthermore, we describe challenges in case of missing
information.

Life Cycle

The life cycle perspective assumes that each execution of an activity is represented by
several events, that together describe the life cycle of that activity instance, i.e. activity
execution. For instance, one event denotes the start of an activity instance, while another
event denotes its completion. Several life cycle models have been proposed, such as in the
XES standard[77] and in [4], and ideally, techniques handle arbitrary life cycle models.
However, in order to draw conclusions from arbitrary life cycle models, these models need
to have semantics.

In this thesis, we define semantics of and use the life cycle model denoted in Fig-
ure 3.21 [93]: this model uses three states and three life-cycle transitions: enqueue, start
and complete. The enqueue transition denotes that the execution of an activity is added
to a queue of work items, e.g. a new call in call centre is added to the call queue of a
group of employees, or in a hospital a patient enters a queue of patients queueing to see a
doctor [93]. The start transition denotes that the activity instance starts processing, e.g.
the patient is called in or the customer is answered by an agent. Finally, the complete
transition denotes that the activity instance finishes, e.g. the patient leaves the room or
the customer call ends. An enqueue event of activity a is denoted with ae, a start event
with as and a complete event with ac.

In Section 5.7, we describe the influence of events of the start transition on process
models. In Section 6.6, we introduce an algorithm that uses these events. In this thesis,
we will not address the usage of enqueue events for process discovery.

The process discovery and conformance checking techniques in this thesis could easily
be adapted to use arbitrary life cycle models, i.e. with proper semantics a process model
with a life cycle model still describes a language. Defining semantics in a uniform and
computer-interpretable way remains part of future research.

Future work 3.1: Investigate semantics for arbitrary life cycle models.

Time

A second perspective is the time perspective. This perspective can be considered if (some
of) the events carry a timestamp. Analysing the time perspective might give insight
into bottlenecks, i.e. parts of the process with undercapacity, and other time-related
aspects [4].
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Figure 3.22: A graphical representation of the trace xae, as, ac, be, bs, bcy.

The available time measures depend on the life cycle model, as if for instance the
enqueue life-cycle transition is missing, there is no information available when a trace
entered a queue. In this section, we assume the life cycle model of Figure 3.21; other
life cycle models might have comparable measures. Consider the trace xae, ce, cs, as, ac,
be, bs, cc, bcy: Figure 3.22 shows a graphical representation of t. It is obvious that c is
concurrent to a and b, as it is executed at the same time. Furthermore, assume that a
and b are sequential. Then, the sojourn time of b is the time between completes, i.e. ac
and bc. Intuitively, the sojourn time of b is the time from the moment that the process
allowed b to be executed till the moment it finished. The waiting time of b is the time
between ac and bs, i.e. the time between the enabling of b and its start. The queueing
time of b is the time between be and bs, i.e. the time spent in queue. The service time of
b is the time between bs and bc, i.e. the time spent on actually executing b [93, 19].

Waiting and sojourn time depend on the moment that the process allowed the activity
to be started. Thus, for such time measures, it is important to take a process model into
account. For instance, consider the sojourn time of activity instance e in the trace

xae, as, ac, be, bs, bc, ce, cs, cc, de, ds, dc, ee, es, ecy

In the model of Figure 3.23a, the sojourn time of e is the time between dc and ec: from
the moment d completed, e could start according to the model. However, in the model
of Figure 3.23b, e does not depend on d but on c, and therefore the sojourn time of e is
the time between cc and ec [93, 144]. Therefore, such performance measures should take
a process model into account, which we add as a new requirement:

Requirement ER1. The tool should provide several performance measures, based on
timestamps of the event log, using life cycle semantics. Furthermore, the tool should take
a process model into account.

Similar situations occur when computing the other measures, such as waiting time.
Notice that these measures do not require all timestamps and life-cycle transitions, e.g.
the sojourn time computation of our example does not need the enqueue event or its
timestamp.

Another powerful feature that is enabled by the presence of timestamps is animation:
using log animation, a user can inspect this time perspective. The event log is visually
replayed on the map by tokens flowing over the process model, and each activity that
is encountered is executed. This reveals frequent paths and bottlenecks over time, and
makes concept drift explicit. For instance, the animation could highlight that a part of
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a b c d e

(a) A sequential system.

a

b

c

d

e

(b) A concurrent system.

Figure 3.23: Two systems that could produce the trace xa, b, c, d, ey. The
sojourn time of e depends on the previously executed non-concurrent activity:
either d or c.

a model is little used in the beginning of the time period that is represented in the event
log, but later becomes heavily used. If an animation can be paused, it gives a frozen view
of the map with the traces that were in the process at a particular point in time [91].
Furthermore, in our experience, animation increases the confidence of process owners and
other stakeholders in the discovered model and increases understandability of the model.
This yields a new requirement:

Requirement ER2. The tool should animate the event log on a process model.

Resources and Other Data

If each event in an event log is enriched with which person, machine or other resource
executed the event, the flow of information through an organisation can be visualised.
This may lead to more insights in the social aspects of a process, e.g. by showing how
cases flow through an organisation. Studies in this field of sociometry [159] become much
easier by the data mining techniques as described in this thesis [4]. In this thesis, we
do not cover resources in detail; please refer to [4] for more information. However, using
XES classifiers [77], one can discover a model from a log where activities are not derived
from the activity names of events, but rather the values of the resource attribute, thereby
transforming the techniques in this thesis to discover social process models.

Many other types of data attached to events can be used using such classifiers. More-
over, any data type can be used to enrich a process model with choice information, i.e.
for each moment of choice in a process model, a decision model can be discovered based
on the event data at that point in the process [95]. In this thesis, we do not cover other
data types in detail; please refer to [4] for more information.

Missing Information

A challenge common to these perspectives is that they take the event log into account, and
therefore the similarity of the event log and process model becomes relevant. Obviously,
if the log and model are completely different, few of these perspectives make sense. In
many use cases however, log and model can be related, but the model might not represent
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the event log completely (i.e. is not perfectly fitting). Furthermore, timestamps might
be missing from some events, leading to incomplete information. As the event logs we
have encountered rarely contained all information, enhancements and measures need to
be robust to such inconsistencies between log and model and missing information, which
yields a new requirement:

Requirement ER3. The tool should be robust to missing information and to mismatches
between log and model.

We argue for a pragmatic approach for each type of enhancement. For instance,
animation only makes sense if the information is complete: if an event is recorded without
a timestamp in a trace, the animation of that trace has to estimate when that event
happened in order to keep the animation smooth. However, performance measures might
become unreliable with the introduction of estimated information, so we argue that
incomplete measures are best omitted.

Finally, as process discovery techniques might exclude behaviour of the event log from
the model or include behaviour in the model that is not observed in the event log, the
model should be evaluated using a conformance checking technique (see Section 3.4.2).
Ideally, the process mining tool should integrate such a technique:

Requirement ER4. The tool should provide a way to evaluate the discovered process
model.

3.5.2 Process Mining Tools
In this section, we consider several existing process mining tools: we address whether
and how these tools satisfy the gathered requirements, and we devise new requirements
relevant for such tools. We consider two commercial tools: Fluxicon Disco (FD, [79],
version 1.9.7) and Celonis Process Mining (CPM, version 4.0.1, web-based [47], accessed
6-1-2017).

Fluxicon Disco

Fluxicon Disco (FD) [79]) is a commercial process mining tool developed by Fluxicon
(http://www.fluxicon.com/). In Section 3.3.2, we considered the process discovery
of FD, however in this section we focus on features and on usability aspects. After
importing an event log, the user interface of FD consists of several views, which are
shown in Figure 3.24. The first view (Figure 3.24a) shows the process model. In this
view, the process model is visualised, as well as controls to influence the model. That is,
the two sliders in the dashed ellipses control the number of activities and the complexity
of the discovered model. If the user changes such a slider, a new model is computed
automatically, and this is done fast, which allows for quick and iterative process discovery.
As described in Section 3.1, filtering the event log allows analysts to drill down and focus
on several parts of the event log. FD contains an extensive set of stackable filters, which
are applied consistently through the user interface (see Figure 3.24b). That is, a filter is
applied once and affects all views on the data. This yields the following requirement:

Requirement ER5. The tool should allow for quick iterative exploration and log filter-
ing.

The process model visualisation is enhanced with frequency information, e.g. the
activities and edges are annotated with how often they have been executed. Furthermore,
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(a) Process model view with frequencies.

(b) Filters.

(c) Enhanced process model.

Figure 3.24: Screenshots of Fluxicon Disco, showing several enhancements.
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(d) Statistics view.

(e) Trace view.

(f) Animation.

Figure 3.24: Screenshots of Fluxicon Disco, showing several enhancements.
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the activity colouring and edge thickness are adjusted accordingly to highlight the often-
used parts of the process. This yields a new requirement:

Requirement ER6. The tool should be able to visualise frequencies on the model.

This process model can be enhanced with several performance measures, such as
the total duration that an activity took and the total time that was spent between the
execution of activities (Figure 3.24c). In Section 1, we showed that a process model is
necessary to obtain reliable performance measures. As discussed in Section 3.3.2, the
semantics of FD models might be ambiguous, thus the performance measures of FD
should be used with care (Requirement ER1).

The second view in FD is the statistics view, which is shown in Figure 3.24d. In this
view, several global statistics are available, such as a histogram showing the number of
events being executed over time (as denoted by the dotted ellipse). Several groupings are
available, such as by activity, resource and by trace information. For instance, choosing
resources provides a graph of the number of events each resource executed. This yields
a new requirement:

Requirement ER7. The tool should provide frequency statistics over the entire event
log (e.g. histograms) and over sub-groupings of the event log.

The third view in FD is the traces view (see Figure 3.24e), which enables analysts
to study traces in detail. Studying individual traces might be useful at later stages of
process mining, i.e. once areas of interest are identified, analysts could drill down to cases
that are involved in this area of interest, identify these traces in the trace view and verify
the drawn conclusions in the system. Therefore, we add a new requirement:

Requirement ER8. The tool should provide a visualisation of individual traces.

The final view of FD that we consider is the animation view, which is shown in
Figure 3.24f. In this view, tokens (yellow red-bordered circles) represent traces (Require-
ment ER2).

We consider the main drawback of FD to be the unclear semantics of the discov-
ered process models, and the lack of guarantees and possibilities to evaluate the models
(Requirement ER4). Therefore, all model-related enhancements such as performance
measures and animation should be interpreted with care.

Celonis Process Mining

Celonis Process Mining (CPM) [47] is a web-based process mining toolkit developed by
Celonis (http://celonis/com). The user interface of CPM has a high customisability,
as graphs, statistics and other overview elements can be arranged in dashboards and
customised, which might make CPM useful in Business Intelligence [160] settings as well
(Requirement ER6).

Figure 3.25a shows the process model component of CPM. In this component, there
are two sliders that influence discovery of the model: one that controls the fraction
activities that is included and one that controls the connections. Using these sliders
changes the model immediately. Furthermore, CPM offers extensive filtering options,
e.g. one can click on an edge or activity to filter the event log, such that the log only
contains cases that use the edge or activity (Requirement ER5).

Even though we believe that CPM and FD should be able to discover similar models,
there is a notable difference in the model of CPM and FD (Figure 3.24f): both screen-
shots were obtained at their default settings and on the same event log. FD shows the
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(a) Model with frequencies. (b) Performance.

(c) Animation. (d) Trace view.

Figure 3.25: Screenshots of Celonis Process Mining showing several supported
enhancements.
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(e) Filters. (f) Custom enhancements.

Figure 3.25: Screenshots of Celonis Process Mining showing several supported
enhancements.
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entire process, and consequently the animation clearly suggests a bottleneck where the
concentration of tokens is high. In contrast, CPM seems to show the most-occurring path
through the process, thereby ignoring the remainder of the process. Both approaches may
be useful in different use cases: this event log was recorded in a loan-application process
of a Dutch financial institution [56]. The traces contained in the model of CPM are
probably the least interesting, as they are automatically rejected before any employee
gets involved (hence the short time between activities). However, a good second step in
the analysis would be to filter these traces and repeat the analysis.

The performance measures computed by CPM are illustrated by Figure 3.25b (Re-
quirement ER1). CPM supports animation (Requirement ER2): Figure 3.25c shows a
screenshot (we’ve circled the tokens in the screenshot, these tokens are pink). The an-
imation of CPM seems to round the timestamps to seconds, which seems the cause of
the tokens being grouped, making the animation far less useful in such a short process.
Figure 3.25d shows the trace view of CPM (Requirement ER8), and Figure 3.25e one of
the filters of CPM.

Unlike FD that does not provide any way to evaluate the model, CPM shows some
basic measures, i.e. the percentage of included activities and edges between activities.
Unfortunately, there is no link to the included or excluded behaviour of the event log
(Requirement ER4).

We finish this discussion of Celonis Process Mining with a feature not found in FD:
the ability to add custom enhancements. That is, by typing a formula, any derived piece
of data can be visualised on the edges and/or the activities: Figure 3.25f shows the user
interface. We add this as a new requirement:

Requirement ER9. The tool should be extensible with custom enhancements.

3.5.3 Requirements for Tool Support Beyond Process Dis-
covery and Conformance Checking

To summarise the previous sections, an ideal process mining tool with enhancements
supports the following:

ER1 The tool should provide several performance measures, based on timestamps
of the event log, using life cycle semantics. Furthermore, the tool should take
a process model into account.

ER2 The tool should animate the event log on a process model.

ER3 The tool should be robust to missing information and to mismatches between
log and model.

ER4 The tool should provide a way to evaluate the discovered process model.

ER5 The tool should allow for quick iterative exploration and log filtering.

ER6 The tool should be able to visualise frequencies on the model.

ER7 The tool should provide frequency statistics over the entire event log (e.g.
histograms) and over sub-groupings of the event log.

ER8 The tool should provide a visualisation of individual traces.

ER9 The tool should be extensible with custom enhancements.
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3.6 Our Approach

The approach presented in this thesis consists of three parts: (1) a framework and algo-
rithms for process discovery, (2) a framework and algorithms for conformance checking
and (3) a process mining software tool. For each part, we first describe our approach,
after which we discuss how it addresses the identified requirements.

3.6.1 A Process Discovery Framework

From the list of requirements on process discovery, it is clear that a perfect process dis-
covery algorithm cannot exist. Therefore, we introduce a modular and flexible approach,
that always guarantees soundness and optionally guarantees fitness and log precision.
Our approach contains a framework, the Inductive Miner framework (IM framework),
that builds process trees constructively. The framework, like CCM, determines the most
important behaviour in an event log, i.e. the root operator of the process tree. However,
instead of splitting an abstraction, the entire event log is split by the IM framework. The
IM framework uses both horizontal and vertical partitioning, and thus combines [113]
and [45].

As guarantees are the focus of this thesis, we first study three guarantees that can
be provided by algorithms that implement the IM framework: rediscoverability, perfect
fitness and perfect log precision. To ease formal proofs for these guarantees and to avoid
duplicate work later on in this thesis, we express these guarantees in terms of the IM
framework. That is, we introduce formal frameworks for them. In the proof framework
for rediscoverability, the language abstractions used by most process discovery algorithms
play a major role. Therefore, we perform a systematic study into the expressive power
of these abstractions, i.e. we study classes of models that can be uniquely represented
by several abstractions, such that no two models with different languages have the same
abstraction. Using this systematic study and the formal frameworks, we prove rediscov-
erability for all algorithms and perfect fitness for some algorithms (see Table 1.1).

The framework is instantiated in several algorithms, each focusing on a different
aspect: we’ll introduce a rediscoverability-focused version, a deviating- and infrequent-
behaviour-filtering focused version and an incompleteness-handling focused version. These
three algorithms each strike a particular balance, but a big advantage of the IM frame-
work is that this balance can be easily customised by replacing particular interchangeable
steps. Thus, an algorithm developer might adjust an algorithm without losing any guar-
antees given by the framework. Furthermore, we introduce sets of algorithms to handle
non-atomic event logs, to handle more process tree operators, and to provide an even
better scalability, i.e. handle event logs with thousands of activities and billions of events.

The IM framework and the algorithms introduced in this thesis have been imple-
mented as part of the ProM framework. Figure 3.26 shows the user interface, in which
users can choose a discovery algorithm and, if applicable, a deviating behaviour filtering
threshold.

Of the identified requirements for discovery algorithms, the IM framework, by its use
of process trees, guarantees sound models with clear semantics (Requirement DR1). Re-
discoverability (Requirement DR2) depends on the particular discovery algorithm, so the
IM framework cannot provide rediscoverability guarantees by itself. However, we provide
proof obligations in a formal framework for the algorithms that implement the IM frame-
work, and use this formal framework to prove that every discovery algorithm introduced
in this thesis guarantees rediscoverability. The IM framework provides the flexibility for
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Figure 3.26: User interface of the IM framework.
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particular algorithms to focus on distinguishing deviating, infrequent and incomplete be-
haviour (Requirement DR3), as we will show in our evaluation. Similarly, algorithms can
focus on different balances in log-conformance measures (Requirement DR4). The IM
framework aids algorithms to guarantee fitness and log precision, and several algorithms
introduced in this thesis guarantee to return a perfectly fitting model.

Requirement DR5 entails that a discovery technique should work fast on real-life event
logs and systems. The IM framework enables fast discovery algorithms: we introduce
algorithms that are faster than existing discovery algorithms and that work on real-life
event logs. However, the speed depends on the specific algorithms: some introduced
algorithms apply exponential steps and become intractable on large real-life event logs
containing hundreds of activities. The IM framework in itself only prevents rediscovery
of some non-free-choice constructs by the choice for process trees (a part of Require-
ment DR6), all other problematic constructs could in principle be handled, even though
we do not have algorithms for all of them at the time of writing (requirements DR6, DR7
and DR8). Similarly, milestones and other more advanced workflow patterns could in
principle be handled in specific cases (Requirement DR9). For instance, the Ø contains
a critical section.

The final Requirement DR10 entails that the balance of log-conformance criteria
should be influenceable by a user. The user can influence the IM framework by choos-
ing its modules (or a combination of modules, i.e. an algorithm), which allows users to
select the focus. This has not been implemented yet in a user-accessible way. However,
the algorithms themselves might have several parameters, such as deviating and infre-
quent behaviour thresholds, that allow the user to easily influence certain aspects of the
discovery.

The IM framework is described in more detail in Chapter 4, as well as the formal
framework for rediscoverability. The algorithms that instantiate the IM framework are
introduced in Chapter 6 and are evaluated in Chapter 8.

3.6.2 A Conformance Checking Framework
Alignments are the current state-of-art for log conformance checking: an alignment pro-
vides a decision about which events in an event log were executed “in reality” and which
events are deviations, and alignments enable log-conformance techniques to ignore non-
fitting behaviour. However, alignment computations can be too lengthy and memory-
consuming in practise and are not applicable to model-model settings.

Therefore, we introduce a single framework for both model-conformance and log-
conformance checking. This framework, the Projected Conformance Checking framework
(PCC framework), approximates recall, system precision, fitness and log precision by
projecting the behaviour of a system/log/model on all subsets of k activities (for a given
k). For each such k-subset, a deterministic finite automaton is constructed from both the
system/log and the model, the requested measure is computed, and this is repeated for
and averaged over all such k-subsets. The PCC framework resembles many techniques
that use language abstractions, e.g. has similarities with [177, 163], but abstracts from
activities instead of from types of behaviour.

Due to its projections on subsets of activities, the PCC framework can give clues
about where in a process model deviations occur. Figure 3.27 shows an example, in
which each activity (the boxes) is enriched with fitness and log-precision information.
Furthermore, the activities are coloured: the more problematic, the more red the activi-
ties are visualised.

The properties of the PCC framework are immediately clear: any log can be handled,
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Figure 3.27: Result of the PCC framework projected on a process model.

as well as any model with a finite state space. Furthermore, due to the projection,
it’s an approximation. We propose “hacks” for weakly unsound models, however we do
not understand them well enough yet to implement them and to consider them to be
part of the PCC framework. Nevertheless, we prove that for a certain class of systems
(rediscoverable by the IM framework) and k � 2, recall/fitness and model/log precision
are 1 if and only if system and model are language-equivalent.

Of the identified requirements for conformance checking techniques, the PCC frame-
work handles any weakly unsound model, thus the PCC framework satisfies Require-
ment CR1. The language-equivalence proofs show that the PCC framework satisfies
requirements CR2 and CR3. The main advantage of the projection steps is a much
lower complexity than alignments: instead of traversing the complete state space, only
the much smaller projected state spaces are to be traversed. In our evaluation, we show
that not only the PCC framework is faster than alignments, but it is able to handle
much larger real-life event logs and models (Requirement CR4) as well. Alignments have
been made faster using divide-and-conquer as well. For instance using passages [5, 6]
or single-entry-single-exit decompositions [123]. The PCC framework can be seen as a
generalisation of these techniques, that takes the context of decomposed nets into ac-
count. In the future, it might be interesting to extend the PCC framework to measure
stronger equivalence notions, such as bisimilarity. For the log model part, this is of course
impossible without further information in the event log.

Requirement CR5 entails that conformance techniques provide insights on two (model-
model conformance checking) or three (log-model conformance checking) levels. The
PCC framework provides insights on most of these levels: summarative measures are
available, as well as a projection on process models (see Figure 3.27). The measures of
the PCC framework are all numbers between 0 and 1, and the model-model measures
are symmetrical and reflexive, which satisfies requirements CR6 and CR7.

The PCC framework is introduced in Chapter 7 and is evaluated in Chapter 8.
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3.6.3 Enhancement & Tool Support

To support analysts in process mining projects, we developed a tool Inductive visual
Miner (IvM) that makes iteration easy: it takes an event log as input and performs sev-
eral steps automatically: it discovers a model, computes an alignment on the discovered
model and the log, animates the log on top of the model, and computes performance. In-
termediate results are shown and the user can interact with the tool at all times, e.g. if the
user changes a discovery parameter, computations are restarted automatically. Further-
more, the event log can be filtered, which makes iteration seamless. Figure 3.28a shows a
screenshot of the user interface. IvM supports and shows deviations (Figure 3.28b) and
performance measures (Figure 3.28c). To solve inconsistencies between log and model,
IvM uses alignments, as they provide a convenient conceptual abstraction layer: each
event is classified as fitting (synchronous move), non-fitting in the log (model move) or
non-fitting in the model (log move). Due to this classification, deviations, frequencies,
animation and performance enhancements do not have to deal with non-fitting behaviour.
Finally, IvM provides histograms of all traces in the system (Figure 3.29a) and of the
executions of activities (Figure 3.29b), and provides a deviation-showing trace view (Fig-
ure 3.29c).

Next, we consider the identified requirements for enhancements and process mining
tools. Corresponding to Requirement ER1, IvM provides several performance measure-
ments, and takes both the discovered process model and life-cycle information into ac-
count while computing them. Furthermore, IvM supports animation (Requirement ER2).

Due to the use of alignments IvM is robust against missing information and inconsis-
tencies between log and model (Requirement ER3). Furthermore, due to the deviation
enhancements, users can evaluate the discovered model in detail. Enabling evaluation of
models brings IvM beyond the commercial tools.

Iteration is quick using the two sliders that immediately update the model (Require-
ment ER5), and several filters are provided. The provided filters of IvM are not as
extensive as those in FD and CPM, however IvM is open source and additional log fil-
ters can easily be added. Requirement ER6 entails that frequency information can be
projected on the event log. Even though IvM provides further frequency information in
log and activity histograms (Requirement ER7), this is not comparable to the plethora
of options offered by CPM and FD.

Finally, IvM contains a view of traces like CPM and FD, such that the traces that
remain after filtering can be traced back to the system for verification and further analy-
sis (Requirement ER8). However, in the trace view of IvM, each event is enhanced with
deviation information, i.e. if the event log deviates from the discovered process model, it
is coloured red. Notice that the current implementation of alignments offers a similar fea-
ture (see Figure 3.20 [19]. As IvM is open source, custom enhancements could be added
by developers, however this will not be easier than CPM, which allows enhancements to
be added by end users.

In Chapter 9, we discuss the concepts of enhancements and IvM in more detail. In
the next chapter, we introduce our process discovery framework, i.e. the IM framework.

3.6.4 Future Work

In Section 3.2.1, we limited the scope of this thesis to languages, as event logs typically do
not contain information about choices. However, in future research, meta-information or
richer event logs could be used to enable process mining techniques to consider stronger
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(a) Screenshot of the user interface of IvM. The yellow dots flowing over the model
visualise the traces with animation, and the model is enhanced with frequency infor-
mation.

(b) Deviations: the red-dashed edges denote points in the model where the log and
the model disagree.

(c) Performance: the digits in the activities denote the average duration of that activity.
For instance, A_DECLINED took on average 37 seconds and 999 milliseconds.

Figure 3.28: The Inductive visual Miner (IvM).
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(a) Frequency statistics: when the user puts the mouse pointer on the animation
controls, a histogram of traces in the system appears.

(b) Frequency statistics: when the user puts the mouse pointer on an activity, a pop-up
appears that shows performance measures and a histogram of the number of executions
for that activity.

(c) A view of the traces of the event log: each line is one trace (one trace is shown here),
each wedge is an event, and red-coloured events deviate from the discovered process
model.

Figure 3.29: Features of IvM.
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notions than language equivalence.

Future work 3.2: Use other information next to event logs in process discovery and
conformance checking, and apply ideas of PCC framework to similarity measures stronger
than language-equivalence.

The PCC framework does not provide information on the log level currently, which
remains future work:

Future work 3.3: Investigate whether it’s possible to extend the PCC framework to
provide information on the log level (Requirement CR5).

The IvM uses alignments, which might take a long time to compute on larger and
more complex real-life event logs. We would like to use techniques like the PCC frame-
work without the presence of alignments.

Future work 3.4: Obtain and visualise deviations and performance measures without
alignments.

In this thesis, we will not address the usage of enqueue events for process discovery,
this remains part of future work:

Future work 3.5: Study what enqueue events can contribute to process discovery.
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4.1 Recursive Process Discovery

In the previous chapters, we introduced the input and outputs of process mining tech-
niques, and described challenges of process discovery techniques in Section 3.3.3. Due to
the trade offs identified in these challenges, we argued that different algorithms might
be necessary in different use cases. Therefore, in Chapter 6, we introduce a family of
process discovery techniques to handle different situations. For instance, we introduce an
algorithm handling deviating behaviour and an algorithm handling missing information.

All these algorithms need to be robust, e.g. handle real-life logs with ease, and pro-
vide several guarantees, such as soundness, rediscoverability, and in some cases fitness
and log precision. Proving these guarantees, especially rediscoverability and fitness, can
be tedious. Therefore, to enable reuse of code and formal results, in this chapter, we in-
troduce a novel process discovery framework, called the Inductive Miner framework (IM
framework), which provides some guarantees by itself (e.g. soundness). Furthermore, the
IM framework aids algorithms in guaranteeing fitness, log precision, rediscoverability,
and a polynomial run time, as we express these properties in terms of the framework,
which makes them easier to prove.

The IM framework is abstract, i.e., it does not define a complete algorithm. We
will illustrate through a number of examples how the framework can be instantiated to
yield different kinds of discovery algorithms. As we introduce the framework, we will
already point to the elements in the framework that allow to ensure soundness, fitness,
log precision and balancing log criteria. In contrast, rediscoverability will be less easy
to ensure. Therefore, in Section 4.2, we specifically consider which aspects of models,
logs and discovery algorithms contribute to rediscoverability. In the same section, we
establish a number of sufficient conditions for rediscovering the original model based on
behavioural abstractions. We will investigate these behavioural abstractions in detail in
Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, we introduce concrete algorithms that use the IM framework
and the behavioural abstractions of Chapter 5, and we prove rediscoverability using the
sufficient conditions of Section 4.2.

4.1 Recursive Process Discovery

The main idea of the IM framework is to construct a process tree recursively in a top-down
fashion, i.e. it starts with the entire event log and splits it into smaller parts, on which
the framework recurses, thereby building up a process tree. In this way, any algorithm
using the framework will only return process trees, which are sound by construction
(Requirement CR1).

We first introduce the framework using an example in Section 4.1.1. Second, in
Section 4.1.2 we introduce the framework formally, and in Section 4.1.4, we discuss the
guarantees provided by the framework. In Chapter 5, we strengthen the formal founda-
tions of the framework by studying abstractions in more detail, while in Chapter 6, we
instantiate the framework by providing several concrete discovery algorithms.

4.1.1 An Example of Recursive Process Discovery
In this section, we provide an intuitive introduction to the framework using the example
event log shown in Figure 4.1a.

On this event log L3, the IM framework performs several steps, of which the first
one is to identify the “most important” behaviour of the event log, i.e. the root of the
corresponding process tree, and to divide the activities of the event log into smaller
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L3 � rxa, by

xa, by

xa, cys

(a) Initial log. The red dashed line denotes
the cut pÑ, tau, tb, cuq.

L4 � rxay

xay

xays

(b) Sublog after log splitting. This
is a base case.

L5 � rxby

xby

xcys

(c) Sublog after log splitting. The
red dashed line denotes the cut
p�, tbu, tcuq

L6 � rxby

xbys

(d) Sublog after log splitting (2).
This is a base case.

L7 � rxcys

(e) Sublog after log splitting (2).
This is a base case.

Figure 4.1: Example run of the IM framework.

subsets. We refer to the combination of a root operator and a partition of activities as a
cut . In Figure 4.1a, a cut has been highlighted with a red dashed line. Intuitively, this
cut denotes that in every trace, first something with activity a happens, and afterwards
something with activities b and c, which can be described as a sequence between a left
subprocess involving a and a right subprocess involving b and c. We denote this cut with
pÑ, tau, tb, cuq, and the first step of the IM framework is to identify such a cut (we will
introduce cut detection in detail in chapters 5 and 6). After detection of the cut, the
root operator, i.e. Ñ in our example, is noted.

Second, the IM framework splits the event log according to this cut. In our example,
splitting log L3 leads to the logs L4 � rxay, xay, xays and L5 � rxby, xby, xcys, as shown
in figures 4.1b and 4.1c. The process tree discovered up till this point is Ñ

“L5”“L4”

, and

the IM framework still needs to process L4 and L5. Therefore, as the third step, the IM
framework recurses, say on L4.

In L4, only an activity a is present, i.e. there cannot be any cut, thus the IM frame-
work hits a base case of the recursion. The process tree discovered up till now is Ñ

“L5”a

,

and the IM framework still needs to process L5.
Then, the IM framework recurses on L5, which is shown in Figure 4.1c. In L5, the

cut t�, tbu, tcuq can be found, as each trace has either activity b or activity c, but never
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both. Therefore, the IM framework splits L5 into sublogs L6 � rxby, xbys and L7 � rxcys.
The process tree discovered up till now is Ñ

�

“L7”“L6”

a

, and the IM framework still needs

to process L6 and L7.
Finally, at recursion of L6 and L7, the IM framework will discover both of them to

be base cases of the recursion, and return the process tree Ñ

�

cb

a

.

4.1.2 The IM framework
In this section, we define the framework formally, give another example and briefly discuss
its implementation.

To summarise, the IM framework defines four steps: first, a cut is detected, second,
the event log is split into smaller sublogs and third, the IM framework recurses on these
sublogs until a base case is encountered. Fourth, if no cut can be found, a fall through
is returned, i.e. a process tree is discovered such that recursion can continue (this was
not shown in the example). These four steps are parameters of the IM framework and
have to be provided as plug-ins by a process discovery algorithm: each algorithm that
implements the IM framework should provide each of these four functions. That is, for
a log L:

• The parameter function baseCase detects base cases of the recursion: baseCasepLq
takes a log L, and if L contains a base case returns a process tree that represents
this base case.

• The parameter function findCut searches for a cut c, consisting of a process tree
operator and an activity partition i.e. findCutpLq searches for a cut in log L and
returns that cut if it exists.

• The parameter function splitLog splits the log into smaller sublogs.
splitLogpL, cq splits log L according to cut c and returns the remaining sublogs.

• The parameter function fallThroughpLq returns a fall through for L, i.e. a pro-
cess tree that describes L. This function must not fail and always return a process
tree. Notice that this function will only be invoked if neither a base case nor a cut
can be found.

From the viewpoint of the framework, these functions are independent, e.g. it is pos-
sible to interchange findCut functions of different algorithms. Nevertheless, algorithms
might pose restrictions on this interchangeability, e.g. for some algorithms introduced in
Chapter 6, the splitLog function assumes certain properties on the cuts returned by
findCut.

Formally, given four functions baseCase, findCut, splitLog and fallThrough,
the Inductive Miner framework (IM framework) has the type IMframework : E Ñ T
and is defined as follows, using that l denotes “nothing”:
function IM frameworkbaseCase,findCut,splitLog,fallThrough(L)

bcÐ baseCasepLq
if bc � l then
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(c) � of L12.

Figure 4.2: Directly follows graphs of logs used in the recursion. The dashed
red curves denote cuts. No cut can be found for L12.

return bc
end if
p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq Ð findCutpLq
if p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq � l then

L1 . . . Ln Ð splitLogpL, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
return `pIMframeworkpL1q, . . . , IMframeworkpLnqq

else
return fallThroughpLq

end if
end function
In the remainder of this thesis, for conciseness, we might omit the parameter functions

from IM framework if they are clear from the context. We continue this section with
examples of several algorithms that instantiate the IM framework. We will not give
definitions or code here, but this will illustrate the flexibility of the framework.

4.1.3 More Technical Examples
In this section, we show examples for three algorithms: one using the best case, i.e. if
all information that an algorithm needs is present in the event log, and two to illustrate
challenges of rediscoverability, i.e. incompleteness and deviating behaviour.

To illustrate the functions of the IM framework, we discuss a second example using
a basic algorithm called Inductive Miner (IM). For this example, consider the event log

L8 � rxa, b, c, d, ey, xa, d, b, ey, xa, e, by, xa, c, by, xa, b, d, e, cys

The baseCase function of IM does not detect a base case in L8, as multiple activ-
ities are present. The findCut function considers the directly follows graph of L8 (see
Figure 6.1a) and searches for characteristic footprints of process tree operators, returning
the first footprint found. In this graph, the cut c1 � pÑ, tau, tb, c, d, euq is present, as
all edges cross this line in one direction (hence, the sequence). Then, splitLogpL8, c1q
splits the log in sublogs L9 and L10:

L9 � rxay
5s

L10 � rxb, c, d, ey, xd, b, ey, xe, by, xc, by, xb, d, e, cys
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4.1 Recursive Process Discovery

Furthermore, IM records the choice and recurses, i.e. IMpL8q �ÑpIMpL9q, IMpL10qq.
We first consider the recursive step on L9, for which baseCasepL9q returns a base case,
supposedly being the process tree a:

baseCasepL9q � a

Next, we give the computation steps taken and the results of the recursive calls:

IMpL9q � a

baseCasepL10q � l

findCutpL10q � c3 � p^, tbu, tc, d, euq, see Figure 6.1b
splitLogpL10, c3q � L11, L12

L11 � rxby
5s

L12 � rxc, d, ey, xd, ey, xey, xcy, xd, e, cys

IMpL10q � ^pIMpL11q, IMpL12qq

baseCasepL11q � b

IMpL11q � b

baseCasepL12q � l

findCutpL12q � l, see Figure 6.1c
fallThroughpL12q � 	pτ, c, d, eq

IMpL12q � 	pτ, c, d, eq

Combining all intermediate steps, IM will discover the process tree M13 � Ñ

^

	

edcτ

b

a

.

In our next example, we will show how rediscoverability can be challenged by in-
completeness and deviating behaviour. For these examples, we assume that the system
model from which the event log was derived is indeed M13.

For the incompleteness example, we remove the trace xa, c, by from L8, i.e.

L14 � rxa, b, c, d, ey, xa, d, b, ey, xa, e, by, xa, b, d, e, cys

The first cut pÑ, tau, tb, c, d, euq is still present in the directly follows graph of L14, so
recursion continues as in the previous example, and the following sublog is obtained:

L15 � rxb, c, d, ey, xd, b, ey, xe, by, xb, d, e, cys

Figure 4.3a shows the directly follows graph of L15. In this graph, there is no cut
p^, tbu, tc, d, euq, as the edge c� b is missing. Therefore, the basic algorithm IM would
not detect a cut, and instead return the tree Ñ

	

edcbτ

a

, hence would not rediscover

the system M13. In Section 6.3, we will introduce an algorithm that is able to handle
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Figure 4.3: Directly follows graphs of logs used in the recursion. The dashed
red curves are not cuts here.

this incompleteness in the directly follows graph and discover the correct cut despite the
missing edge, by searching for a likely cut instead of a perfect cut. The algorithm thus
derives the presence of the missing edge and continues discovery as IM, and rediscovers
M13.

For the deviating behaviour example, we duplicate the event log 10 times, and add a
deviating trace xc, a, by.

L16 � rxa, b, c, d, ey
10, xa, d, b, ey10, xa, e, by10, xa, b, d, e, cy10, xc, a, bys

Figure 4.3b shows the directly follows graph of L16. In this figure, we added the frequen-
cies on the directly follows edges. In the directly follows graph, the deviating trace adds,
amongst other things, the edge c� a, and therefore the dashed line is not a sequence
cut, as the edge c� a crosses it in the “wrong” direction. Therefore, the basic algorithm
IM would not detect a cut, and instead return the tree 	

edcbaτ

, hence would not re-

discover the system M13. In Section 6.2, we will introduce an algorithm that spots that
of all outgoing edges of c, the edge a� c is 10 times less frequent than the other edges.
The algorithm then filters this edge out and continues discovery as IM, and rediscovers
M13.

In these examples, we illustrated how the IM framework and the directly follows
abstraction can be used to (re)discover process trees. We showed a best case, i.e. when
the directly follows abstraction is correct and complete, we showed an example in which
the abstraction was incomplete, and we showed an example in which the abstraction was
erroneous (i.e. the log contained information that did not correspond to the system).
In the remainder of this section, we discuss guarantees that IM framework can provide,
regardless of the abstraction, correctness notion and incompleteness notion of the specific
algorithm.
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4.1 Recursive Process Discovery

4.1.4 Guarantees
In the previous sections, we introduced the IM framework as our solution for process
discovery. In this section, we address several guarantees that can be provided by the IM
framework, possibly requiring some proof obligations on the concrete functions defined
by an algorithm, i.e. we address termination, fitness and log precision. Rediscoverability
is discussed in Section 4.2.

Termination

The IM framework guarantees termination based on the given parameter functions:
findCut and splitLog together must guarantee that the size of the event log decreases.
In case baseCase and fallThrough make a recursive call to the IM framework them-
selves, the event logs on which these calls are made must be strictly smaller in size than
the original log. With these guarantees, IM framework obviously guarantees termination.

Fitness & Log Precision

The IM framework is able to provide several guarantees, two of which are perfect fitness
and log precision. In this section, we study the conditions under which these guarantees
hold. Using the recursive nature of the IM framework, we introduce two local properties.
The first property expresses that a step of the framework can never exclude traces from
consideration, i.e. locally, fitness is preserved. The second property expresses the reverse,
i.e. the model does not represent any trace that was not in the log. Both use a language
combining function `L that combines several languages using its corresponding process
tree operator ` definition, i.e. Lp`pK1, . . .Kkqq � `LpLpK1q, . . .LpKkqq.

Definition 4.1 (Local fitness & log precision preservation). For all event logs L,

• a combination of a cut detection function findCut and a log splitting function
splitLog is locally fitness preserving if

setpLq � `LpsplitLogpL, findCutpLqqq

in which `L is the language combination function corresponding to the operator
selected by findCutpLq (if findCut returns a cut);

• a base case function baseCase is locally fitness preserving if

setpLq � LpbaseCasepLqq

(if baseCasepLq � l, i.e. it applies to L);

• a fall through function fallThrough is locally fitness preserving if

setpLq � LpfallThroughpLqq

For log precision, the definition is similar, using:

`LpL1, . . . Lnq � L

LpbaseCasepLqq � L

LpfallThroughpLqq � L

Given this definition, it is not hard to reason that if all steps applied by the IM
framework are locally fitness preserving, then the overall result will be perfectly fitting
and similarly for log precision. Formally:
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system

system model

log discovered model

implementation

execution discovery

language equivalence

Figure 4.4: Rediscoverability: rediscover the language of the system model.

Corollary 4.2. Let ♦ : EÑ T be a discovery technique using the IM framework in which
all parameter functions are locally fitness preserving. Then, for every log L it holds that
♦pLq fits L, i.e. setpLq � Lp♦pLqq. If all parameter functions are locally log-precision
preserving, then ♦pLq is log precise to L, i.e. Lp♦pLqq � setpLq.

If the locality is clear from the context, we will omit the word ’local’. This corollary
illustrates the modularity of the IM framework: given the use case at hand, one can
choose a custom set of operators, cut detection algorithms, base cases and fall throughs.
As long as all choices are locally fitness/log precision preserving, the end result will be
guaranteed accordingly.

In Chapter 6, we will show local fitness and log precision preservation while intro-
ducing concrete functions. Here, we illustrate these concepts using some examples. An
example of a fall through is the flower model. A flower model function takes an al-
phabet ΣpLq and returns a model that can generate any behaviour of the alphabet, i.e.
	pτ, a1, . . . anq where ta1, . . . anu � ΣpLq. This fall through is fitness preserving, as the
resulting model allows for any behaviour. However, it is not log precision preserving,
as L is bounded, and the model allows for unbounded traces. This argument holds for
all 	s, i.e. any function that returns a model that contains a 	 cannot be log precision
preserving.

An example of a log precision preserving function is the fall through that returns
a trace model, i.e. a choice between all traces in the event log. For instance, let L �
txa, by, xa, cyu be an event log. Then, �pÑpa, bq,Ñpa, cqq is a trace model of L. Obviously,
such a trace model is both fitness and log precision preserving. However, the model is
not generalising and merely enumerates the log.

4.2 Rediscoverability

As introduced in Section 2, the property rediscoverability entails that a discovery algo-
rithm is able to discover a model that is language equivalent to the system that underlies
the given event log. Figure 4.4 illustrates rediscoverability: a system model is imple-
mented by a system, the system executes and of this execution an event log is recorded,
and from the event log a model is discovered.

The system model is rediscovered if it has the same language as the discovered model
(as the discovered model is derived from an event log and an event log only contains
information about a language, process discovery algorithms cannot rediscover stronger
notions of equivalence). An algorithm that guarantees rediscovery possesses rediscover-
ability . Formally:
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4.2 Rediscoverability

Definition 4.3 (rediscoverability). Let SM be a system model, S be a system that imple-
ments SM and let L be an event log generated from S. Furthermore, let M be a process
model that is discovered by a process discovery algorithm. Then, the process discovery
algorithm provides rediscoverability for SM for L if and only if LpSMq � LpMq.

Typically, in order to prove rediscoverability for a specific discovery technique, one
needs to make assumptions on the system S and the event log L. Obviously, rediscov-
erability is then only proven for cases in which these assumptions hold. For instance,
for the α algorithm, if the system can be represented by an unlabelled sound free-choice
workflow net without short loops and without implicit places (see Section 3.3) and the
directly follows graph of the event log is equivalent to the directly follows graph of the
system, then the discovered model is isomorphic to the system [17, 25]. The restriction on
implicit places is necessary for isomorphic rediscovery because these places do not change
the language of the system, i.e. removing them preserves language and hence, the α algo-
rithm has no way to discover them. Therefore, allowing implicit places straightforwardly
still guarantees language rediscovery.

In this section, we consider how rediscoverability can be achieved in a practical process
discovery setting where only partial knowledge about system behaviour (an event log) is
available, and we ease the proofs using the abstractions that are used by many process
discovery techniques: we introduce a framework that uses these abstractions and makes
some assumptions (Section 4.2.1). Furthermore, we discuss how the framework and the
IM framework can be combined to prove rediscoverability for actual discovery algorithms
in Section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Rediscoverability using Abstractions
In this framework, let A denote an abstraction function over languages, and let C denote
a class of models. For instance, in case of the α algorithm, the abstraction A is a function
that takes a language and returns a directly follows graph of the language, and the class of
models C is the set of all models that can be represented by unlabelled sound free-choice
workflow nets without short loops.

The key of the framework is a property of the combination of the abstraction A and
the class of models C: there must not be two models with different languages in C that
have the same abstraction. We refer to this property as language uniqueness. Formally:

Definition 4.4 (language uniqueness). A class of models C and a language abstraction
A : T Y E Ñ A are language unique if and only if each two models of C with different
languages have different abstractions:

@K,MPC LpKq � LpMq ô ApKq � ApMq

If language uniqueness is proven, then the discovery technique only needs to guarantee
to discover a model with the same abstraction as the system, instead of a model with
the same language (as in Definition 4.2). The framework is shown in Figure 4.5. We
explain the assumptions and proof obligations, in which RF stands for Rediscoverability
Framework:

RF.1 The system model is language equivalent to the system, i.e. the system model is
implemented correctly by the system. Although a plethora of issues might challenge
the correctness of an implementation of a system model, these issues are outside the
scope of this thesis, and therefore we assume that the system model and the running
system have the same language. Notice that this assumption has little practical
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SM

S

L

M

language
equivalent RF.1

abstraction equivalent RF.2

C and A language unique RF.3
^ SM P C RF.4
^M P C RF.5
ñ language equivalent RF.6

Figure 4.5: Formal framework for rediscoverability using abstractions: if the
system model is of the class C and is language equivalent to the system, the
system has the same abstraction A as the discovered model, the discovered
model is of class C, and language uniqueness holds for class C and abstraction
A, then the system model and the discovered model are language equivalent.

influence, as both system model and system are unknown in typical process mining
projects.

RF.2 The abstraction of the system is equivalent to the abstraction of the discovered
model. This is a proof obligation by the discovery algorithm.
We refer to this property as abstraction rediscovery, i.e. the abstraction of the dis-
covered model is equivalent to the abstraction of the system. A process discovery
algorithm that guarantees abstraction rediscovery possesses abstraction rediscov-
erability :
Definition 4.5 (abstraction rediscoverability). Let A : T Y E Ñ A be a language
abstraction and let C be a class of models. Then, a process discovery algorithm
provides abstraction rediscoverability for A and C if for each system S P C, the
model M that is discovered by the algorithm has the same abstraction as S, i.e.
ApSq � ApMq.

A typical proof strategy of discovery algorithms would be to (1) make an assump-
tion on the completeness and correctness of the event log L, e.g. that ApSq � ApLq,
and (2) prove that the discovered model has the same abstraction as the event log:
ApLq � ApMq. We chose not to put this assumption in Definition 4.5, as discov-
ery techniques can make arbitrary assumptions on the event log. For instance, the
abstraction in the event log may be incomplete or contain erroneous information;
in such cases, the assumption ApSq � ApLq could be weakened. Notice that the
weaker these assumptions, the more powerful the discovery technique, and more
event logs can be handled.

RF.3 The abstraction A and the class of models C are language unique (Definition 4.4).
This is a proof obligation that comes with the discovery technique. However, as
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4.2 Rediscoverability

a property of the abstraction and a class of languages, it is independent of the
technique itself and can therefore be reused by several techniques. In this thesis,
we will prove this property for several classes of languages and abstractions in
Chapter 5.

RF.4 The system model is of class C. This is an assumption on the class of the system
model, and restricts rediscoverability accordingly.

RF.5 The discovered model is of class C. This is a proof obligation of the discovery
technique: if a technique discovers a model outside the class of C, then language
uniqueness should be proven for this model, otherwise the framework does not
apply.

From these assumptions and proof obligations, language equivalence between the
discovered model and the system model (RF.6) follows directly:

Theorem 4.6 (rediscoverability using abstractions). Let C be a class of models, let
A : TY EÑ A be a language abstraction, and let SM , S and M be models. Then, if all

• LpSMq � LpSq (RF.1)
• ApSq � ApMq (RF.2)

• the combination of C and A is language unique (RF.2)

• SM P C (RF.4)

• M P C (RF.5)

then LpSMq � LpMq (RF.6).

Examples. Rediscoverability has been proven for several discovery algorithms, e.g.
α [25, 17, 4] and IM [88]. In both of these proofs, the class of models is limited: a subset
of process trees for IM, and a subset of free-choice workflow nets for α, and it is assumed
that the event log is directly follows complete and noise free with respect to the system.
In terms of the abstraction rediscoverability framework, this assumption means that the
event log and the system have the same abstraction (see Figure 4.6).

Formally, this assumption can be mapped onto the abstraction rediscoverability
framework:

Corollary 4.7. Let C be a class of models, let A : TYEÑ A be a language abstraction,
and let S, L and M be models. Then, if all

• ApSq � ApLq (typical assumption)

• ApLq � ApMq (typical proof obligation)

then ApSq � ApMq RF.2.

We finish this chapter with a translation of the identified assumptions and proof
obligations to the IM framework.

4.2.2 Rediscoverability and the IM framework
In the IM framework, a divide-and-conquer strategy is applied to discover a process tree
recursively. In this section, we study the influence of the requirements of abstraction
rediscoverability on the IM framework, i.e. we show how discovery algorithms that im-
plement the IM framework can be proven to rediscover the system model. In this proof
strategy, we will use four elements.
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SM

S

L

M

assume:
language equivalent

assume:
abstraction equivalent

prove:
abstraction equivalent

then:
language equivalent

Figure 4.6: A typical rediscoverability proof mapped onto the abstraction
rediscoverability framework.

• First, we use a class of process trees C.

• Second, we use a language abstraction function A that takes an event log or a
process tree and returns the abstraction of type A.

• Third, we use a log-assumptions function LA that takes a process model and
returns the set of all logs that adhere to the assumptions made by the algorithm.
For instance, for the α algorithm, this log-assumptions function would return all
event logs that have the same directly follows graph as the model).

• Fourth, we use the algorithm ♦ itself, which implements the IM framework, using
the four parameter functions baseCase♦, findCut♦, splitLog♦ and
fallThrough♦.

Similar assumptions have been made in rediscoverability proofs. For instance, for e.g. the
α algorithm [27], rediscoverability could be proven using C as the class of all unlabelled
free-choice Petri nets without short loops, A as the directly follows graph and LA would
entail that the log has the same directly follows relation as the system model (although
the α algorithm does not consider process trees).

We first introduce a property, i.e. a set of requirements, that expresses the require-
ments of abstraction rediscoverability using the four parameter functions of the IM frame-
work, i.e. for an actual discovery algorithm, this property should be proven, which we
will do in Chapter 6. Second, in Lemma 4.9, we prove that this property is a sufficient
condition for abstraction rediscoverability (Definition 4.5). Third, we express RF.5 in
terms of C, A and LA (Definition 4.10). Fourth, we prove that these properties are
sufficient to conclude rediscoverability.

Definition 4.8 (abstraction preservation). Let C be a class of process trees, let A : EY
T Ñ A be a language abstraction, let LA : C Ñ 2E be a log assumption function, and
let ♦ � IM framework be a discovery algorithm implementing the IM framework with
baseCase♦, findCut♦, splitLog♦ and fallThrough♦, i.e. ♦ : E Ñ T. Then, ♦ is
abstraction preserving if for every tree S P C under abstraction A and for any log L P
LApSq:
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4.2 Rediscoverability

AP.1 The abstraction of an activity is preserved: for all systems a P C such that a is an
activity, and for all logs L P LApaq, it holds that ApbaseCase♦pLqq � Apaq.

AP.2 The abstraction of a τ step is preserved: for the system τ P C and for all logs
L P LApτq, it holds that ApbaseCase♦pLqq � Apτq.

AP.3 If the algorithm applies a base case, the abstraction is preserved. Let S P C be a
system such that S � `pS1, . . . Snq, and let L P LApSq be a log adhering to the
log-assumptions. Then ApbaseCase♦pLqq � ApSq (if baseCase♦pLq applies).
To ease proofs later on in this thesis, we weaken this requirement using the as-
sumption that it holds for all smaller systems: assume that for all S1 such that
|S1| ¤ |S| and L1 P LApS1q, it holds that ApbaseCase♦pL1qq � ApS1q.

AP.4 If the algorithm detects a cut, then this cut conforms to the system: for all sys-
tems S � `pS1, . . . Snq with S P C and for all logs L P LApSq holds and for
which baseCase♦pLq does not apply, it holds that findCut♦pLq conforms to S
(Definition 5.16).

AP.5 If a conforming cut is found, then the log assumptions hold for the sublogs (for
the next recursive step). Let S � `pS1, . . . Snq be a system with S P C, let c �
pb,Σ1, . . .Σmq be a cut that conforms to S (Definition 5.16), and let L1 . . . Lm �
splitLogpL, cq, then there exist trees M1 . . .Mm such that Ap`pM1, . . .Mmqq �
ApSq, and @1¤i¤m Li P LApMiq.

AP.6 If the algorithm uses a fall through, the abstraction is preserved: let S P C be
a system such that S � `pS1, . . . Snq, and let L P LApSq be a log, but neither
baseCase♦pLq nor findCut♦pLq applies. Assume that for all S1 such that |S1| ¤
|S| and L1 P LApS1q, it holds that Ap♦pL1qq � ApS1q. Then, ApfallThrough♦pLqq
� ApSq.

In the following, we prove that any algorithm that implements the IM framework
and satisfies Definition 4.8 will have rediscoverability (according to Definition 4.3). For
this, we first prove that any such algorithm will rediscover the abstraction of the system
(Lemma 4.9). Then, under the assumption that the algorithm preserves the class of
its input (i.e., Requirement RF.5), we will be able to conclude that the algorithm also
rediscovers the system (Theorem 4.11).

Lemma 4.9 (Abstraction rediscoverability of the IM framework). Let C be a class of
process trees, A be a language abstraction, LA be a log assumption function, and let
♦ � IM frameworkbaseCase♦,findCut♦,splitLog♦,fallThrough♦ , such that ♦ is abstraction
preserving (Definition 4.8). Then, for all systems S P C and logs L P LApSq, it holds
that Ap♦pLqqApSq.

Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on process tree sizes, being |S|.

• Base case: S � a, with a P Σ. By Requirement AP.1, ApbaseCase♦pLqq � ApSq.

• Base case: S � τ . By Requirement AP.2, ApbaseCase♦pLqq � ApSq.

• Induction step: assume S � `pS1, . . . Snq and that the theorem holds for all models
smaller than S. By code inspection, three cases apply:

– baseCase♦ applies. By Requirement AP.3, ApbaseCase♦pLqq � ApSq.

– baseCase♦ does not apply, then by Requirement AP.4, the cut c � p`,Σ1,Σ2q
such that c � findCut♦pLq conforms to S. Let L1 . . . Lm be the sublogs re-
turned by splitLog♦pL, cq. By Requirement AP.5, there exist treesM1, . . .Mm
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such that Ap`pM1, . . .Mmqq � ApSq, and @1¤i¤m Li P LApMiq. By the in-
duction hypothesis, Ap`p♦pL1q, . . .♦pLmqqq � Ap`pM1, . . .Mmqq � ApMq.
Hence, Ap♦pLqq � ApSq.

– If neither a base case baseCase♦ nor a cut findCut♦ applies, then by Re-
quirement AP.6, ApfallThrough♦pLqq � Ap♦pLqq � ApSq.

Hence, Ap♦pLqq � ApSq (Definition 4.5).

As a final requirement, we define Requirement RF.5 of Section 4.2.1, i.e. that the
discovered model should be of class C, in terms of C and LA:

Definition 4.10 (language-class preservation). A combination of a class of process trees
C, a log assumption function LA and an algorithm ♦ is language-class preserving if and
only if for all systems S P C and logs L P LApSq, it holds that ♦pLq P C.

Finally, we prove the main theorem, i.e. an algorithm that is abstraction preserving
and language-class preserving has rediscoverability:

Theorem 4.11. Let C be a class of process trees, A : T Y E Ñ A be a language ab-
straction, LA be a log assumption function, and let ♦ � IM framework be a discovery
algorithm implementing the IM framework with baseCase♦, findCut♦, splitLog♦ and
fallThrough♦, such that the combination of C, A, LA and ♦ is abstraction preserving
(Definition 4.8), such that the combination of C, LA and ♦ is language-class preserving
(Definition 4.10), and such that the combination of A and the set of languages represented
by C is language unique (Definition 4.4).

Let SM and S be process trees such that LpSMq � LpSq, SM P C and S P C.
Then, ♦ has rediscoverability (Definition 4.3): for each log L P LApSq, it holds that
LpSMq � Lp♦pLqq.

Proof. We discuss each of the requirements of Theorem 4.6: by assumption, LpSMq �
LpSq (RF.1). By Lemma 4.9, ApSq � ApMq (RF.2). By assumption, the combination of
C and A is language unique (RF.3). By assumption, SM P C (RF.4). By Definition 4.10,
♦pLq P C (RF.5). Then, by Theorem 4.6, LpSMq � Lp♦pLqq.

In the remainder of this thesis, we will use the abstraction rediscoverability framework
and IM framework to introduce several discovery algorithms. In Chapter 5, we analyse
language uniqueness for several combinations of abstractions and classes of process trees,
after which we introduce several process discovery algorithms and prove rediscoverability
for them in Chapter 6.
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In process discovery, it is typically assumed that not all possible behaviour is actually
present in the event log. Therefore, most process discovery algorithms do not use an event
log directly, but use an intermediate step, i.e. an abstraction, and instead of assuming
that the entire behaviour is present in the event log, it is assumed that the “entire”
abstraction has been seen. For instance, the abstraction that the α algorithm uses is the
directly follows relation.

In the previous chapter, we introduced the IM framework to discover process models
from event logs. Furthermore, we showed how the IM framework aids in guaranteeing
rediscoverability, i.e. we introduced a proof framework that poses proof obligations for
concrete discovery algorithms. In Chapter 6, we will introduce concrete algorithms that
use this framework, and that provide several guarantees.

Abstractions pose limitations to discovery algorithms: if two models have the same
abstraction, the discovery algorithm cannot distinguish the models. Therefore, one of
the proof obligations of the proof framework in Section 4.2.1 entails that for a class of
models, the uniqueness of the abstraction needs to be proven, i.e. the combination of
an abstraction and the class of models needs to be language unique: all models from
this class with different languages should have different abstractions (Definition 4.4).
Language uniqueness of an abstraction and a class of models provides a formal basis for
discovery algorithms: the discovery algorithm can simply discover a model with the same
abstraction to provide rediscoverability.

In this chapter, we systematically study abstractions in combination with process
trees, by, for each abstraction, studying the models and languages it can distinguish, and
which classes of process trees correspond to these languages. In Chapter 6, we will use
these results to prove rediscoverability for the algorithms defined therein.

A challenge to proving language uniqueness is the loose relation between a language
and the set of process trees that can represent it, i.e. between semantics and syntax,
thereby forbidding reasoning on the structure of process trees directly. For instance,
the trees ^

cba

, ^

^

cb

a

and ^

c�

Ñ

ab

Ñ

ba

have the same language, and therefore proving two

process trees language equivalent has to be performed on behaviour rather than structure,
which complicates the language-uniqueness proofs. To address this, we first introduce
structural reduction rules on process trees that preserve the language of a tree, and we
show that repeated application of these rules leads to a syntactic unique normal form,
i.e. the normal form is canonic.

Second, using the set of reduction rules, we show the language uniqueness of several
abstractions. For each abstraction, the proof strategy is to show that the abstraction of
each process tree in normal form is different from the abstractions of all other process
trees in normal form in the class of process trees considered (and due to the normal
form, we only need to consider syntactically equivalent trees). As all abstractions used
in this thesis are language based, different abstractions imply different languages. The
reduction rules therefore establish a one to one relationship between semantics and syntax
of process trees, within the classes considered.

The first abstraction we consider is the directly follows graph, in combination with a
simple class of trees, i.e. without duplicate activities and only using four basic operators
(�, Ñ, ^ and 	). We show that with some restrictions on the nesting of operators,
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5.1 A Canonical Normal Form for Process Trees

the abstraction of the tree onto its directly follows graph suffices to uniquely identify
the language of the process tree, and distinguish it from other trees both semantically
and syntactically. We study this class of process trees separately as it is similar to
a representational bias used in many process discovery algorithms, such as α and its
derivatives, Heuristic Miner (HM) and Fodina (FO). Furthermore, we show that different
classes of process trees, i.e. having less restrictions, τ steps to allow for skips and other
operators such as the inclusive choice, cannot be distinguished by the directly follows
graph. In a later section, we show language uniqueness of directly follows graphs and a
larger class of process trees, i.e. including Ø.

In Section 5.1, we introduce the normal form and prove that it is canonical. Second,
in each of several sections, we introduce a new abstraction, a class of process trees and
prove language uniqueness for this combination. The abstractions covered in this thesis
are directly follows graphs (Section 5.2), activity relations (Section 5.3), minimum self-
distance (Section 5.5) and concurrent-optional-or relations (Section 5.6).

A limitation of the languages and concepts used before is that all activities are atomic
and therefore are limited in their expression of concurrency, and therefore lack an im-
portant process modelling feature. Furthermore, it is challenging to measure time and
performance on such models, as will be shown in Chapter 9. Therefore, in Section 5.7,
the study is repeated on models with non-atomic activities: a different set of reduction
rules is introduced, and the directly follows graph is proven to distinguish languages of
another class of process trees.

In Section 5.8, we revisit the classes of process trees and compare them to other
formalisms and to rediscoverability classes of other algorithms.

5.1 A Canonical Normal Form for Process Trees

There might be multiple process trees with the same language. For instance, the tree
Ñpa,Ñpb, cqq has the same language asÑpÑpa, bq, cq. In this thesis, we are not interested
in the structural difference between these trees, as their behaviour is the same. Therefore,
we introduce structural reduction rules on process trees that preserve the language of a
tree, and we show that repeated application of these rules leads to a syntactic unique
normal form, i.e. for each language, there is at most one process tree in normal form.
In our example, the normal form would be Ñpa, b, cq. Furthermore, we prove that the
repeated application of reduction rules always terminates in finitely many steps.

We first give the rules in Section 5.1.1, after which we prove that their repeated appli-
cation terminates and that they can be applied in any order (canonicity) in Section 5.1.2.

5.1.1 Reduction Rules
A reduction rule applies to a subtree of a process tree and transforms it into another
subtree. For instance, the rule Ñp. . .1 ,Ñp. . .2q, . . .3q Ñ Ñp. . .1 , . . .2 , . . .3q transforms
trees to remove nested sequence operators. The left hand side denotes that it applies
to any sequence operator that is a child of a sequence operator, and the right hand side
denotes that after application of the rule, all children of the nested sequence operator
are now children of the topmost operator. If this rule would be applied to Ñpa,Ñpb, cqq,
the tree Ñpa, b, cq would result.

We identified four categories of reduction rules: the singularity rule, associativity
rules, τ reduction rules and ^ relation rules. We first give the rules, after which we
explain each category and discuss some properties of reduced trees.
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5.1 A Canonical Normal Form for Process Trees

Most of these rules apply to a certain patterns of process tree operators, however
some rules have additional restrictions. For instance, the trees S1 . . . Sn ensure that the
length of each trace in the language of each Si has only traces of at most one event. After
the definition, we will elaborate more on the rules and these restrictions.

Definition 5.1 (Reduction rules). Let M , P , Q, Q1, Q2 and S1 . . . Sn be process trees,
and let . . . be any number of process trees (possibly 0). Then, the reduction rules are as
follows:

singularity rule
pSq `pMq ñM with ` P t�,Ñ,^,Ø,_u

associativity reduction rules
pA�q �p. . .1 ,�p. . .2qq ñ �p. . .1 , . . .2q

pAÑq Ñp. . .1 ,Ñp. . .2q, . . .3q ñ Ñp. . .1 , . . .2 , . . .3q

pA^q ^p. . .1 ,^p. . .2qq ñ ^p. . .1 , . . .2q

pA_q _p. . .1 ,_p. . .2qq ñ _p. . .1 , . . .2q

pA	 bq 	p	pM, . . .1q, . . .2q ñ 	pM, . . .1 , . . .2q

pA	 rq 	pM, . . .1 ,�p. . .2qq ñ 	pM, . . .1 , . . .2q

τ -reduction rules
pT�q �p. . . , Q, τq ñ �p. . . , Qq with ε P LpQq
pTÑq Ñp. . . ,M, τq ñ Ñp. . . ,Mq

pT^q ^p. . . ,M, τq ñ ^p. . . ,Mq

pTØq Øp. . . ,M, τq ñ Øp. . . ,Mq

pT_q _p. . . ,M, τq ñ �pτ,_p. . . ,Mqq

pT_,�q _p. . .1 ,�p. . .2 ,M, τqq ñ �pτ,_p. . .1 ,�p. . .2 ,Mqqq

pT	 bq 	pτ, . . . , P q ñ �pτ,	p�p. . . , P q, τqq with LpP q � tεu
pT	 rq 	pM, . . . , Q, τq ñ 	pM, . . . , Qq with ε P LpQq
pT	 brq 	pτ, τq ñ τ

^-relation rules
pCØq ØpS1, . . . Snq ñ ^pS1, . . . Snq with @1¤i¤n,tPLpSiq |t| ¤ 1

pC_q ^p. . . , Q1, Q2q ñ ^p. . . ,_pQ1, Q2qq with ε P LpQ1q X LpQ2q

Notice that none of the rules introduces an operator without children, and a loop
operator always keeps at least two children. A process tree to which no rule can be
applied is in normal form. For simplicity, we will refer to such a tree as a reduced process
tree. Later, we will prove that this normal form is unique for several classes of process
trees.

Notice that we defined the order of children for commutative process tree operators
to be irrelevant, e.g. �pa, bq � �pb, aq and 	pa, b, cq � 	pa, c, bq � 	pb, a, cq, and thus
rules equalising such process trees are not necessary.

Singularity Rule. The singularity rule (S) applies to all operators except 	, as a
	-node always has at least two children. By definition of the process tree operators
(Definition 2.6), a node with these operators with a single child has the same behaviour
as the child itself.
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Associativity Rules. For all operators, we identified one associativity rule, except
for the loop operator which requires two associativity rules due to its asymmetric defini-
tion: one for the loop body (A	 b) and one for the redo parts (A	 r), and except for the
Ø operator, which is not associative.

We briefly discuss why some seemingly obvious associativity rules are missing from
Definition 5.1. An absent and invalid rule would be a rule that reduces nested loops in
redo parts, i.e.

	pM, . . .1 ,	p. . .2qq��ñ 	pM, . . .1 , . . .2q

This rule would not preserve language, e.g. the following example shows two trees with
a different language, as witnessed by two example traces:

M17 � 	pa, b, cq ((((
((((

(
xa, b, c, b, ay P LpM17q xa, c, ay P LpM17q

M18 � 	pa,	pb, cqq xa, b, c, b, ay P LpM18q ((((
((((xa, c, ay P LpM18q

Furthermore, the associativity rules do not apply to the Ø operator, i.e.

Øp. . .1Øp. . .2qq��ñØp. . .1 , . . .2q

as witnessed by the following counterexample:

M19 � ØpØpa, bq, cq ((((
((((xa, c, by P LpM19q xb, a, cy P LpM19q

M20 � Øpa,Øpb, cq xa, c, by P LpM20q (((
((((

(
xb, a, cy P LpM20q

M21 � Øpa, b, cq xa, c, by P LpM21q xb, a, cy P LpM21q

τ-Reduction Rules. Given the unobservable nature of the τ , we identified several
reduction rules targeting this construct. For instance, a τ as a child of an � is redundant
if another child of the � can already produce the empty trace (rule T�). Under Ñ, ^
and Ø-operators, τ leafs do not change the language (rules TÑ, T^, TØ). A τ as a
child of an _-node enables the _-node to produce the empty trace, which we reduce to
�pτ,_p. . .qq (T_, T_,�). These two rules illustrate the aim of our τ -reduction rules:
to minimise the number of τ leafs in a tree and to make the empty trace explicit. For
instance, we consider �pτ,_pa, bqq to be more elegant than _p�pτ, aq,�pτ, bqq. In specific
discovery algorithms, which will be described in Chapter 6, τ leafs will be detected using a
base case (as introduced in Chapter 4). Denoting empty traces explicitly allows discovery
algorithms to do this. Furthermore, our conformance checking framework, which will be
described in Chapter 7, will use these rules to achieve a speedup.

We identified three 	 reduction rules to deal with τ leafs: the first one (T	 b) re-
moves τ children from the loop body. This makes the empty trace explicit, which eases
rediscovery and ensures discovery does not have to consider 	pτ, . . .q. The P in this rule
(such that LpP q � tεu) ensures termination in combination with rules S and T�:

	pτ, τq��
�T	 b

ùùùñ �pτ,	p�pτq, τqq S
ùñ �pτ,	pτ, τqq

T�
ùùñ 	pτ, τq

As the redo-parts of a loop are defined using �-semantics, the T	 r rule corresponds to
the T� rule. Finally, T	 br covers the base case 	pτ, τq which has the same language as
τ .
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5.1 A Canonical Normal Form for Process Trees

^-Relation Rules. The final set of reduction rules establishes the connection be-
tween the concurrent-like operators ^,Ø and _. Rule CØ establishes that if all children
have languages of at most one event, executing them concurrently or interleaved does
not matter. (In Section 5.7, we will explore alternative semantics in which execution of
activities take time, thus invalidating this rule.) Rule C_ establishes the relation between
_ and ^: _ expresses that at least one of its children must be executed. Therefore, if
two children of a ^-node can be skipped, we consider them to be in an _-relation that
can be skipped. For instance:

^p�pτ, aq,�pτ, bqq
rule C_
ùùùùùñ^p_p�pτ, aq,�pτ, bqqq

rule S
ùùùñ_p�pτ, aq,�pτ, bqq

rule T_,� 2 times
ùùùùùùùùùùùñ�pτ,�pτ,_p�paq,�pbqqqq

rule T�
ùùùùùñ�pτ,�p_p�paq,�pbqqqq

rule S 3 times
ùùùùùùùùñ�pτ,_pa, bqq

Wrap up. In the remainder of this thesis, we will often use some properties of reduced
process trees, that directly follow from exhaustively applying the reduction rules:

Corollary 5.2 (Properties of reduced trees). For all subtrees `pM1, . . . ,Mnq in a reduced
tree, it holds that

• n ¥ 2;

• If ` P t�,Ñ,^,_u, then no direct child is of the same operator: @1¤i¤n Mi �
`p. . .q;

• If ` � 	, then M1 is not a 	 and any non-first child is not an �: @2¤i¤n Mi �
�p. . .q.

• If ` � Ø, then for at least one Mi, it holds that DtPLpMiq |t| ¡ 1.

• τ leafs appear only as children of �-nodes or as non-first children of 	-nodes.

The aim of this set of reduction rules is twofold: it should establish a one to one
relationship between syntax and semantics of process trees in normal form, i.e. any two
different process trees in normal form have different languages (the process trees are
language unique). Furthermore, it should establish the same one to one relation between
languages/process trees and behavioural abstractions. Then, discovery algorithms can
use these behavioural abstractions and provide guarantees.

In the remainder of this chapter, we will first prove that the set of reduction rules
always leads to a normal form. Second, we will study several abstractions and show for
which classes of process trees they provide language uniqueness.

The current set of reduction rules does not fulfill this aim completely, i.e. the rules
are too weak to reduce all language equivalent trees completely. For instance, for the
following pairs of trees, both trees have the same language (same semantics), are both in
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M

MA MB

M 1

A B

Figure 5.1: Local confluency: if from a treeM two reduction rules are possible
(A and B), then there are sequences of reduction rules possible that converge
into an M 1.

normal form but are not equivalent (same semantics, different syntax):

	pÑp�pτ, aq,	pb, τqq, τq future work
ðùùùùùñ 	pÑp�pτ, aq, bq, τq

^pa, aq
future work
ðùùùùùñ Ñpa, aq

�pa, aq
future work
ðùùùùùñ a

�pÑpa, bq,Ñpb, aqq
future work
ðùùùùùñ ^pa, bq

The core challenge of the first pair of trees is that a loop has a τ as a non-first child, while
in the second and third pair the challenge is that an activity appears more than once.
There might be further reduction rules to equalise these trees, however such rules would
need to target several layers deep, or instead of structural use language-based left-hand
sides. For now, this remains future work.

Future work 5.3: Extend reduction rules to reduce trees with τ leafs as non-first
children and duplicate activities.

5.1.2 Canonicity of the Reduction Rules
Using these structural reduction rules for process trees, we show that the repeated ap-
plication results in a process tree that is unique, i.e. the order in which the rules are
applied is irrelevant (canonicity). We do this by first showing that for every process tree,
the repeated application of these rules is terminating, i.e. at some point no further rules
can be applied (Lemma 5.4). Second, in Lemma 5.5 we show that if two rules (A and
B) both apply to a process tree M and yield two different trees (MA and MB), then
there is a sequence of reduction rules to make them equal again, i.e. that the rules are
locally confluent. Figure 5.1 illustrates local confluency. From these two properties and
Newman’s Lemma [126], canonicity follows. In the sections thereafter, we consider to
what extent this normal form can be used to distinguish the languages of process trees.

Lemma 5.4 (Termination of repeated reduction rules application). Repeated application
of the reduction rules of Definition 5.1 is terminating.
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Proof. We prove termination by first defining a set of functions that count certain re-
dundancies in a process tree M . The weighted combination of these functions yields
an expression that evaluates to a natural number for each process tree. The weighing
depends on the process tree at hand, as a rule application might decrease some functions,
but increase others. Second, we show that for each process tree there exists a weighing
that decreases monotonically with each rule application. From this, termination of rule
applications follows.

• Let LBEpMq be the number of 	 nodes M 1 of M such that the loop body of M 1

can produce the empty trace:

LBE � |	pM1, . . .q such that ε P LpM1q|

An upper bound for LBE is the number of nodes in the tree.

• Let D`pMq denote the number of times a node M 1 � `p. . .q has a direct parent
`. For instance, D�p�p�p�paqqqq is 2. An upper bound for D` regardless of ` is
the number of nodes in the tree.

• Let T_pMq denote the number of times a child M 1 � _ has an (in)direct τ child,
e.g. T_p_p_pτ, τqqq is 4. An upper bound for T_ is n2, in which n is the number
of nodes in the tree.

• Finally, let N denote the number of nodes in a process tree.

Table 5.1 shows how applying each reduction rule influences these functions. Notice that
not all functions are monotonically decreasing with each rule application, however the
function LBEpMq�k5�D^pMq�k

4�D_pMq�k
3�T_pMq�k�NpMq is for a sufficiently

high k, i.e. such that in each rule application, k ¥ NpMq. Therefore, for each process
tree there exists a function that decreases with each application of a rule. Hence, the
reduction rules are terminating.

Lemma 5.5 (Reduction rules are locally confluent). The reduction rules of Definition 5.1
are locally confluent.

Proof. We prove local confluency for each pair of rules of which the left sides overlap, i.e.
we prove that after applying one of the rules, the effect can be made equal to applying
the other. Table 5.2 shows the left sides of which rules overlap.

Many pairs of rules of which the left sides overlap can be applied independently, i.e.
if rule a was applicable before applying b, it is still applicable after applying b (and the
other way around). These rule pairs have been denoted in Table 5.2 with I. Left to prove:
the remaining rule pairs (+ in the table) are locally confluent.

S Rule S and T_,� overlap if . . .1 in Rule T_,� is empty. If Rule T_,� is applied
first, then the result of Rule S can be reached by applying rules S and A�. A
similar argument holds for Rule CØ, which overlaps if n � 1.

A� This rule overlaps with Rule A	 r if . . .2 contains an �. In case Rule A	 r is
applied first, Rule A	 r should be applied a second time to obtain the same effect
as applying Rule A�.

A_ This rule overlaps with Rule T_,�, if either . . .1 in the left hand side of A_ is the
left hand side of T_,�, or the other way round. Both rule applications let the
�pτ, . . .q appear in a different position. Applying rules T�, S and T_,� repeatedly
yields an equivalent result. A similar argument holds for Rule T_.
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Table 5.1: Termination of reduction rules. A row denotes, for a reduction
rule, the changes in the values of the functions used in the proof of Lemma 5.4
when applying the rule. n is bounded by the number of nodes in the tree.

LBE DØ D^ D_ T_ N
S � �1{ � �1{ � �1{ � � �1
A� � � � � � �1
AÑ � � � � � �1
A^ � � �1 � � �1
A_ � � � �1 �n �1
A	 b � � � � � �1
A	 r � � � � � �1
T_ � � � �1 �1 �1
T_,� � � � � �1 �1
T	 b �1 � � � �n{ � �3
T	 r � � � � �1{ � �1
T	 br �1 � � � �1{ � �2
CØ � �n �n � � �
C_ � � �1 �2 �n �1

A	 r This rule overlaps with Rule T	 b, if . . . of the latter contains an � child. Applying
Rule T	 b followed by Rule A� yields the same result as first applying Rule A	 r

followed by Rule T	 b.

T� This rule overlaps with Rule T_,� if . . .2 of the latter contains a Q. Applying T�

yields the same results as applying rules T_,�, T� and S.

T^ This rule overlaps with Rule C_ if one of the Q’s is a τ . Applying rules C_, T_

and S yields the same result as applying Rule T^.

TØ This rule overlaps with Rule CØ. However, Rule T^ provides local confluence in
a single step.

T	 b This rule overlaps with Rule T	 r. However, Rule T� provides local confluence in
a single step.

C_ This rule overlaps with itself, but Rule A_ provides local confluence.

Hence, the reduction rules of Definition 5.1 are locally confluent.

Newman’s Lemma [126] states that a set of reduction rules (a system of rewriting
rules) that is locally confluent and terminating is confluent, thus our reduction rules are
confluent and thus canonical.

Corollary 5.6 (Normal form is canonical). By Lemma 5.5, Lemma 5.4 and Newman’s
Lemma [126], the reduction rules of Definition 5.1 are confluent. Therefore, the normal
form is canonical.

This means that the end result of applying the reduction rules exhaustively does not
depend on the order in which these rules are applied, i.e. the same end result (normal
form) will be reached. In the next sections, we will prove that this normal form is
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Table 5.2: Overlapping rules. - denotes that the two rules cannot be applied
to the same nodes in any tree; I denotes that the left sides might overlap, but
execution is independent; + denotes that the rules might apply to the same
nodes.

SA�AÑA^A_A	 bA	 r T�TÑT^TØT_T_,�T	 bT	 rT	 br CØC_

S - I I I I - I - - - - - + - - - + -
A� I - - - - + I - - - - I - - - - -
AÑ I - - - - - I - - - - - - - - -
A^ I - - - - - I - - - - - - - I
A_ I - - - - - - + + - - - - -
A	 b I - - - - - - - - I - - -
A	 r - - - - - - - + I - - -
T� I - - - - + - - - - -
TÑ I - - - - - - - - -
T^ I - - - - - - - +
TØ I - - - - - + -
T_ I + - - - - -
T_,� I - - - - -
T	 b I + - - -
T	 r I - - -
T	 br - - -
CØ - -
C_ +
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language unique, i.e. each process tree in normal form has a unique language, for several
classes of process trees. Language uniqueness will be proven by taking an abstraction,
e.g. directly follows graphs, and proving that the abstraction is unique for each normal
form.

5.2 Language Uniqueness with Directly Follows
Graphs

A first abstraction that we discuss is the directly follows graph, which was introduced in
Section 2.4, and which is used by many process discovery algorithms [167, 79, 134]. A
directly follows graph is an abstraction of a language, and thus also an abstraction of the
behaviour of a process tree.

In this section, we study the expressive power of directly follows graphs to represent
the behaviour of process trees, with the aim of showing that a different structure (in
normal form) implies different behaviour. Studying this property clarifies the boundary
of directly follows based discovery algorithms: if we cannot distinguish the language of
two process trees via their directly follows graphs, then no directly follows based algorithm
can be expected to discover the correct model of these two.

Therefore, we first introduce a basic class of process trees (Cb) that, as we will prove
later, can be uniquely identified by directly follows graphs. We characterise this class by
limiting certain nestings of operators, and illustrate the need for these limitations using
some counterexamples: trees with different languages but equivalent directly follows
graphs. In this section, we limit ourselves to process tree structures that correspond to
free choice structures, as these are supported by many discovery algorithms, such as α
and its derivatives, Heuristic Miner (HM) and Fodina (FO). In later sections, we will
weaken some requirements further.

The class of process trees is described in Section 5.2.1. Second, the footprints of
process tree operators in directly follows graphs are discussed in Section 5.2.2. Finally,
in Section 5.2.3 we prove that these footprints are distinctive enough to distinguish all
language-different trees of Cb.

5.2.1 A Class of Trees: Cb

The class of process trees for which we will prove language uniqueness is given below.
After the class, we illustrate the necessity of the requirements with some counterexamples.

Definition 5.7 (Class Cb). Let M be a process tree. Then M belongs to Cb if for each
reduced (sub)tree M 1 of M , it holds that

Cb.1 The subtree is not a silent activity:
M 1 � τ

Cb.2 No activity appears in two children of the subtree:
M 1 � `pM 1

1, . . .M
1
nq : @1¤i j¤n ΣpM 1

iq X ΣpM 1
jq � H

with ` P t�,Ñ,^,_,	,Øu
Cb.3 The body of a loop has disjoint start and end activities:

M 1 � 	pM 1
1, . . .M

1
nq : StartpM 1

1q X EndpM 1
1q � H

Cb.4 The subtree is not interleaved:
M 1 � Øp. . .q
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M22 � 	pa, aq
M23 � Ñpa, aq

(a) Language-different process trees.

a

(b) �pM22q ��pM23q

Figure 5.2: A counterexample for duplicate activities.

Cb.5 The subtree is not an inclusive choice:
M 1 � _p. . .q

Next, we illustrate each requirement by giving some weaker constraints and coun-
terexamples why those weaker constraints do not suffice. Notice that in later sections,
we will show that some requirements can be relaxed, but in this section, we limit our-
selves to the process tree operators that correspond to free-choice structures, which form
the boundary of many discovery algorithms.

• Requirement Cb.1: no silent activities. Silent activities, i.e. τ leafs, are invisible to
execution: they bring the system in a new state without directly visible effects. A
counterexample are the trees ^

ba

and ^

�

bτ

a

, which have the same directly follows

graph but not the same language: a b . We will study the influence of τ
on directly follows graphs in more detail and we will increase the class of trees that
can be identified in Section 5.6. We added this requirement here as most directly
follows based algorithms do not support the τ .

• Requirement Cb.2: no duplicate activities. This restriction follows directly from
the use of directly follows graphs: each activity is represented by one node in
the graph. For instance, Figure 5.2 shows two trees that do not have the same
language, but for which the directly follows graphs are identical.

• Requirement Cb.3: disjoint start and end activities for loops. Figure 5.3 shows
a counterexample, i.e. the two trees do not have the same language, both violate
Requirement Cb.3 and have the same directly follows graph. Therefore, directly
follows-based algorithms will not be able to distinguish these trees. This overlap
is caused by the presence of loops of which the start and end activities overlap:
StartpM24q � EndpM24q � StartpM25q � EndpM25q � ta, cu. This requirement
has some similarity with the so-called short loops of the α algorithm [4].
A weaker constraint one could consider is that at least one child of the loop should
have disjoint start and end activities: M 1 � 	pM 1

1, . . .M
1
nq : D1¤i¤n StartpM 1

iq X
EndpM 1

iq � H. This constraint would allow both M26 and M27 (see Figure 5.4),
i.e. c can be in the redo of the inner or outer 	-node. These trees have the same
directly follows graph and both adhere to the weaker constraint. However, they do
not have the same language (e.g. xa, b, c, a, b, dy is in LpM26q but not in LpM27q),
thus the weaker constraint is not strong enough.
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M24 � ^

	

dc

	

ba

M25 � 	

^

db

^

ca

(a) Language-different process trees.

a b

c d

(b) �pM24q ��pM25q

Figure 5.3: A counterexample for 	 having overlapping start and end activi-
ties.

M26 � 	

Ñ

fe

^

d	

cÑ

ba

M27 � 	

cÑ

fe

^

dÑ

ba

(a) Language-different process trees.

a b

c

de

f

(b) �pM26q ��pM27q

Figure 5.4: A counterexample that a weaker constraint could not replace
Requirement Cb.3.
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M28 � Ø

Ñ

dc

ba

M29 � Ø

Ø

Ñ

dc

b

a

(a) Language-different process trees.

a
b

c
d

(b) �pM28q ��pM29q

Figure 5.5: A counterexample for interleaved operators.

M30 � _

cba

M31 � ^

cba

(a) Language-different process trees.

a

b

c

(b) �pM30q ��pM31q

Figure 5.6: Counterexample for inclusive choice operators.

• Requirement Cb.4: no interleaved operators. Figure 5.5 contains a counterexample:
the two trees in normal form do not have the same language, e.g. xb, a, c, dy is in
LpM28q but not in LpM29q, but have the same directly follows graph.
A property of the interleaved operator is that its children can be executed only
once. Furthermore, it describes that the execution of its children cannot overlap.
Both of these properties cannot be verified using a directly follows graph: executing
a child a second time will not add edges to the graph, neither as executing a nested
child in between (as in Figure 5.5).
In Section 5.4, we study this operator in more detail, weaken this requirement and
prove that the directly follows graph can distinguish some interleaved operators.
However, the interleaved operator brings process trees outside the class of free
choice Petri nets, thus in the remainder of this section, we do not consider it.

• Requirement Cb.5: no inclusive choice operators. Figure 5.6 shows a directly
follows graph of _pa, b, cq. However, the tree ^pa, b, cq has the same directly follows
graph, just as _pa,^pb, cqq, ^pa,_pa, bqq and so on. In Section 5.6 we discuss this
in more detail.

Even though the requirements might seem rather restrictive, they describe a lower
bound, i.e. there might be more process trees which normal form can be uniquely iden-
tified by its directly follows graph. For instance, the process tree 	pa, bq has a directly
follows graph that uniquely identifies it. However, we chose to limit ourselves to process
trees that can be arbitrarily nested: the tree 	pa, bq in isolation has a directly follows
graph that is unique to it, but this does not hold if this tree is nested, e.g. ^p	pa, bq, cq
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has the same directly follows graph as ^p	pc, bq, aq but not the same language. In future
research, we intend to study such non-arbitrarily nestable trees and extend the classes of
process trees for which the directly follows graph is distinguishable to include them.

Future work 5.8: Extend Cb with non-arbitrarily nestable trees.

In the next sections, we prove that the directly follows graph uniquely determines
the normal form for process trees of Cb.

5.2.2 Footprints
In the previous sections, we introduced a set of reduction rules and proved that these
lead to a single normal form, and we introduced a class of process trees. We will prove
that the directly follows graph can distinguish all languages that can be represented by
this class of process trees. This proof will be given in Section 5.2.3 and will use a set of
characteristics (footprints) for each process tree operator. In this section, we introduce
these footprints.

Earlier, we defined the language of a process tree as the language defined by its root
operator applied to the languages of its children. Here, we follow the same structure to
investigate the influence of the root operator on the directly follows graph. The footprints
introduced here are also a key part of the cut detection in the discovery algorithms that
will be presented in Chapter 6. That is, these algorithms will search for these footprints
in the directly follows graph of an event log.

A tuple p`,Σ1, . . .Σmq that adheres to the `-footprint is an `-cut, for instance
p�,ΣpM1q, . . .ΣpMmqq is an exclusive choice cut. In a non-trivial cut, m ¡ 1 and no
Σi is empty. We first define the footprints as patterns in directly follows relations, after
which we establish their relationship with the process tree operators.

Definition 5.9 (directly follows footprints). Let� be a directly follows relation, let Start
be the start activities of�, let End be the end activities of� and let c � p`,Σ1, . . .Σnq be
a cut, consisting of a process tree operator ` P t�,Ñ,^,	u and a partition of activities
with parts Σ1 . . .Σn such that Σp�q �

�
1¤i¤n Σi and @1¤i j¤n Σi X Σj � H.

• Exclusive choice: c is an exclusive choice cut if ` � � and

�.1 No part is connected to any other part:
@1¤i¤n,1¤j¤n,i�j @aPΣi,bPΣj a �� b^ b �� a

Σ1 Σ2
. . . Σn

• Sequential. c is a sequence cut if ` � Ñ and

Ñ.1 Each node in a part is indirectly and only connected to all nodes in the parts
“after" it:
@1¤i j¤n @aPΣi,bPΣj a��b^ b ���a

Σ1 Σ2
. . . Σn
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• Concurrent. c is a concurrent cut if ` � ^ and

^.1 Each part contains a start and an end activity:
@1¤i¤n StartXΣi � H^ EndXΣi � H

^.2 All parts are fully interconnected:
@1¤i n,1¤j¤n,i�j @aPΣi,bPΣj a� b^ b� a

Σ1

Σ2

. . . Σn

• Loop. c is a loop cut if ` � 	 and

	.1 All start and end activities are in the body (i.e. the first) part:
StartYEnd � Σ1

	.2 Only start/end activities in the body part have connections from/to other parts:
@2¤j¤n @aPΣ1,bPΣj a� bñ a P End
@2¤j¤n @aPΣ1,bPΣj b� añ a P Start

	.3 Redo parts have no connections to other redo parts:
@2¤i¤n,2¤j¤n,i�j @aPΣi,bPΣj a �� b^ b �� a

	.4 If an activity from a redo part has a connection to/from the body part, then it
has connections to/from all start/end activities:
@2¤i¤n @aPStart,bPΣi b� aô @cPStart b� c
@2¤i¤n @aPEnd,bPΣi a� bô @cPEnd c� b

Σ1

Σ2

. . .

Σn

An inspection of the semantics of the process tree operators (Definition 2.6) reveals
that these footprints are indeed present in directly follows graphs of process trees.

Lemma 5.10 (Directly follows footprints). Let M � `pM1, . . .Mmq be a process tree
without duplicate activities (Requirement Cb.2), with ` P t�,Ñ,^,	u. Then, the foot-
prints of Definition 5.9 hold, i.e. �pMq contains the footprint of the cut p`, ΣpM1q,
. . .ΣpMnqq.
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5.2.3 Language Uniqueness
Using the reduction rules and the restrictions mentioned earlier, we prove that no two
reduced trees have equal languages, unless they are syntactically equal (notice that we
do not consider the order of children of commutative operators for equivalence). We do
this by proving that if there is a syntactical difference somewhere in the trees, then their
directly follows graphs must differ, and consequently their language. For readability, the
proof is split in three parts: we first prove this for operators, then for activity partitions
(i.e. the division of activities over children), and finally prove the main result.

Lemma 5.11 (Operators are mutually exclusive). Take two reduced process trees of Cb

K � `pK1, . . .Knq and M � bpM1, . . .Mmq such that ` � b. Then LpKq � LpMq.

Proof. Towards contradiction, assume that LpKq � LpMq. Then, �pKq � �pMq.
By Corollary 5.2, n ¥ 2 and m ¥ 2. Perform case distinction on ` to prove that
�pKq ��pMq or LpKq � LpMq.

` � � By semantics of the � operator and the reduction rules, there exist at least n
unconnected parts in �pKq (see Lemma 5.10). As b � � and by the semantics of
the other operators, �pMq is connected, so �pKq ��pMq.

` � Ñ By semantics of the the Ñ operator, �pKq is a chain of at least n clusters (see
Lemma 5.10). As b � Ñ and by the semantics of the other operators, �pMq is
not a chain, so �pKq ��pMq.

` � ^ By semantics of the ^ operator, �pKq consists of at least n fully interconnected
clusters (see Lemma 5.10). Perform case distinction on the (due to symmetry)
remaining cases of b:

b � 	 We try to construct a concurrent cut p^,Σ1, . . .Σpq forM . Take an activity
a P StartpM1q. By Requirement Cb.3, a R EndpM1q. Take an activity b P
ΣpMqzΣpM1q. Then, by semantics of 	, a �� b and by Requirement ^.2, a and
b are part of the same Σ in the cut we are constructing, e.g. Σ1. This holds
for all a and b, thus ΣpMq � Σ1. Hence, there is no non-trivial concurrent
cut, and �pKq ��pMq.

Obviously, these arguments are symmetric in ` and b, so we conclude that �pKq �
�pMq. As directly follows graphs are defined based on languages, one language obviously
has one directly follows graph. Hence, LpKq � LpMq, which is a contradiction.

To provide some intuition about the interplay of the reduction rules and the restric-
tions imposed by Cb, consider the process trees denoted in Figure 5.7. Trees M33 and
M34 have the same language, and indeed,M34 can be reduced toM33 using the reduction
rules of Definition 5.1. However, even though the language of M33 and M34 differs from
the language of M32, all three process trees have the same directly follows graph (Fig-
ure 5.7). Hence, no directly follows based algorithm can distinguish them: for the IM
framework, it is not decidable whether the root operator should be ^ or 	. This issue
is (formally) solved by Cb, which puts these trees outside the scope being considered. In
Section 5.5, we will show what information could be used to discriminate these trees.

Lemma 5.12 (Partitions are mutually exclusive). Take two reduced process trees of Cb

K � `pK1 . . .Knq and M � `pM1 . . .Mmq such that their activity partition is different,
i.e. there is a w such that 1 ¤ w ¤ minpn,mq and ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq. Then, LpKq �
LpMq.
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M32 � ^

	

dc

	

ba

M33 � 	

^

db

^

ca

M34 � 	

Ø

db

Ø

ca

(a) Language-different process trees.

a b

c d

(b) �pM32q ��pM33q ��pM35q

M35 � 	

d^

Ñ

cb

a

M36 � ^

	

dÑ

cb

a

(c) Language-different process trees.

a b

c d

(d) �pM35q ��pM36q

Figure 5.7: Counterexamples for Lemma 5.11 on trees not in Cb.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that children of the commutative operators
(Ñ, 	) have a fixed order. Towards contradiction, assume that�pKq ��pMq. Perform
case distinction on ` (the case for K and M swapped is symmetric):

` � � Take a pair of activities a, b such that a P ΣpKxq, a P ΣpMyq, b P ΣpKxq and
b R ΣpMyq (choose x and y as desired). Obviously, if the activity partitions of K
and M are different such a pair exists. By Corollary 5.2, no child K1 . . .Kn is an
exclusive-choice subtree itself, and by semantics of the other operators there is an
undirected path in�pKq, i.e. a! b in�pKq. However, as a P ΣpMyq^b R ΣpMyq,
a �! b in �pMq. Hence, �pKq ��pMq.

` � Ñ Take a P ΣpKiq and b P ΣpKjq such that i   j. Then by the Ñ-cut, a��b ^
b ���a. By Corollary 5.2, all children of K and M are not Ñ-nodes themselves,
thus, by the semantics of the other operators (� is unconnected, ^ and 	 are
strongly connected), either a �� b or b��a. Then, a P ΣpMxq ^ b P ΣpMyq with
x   y. This holds for all such a and b, hence @1¤i¤n�m ΣpKiq � ΣpMiq, which
contradicts the initial assumption.

` � ^ To prove the equality of the activity partitions, we consider two symmetrical
directions: a) if two activities are in the same Σi in K, then they are in the same
Σi in M . b) if two activities are in the same Σi in M , then they are in the same
Σi in K.
Consider a child Mx. Perform case distinction on the structure of Mx:

Mx � a A single activity cannot be split. Therefore, ΣpKxq �
ΣpMxq.

Mx � �pMx1 , . . .Mxpq Take two activities a P ΣpMx1q and b P ΣpMx2q. By
semantics of �, a �� b. Thus, in a concurrent cut, a and b should be part
of the same Σ. This holds for all such activities of all children of Mx, thus
ΣpKxq � ΣpMxq.
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Mx � ÑpMx1 , . . .Mxpq Similar, using that either a �� b or b �� a.

Mx � ^pMx1 , . . .Mxpq Excluded by the reduction rules.

Mx � 	pMx1 , . . .Mxpq By Cb, there is at least one childMxi such that StartpMxiq
X EndpMxiq � H. Take such a Mxi and an a from ΣpMxiq. Furthermore,
take b from any other child. There are three cases for a: a R StartpMxiq,
a R EndpMxiq or both. For all these three cases, a �� b _ b �� a. Thus, by
argumentation similar to the � case, ΣpKxq � ΣpMxq.

Hence, ΣpKxq � ΣpMxq. This holds for all ΣpMxq and by symmetry for all ΣpKxq.
Hence, @1¤i¤n ΣpKiq � ΣpMiq, which contradicts the initial assumption.

` � 	 Consider ΣpKiq for some 2 ¤ i ¤ n. By Corollary 5.2, Ki is of the form �p. . .q.
By semantics of the other operators, for all a, b P ΣpKiq, there exists an undirected
path a! b in �pKq, such that all activities on this undirected path are in Ki.
Between all the activities on this path, there exists a connection in �pKiq, and
none of the activities on this path is in StartpKq or EndpKq. By Lemma 5.10, in
a non-trivial loop cut, (without loss of generality) ΣpKiq � ΣpMiq.
Let K1 � bpK11 , . . .K1pq. Perform case distinction on b:

b � � Take a child K1i . By the reduction rules, this child is not an �. For all
activities a P StartpK1iq, b P EndpK1iq, there exist a directed path a��b,
such that this path is completely in ΣpK1iq. Furthermore, take an activity
c P EndpK1j�iq. By semantics of �, c has no directly follows connection to
any node on the path. Towards contradiction, assume there’s a first node d
on the path R ΣpM1q. Then, by semantics of 	, there should be a connection
c� d. This holds for all activities d and children i, so ΣpK1q � ΣpM1q.

b � Ñ Similar to the �-case.

b � ^ StartpKq Y EndpKq � ΣpM1q, thus we only need to consider non-start
non-end activities. Take such an activity a in child K1i , and take an activity
b P EndpK1j�iq. By semantics of ^, a� b; by Cb, b R StartpK1q; thus by
Lemma 5.10, a P ΣpM1q. This holds for all a, so ΣpK1q � ΣpM1q.

b � 	 Excluded by the reduction rules.

By contradiction, we conclude LpKq � LpMq.

Additional examples showing the necessity of the restrictions of Cb are given in
Figure 5.8, e.g. treesM37 andM38 do not have the same language, but share their directly
follows graph. In this example, IM cannot decide between the cuts p^, ta, bu, tcuq (blue
dotted line) and p^, tb, cu, tauq (red dashed line). In Section 5.5, we will show what
information could be used to discriminate these trees.

Lemma 5.13 (Language uniqueness for Cb). For trees of class Cb, the normal form of
Definition 5.1 is language unique.

Proof. Towards contradiction, assume that there exist two reduced process trees K and
M , both of Cb, such that LpKq � LpMq, but K �M . Then there exist topmost subtrees
K 1 in K and M 1 in M such that LpK 1q � LpM 1q and such that K 1, M 1 are structurally
different in their activity, operator or activity partition, i.e. either

• K 1 or M 1 is a τ while the other is not. Then obviously their language cannot be
equivalent.
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M37 � ^

c	

ba

M38 � ^

a	

bc

(a) Language-different process trees.

a

b

c

(b) �pM37q ��pM38q.

M39 � Ø

Ñ

dc

^

ba

M40 � Ø

Ñ

dc

ba

(c) Language-different process trees.

a b

cd

(d) �pM39q ��pM40q.

M41 � ^

Ø

^

Ñ

ed

c

b

a

M42 � ^

Ø

Ñ

ed

b

ca

(e) Language-different process trees.

a
b

c

d

e

(f) �pM41q ��pM42q.

Figure 5.8: Examples showing that Lemma 5.12 might not hold for trees not
in Cb: these trees have different languages but the same directly follows graph.
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• K 1 or M 1 is a single activity while the other is not. Then, by the restrictions of
Cb, their language cannot be equivalent.

• K 1 � bpK 1
1 . . .K

1
nq and M 1 � `pM 1

1 . . .M
1
nq such that ` � b. By Lemma 5.11,

LpK 1q � LpM 1q.

• K 1 � `pK 1
1 . . .K

1
nq and M 1 � `pM 1

1 . . .M
1
nq such that the activity partition is

different, i.e. there is an i such that ΣpK 1
iq � ΣpM 1

iq. By Lemma 5.12, LpK 1q �
LpM 1q.

Hence, there cannot exists such K and M and therefore the reduction rules yield a
language unique normal form.

Lemmas 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13 were all proven using directly follows graphs as inter-
mediate steps, i.e. we proved that if there is a structural difference between two process
trees, then their directly follows graphs are different as well. Consequently, we concluded
that their languages must be different as well. However, from this intermediate result,
we derive:

Corollary 5.14 (Directly follows graph uniqueness). There are no two different reduced
process trees of Cb with equal directly follows graphs.

This result can easily be extended to other process tree operators, as witnessed by
the addition of the Ø operator, which was not present in [88] and which will be added
in Section 5.4.

5.3 Language Uniqueness with Activity Relations

The previous section studied the effect of process tree operators on the directly follows
graph globally. Besides global influence, the process tree operators have local influence
on pairs of activities as well. In this section, we study this influence and use it to define
relations between pairs of activities, and we also prove that this local information on
its own suffices to distinguish the same class of models (Cb) as the global footprints.
Later, we will exploit this fact when the information in an event log is not complete
and hence global information is incomplete (Section 6.3). There, we will see that we can
use some statistics on partially complete local information about behaviour to infer the
missing local information about the behaviour of a system. This will allow us to discover
complete models from event logs with very few traces.

The local information in this section is derived from the directly follows relation
�. Using this relation and its transitive closure ��, we first identify 9 cases (activity
relations) that correspond to the 4 basic process tree operators used in Section 5.2. The
combination of the activity relations between all pairs of activities in a language is an
abstraction. Second, we show that this abstraction is language unique for the class of
process trees Cb, i.e. two different reduced trees in Cb have different activity relations.

5.3.1 Activity Relations
The most basic behavioural information between two activities is given by the directly
follows relation� and its transitive closure��. � and�� can be combined in nine cases.
Notice that a� b implies a��b and therefore, three possibilities exist: pa� b^ a��bq,
pa �� b^a��bq and pa �� b^a ���bq. Figure 5.9 identifies these nine cases for two activities
a and b, and organises these cases in a lattice. The structure of the lattice follows from
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a� b b� a
a��b b��a

a� b b �� a
a��b b��a

a �� b b� a
a��b b��a

a� b b �� a
a��b b ���a

a �� b b �� a
a��b b��a

a �� b b� a
a ���b b��a

a �� b b �� a
a��b b ���a

a �� b b �� a
a ���b b��a

a �� b b �� a
a ���b b ���a

^pa, bq
^pb, aq

	spa, bq

Ñpa, bq

Ñpa, bq

	spb, aq

Ñpb, aq

Ñpb, aq

	ipa, bq
	ipb, aq

�pa, bq
�pb, aq

Figure 5.9: Activity relations; the arrows define a lattice.

� and ��: an edge in the lattice corresponds to an extension of the � or ��-relation
with one pair of activities.

We group the nine cases of the lattice into five distinct activity relations: �, ^, 	i,
Ñ and 	s. For instance, if b� a and a ���b, thenÑpa, bq, and if a��b, b��a, a �� b and
b �� a, then 	ipa, bq. Informally, �pa, bq denotes that a and b are in an exclusive choice
relation, Ñpa, bq denotes that a and b are in a sequence relation, and ^pa, bq denotes
that a and b are in a concurrent relation. These are similar to the α-relations #W , ÑW

and ‖W [17]. Furthermore, both 	ipa, bq (loop indirect) and 	spa, bq (loop single) denote
that a and b are in a loop relation. We do not group these cases, as we will need them
to distinguish the loop body and redo parts. Using these five relations, all process trees
of Cb can be distinguished.

The activity relations in the centre of the lattice (�, 	i and ^) are associative.
Therefore, we consider associative cases, for instance ^pa, bq and ^pb, aq, to be equivalent.

These five relations correspond to local footprints of process tree operators. Say that
the process tree under consideration is M � `pM1, . . .Mnq, and a and b are activities
from different children Mi and Mj . Then, the relation between a and b is determined by
the root operator `. For readability, we denote the local activity relation between a and
b as `pa, bq. This correspondence between activity relations and process tree operators
only holds for root operators. For instance, in Ñpa, bq, it holds that Ñpa, bq. However,
in 	pÑpa, bq, cq, 	spa, bq holds.

Lemma 5.15 (Loop activity relations). Let M � `pM1, . . .Mmq be a process tree from
Cb, and let a, b be activities from different ΣpMiq and ΣpMjq. Then, a` b if ` P
t�,Ñ,^u. If ` � 	, then either 	spa, bq or 	ipa, bq.

Proof. The cases �, Ñ and ^ follow from the semantics of these operators. For 	,
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5.3 Language Uniqueness with Activity Relations

obviously for all pairs of activities, a��b and b��a, therefore either 	ipa, bq, 	spa, bq,
	spb, aq or ^pa, bq. Consider a pair of activities pu, vq such that u and v are not in the
same ΣpMiq. By Requirement Cb.3, StartpM1q X EndpM1q � H. Then, by semantics of
	, u �� v or v ��u and hence �^ pa, bq. Therefore, either 	ipa, bq, 	spa, bq, 	spb, aq.

The 	s and 	i both correspond to the 	 operator. If we combined them into a
single relation, this single relation would not give sufficient information to partition the
activities. The two relations 	s and 	i, as given by the lattice, give enough information
as will be proven in Section 5.3.3.

Let �L combine all the activity relations for a language L, i.e. for each pair of
activities, �L denotes their relation. For instance, if �

L
pa, bq then �pa, bqL � �. If L

is clear from the context, we will omit this subscript.

5.3.2 Binary Trees
The normal form of Definition 5.1 contains associativity rules for all operators of Cb:
A�, AÑ, A^, A	 b and A	 r. Therefore, even though process trees can be n-ary trees,
all process trees in Cb have language equivalent binary trees. Such binary trees are not
in normal form, i.e. one might have to apply reduction rules backwards to obtain binary
trees, but this nevertheless allows us to limit our analysis to binary trees.

A binary tree conforms to an n-ary tree if reducing the binary tree using the reduction
rules A�, AÑ, A^, A	 b and A	 r would yield the n-ary tree. Similarly, a cut conforms
to an n-ary tree if the partition of the cut corresponds to the n-ary tree:

Definition 5.16 (cut conformance). Let c � p`,Σ1, . . .Σnq be a non-trivial cut and let
M � `pM1 . . .Mmq be a process tree in normal form. Then c conforms to M if no ΣpMiq
is partitioned: @1¤i¤m D1¤j¤n ΣpMiq � Σj. Furthermore,

• if ` � Ñ, then the order of subtrees is maintained, i.e. let f : t1 . . .mu Ñ t1 . . . nu
such that @1¤i m fpiq ¤ fpi� 1q, then @1¤i¤n Σi �

�
fpjq�i ΣpMjq;

• if ` � 	, the body is preserved: ΣpM1q � Σ1.

Discovery algorithms of the IM framework can discover the language of any tree
by searching for conforming binary cuts, i.e. a cut c conforms to M if selecting c does
not disable discovery of a process tree that is language equivalent to M . For example, if
M � ÑpA,B,Cq, it is perfectly fine to discover eitherÑpA,ÑpB,Cqq orÑpÑpA,Bq, Cq.

5.3.3 Language Uniqueness
In the previous parts of this section, we have introduced an abstraction of languages:
the activity relations. A desirable property of abstractions is whether they are unique
for a large class of languages, i.e. there are no two different languages of the class with
the same abstraction. If this language uniqueness property holds for an abstraction,
process discovery algorithms can use it to distinguish the languages in the class for which
language uniqueness was proven, and will it be guaranteed that no confusion can arise
from the abstraction. In this section, we prove this for the class of languages represented
by process trees of Cb.

In the main lemma of this section, we will use a very general property of partitions
(i.e. a proper division of activities over two or more sets): any two partitions share at
least one crossing pair of activities: a pair of activities will cross a cut if both activities
are not in the same Σ.
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Lemma 5.17 (Two cuts share a crossing edge). Take two binary partitions Σ1,Σ2 and
Σ1

1,Σ
1
2, both of the same Σ. Then there is a pair of activities pa, bq that is partitioned by

both partitions: D1¤i¤2,1¤j¤2,i�j a P Σi, b P Σj, D1¤i¤2,1¤j¤2,i�j a P Σ1
i, b P Σ1

j.

Proof. Perform case distinction on whether |Σ1 X Σ2| � 2. If both Σ1 and Σ2 consist
of a single activity, there is one pair of activities that crosses Σ1,Σ2 and this pair also
crosses Σ1

1,Σ
1
2.

Otherwise, assume without loss of generality that |Σ1| ¥ 2. Towards contradiction,
assume there is no pair that is partitioned by both Σ1,Σ2 and Σ1

1,Σ
1
2. Then, take a1, a

1
1 P

Σ1, a2 P Σ2. Pairs pa1, a2q and pa11, a2q are partitioned by Σ1,Σ2, so by assumption they
are not partitioned by Σ1

1,Σ
1
2. Thus, there is an 1 ¤ i ¤ 2 such that a1, a

1
1, a2 P Σ1

i.
As we posed no restrictions on a1 and a11, for some 1 ¤ i ¤ 2, Σ1 � Σ1

i. By symmetry,
Σ2 � Σ1

i, so Σ1 Y Σ2 � Σ1
i. Therefore, Σ1

i � Σ and hence Σ1
1,Σ

1
2 is not a partition.

In Lemma 5.13, we established the language uniqueness of the reduction rules of
Definition 5.1 and Cb. Therefore, we only need to prove that each normal form of the
class Cb has a unique set of activity relations.

Lemma 5.18 (Language uniqueness with activity relations). Take two reduced process
trees K � `pK1, . . .Knq and M � bpM1, . . .Mmq of class Cb. Then, K � M if and
only if �LpKq ��LpMq.

Proof. If K � M , then as � is a language based relation, �LpKq ��LpMq. If K � M ,
then without loss of generality, assume that either ` � b or there is a child i such that
ΣpKiq � ΣpMiq.

We first prove the ` � b case. Consider a cut p`,Σ1,Σ2q conforming to K, and
consider a cut pb,Σ1

1,Σ
1
2q conforming to M . By Lemma 5.17, a pair of activities pa, bq

exists that crosses both cuts. Then, by Lemma 5.15,�LpKqpa, bq � ` � b ��LpMqpa, bq
(abusing notation a bit by combining 	s and 	i). Hence, �LpKq ��LpMq.

Second, we prove the ΣpKiq � ΣpMiq case by proving that there is a “misclassified”
activity relation. Perform case distinction on whether ` � 	:

` � 	 As K and M are reduced and structurally different, a cut c � p`,Σ1,Σ2q exists
such that c conforms to K but not to M . As c does not conform to M , there is a
ΣpMjq that is partitioned by c: Σ1XΣpMjq � H and Σ2XΣpMjq � H. Consider
this Mj � ap. . .q, then c1 � pa,ΣpMjq X Σ1,ΣpMjq X Σ2q is a cut of Mj . Take
an arbitrary cut c2 that conforms to Mj , then by Lemma 5.17 a pair of activities
pu, vq exists that crosses both c2 and c1. As c2 conforms to Mj and ` � 	, apu, vq
holds. However, in c1, `pu, vq holds, and as K and M are reduced, a � `.

` � 	 By Requirement 	.1, StartpKqYEndpKq �� Σ1 and StartpMqYEndpMq � Σ1.
Take an activity a P ΣpKiq but a R ΣpMiq and a R StartpMiqYEndpMiq. Without
loss of generality, assume that i � 1 (the case i ¡ 1 is similar). Then, there exists
a start activity s and an activity b such that there is a �-path s! a such that s
is the only start or end activity on the path, and the entire path is in ΣpM1q. Let b
the activity on this path just before a, i.e. b� a, and therefore 	spb, aq or ^pa, bq.
If a R ΣpK1q, then by semantics of process trees b �� a and a �� b, thus 	spa, bq or
	ipa, bq. Hence, ΣpK1q � ΣpM1q.

We conclude that �pKq ��pMq and hence, there cannot exist such K and M .

The influence of the silent activity τ and the operators Ø and _ on the activity
relations has not been studied in detail yet.
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If one would introduce theØ activity relation, corresponding to theØ operator, this
relation would overlap with 	i, 	s and ^:

Øpa, bq � 	spa, bq _	ipa, bq _	spb, aq _ ^pa, bq

Furthermore, the Ø-operator is not associative, thus its activity relations are inher-
ently ambiguous:

Øpa, b, cq Øpa, bq Øpb, cq Øpa, cq
Øpa,Øpb, cqq Øpa, bq Øpb, cq Øpa, cq
ØpØpa, bq, cq Øpa, bq Øpb, cq Øpa, cq
Øpb,Øpa, cqq Øpa, bq Øpb, cq Øpa, cq

Hence, the current activity relations cannot be used to discover interleaved behaviour.
Whether this is possible remains subject of further study.

Future work 5.19: Study the influence of τ , Ø and _ on activity relations.

5.4 Language Uniqueness with Interleaving

In the previous sections, we studied the four basic process tree operators �, Ñ, ^ and
	. When a process tree of these four operators is translated to a Petri net, that net is
free-choice, unlabelled (i.e. without duplicate activities/transitions), but might contain
silent transitions. Therefore, trees of Cb have some similarities with models that can be
discovered by algorithms such as α and HM.

In this section, we add the interleaved operator Ø to the considerations. The in-
terleaved operator is similar to the concurrent operator, i.e. all its children need to be
executed. However, the interleaved operator specifies that the executions of its children
cannot overlap. For instance, consider the tree ØpÑpa, bq, cq, then once execution of the
Ñpa, bq child begins, the c child cannot begin execution until b has finished. That is,
xa, c, by is not part of the language of this model.

In a Petri net, two ways to model interleaved behaviour are to model the interleaved
children concurrently and limiting execution to one branch at the same time using a so-
called critical section place, or to model the different possible sequences explicitly (thereby
duplicating activities). Figure 5.10 shows these two strategies applied to our example
tree. Both of these strategies result in either non-free choice (critical section place) Petri
nets or nets with unlabelled transitions(duplicate activities)1, which are outside the class
of trees that can be discovered by some process discovery algorithms.

In this section, we show that interleaved behaviour can however be identified using a
directly follows graph, and that language uniqueness holds for interleaved behaviour as
well. We start with the footprint of interleaved behaviour in directly follows graphs, after
which we introduce a new class of process trees, for which we prove language uniqueness,
thereby establishing the one to one mapping of semantics and syntax of process trees
with interleaved operators.

5.4.1 Footprint
Next, we characterise the footprint that theØ-operator leaves in a directly follows graphs,
and by which this operator can be identified.

1i.e. if l in Definition 2.2 is not bijective
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a b

c

(a) Using a critical section place (in the middle).

a b c

c a b

(b) Using duplicate activities.

Figure 5.10: A tree with interleaved behaviour ØpÑpa, bq, cq translated to a
Petri net.

Definition 5.20 (directly follows footprint (Ø)). Let � be a directly follows relation,
let Start be the start activities of �, let End be the end activities of � and let c �
pØ,Σ1 . . .Σnq be a cut, consisting of an interleaved operator and a partition of activities
with parts Σ1 . . .Σn such that Σp�q �

�
1¤i¤n Σi and @1¤i j¤n Σi X Σj � H.

c is an interleaved cut if

Ø.1 Between parts, all and only connections exist from an end to a start activity:
@1¤i¤n,1¤j¤n,i�j @aPΣi,bPΣj a� bô pa P End^b P Startq

Σ1 Σ2
. . . Σn

An inspection of the semantics of the interleaved operator (Definition 5.20) reveals
that this footprint is present in directly follows graphs of process trees:

Lemma 5.21 (Directly follows footprint (Ø)). Let M � `pM1, . . .Mmq be a process
tree without duplicate activities (Requirement Cb.2) with ` P t�,Ñ,Ø,^,	u. Then, the
footprints of definitions 5.9 and 5.20 hold, i.e. �pMq contains the footprint of the cut
p`,ΣpM1q, . . .ΣpMnqq.

5.4.2 A Class of Trees: Ci

We introduce the class of process trees for which we will later prove language uniqueness.
That is, for the following class of models, we will prove that no two different trees reduced
by the rules of Definition 5.1 have equal languages. Moreover, we will prove that no two
such trees have equal directly follows graphs. In this class, interleaved operators are
allowed, if they have at least one child with disjoint start and end activities. Certain
nestings of interleaved and concurrency are disallowed.

Definition 5.22 (Ci). Let M be a process tree, and let
À
� t�,Ñ,^,	,Øu. Then M

belongs to Ci if for each reduced (sub)tree M 1 at any position in M , it holds that

Ci.1 The subtree adheres to all restrictions of Cb, however Ø-operators are allowed (Re-
quirement Cb.4 is dropped).
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M43 � Ø

e�

^

dc

^

ba

M44 � ^

e�

^

dc

^

ba

(a) Language-different process trees.

a
b

c

d

e

(b) �pM43q ��pM44q

Figure 5.11: A counterexample forØ without disjoint start and end activities:
trees having different languages but the same directly follows graph.

Ci.2 An interleaving has at least one child with disjoint start and end activities:
M 1 � ØpM 1

1, . . .M
1
nq : D1¤i¤n StartpM 1

iq X EndpM 1
iq � H

Ci.3 An interleaving has no interleaved child:
M 1 � ØpM 1

1, . . .M
1
nq : @1¤i¤n M

1
i � Øp. . .q

Ci.4 A concurrent child of an interleaving has at least one child with disjoint start and
end activities:
M 1 � ØpM 1

1, . . .^pM
1
m1
, . . .M 1

mx
q, . . .M 1

nq : D1¤i¤x StartpM 1
mi
q XEndpM 1

mi
q � H

We explain each requirement that differs from Cb:

• Requirement Ci.2: disjoint start and end activities for interleaving. Figure 5.11
shows a counterexample: the trees M43 � Ø

e�

^

dc

^

ba

and M44 � ^

e�

^

dc

^

ba

have a

different root operator and language, but have the same directly follows graph.
Specifically, activity e can be both interleaved and concurrent to the other activi-
ties.

• Requirement Ci.3: no nested interleavings. Figure 5.12 shows a counterexample,
i.e. the four trees (in which Q, R and S can be any subtrees) do not have the
same activity partition and not the same language, but share their directly follows
graph. The difference between these trees are “semi-long-dependencies”, e.g. in
M45, S cannot be executed between Q and R, and such dependencies cannot be
captured by a directly follows relation. In contrast to the ^-operator, the Ø-
operator is not associative.

• Requirement Ci.4: ^ nested underØ has at least one child with disjoint start and
end activities. Figure 5.13 shows a counterexample in which activity e witnesses
ambiguity: e can be concurrent to �pc, dq (M49) or interleaved to the rest of the
tree (M50). That is, the directly follows graph does not give enough information
to determine the location of e in the tree. We consider this restriction rather
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M45 � ØpS,ØpQ,Rqq

M46 � ØpQ,ØpR,Sqq

M47 � ØpR,ØpQ,Sqq

M48 � ØpQ,R, Sq

(a) Language-different process trees.

P

Q

R

(b) �pM45q ��pM46q ��pM47q ��pM48q

Figure 5.12: A counterexample for nestedØ: trees having different languages
but the same directly follows graph.

M49 � Ø

^

e�

dc

Ñ

ba

M50 � Ø

e�

dc

Ñ

ba

(a) Language-different process trees.

a
b

c

d

e

(b) �pM49q ��pM50q

Figure 5.13: A counterexample for nested ^ under Ø: trees having different
languages but the same directly follows graph.

inelegant as it concerns three layers of process tree operators. However, we chose
this constraint over the stronger constraint stating that all children should have
disjoint start and end activities, as that would be more restricting.

5.4.3 Language Uniqueness
Using the footprint of Lemma 5.21, in this section we establish the link between syntax
and semantics of reduced process trees of Ci. That is, we prove that there are no two
different reduced process trees having the same directly follows graph, and hence no two
such trees having the same language. The proof strategy resembles that of Section 5.2.3:
we first prove that if the root operator of two trees differs, their language differs as
well (Lemma 5.23). Second, we prove that if the activity partitions, i.e. the division of
activities over children, of two trees differs, their language differs as well (Lemma 5.24).
Finally, language uniqueness follows directly from these two lemmas.

Lemma 5.23 (Operators are mutually exclusive (with Ø)). Take two reduced process
trees of Ci K � `pK1, . . .Knq and M � bpM1, . . .Mmq such that ` � b. Then LpKq �
LpMq.

We prove the lemma by showing for each operator that the footprint of the operator
in the directly follows graph is different from the footprints of all other operators.
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Proof. Towards contradiction, assume that LpKq � LpMq. Then, �pKq � �pMq.
By Corollary 5.2, n ¥ 2 and m ¥ 2. Perform case distinction on ` to prove that
�pKq � �pMq or LpKq � LpMq, thereby leaving out cases already discussed in the
proof of Lemma 5.11.

` � � The graph�pMq is a connected component, thus this case in Lemma 5.11 holds.

` � Ñ The graph �pMq is not a chain, thus this case in Lemma 5.11 holds.

` � ^ Perform case distinction on the remaining cases of b:

b � Ø By Cb, D1¤i¤n DaPΣpMiq a R StartpMiq _ a R EndpMiq. Take such an
Mi and a. As either a R StartpMiq or a R EndpMiq, there’s no connection
to/from a to any other subtree, i.e. @1¤j¤n,j�i @bPΣpMjq b �� a _ a �� b. If
we would construct a concurrent cut p^,Σ1 . . .Σpq, then both a and all such
b’s would be in the same Σ, e.g. tau Y pΣpKqzΣpMjquq � Σ1. This holds
for all activities of StartpMiq and EndpMiq. Hence, if we would construct a
concurrent cut, all StartpKq and EndpKq activities would be part of the same
Σ. Therefore, there cannot be a non-trivial concurrent cut for K and hence,
�pKq ��pMq.

` � 	 By semantics of the ^ operator, �pKq is a single strongly connected component
(see Lemma 5.10). Perform case distinction on the remaining case of b:

b � Ø We try to construct a loop cut p	,Σ1, . . .Σnq. Consider a child Mi, and
an activity s from the start activities of another child. Moreover, consider a
path a1� a2� . . . ap such that all activities on the path are in ΣpMiq, and
a1 P StartpMiq and ap P EndpMiq. By Lemma 5.10, a1 P Σ1 ^ ap P Σ1.
Consider activity a2. If a2 P StartpMiq, then a2 P Σ1. If a2 P EndpMiq, then
a2 P Σ1. If a2 R StartpMiq ^ a2 R EndpMiq, then by the semantics of Ø,
s �� a2. If a2 would be in Σ2, as it has a connection a1� a2, by the semantics
of 	 there should be a connection s� a2. Thus, a2 P Σ1. This argument
holds for the entire path, and by construction of �pMq each activity is on
such a path, thus ΣpMiq � Σ1. This holds for all childrenMi, so there cannot
be a non-trivial loop cut. Hence, �pKq ��pMq.

Obviously, these arguments are symmetric in ` and b, so we conclude that �pKq �
�pMq, which contradicts that LpKq � LpMq.

Lemma 5.24 (Partitions are mutually exclusive (with Ø)). Take two reduced process
trees of Ci K � `pK1 . . .Knq and M � `pM1 . . .Mmq such that their activity partition
is different, i.e. there is a w such that 1 ¤ w ¤ minpn,mq and ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq. Then,
LpKq � LpMq.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that children of the commutative operators
(Ñ, 	) have a fixed order. Towards contradiction, assume that�pKq ��pMq. Perform
case distinction on ` (the case for K and M swapped is symmetric), thereby leaving out
cases already discussed in the proof of Lemma 5.12.

` � � For a subtree Ki with Ki � Øp. . .q, �pKiq is a connected component, so this
case in Lemma 5.12 holds.

` � Ñ All children of K and M that are Ø are strongly connected components, so this
case in Lemma 5.12 holds.

` � ^ Consider a child Mx. Perform case distinction on the structure of Mx:
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Mx � ØpMx1 , . . .Mxpq Similar to the 	 case.

` � 	 Let K1 � bpK11 , . . .K1pq. Perform case distinction on b:

b � Ø Similar to the �-case.

` � Ø Take a w such that ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq and let Kw � bpKw1 . . .Kwpq. Perform
case distinction on b:

b � � By semantics of �, no end activity of Kw1 has a connection to any start
activity of any other Kwj . Thus, as M contains an interleaved activity par-
tition, ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq.

b � Ñ Similar to the � case.

b � ^ By Ci, at least one child of Kw has disjoint start and end activities.
Take such a child Kwy , and consider two activities: a R StartpKwy q and
b P ΣpKwqzKwy . By semantics of^, b� a. Then, by Lemma 5.10, a P ΣpMwq
and b P ΣpMwq. This holds for all b and by symmetry for StartpKwy q Y
EndpKwy q. By semantics of Ø, non-start non-end activities only have con-
nections with start/end activities of Kw. Therefore, ΣpKwqzpStartpKwq Y
EndpKwqq � ΣpMwq. Hence, ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq.

b � 	 By semantics ofØ, non-start non-end activities only have connections with
start/end activities of Kw. Therefore, ΣpKwqzpStartpKwq Y EndpKwqq �
ΣpMwq. All activities P StartpKwq Y EndpKwq have connections from/to
EndpKw2q Y StartpKw2q, thus StartpKwq Y EndpKwq � ΣpMwq. Hence,
ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq.

b � Ø Excluded by Ci.

By contradiction, we conclude LpKq � LpMq.

Lemma 5.25 (Language uniqueness for Ci). Take two different trees of class Ci in
normal form (of Definition 5.1). Then, the languages of these two trees are different.

The proof for this lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.13, using lemmas 5.23
and 5.24.

In these proofs, showed that if there is a structural difference between two process
trees, then their directly follows graphs are different as well. Consequently, we concluded
that their languages must be different as well. However, from this intermediate result,
we derive:

Corollary 5.26 (Directly follows graph uniqueness withØ). There are no two different
reduced process trees of Ci with equal directly follows graphs.

5.5 Language Uniqueness with Minimum
Self-Distance

In previous sections, several examples were given of process trees with equivalent directly
follows graphs, e.g. in Figure 5.3, the following process trees were shown to have the same
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directly follows graphs:

M24 � ^

	

dc

	

ba

M25 � 	

^

db

^

ca

In this section, we will introduce an abstraction that is able to distinguish such trees:
the minimum self-distance relation. Specifically, we attempt to drop Requirement Cb.3,
i.e. that a loop body should have disjoint start and end activities.

As in sections 5.2 and 5.3, the aim is to establish language uniqueness for the new
abstraction, such that discovery algorithms can use it to enhance discovery. We proceed
as follows: first we introduce the notion of minimum self-distance as an additional ab-
straction of process behaviour, and we characterise a class of process trees (Cm) that is
larger than Cb. Second, we consider which operators produce which characteristics in
this minimum self-distance abstraction, and finally show that in the larger class Cm, any
two trees in normal form can be distinguished based on their combination of directly
follows graph and minimum-self-distance abstraction.

5.5.1 Minimum Self-Distance

Two activities a and b are in a minimum self-distance relation if in order to execute a
twice with a minimum number of events in between, b might be executed in between
these two executions of a. Formally, we define the minimum self-distance relation üüon
a language L as follows:

Definition 5.27 (Minimum self-distance). Let L be a language, and let a, b P ΣpLq.
Then, the minimum self-distance of a is the minimum number of events in between two
executions of a:

mpaq �

"
minx...,a,...2,a,...yPL | . . .1 | if Dx...,a,...2,a,...yPL
8 otherwise

Then, b is a witness of this minimum self-distance of a, denoted by a üüb, if and only
if it can appear in between two minimum-distant executions of a:

a üüb � Dx...,a,...1,a,...yPL b P . . .1 ^ | . . .1 | � mpaq

For instance, figure 5.14d and 5.14e show two minimum self-distance graphs. In the
first graph, the trace xc, a, b, ay in the language of M51 witnesses that b can be executed
between two a’s (a üüb). Further inspection reveals that there is no way to reduce the
number of events in between the two as: at least one activity (a b) should be executed
between them. Therefore, a üüb holds, which is denoted with a double-bordered edge
from a to b in Figure 5.14d.

In the tree of the second graph, such a trace would be xc, a, b, d, a, cy, i.e. a üüb and
a üüd. Figure 5.14f shows another example (	pa, b, cq): there is at least one event between
two executions of a and this one event can be either a b or a c, thus a üüb and a üüc.
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M51 � ^

	

dc

	

ba

(a)

M52 � 	

^

db

^

ca

(b)

M53 � 	

cba

(c)

a b

c d

(d) üüpM51q

a b

c d

(e) üüpM52q

a

b

c

(f) üüpM53q

Figure 5.14: Examples of minimum self-distance graphs.

5.5.2 A Class of Trees: Cm

Previously, we identified that concurrency nested under loop in some cases has the same
directly follows footprint as loop under concurrency. In this section, we drop this restric-
tion by introducing a new class of process trees Cm. In the remainder of this section, we
will introduce footprints and prove language uniqueness for trees of Cm.

Using Definition 5.27, we extend the class of process trees for which the normal forms
are language unique:

Definition 5.28 (Class Cm). Let M be a process tree. Then, M belongs to Cm if all
requirements of Cb hold for all reduced subtrees of M , except Requirement Cb.3, i.e. the
loop body is not required to have disjoint start and end activities.

5.5.3 Footprints
In the previous sections, we showed that a directly follows graph does not identify process
trees with concurrency nested under loop uniquely, i.e. there might be process trees with
different languages but equal directly follows graphs. Therefore, we introduced the new
minimum self-distance abstraction. In this section, we first illustrate when minimum
self-distance edges appear, after which we give footprints of process tree operators in the
minimum self-distance graphs. In the next section, we prove language uniqueness.

For the loop operator, let b be an activity in the redo of its lowest loop ancestor X,
i.e. X � 	pX1, . . . Xnq such that for an i, b P ΣpXiq such that b has no loop ancestor
in Xi. Then, because the tree is of Cm, Requirement Cb.1 holds, so X1 cannot produce
the empty trace. Therefore, b should have a minimum self-distance connection with
at least one activity a P ΣpX1q. Moreover, b cannot have any minimum self-distance
connection to any activity outside ΣpXq. For instance, Figure 5.15 shows the üü-graph
of M54 � 	p^p	pa, bq, cq, dq. In this üü-graph, b is in the redo of its lowest loop ancestor
	pa, bq. Thus, b üüa but b / üüc, b / üüd.

Using these observations, we extend the definition of concurrent and interleaved foot-
prints to use both the directly follows graph and the minimum self-distance graph. Notice
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M55 � 	

d^

c	

ba

(a)

ab

c d

(b) üüpM55q

Figure 5.15: A process tree and its minimum self-distance graph.

that we do not need to extend the footprints of � and Ñ, as these are not influenced by
the removal of Requirement Cb.3.

Definition 5.29 (minimum self-distance footprints). Let üübe a minimum self-distance
relation and let c � p`,Σ1, . . .Σnq be a cut, consisting of a process tree operator ` P
t�,Ñ,Ø,^,	u and a partition of activities with parts Σ1 . . .Σn such that Σp üüq ��

1¤i¤n Σi and @1¤i j¤n Σi X Σj � H.

• Concurrent and interleaved. If ` � ^ or ` � Ø, then in üü:

^Ø.1 There are no üüconnections between parts:
@1¤i¤n,1¤j¤n,i�j @aPΣi,bPΣj a / üüb

Σ1 Σ2
. . . Σn

• Loop. If ` � 	 then in üü:

	.1 Each activity has an outgoing edge:
@
aPΣp üüq DbPΣp üüq,b�a a

üüb

	.2 All redo activities that have a connection to a body activity, have connections
to the same body activities:

@2¤i¤n,2¤j¤n @aPΣi,bPΣj tc | a üücu X Σ1 � H_

tc | b üücu X Σ1 � H_

tc | a üücu X Σ1 � tc | b üücu X Σ1

	.3 All body activities that have a connection to a redo activity, have connections
to the same redo activities:

@a,bPΣ1 tc | a üücu X
¤

2¤i¤n

Σi � H_

tc | b üücu X
¤

2¤i¤n

Σi � H_

tc | a üücu X
¤

2¤i¤n

Σi � tc | b üücu X
¤

2¤i¤n

Σi
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	.4 No two activities from different redo children have an üü-connection:
@2¤i j¤n @aPΣi,bPΣj a / üüb^ b / üüa

We illustrate these properties:

^Ø.1 For instance, in our example tree M51 � ^p	pa, bq,	pc, dqq, consider a and c.
Notice that in order to execute a twice, it is not necessary to enter 	pc, dq in
between these executions of a, as the ^ operator does not enforce execution of the
	pc, dq child at any particular moment. As a shorter trace is available that avoids
c, a / üüc. This holds for all operators that do not enforce a particular sequence
of executions, i.e. ^ and Ø. Therefore, any two activities with a lowest common
ancestor being ^ or Ø cannot be in a minimum self-distance relation.

	.1 Each activity that has a 	 ancestor can be executed multiple times in a trace.
Therefore, there must be at least one trace in which the activity occurs twice with
a minimal number of events in between. Hence, the activity must have an outgoing
üüedge.

	.2 Consider an activity r in a redo child ΣpMi¡1q, such that r has an outgoing
üü-connection to activities b1 . . . bx in the body ΣpM1q, and there is a trace t �

x. . . r . . . b1 . . . bx . . . r . . .y such that the number of events between the two r’s is
minimal. Then, the subtrace xb1 . . . bxy is a shortest path through M1. Obviously,
any other activity r1 in any redo child ΣpMj¡1q that has an outgoing üü-connection
to any body activity has üü-connections to all activities b1 . . . bx on the shortest
path.

	.3 Similar to Requirement 	.2.
	.4 Take two activities from different redo children a and b. If a üüb, then the shortest

path between a and a would pass through the body of the loop twice. Therefore,
this cannot be a shortest path and thus a / üüb.

Finally, using the semantics of the process tree operators (Definition 2.6), we derive
that these footprints are present in minimum self-distance graphs of process trees.

Lemma 5.30 (Minimum self-distance footprints). Let M � `pM1, . . .Mmq be a process
tree without duplicate activities (Requirement Cb.2), with ` being a process tree operator
P t�,Ñ,Ø,^,	u. Then, the footprints of Definition 5.29 hold, i.e. üüpMq contains the
footprint of the cut p`,ΣpM1q, . . .ΣpMnqq.

5.5.4 LC-Property
For some classes of process trees, the footprints of Lemma 5.30 do not suffice to conclude
language uniqueness. That is, there are process trees of Cm that have a different normal
form, and have different languages and üürelations, but cannot be distinguished by these
footprints.

For instance, M56 � 	

d^

c	

ba

and M57 � 	

b^

c	

da

are such trees: they are both in Cm

and have different languages. These trees have an equivalent �-graph, which is shown
in Figure 5.16b. Figures 5.16c and 5.16d show their üü-graphs.
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M56 � 	

d^

c	

ba

M57 � 	

b^

c	

da

(a) Two process trees.

a b

c d

(b) �pM56q ��pM57q

a b

c d

(c) üüpM56q

a b

c d

(d) üüpM57q

Figure 5.16: A counterexample for language uniqueness using üüfootprints:
M56 andM57 have a different language and üü-relations, but this doesn’t become
apparent in the üü-footprint.

These üü-graphs are clearly different, so these trees are not a counterexample to
language uniqueness, i.e. one could still distinguish them by their üü-graphs. However,
the footprint described in Definition 5.29 applies to both graphs, i.e. the requirements
hold for üüpM56q using Σ1 � ta, b, du, Σ2 � tbu, which corresponds to üüpM57q. This
implies that a discovery algorithm using the footprints cannot distinguish these two trees.

This problem occurs in certain nestings of loops and concurrent operators. The cur-
rent footprints (Definition 5.29) are not strong enough to distinguish these trees: we did
not find an üü-footprint property to distinguish such trees, but we also did not find a
counterexample that disproves language uniqueness. Therefore, the proof of language
uniqueness further on in this section (Lemma 5.33) will contain a gap. Therefore, we
first characterise the process trees of Cm for which we did not identify a footprint by
introducing the loop-concurrent-property (LC-property), which is a footprint of the iden-
tified trees in the üü-graph. If such a property exists, then language uniqueness holds.
Second, we conjecture that such a property exists.

Definition 5.31 (LC-property). Let K and M be process trees in normal form such
that K � 	

Kn. . .K2K1 � ^

K1,p. . .K1,1

, M � 	

Mn. . .M2M1 � ^

M1,q. . .M1,1

, M,K P Cm, and

�pKq � �pMq. Then, an LC-property LC is a function that distinguishes the cuts of
K and M in their minimum self-distance graphs, i.e. LCp üüpKqq ^ LCp üüpMqq if and
only if the cut p	,ΣpK1q, . . .ΣpKnqq conforms to both K and M .

We believe that there exists such a property that is able to distinguish process trees
of class Cm. However, finding one remains future work.

Conjecture 5.32 (LC-property). There exists an LC-property (Definition 5.31).

5.5.5 Language Uniqueness
In this chapter, we study abstractions from languages to establish a one to one link
between syntax and semantics of process trees. We do this by introducing a set of
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reduction rules, such that footprints in abstractions can distinguish all languages of
particular classes of process trees. These footprints will be used by process discovery
algorithms in Chapter 6. In this section (5.5), we have introduced the minimum self-
distance abstraction, footprints using this abstraction, and a larger class of process trees
(Cm). Furthermore, we described the unknown LC-property: a footprint property that
is currently missing. In this section, we first prove language uniqueness, i.e. that there
are no two process trees of Cm with the same abstraction but a different language. This
proof will assume that the LC-property exists. Second, we discuss this property and its
implications further.

Lemma 5.33 (Language uniqueness for Cm). Assume that there exists an LC-property.
Take two reduced process trees of class Cm: K � `pK1, . . .Knq and M � bpM1, . . .Mmq.
Then, K �M if and only if �pKq ��pMq and üüpKq � üüpMq.

Proof. The proof strategy is to first show that if either the operators ` and b differ,
or the activity partitions differ, then �pKq � �pMq or üüpKq � üüpMq. The lemma
follows from these properties, similarly to Lemma 5.13. Both properties are proven
by contradiction, i.e. two structurally different but language equivalent process trees
are assumed and a contradiction is shown. We do not replicate the entire proof of
Lemma 5.13, but limit ourselves to the cases in its proof in which the dropped restriction
is involved.

The first property corresponds to Lemma 5.11, i.e. towards contradiction, assume
` � b and LpKq � LpMq. Then, �pKq ��pMq and üüpKq � üüpMq.

` � ^ and b � 	. We try to construct a concurrent cut Σ1 . . .Σq for M . By Require-
ment ^.1, every such Σi must have a start and an end activity. Thus, we only
need to prove that StartpM1q Y EndpM1q � Σ1. Perform case distinction on M1:

M1 � �pM11 , . . .M1pq Each a P ΣpM1iq has no �-connection to any activity in
ΣpMj�iq. Therefore, StartpM1q Y EndpM1q � Σ1.

M1 � ÑpM11 , . . .M1pq Each a P ΣpM1iq has no �-connection to any activity in
ΣpMj iq. Therefore, StartpM1q Y EndpM1q � Σ1.

M1 � ^p. . .q Consider three cases:

• If any of the M2¤i¤p contains a 	, consider an activity a in the redo of
that 	. By semantics of 	, there is no �-connection between a and any
activity in ΣpM1q. Therefore, StartpM1q Y EndpM1q � Σ1.

• If none of theM2¤i¤p contains a 	 andM1 does not contain a 	, then the
üü-graph is connected and therefore by Requirement ^Ø.1, ΣpMq � Σ1.

• If none of theM2¤i¤p contains a 	 andM1 contains a 	, then consider an
activity a under a redo of any such 	, and any activity b P ΣpM2¤i¤mq.
By semantics of 	, a �� b and b �� a, thus a and b must be in the same Σ1.
All activities StartpM1q Y EndpM1q have at least an üü-connection with
at least some activity in the redo of a 	. Thus, by Requirement ^Ø.1,
StartpM1q Y EndpM1q � Σ1.

M1 � 	p. . .q Excluded by Cm.

M1 � Øp. . .q By Cm, there exists a child M1i such that StartpM1iq X
EndpM1iq � H. Thus, all activities in EndpM1j�iq have no �-connection to
EndpM1iq, and similarly for the activities of StartpM1j q. Therefore, StartpM1qY
EndpM1q � Σ1.
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Hence, there is no concurrent cut in M and therefore �pKq ��pMq.
` � 	 and b � Ø. No change necessary.

The second property corresponds to Lemma 5.12, i.e. towards contradiction, assume that
` � b and that there is a w such that ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq and LpKq � LpMq. Then,
�pKq ��pMq and üüpKq � üüpMq.

` � ^ and Mx � 	pMx1 , . . .Mxpq. Try to construct a ^-cut and prove that ΣpMxq �
Σx. Consider three cases:

• If any of the Mx2¤i¤p contains a 	, consider an activity a in the redo of that
	. By semantics of 	, there is no �-connection between a and any activity
in ΣpMx1q. Therefore, ΣpMx1q � Σx. This holds for all such a, thus all such
redo-activities are in Σx. Consider all remaining activities, i.e. b P ΣpMxj�iq
such that b is in no other 	-redo than Mx. For each of these activities b,
there is a üü-relation with an activity in Σx1 or an activity such as a. Thus,
ΣpMxq � Σx.

• If none of the Mx2¤i¤p contains a 	 and Mx1 does not contain a 	, then the
üü-graph is connected and therefore ΣpMxq � Σx.

• If none of the Mx2¤i¤p contains a 	 and Mx1 contains a 	, then consider
an activity a under a redo of any such 	, and any activity b P ΣpMx2¤i¤mq.
By semantics of 	, a �� b and b �� a, thus a and b must be in the same Σx.
All activities in ΣpMx1q have at least an üü-connection with at least some
activity in the redo of a 	, Thus, ΣpMxq � Σx.

` � 	 and K1 � ^pK1,1, . . .K1,pq. Try to construct a 	-cut and prove that ΣpK1q �
Σ1. By semantics of 	, StartpK1q Y EndpK1q � Σ1. Take an activity a P ΣpK1q,
such that a R StartpK1q YEndpK1q, and take another b P

�
1¤i¤n ΣpKiq such that

b P StartpK1q Y EndpK1q. Then, b P Σ1. Perform case distinction on b:

b R EndpK1q Then, b� a and thus a P Σ1.

b R StartpK1q Then, a� b and thus a P Σ1.

b P StartpK1q X EndpK1q Then, as there exists an LC-property (Conjecture 5.32),
a P Σ1.

Corollary 5.34 (Minimum self-distance uniqueness). If a LC-property exists, then for
all reduced process trees K �M of Cm, �pKq ��pMq or üüpKq � üüpMq.

From the proof of this lemma it follows that the footprint of Lemma 5.30 suffices
to distinguish concurrency from loop behaviour. However, the unknown LC-property is
used in the proof of one particular case: a loop with concurrency as its body, in which
there are activities that are both start and end, i.e. M � 	p^pK1,1, . . .K1,pq, . . .q. This
characterises the class LC, and an example of such trees was given in Figure 5.16.

Notice that this class LC resembles Requirement 	.1 of Cb i.e. that the start and end
activities of a loop are disjoint. This requirement served two purposes: (1) distinguish
concurrent and loop behaviour, and (2) distinguish loop body from loop redo behaviour.
We showed that concurrent and loop behaviour can be distinguished using the üü-relation,
what remains to be shown is that loop body and loop redo behaviour can be distinguished
as well. We did not find an extension of the footprint properties, however we also did
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not find a counterexample. Therefore, it remains unknown whether such an LC-property
exists.

Future work 5.35: Find or disprove a footprint LC-property of üü-graphs to distinguish
all trees of Cm.

5.6 Language Uniqueness with Optionality & In-
clusive Choice

In the previous sections, several abstractions and footprints of process tree operators
in these abstractions were identified. Using these footprints, we proved that a set of
reduction rules (Definition 5.1) provides language uniqueness, i.e. there are no two process
trees in normal form that have an equal language. From these sections, two process tree
constructs were left out: the inclusive choice _ and the invisible activity τ . In this
section, we address these constructs: we focus on _ nodes and �pτ, .q constructs.

We first introduce the �pτ, .q construct and introduce optionality, which denotes that
a process tree is not necessarily executed. Second, we study the influence of optionality
on directly follows graphs. Third, we study the influence of inclusive choice on directly
follows graphs, and note that many reduced process trees have the same directly fol-
lows graph. In the previous sections, in case two reduced process trees had the same
abstraction, we chose to limit the class of process trees for which we proved language
uniqueness. For the inclusive choice however, we do not pose such requirements, but
instead investigate which abstraction suffices to distinguish all process trees. Fourth, we
introduce this abstraction, the concurrent-optional-or relations. The abstraction will be
used by our discovery algorithms to discover inclusive choice behaviour, as we will show
in Chapter 6. In this section, we lay the formal foundation by proving that no two process
trees of a certain class (which we introduce in Section 5.6.3) have the same combination
of coo-relations and directly follows graph, and hence no two such trees have the same
language (they are language unique).

5.6.1 Optionality

A tau (τ) denotes the silent activity, i.e. executing τ will change the state of a system,
but will not generate an event. From the reduction rules (Corollary 5.2), it follows that τ
leafs are only relevant in two constructs: 	

. . .τ. . .

and �

. . .τ

, i.e. as a redo part (non-first

child) of 	 or as a child of �. In this chapter, we focus on τ leafs that are children of �
nodes; τ ’s as children of 	 nodes will be discussed at the end of this chapter.

The �pτ, .q construct explicitly adds the empty trace to the language of nodes.
The empty trace might propagate to nodes higher up in the tree, e.g. the language
of ^p�pτ, aq,�pτ, bqq contains the empty trace (semantically) without the root being a
(structural) �pτ, .q construct. We refer to a process tree whose language contains the
empty trace as a tree with optionality.

Definition 5.36 (optionality). A process tree is optional (?) if its language contains the
empty trace:

?pMq � ε P LpMq
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M58 � ^

�

^

cb

τ

a

M59 � ^

�

cτ

�

bτ

a

(a) Language-different process trees.

a

b

c

(b) �pM58q ��pM59q.

Figure 5.17: The �pτ, .q construct might not be captured by �-footprints.

5.6.2 Optionality in the Directly Follows Graph
Optionality is difficult or impossible to discover for directly follows based algorithms, as
it might leave footprints that are indistinguishable from other process tree constructs.
For instance, Figure 5.17 shows two process trees having a different language. These
trees differ in the subtrees that can be skipped: in M58, b and c can only be skipped
together, while in M59, they can be skipped independently. Their directly follows graphs
are the same, thus no directly follows based algorithm can distinguish these trees.

In this section, we study the influence of optionality on directly follows graphs when
abstracting behaviour and recognising operators in abstractions. First, we introduce
the footprint of the �pτ, .q construct. Second, we observe that this construct might
have influence on the footprints of nodes higher in the tree, and that the footprint is
not a sufficient condition to conclude the �pτ, .q construct and analyse this influence in
more detail. We perform this analysis in two steps: the influence of the operator, and
the influence of the activity partition. From the analysis, it follows that two types of
constructs, i.e. nested sequences and nested concurrency/inclusive choice, need a stricter
footprint and a new abstraction, which will be introduced in the next sections. In the
remaining part of this section, we introduce a class of process trees for which we prove
that the stricter footprint and the new abstraction provide language uniqueness.

Footprint of Optionality

We first define the footprint of the �pτ, .q construct: the �pτ, .q construct will manifest
in the directly follows relation as an edge from start to end:

Lemma 5.37 (�pτ, .q footprint). Let M � �pτ,M1q be a process tree. Then, the follow-
ing property holds in �pMq:
�pτq.1 There is a connection from start straight to end:

J�K

This footprint does not suffice to conclude the �pτ, .q construct however: for instance,
the reduced tree ^p�pτ, aq,�pτ, bqq has the empty trace in its language and hence J�K
in its directly follows graph, however its root is not the �pτ, .q construct. Although the
footprint is not sufficient to conclude the �pτ, .q construct, we will nevertheless use it
later on to discover an over-approximation of structural �pτ, .q constructs, which are in
a second step removed by applying Reduction Rule T� of Definition 5.1.
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�

τP � `

. . .Qi � b

. . .Rj � a

. . .. . .

(a)

P � `

. . .�

τQi � b

. . .Rj � a

. . .. . .

(b)

P � `

. . .Qi � b

. . .�

τRj � a

. . .. . .

(c)

Figure 5.18: Process trees with optionality at different levels.

The Influence of Optionality on Operators

The process tree ^p�pτ, aq,�pτ, bqq illustrates that the influence of �pτ, .q constructs is
not limited to their level in the process tree: even though the root is a concurrent oper-
ator, it can still produce the empty trace. Therefore, we analyse the influence of �pτ, .q
constructs on several levels below the root. Consider a process tree P � `pQ1, . . . , Qlq,
Qi � bpR1, . . . Rmq and Rj � ap. . .q (Figure 5.18), with arbitrary operators `, b and
a. For this tree, we discuss what happens to the root level behaviour and directly follows
graph if an optional operator is added at several levels:

• If we make P optional by adding the�pτ, .q construct above the root (Figure 5.18a),
then we add an explicit empty trace to the language of the model, and the J�K
edge manifests itself in the directly follows relation. Obviously, this addition has
no further influence on the footprint of ` as defined in definitions 5.9 and 5.20.
Therefore, in this section, we may limit ourselves to discussing non-optional root
nodes.

• How a subtree �pτ,Qiq manifests itself in the footprint of the directly follows graph
of P (Figure 5.18b) depends on the root operator `:

– If ` � �, the entire tree is optional if at least one child of the root is optional.
In the directly follows relation, the edge J�K appears, i.e. the footprint of
the �pτ, .q construct. No further edges are added or removed, so the footprint
of Lemma 5.10 is preserved.

– If ` � Ñ, then the entire tree is optional if all children of the root are
optional. In that case, J�K is part of the directly follows graph.
Furthermore, in the directly follows graph, edges are introduced that bypass
the optional child. For instance, the directly follows graph of Ñpa, b, cq is

a b c , and the directly follows graph of Ñpa,�pτ, bq,�pτ, cqq
is a b c . All bypassing edges go in the same direction as
edges due to visible steps. Therefore, Requirement Ñ.1, i.e. that there are
no “backwards” edges, remains satisfied.

– If ` P t_,Ø,^u, then the entire tree is optional if all children of the root are
optional. In that case, J�K is part of the directly follows relation. However,
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a

b

c

(a) � of 	pÑpa, bq, cq.

a

b

c

(b) � of 	pÑpa, bq, c, τq.

a

b

c

ε

(c) � of 	p�pτ,Ñpa, bqq, cq.

Figure 5.19: The influence of τ on the directly follows graph of 	.

there are no further changes in the directly follows relation of the tree caused
by the addition of the �pτ, .q construct. For instance, the directly follows
graphs of ^pa, bq and of ^pa,�pτ, bqq are equivalent: a b . Hence,
the footprints of lemmas 5.10 and 5.21 remain distinguishable (we will discuss
_ in more detail in Section 5.6.5).

– If ` � 	, then the entire tree is optional if and only if the body child (i.e. the
first child) of the root is optional (notice that by Corollary 5.2, in a reduced
tree the body of a loop cannot be τ). We give an example to illustrate
the influence of optionality on the loop: consider the trees 	

cÑ

ba

, 	

τcÑ

ba

and 	

c�

Ñ

ba

τ

. Their directly follows graphs are shown in Figure 5.19. In the

second tree, τ has been added as a redo child (or, equivalently, c has been
made optional). In the directly follows graph of this tree, the edge b� a has
been added and the footprint of the 	-operator is still present. In the third
tree, the body child has been made optional using a �pτ, .q construct. In the
directly follows graph, this adds the empty trace (J�K), and the addition
of c as a start and end activity. This violates the footprint: Requirement 	.1
states that all start and end activities should be in the loop body, and c is
both.
In the remainder of this section, we will not consider loop nodes of which any
child is optional, and assume that such nodes are not present. Thus, we do
not consider the trees shown in figures 5.19b and 5.19c. We discuss 	 nodes
with optional children at the end of the section.

• Assume that Qi is not optional (otherwise, see the previous case). If we add
an �pτ, .q construct at the bottom level (just above Rj) (Figure 5.18c), then the
influence on the � graph of P depends on the operator b:

– If b � �, then Qi must be optional, which was excluded by the assumption
of the Qi-case.
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– If b � Ñ, then not all children of Rj are optional. As added edges only
strengthen the footprint of theÑ of�pQiq, the footprint of ` will be present
in �pP q.

– If b P t_,Ø,^u, then, as argued before, the directly follows graph does not
change. Therefore, the footprint of ` will be present in �pP q.

– The b � 	 case is excluded.

The Influence of Optionality on Activity Partitions

In the previous section, we addressed the influence of �pτ, .q constructs at various levels in
the process tree, and found that for all operators except 	, the footprint of the operator
was preserved in the directly follows relation. In this section, we consider the influence
of the �pτ, .q construct on activity partitions.

For most operators, Definition 5.1 provides a reduction rule that uses associativity,
e.g. Ñ

cÑ

ba

would be reduced to Ñ

cba

. Therefore, in previous parts of this chapter, we could

assume that an operator had no child of the same operator, and therefore its children
had a distinct footprint. The �pτ, .q construct disables this property: now, children
of an operator can have the same footprint as the operator. For instance, Ñ

c�

Ñ

ba

τ

is

in normal form and cannot be reduced further, but still exhibits the footprint of the
cut pÑ, tau, tbu, tcuq: the �-subtree has a sequential footprint but not a sequential root
operator. Therefore, the abstractions used by process discovery algorithms need to be
able to distinguish such trees from similar “flattened” trees.

We study the influence of this property using a process tree P � `pP1, . . . Pmq, in
which one such Pi is �pτ,`pQ1, . . . Qlq. We perform this analysis for each operator `:

` � � By Corollary 5.2, no child Pi can be a �pτ, .q construct, as this would imply that
three �-operators are directly nested, and these would vanish in reduction.

` � Ñ Optionality poses a challenge in combination with sequential trees, as the se-
quential footprint (Lemma 5.10) applies to nested sequential subtrees as well.
For instance, consider the trees M60 and M61. Both trees are in normal form
and have a different language. Figure 5.20 shows their directly follows graphs,
which are different. However, for both, the footprint of Lemma 5.10 yields a cut
pÑ, tau, tbu, tcu, tdu, teuq. This cut does not conform to M61, as tb, c, du (the ac-
tivities of the middle child) are partitioned. Therefore, the sequence footprint does
not suffice to distinguish process trees in normal form when τ is involved.
In Section 5.6.4, we study this in more detail, and introduce a stricter footprint of
the directly follows graph to distinguish such trees.

` � Ø As discussed with Requirement Ci.3, nested interleaved operators cannot be
distinguished by directly follows graphs.
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M60 � Ñ

�

eτ

�

dτ

c�

bτ

�

aτ

(a)

M61 � Ñ

�

eτ

�

Ñ

�

dτ

c�

bτ

τ

�

aτ

(b)

a
b

c

d

e

(c) �pM60q

a
b

c

d

e

(d) �pM61q

Figure 5.20: Two process trees with optionality in different places and their
directly follows graphs.

For instance, the trees Ø

cba

and Ø

cØ

ba

do not have the same language, but have

the same directly follows graph (a clique), hence a discovery algorithm using the
directly follows abstraction cannot distinguish these trees. As the addition of a
�pτ, .q construct does not change the directly follows graph, this argument holds for
the Øp�pτ,Øp. . .qqq case as well. For instance, Ø

cba

and Ø

c�

Ø

ba

τ

have a different

language, but the same directly follows graph.

` � ^ Concurrency suffers from the same issue as Ø: the directly follows graph of
concurrency nested with optionality and concurrency. For instance, ^

cba

and
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^

c�

^

ba

τ

have a different language but equivalent directly follows graph.

In Section 5.6.5, we introduce a new abstraction that solves this problem.

` � _ The _ operator suffers from the same issue as ^ and Ø case. Moreover, the
directly follows footprint of _ is equivalent to the footprint of ^. For instance, ^

ba

and _

ba

have the same directly follows graph: a b .

In Section 5.6.5, we introduce a new abstraction that solves this problem.

` � 	 As discussed in the previous section, we do not consider loop nodes with optional
children in this section.

Using these observations, we introduce the class of process trees for this section.

5.6.3 A Class of Trees: Ccoo

In the previous section, we studied the influence of �pτ, .q constructs on directly follows
graphs. Furthermore, we showed that ^ and _ have equal footprints in directly follows
graphs. Therefore, later on in this section, we will introduce a new abstraction (the
concurrent-optional-or (coo) abstraction) that is able to distinguish ^ and _. However,
even with this new abstraction, not all process trees can be distinguished, so we introduce
a new class of process trees. For this class, we will prove that the directly follows graph
and the new coo abstraction yield language uniqueness. The class introduced here (Ccoo)
is the largest class of process trees that will be discussed in this thesis: it allows for
inclusive choice and τ nodes. However, �pτ, .q constructs necessitate new (but smaller)
requirements for 	 and Ø. We first give the class definition, after which we explain its
requirements.

Definition 5.38 (Ccoo). Let M be a reduced process tree. Then M belongs to Ccoo if
for each reduced (sub)tree M 1 at any position in M , it holds that

Ccoo.1 The subtree adheres to all restrictions of Cb and Ci, however Ø-operators are al-
lowed (Requirement Cb.4 is dropped), _-operators are allowed (Requirement Cb.5
is dropped), and τ leafs are allowed (Requirement Cb.1 is dropped).

Ccoo.2 No redo child of a loop can produce the empty trace:
M 1 � 	pM 1

1, . . .M
1
nq : @2¤i¤n ε R LpM 1

iq

Ccoo.3 Interleaving cannot be nested using optionality:
M 1 � ØpM 1

1, . . .M
1
nq : @1¤i¤n M

1
i � �pτ,Øp. . .qq

Ccoo.4 An inclusive choice child of an interleaving has at least one child with disjoint
start and end activities:
M 1 � ØpM 1

1, . . ._pM
1
m1
, . . .M 1

mx
q, . . .M 1

nq :
D1¤i¤x StartpM 1

mi
q X EndpM 1

mi
q � H

We illustrate the relaxed or newly added requirements:
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• Requirement Ccoo.2: no silent activities under a loop-redo. By Corollary 5.2, in
reduced process trees, silent activities will only appear as a child of a �-node
or as a redo-child of a 	-node. As shown in Section 5.1, the reduction rules of
Definition 5.1 are not strong enough. For instance, the process trees 	

τÑ

	

τb

�

aτ

and

	

τÑ

b�

aτ

are both in normal form but have the same language. Therefore, language

uniqueness of the current reduction rules does not hold for such trees.

• Requirement Ccoo.3: no optional nested interleaving. Such a nested optional in-
terleaving has the same directly follows graph as a nested interleaving, which is
ambiguous (see Requirement Ci.3) and the previous section. As discovery algo-
rithms require models to be distinguishable by their abstraction, at least one of
these models could not be discovered by discovery algorithms.

• Requirement Ccoo.4. This requirement corresponds to Requirement Ci.4.

From the observations in Section 5.6.2, it follows that one can arbitrarily add �pτ, .q
constructs to trees of Ci: the footprints will remain visible in the directly follows graph.

Corollary 5.39 (optionality preserves cuts). Take two reduced process trees M P Ci,
and M 1 P Ccoo, such that M � `pM1, . . .Mmq, M 1 � `pM 1

1, . . .M
1
nq and each M 1

i is
equal to either Mi or �pτ,Miq. Then, �pM 1q contains a cut p`,ΣpM1q . . .ΣpMmqq, i.e.
a footprint according to Lemma 5.10.

5.6.4 Optionality under Sequence
In the previous sections, we analysed the influence of �pτ, .q constructs on directly follows
graphs. Two challenges were identified: the directly follows graph does not distinguish
nested ^ and _ operators, and the footprint of Lemma 5.10 does not distinguish nested
Ñ operators. Both challenges prevent discovery algorithms from identifying these con-
structs. In Section 5.6.5, we introduce a new abstraction for ^ and _. In this section,
we introduce a stricter footprint for Ñ.

The challenge occurs in all process trees in which Ñ and �pτ, .q constructs appear
nested at the top of the tree. We refer to the top part of such a tree as a sequence-optional
stem (so stem), and to the subtrees that are not part of the stem as non-so subtrees.
Figure 5.21 shows an example, in which the non-so subtrees have been highlighted in
blue.

Formally, we define the so stem of a process tree as follows:

Definition 5.40 (sequence-optional stem). Let Σ be an alphabet of activities such that
τ R Σ and  R Σ, then

– activity a P Σ is a non-so subtree;
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Ñ

�

gfτ

�

Ñ

ed

Ñ

	

cb

a

τ

Ñ

�

gfτ

�

Ñ

ed

Ñ

	

cb

a

τ

(a) A process tree M62. The non-so-
subtrees are denoted in blue.

Ñ

�

τ

�

Ñ



Ñ



τ

(b) The so stem ofM62; the dots denote
non-so subtrees.

Figure 5.21: An example of a process tree showing its so stem and non-so
subtrees.

– τ is a non-so subtree;

– let M1 . . .Mn with n ¡ 0 be process trees (Definition 2.6) and let ` P tØ,^,_,	u,
then `pM1, . . .Mnq is a non-so subtree;

– let M1 . . .Mn with n ¡ 0 be process trees (Definition 2.6) such that no Mi is τ ,
then �pM1, . . .Mnq is a non-so subtree.

Furthermore,

–  is a so stem;

– let M1 . . .Mn with n ¡ 0 be so stems, then ÑpM1, . . .Mnq is a so stem;

– let M1 . . .Mn with n ¡ 0 be so stems, �pτ,M1, . . .Mnq is a so stem.

A process tree M has an so stem S if and only if S �  and S can be transformed into
M by replacing each  in S with a non-so subtree.

Observe that if all children of a �pτ,Ñp. . .qq construct would be optional, then the
Ñ-node itself would be optional, and then the reduction rules (Definition 5.1) would
remove the �pτ, .q construct. (Consequently, the nested Ñ would be removed as well.)

For instance, Ñ

�

Ñ

�

cτ

�

bτ

τ

a

reduces to Ñ

Ñ

�

cτ

�

bτ

a

, which reduces to Ñ

�

cτ

�

bτ

a

.

Corollary 5.41 (pivot). In a reduced process tree, each �pτ,Ñp. . .qq construct has at
least one subtree (a pivot) that is not optional. By Corollary 5.2, a pivot cannot be a
sequential node itself.
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Secondly, observe that while non-root pivots are not necessarily executed in a trace
(due to their �pτ,Ñpqq parent), execution of the pivot is implied by the execution of any
sibling. For instance, in our example tree M61 (Figure 5.20d), not every trace contains
the pivot c, but c is implied by b and d (siblings of c). We use this observation to
introduce a new, stricter, footprint for sequential behaviour in directly follows graphs.
This footprint also contains all the non-root siblings (the scope of the pivot).

Lemma 5.42 (Nested �pτ,Ñp. . .qq footprint). Let M � Ñp. . .q, having a subtree M 1 �
�pτ,ÑpM 1

1, . . .M
1
nqq:

M � Ñ

. . .M 1 � �

Ñ

M 1
n. . .M 1

y. . .M 1
1

τ

Then there is a non-so subtree pivot M 1
y, such that in �pMq:

�pτÑp. . .qq.1 It is possible to not execute the pivot:
D1¤i1¤i Dai1PIi1 ai1 P End_
D1¤j1¤j Daj1PJj1 aj1 P Start_
D1¤i1¤i,1¤j1¤j Dai1PIi1 ,aj1PJj1 ai1� aj1

In which pÑ, I1 . . . Ii,ΣpM 1
yq, J1 . . . Jjq is the maximal sequence cut of

�pMq.
�pτÑp. . .qq.2 Children before the pivot are not end activities:

@1¤x y @axPΣpM 1
xq
ax R End

�pτÑp. . .qq.3 Children before the pivot only have outgoing connections to children before
the pivot, or to the pivot itself:
@1¤x y @axPΣpM 1

xq
@ax� b Dx x1¤y b P ΣpM 1

x1q

�pτÑp. . .qq.4 Children after the pivot are not start activities:
@y z¤n @azPΣpM 1

zq
az R Start

�pτÑp. . .qq.5 Children after the pivot only have incoming connections from children after
the pivot, or from the pivot itself:
@y z¤n @azPΣpM 1

zq
@b� az Dy¤z1 z b P ΣpM 1

z1q

We refer to the set ΣpMxq Y ΣpMyq Y ΣpMzq as the scope of a pivot, we refer to a
scope with at least one other subtree besides the pivot as a nontrivial scope of a pivot, and
we refer to a scope to which no other activities can be added as a maximal scope. Let the
children before the pivot (Mx) be the pre-scope, and let the children after the pivot (Mz)
be the post-scope.

In the following illustration, the scope of the pivot (My) is denoted by a blue coloured
region, Mx is the pre-scope, Mz is the post-scope and I and J are not part of the scope
of My.

I ΣpMxq ΣpMyq ΣpMzqΣpMxq ΣpMyq ΣpMzq J
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In Section 5.6.6, we prove that this footprint suffices to distinguish all so stems in
process trees of Ccoo. However, we first address the remaining challenge: distinguishing
nested _, ^ and �pτ, .q.

5.6.5 Optionality under Inclusive Choice & Concurrency

Process discovery algorithms often use footprints of behaviour in an abstraction to iden-
tify language constructs. Therefore, as many languages as possible should be distin-
guishable by the abstraction and the footprint, i.e. for a class of process models, there
should not be two different models with the same abstraction or the same footprint in
the abstraction. In this chapter, we studied several abstractions and classes of process
trees. In this section (5.6), we address the class of process trees that includes the �pτ, .q,
i.e. optional, construct.

In the previous sections, we introduced the �pτ, .q construct, which makes a process
tree optional. Furthermore, we analysed the influence of this construct in combination
with the process tree operators on directly follows graphs: under �, the construct dis-
appears in reduction, under Ñ, a stricter footprint was necessary that was introduced in
Section 5.6.4, under Ø, the construct doesn’t have any influence on the directly follows
graph, and 	 has some inherent challenges and will not be considered here. In this sec-
tion, we focus on _ and ^: we show that they have equivalent directly follows graphs,
and hence that these graphs are not sufficient as an abstraction. We first study the
properties of these concurrent-optional-or constructs, and introduce a new abstraction.
This abstraction differs from the abstractions used before: it does not consist of a single
graph or relation, but it is a hierarchical relation.

Coo Stem

The concurrent, inclusive choice and optionality constructs have equivalent directly fol-
lows graphs, hence discovery by directly follows based algorithms is impossible. For
instance, the trees ^

ba

, _

ba

and ^

b�

aτ

all have different languages, but their directly

follows graphs are equivalent: a b .
Furthermore, nesting these constructs suffers from the same issue: ^pa,_pb, cqq and

_pa,^pb, cqq have different languages but equivalent directly follows graphs. For instance,
Figure 5.22 shows two process trees having a different language, but the same directly
follows graph.

This problem occurs for any nesting of ^, _ and �pτ, .q constructs (the concurrent-
optional-or operators): for any such nesting, the directly follows graph contains a con-
current footprint of Lemma 5.10 of all children of the nesting. We refer to such a nesting
as the concurrent-optional-or stem(coo-stem) of a process tree, and to the children that
are not coo operator themselves as the non-coo subtrees of the coo stem. Intuitively, the
coo stem of a process tree is the topmost part of the tree consisting of only ^, _ and
�pτ, .q constructs (similar to the so stem). For instance, Figure 5.23 shows a process
tree and its coo stem; the non-coo subtrees, which are denoted in blue, are Ñpa, bq, c, d
and e. The coo stem of this tree is ^p_p,^p, qq,�pτ, qq.

Formally, we define the non-coo subtrees and the coo stem as follows:
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^

�

^

cb

τ

a

(a) S1

^

�

cτ

�

bτ

a

(b) S2

a

b

c

(c) �pS1q ��pS2q.

Figure 5.22: The �pτ, .q construct might interfere with �-footprints (Fig-
ure 5.17 revisited).

^

�

eτ

_

^

dc

Ñ

ba

^

�

eτ

_

^

dc

Ñ

ba

(a) A process tree M63. The non-coo-
subtrees are denoted in blue.

^

�

τ

_

^





(b) The coo stem of M63; the dots de-
note non-coo subtrees.

Figure 5.23: An example of a process tree showing its coo stem and non-coo
subtrees.
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Definition 5.43 (concurrent-optional-or stem). Let Σ be an alphabet of activities such
that τ R Σ and  R Σ, then

– activity a P Σ is a non-coo subtree;

– τ is a non-coo subtree;

– let M1 . . .Mn with n ¡ 0 be process trees (Definition 2.6) and let ` P tÑ,Ø,	u,
then `pM1, . . .Mnq is a non-coo subtree;

– let M1 . . .Mn with n ¡ 0 be process trees (Definition 2.6) such that no Mi is τ ,
then �pM1, . . .Mnq is a non-coo subtree.

Furthermore,

–  is a coo stem;

– let M1 . . .Mn with n ¡ 0 be coo stems and let ` P t^,_u, then `pM1, . . .Mnq is
a coo stem;

– let M1 . . .Mn with n ¡ 1 be coo stems, then �pτ,M1, . . .Mnq is a coo stem.

A process tree M has a coo stem S if and only if S �  and S can be transformed into
M by replacing each  in S with a non-coo subtree.

Preliminaries

Before we introduce the coo relations, we introduce some terminology and concepts that
aid reasoning over process trees with coo stems. First, we introduce a function that gives
the activities that are directly below the coo stems, grouped by their subtree (activity
sets of non-coo subtrees). Second, we define the language of the process tree, in terms of
such activity sets, i.e. if these sets were to be the activities of the process tree, what the
language of that process tree would be. This language can obviously only be expressed
over sets of activities that “correspond” to a process tree, which is formalised by the third
function (merge superset of coo subtrees).

We denote the sets of activities of the non-coo subtrees with Σ^. Formally:

Definition 5.44 (activity sets of non-coo subtrees). Let M be a process tree in normal
form of Ccoo. Then, Σ^pMq returns the activity sets of the non-coo subtrees of M :

Σ^ : TÑ 2Σ

Σ^paq � ttauu

Σ^p�pτ, . . .qq � Σ^p�p. . .qq

Σ^p�pM1, . . .Mmqq � tΣp`pM1, . . .Mmqqu with @iMi � τ

Σ^p`pM1, . . .Mmqq � tΣp`pM1, . . .Mmqqu with ` P tÑ,Ø,	u
Σ^p`pM1, . . .Mmqq �

¤
1¤i¤m

Σ^pMiq with ` P t_,^u

For instance, in our example tree M64 � ^

�

eτ

_

^

dc

Ñ

ba

:

Σ^pM64q � tta, bu, tcu, tdu, teuu
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A coo stem does not express order over its non-coo subtrees: if a subtree is executed,
its execution is concurrent with all other non-coo subtrees. Furthermore, due to the
absence of loops in the coo stem, each non-coo subtree is executed at most once. Thus,
a coo stem only expresses which combinations of its subtrees can be executed.

To enable reasoning about the combinations of subtrees that can be executed, we
introduce a language abstraction that abstracts from the subtrees. We refer to the set
of such possible combinations that can be produced by a process tree as an activity set
language (LΣ). Notice that this language depends on the set of sets of activities under
consideration. Formally:

Definition 5.45 (activity set language (LΣ)). For a process tree M and a set of sets of
activities S, LΣpM,Sq expresses the language of M over the sets of activities in S. Let
qpnq be the set of all combinations of the numbers t1 . . . nu without the empty combination.

LΣpM,Sq � tΣpMqu if ΣpMq P S and M not optional

LΣp�pτ, . . .q, Sq � LΣp�p. . .q, Sq Y tHu

LΣp^pM1, . . .Mmq, Sq � tX | @1¤i¤m Ai P LΣpMi, Sq ^X �
¤

1¤i¤m

Aiu

if
¤

1¤i¤m

ΣpMiq R S

LΣp_pM1, . . .Mmq, Sq �
¤

pi1...inqPqpmq

LΣp^pMi1 , . . . ,Minq, Sq

if
¤

1¤i¤m

ΣpMiq R S

For instance, in our example tree M64 � ^

�

eτ

_

^

dc

Ñ

ba

:

LΣpM64, tta, bu, tcu, tdu, teuuq � txta, buy, xtcu, tduy,

xta, bu, tcu, tduy, xta, bu, teuy,

xtcu, tdu, teuy, xta, bu, tcu, tdu, teuyu

A trace from an activity set language is an activity set trace, e.g. xta, bu, tcu, tduy.
We denote the removal of a set of activities A from an activity set trace with z, e.g.
xta, bu, tcu, tduyztcu � xta, bu, tduy.

Notice that the activity set language definition is a partial definition: an activity set
language is only defined on sets of activities that are actually “in the tree”. This final
concept we formalise using the merge superset of coo subtrees, i.e. LΣ is only defined for
S if S P MΣpMq. The merge superset is obtained from Σ^ by recursively merging all
activity subsets according to the process tree. Formally:
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Definition 5.46 (merge superset of coo subtrees).

MΣpaq � ttauu

MΣp�pτ, . . .qq � MΣp�p. . .qq

MΣp�pM1, . . .Mmqq � tΣp�pM1, . . .Mmqqu with @iMi � τ

MΣp`pM1, . . .Mmqq � tΣp`pM1, . . .Mmqqu with ` P tÑ,Ø,	u
MΣp`pM1, . . .Mmqq � t

¤
1¤i¤m

ΣpMiqu Y ttT1 . . . Tmu|@1¤i¤m Ti P MΣpMiqu

with ` P t_,^u

For instance, in our example tree M64 � ^

�

eτ

_

^

dc

Ñ

ba

:

MΣpM64q � ttta, bu, tcu, tdu, teuu, tta, bu, tc, du, teuu,

tta, b, c, du, teuu, tta, b, c, d, euuu

Each activity set in the superset corresponds to a certain “view” of the process tree in
which some nodes are “collapsed”, e.g. in our example, the set tta, bu, tc, du, teuu corre-
sponds to ^

�

eτ

_

[^pc, dq][Ñpa, bq]

.

Coo Relations & Abstraction

Using the concepts defined in the previous section, we define the the coo abstraction.
This abstraction is hierarchical and contains relations for each view in the process tree,
i.e. for each set of sets of activities in MΣ. For each such set (e.g. tta, bu, tcu, tdu, teuu,
we define coo relations that relate the sets of activities. In reasoning (and algorithms in
Chapter 6), we will use the relations bottom-up in the abstraction, i.e. we first reason
about Σ^ and gradually, by merging activity sets, we obtain the singleton set Σ. Notice
that the coo relations have a different nature than the activity relations introduced in
Section 5.3: activity relations are defined on single activities and are applied in a top-
down fashion, while the coo relations are defined on sets of activities are are applied in
a bottom-up fashion.

In the remainder of this section, we first introduce these coo relations. Second, we
give footprints that connect these relations to the process tree operators _ and ^. Third,
we use that property to prove that the reduction rules yield a language unique normal
form for the class of process trees Ccoo. That is, we prove that for every two different
reduced trees of Ccoo, their coo abstractions are different.

We identified three coo relations on sets of activities: optionality ? , implication ñ
and interchangeability _. The unary optionality relation expresses that there cannot be
an obligation to execute an activity of the set. Second, the binary directed implication
expresses that if at least one activity of the first set is executed, then an activity of the
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second set should be executed as well. Finally, the binary undirected interchangeability
expresses that if at least one activity of one set is executed, then that execution can be
replaced by (or added to) an execution of the other set. Formally:

Definition 5.47 (coo relations). Let L be an activity set language, and let A,B � Σ
denote non-overlapping sets of activities. Then,

?A � @tPL A P tñ tztAu P L

AñB � @tPL A P tñ B P t

A_ B � @tPL A P t_B P tñ

tY tA,Bu P L^ ptY tAuqztBu P L^ ptY tBuqztAu P L

A^ B � AñB ^BñA

A ?̂B � ?A^AñB ^

 DC�ΣzpAYBq pB �ñ C ^ CñB ^ @aPAYB,cPC a� c^ c� aq

Notice that we overload optionality here: before, it was defined on process trees, now
on sets of activities; if and only if a process tree M is optional, then ?pΣpMqq holds.

We illustrate the relations using our example tree T � ^

�

eτ

_

^

dc

Ñ

ba

:

Σ^pT q � tta, bu, tcu, tdu, teuu

LΣpT,Σ^pT qq � ttta, buu,

ttcu, tduu,

tta, bu, tcu, tduu,

tta, bu, teuu,

ttcu, tdu, teuu,

tta, bu, tcu, tdu, teuuu

Here, ?teu holds, as each trace with teu also appears without teu. Furthermore, tcuñtdu
holds, as in each trace where tcu occurs, tdu occurs as well. Similarly, tduñtcu holds, and
consequently tcu^tdu holds. Notice that this relation corresponds to the bottom-most
^ node in T .

As another example, merge tcu and tdu to obtain S2:

S2 � tta, bu, tc, du, teuu

LΣpT, S2q � ttta, buu,

ttc, duu,

tta, bu, tc, duu,

tta, bu, teuu,

ttc, du, teuu,

tta, bu, tc, du, teuuu
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(We don’t report onñ from now on.) Here, the relation ?teu holds, as well as ta, bu_tc, du,
as for each trace in which either ta, bu, tc, du or both occur, traces with the other two
of these three options also occur. For instance, there is a trace tta, bu, teuu, which im-
plies that there should also be traces ttc, du, teuu and tta, bu, tc, du, teuu. This relation
corresponds to the _ node in T .

As a last example, merge ta, bu and tc, du to obtain S3:

S2 � tta, b, c, du, teuu

LΣpT, S2q � ttta, b, c, duu,

tta, b, c, du, teuuu

Here, the relation teu ?̂ta, b, c, du holds, as ?teu holds and whenever teu appears, ta, b, c, du
appears as well. This relation corresponds to the root ^ node in T .

Footprint

The coo relations have a one-to-one or one-to-two relationship with the process tree
operators ^ and _. Therefore, the footprint of these operators is simply the presence of
a coo relation: for _, this is _, for ^ this is ^ or ?̂.

Finally, in this section, we prove that the relations are necessary and sufficient for
children of coo stem operators. We do this for both operators separately in two lem-
mas. In the next section, we will use these lemmas prove language uniqueness, i.e. that
two different reduced process trees of Ccoo have different directly follows graphs and/or
different coo abstractions.

First, we show the correspondence for _ and _:

Lemma 5.48 (_ corresponds to _). Let M be a reduced process tree of class Ccoo with
a coo stem, and let M 1 � _pM 1

1, . . .M
1
mq be one of its coo stem nodes. Take any child

M 1
i, and let S P MΣpMq such that ΣpM 1

iq P S. Then for any A P S such that A � ΣpM 1
iq,

it holds that ΣpM 1
iq_ A if and only if D1¤j¤m A � ΣpM 1

jq.

Proof. Prove both directions separately:

ð Take such an M 1
j . By semantics of _, ΣpM 1

iq_ ΣpM 1
jq. Hence, children of M 1 are in

_-relations with each other.

ñ Towards contradiction, assume that there exists such a set of activities A, such that
A_ ΣpM 1

iq. As A P S and S P MΣ, A corresponds to a node in M . Let M2 be
this node. Then, of M2 and M 1, the lowest common parent is either M 1 itself or
a parent of M 1.

• The lowest common parent is M 1. Then by the assumptions made, M2 is
not a direct child of M 1. Furthermore, by Corollary 5.2, the direct child of
M 1 must be a ^, and there must be a node X such that (the wiggled edge
denotes M2 might be an indirect child): _

M 1
i^

M2X. . .

. . .

.

In this case, ΣpM2qñΣpXq, thus ΣpM2q and ΣpM 1
iq cannot be interchange-

able, and therefore A �_ ΣpM 1
iq.
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• The lowest common parent is a parent of M 1. Then, by Corollary 5.2,
the parent of M 1 must be a ^, and there must be a node X such that

`

M2^

X_

. . .M 1
i

. . .

or ^

M2X_

. . .M 1
i

. . .

.

In both cases, ΣpM 1
iqñΣpXq, thus ΣpM 1

iq and ΣpM2q cannot be interchange-
able, and therefore A �_ ΣpM 1

iq.

Hence, such a set A cannot exist, and thus children of M 1 are in _-relations with
each other only.

Thus, the presence of _ is a necessary and sufficient condition for two subtrees to
have a _-parent.

Second, we prove the correspondence for ^ and ?̂, and ^.

Lemma 5.49 (^ corresponds to ?̂ and ^). LetM be a reduced process tree of Ccoo with
a coo stem, and let M 1 � ^pM 1

1, . . .M
1
mq be one of its coo stem nodes. Take any child

M 1
i, and let S P MΣpMq such that ΣpM 1

iq P S. Then for any A P S such that A � ΣpM 1
iq,

it holds that ΣpM 1
iq^ A_ ΣpM 1

iq ?̂A_A ?̂ ΣpM 1
iq if and only if D1¤j¤m A � ΣpM 1

jq.

Proof. Prove both directions separately:

ð Take such an M 1
j . By Corollary 5.2, at most one of M 1

i and M 1
j is optional. If

neither M 1
i nor M 1

j is optional, by semantics of ^, ΣpM 1
iq^ ΣpM 1

jq. If M 1
i is

optional, by semantics of ^, ΣpM 1
iq ?̂ ΣpM 1

jq. If M 1
j is optional, by semantics of

^, ΣpM 1
jq ?̂ ΣpM 1

iq. Hence, all children of M 1 are in either ^ or ?̂ with each
other.

ñ Towards contradiction, assume that there exists such a set of activities A. As A P S
and S P MΣ, A corresponds to a node in M . Let M2 be this node. Then, of M2

and M 1, the lowest common parent is either M 1 itself or a parent of M 1.

• The lowest common parent is M 1. By the assumptions made, M2 is not a di-
rect child ofM 1. Furthermore, by Corollary 5.2, the direct child ofM 1 must be
either _ or �pτ,^p. . .qq, and there must be a node X: ^

M 1
i_{�pτ,^pqq

XM2. . .

. . .

.

In both cases, ΣpM 1
iq �ñ ΣpM2q, therefore ΣpM 1

iq �̂ ΣpM2q and ΣpM 1
iq �̂ ?

ΣpM2q. For every Y P MΣpXq, Y ñΣpM 1
iq, and one such Y is in S. There-

fore, ΣpM2q �̂ ? ΣpM 1
iq.

• The lowest common parent is a parent of M 1. Using Corollary 5.2, four cases
apply as shown in Figure 5.24. In all these cases, ΣpM2q �ñ ΣpM 1

iq. Thus,
ΣpM 1

iq �̂ ΣpM2q and ΣpM2q �̂ ? ΣpM 1
iq. Left to prove: ΣpM 1

iq �̂ ? ΣpM2q.

– In the first case, if ΣpM 1
iqñΣpM2q then for every Y P MΣpX1q it holds

that Y ñΣpM2q, and at least one such Y is in S, thus ΣpM 1
iq �̂ ? ΣpM2q.

– The second case is similar to the first.
– In the third case, ΣpM 1

iq �ñ ΣpM2q, thus ΣpM 1
iq �̂ ? ΣpM2q.
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`

M2_

. . .^

. . .X1M 1
i

. . .

`

M2^

. . .�

^

. . .X2M 1
i

τ

. . .

_

M2^

. . .M 1
i

. . .

^

M2�

^

. . .X4M 1
i

τ

. . .

Figure 5.24: Cases for Lemma 5.49.

– In the fourth case, for every Y P MΣpX4q, Y ñΣpM2q, and one such Y
is in S, thus ΣpM 1

iq �̂ ? ΣpM2q.

Thus, the presence of ^ or ?̂ is a necessary and sufficient condition for two subtrees
to have a ^-parent.

From these two lemmas, it straightforwardly follows that the language of non-coo
subtrees is unique. That is, there exists only one reduced coo stem with the same
language.

Lemma 5.50 (Coo-stem uniqueness). There are no two reduced (Definition 5.1) coo
stems A � B P Ccoo such that LΣpA,Σ^pAqq � LΣpB,Σ^pBqq.

5.6.6 Language Uniqueness

In this section, we have analysed the influence of �pτ, .q and addressed the _ operator.
Two cases required special attention: Ñ and _/^. For the other operators, no changes
were necessary.

As a final step, we prove language uniqueness, i.e. the one-to-one correspondence
between syntax and semantics of reduced process trees, languages, and the combination
of coo abstractions and directly follows graphs: each two reduced process trees from
Ccoo have a different directly follows graph or a different coo abstraction, and a different
language. We prove language uniqueness by proving that for reduced trees with the same
language, the root operators cannot be different (Lemma 5.51), that the root activity
partitions cannot be different (Lemma 5.52), and finally that the entire trees need to be
equivalent (Lemma 5.53).
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Lemma 5.51 (Operators are mutually exclusive for Ccoo). Take two reduced process
trees of Ccoo K � `pK1, . . .Knq and M � bpM1, . . .Mmq such that ` � b. Then
LpKq � LpMq.

Proof. Towards contradiction, assume that LpKq � LpMq. Then, �pKq � �pMq and
^pKq � ^pMq. Perform case distinction on `:

` � � and one child Ki is a τ . As described before, the footprint of �pτ, . . .q applies
whenever the root is optional. Thus, we need to consider the case in whichM is op-
tional, but does not have the�pτ, .q construct as root. LetK � �pτ, p`1pK 1

1, . . .K
1
kqq

(or K � �pK 1
1, . . . ,K

1
kq if ` � �) and perform case distinction on b:

b � � By semantics of �, �pMq consists of unconnected clusters. As �pMq �
�pKq, and by semantics of the operators, `1 � �. At least one child (say
Mj) is optional, but does not have the �pτ, .q construct as root. Let K 1

i be
the corresponding child in K. Then, LpK 1

iq Y tεu � Mj . Mj cannot be a
single activity (cannot be optional without the �pτ, .q construct), or � (by
Rule A�). For the other operators, see the other cases (termination of the
argument guaranteed as Ki and Mj are strictly smaller than M).

b � Ñ By semantics of Ñ, �pMq consists of a chain of clusters. As �pMq �
�pKq, and by semantics of the operators, `1 � Ñ. By semantics of Ñ,
all children Mj are optional. By rule T�, at least one child (say Ki) is not
optional. Therefore, there is a non-empty trace in LpKq in which no activity
of ΣpKiq occurs. There is no such Mj , thus LpKq � LpMq.

b � ^ By semantics of ^, all childrenMj must be optional. However, by rule C_,
this situation cannot occur.

b � _ By semantics of _, at least one child Mj is optional. Consider the options
for Mj exhaustively: �pτ, . . .q (would be reduced by Rule T_,�), _p. . .q
(would be reduced by Rule A_), ^p. . .q with all children optional (would be
reduced by Rule C_), a (cannot be optional without �pτ, .q construct), or,
hence, an optional non coo subtree without �pτ, .q as root. For the other
operators, see the other cases (termination of the argument guaranteed as Ki

and Mj are strictly smaller than M).

b � Ø By semantics of the process tree operators, `1 � Ø. By reduction rule T�,
at least one child K 1

i is not optional. By Requirement Ccoo.3, all children Mi

must be optional.
Take a childK 1

j�i. Then, execution of some activity inK 1
j implies execution of

some activity in K 1
i, while there can be no childMj�i with such a dependency

can exist in Mi, as Ø cannot be nested by Requirement Ccoo.3. Hence,
LpKq � LpMq.

b � 	 In this case, 	 is optional and this is excluded by Requirement Ccoo.2.

Hence, LpKq � LpMq.
` � � and no child is a τ . The graph �pMq consists of several unconnected compo-

nents, while as b is either pÑ,^,_,Ø,	q, �pMq is connected. Thus, �pKq �
�pMq.

` � Ñ The graph�pMq is a chain, while as b is either p�,^,_,Ø,	q,�pMq is either
unconnected or strongly connected. Thus, �pKq ��pMq.

` � ^ We consider the remaining cases of b:
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b � _ The children of K have ^ or ?̂ relations, while the children of M have _
relations (lemmas 5.48 and 5.49). Hence, LpKq � LpMq.

b � Ø As shown in Section 5.6.2, optionality does not influence the footprint of
^ or Ø. Therefore, Lemma 5.25 applies. Hence, LpKq � LpMq.

b � 	 By Requirement Ccoo.2, children of 	 are not allowed to be optional.
Therefore, Lemma 5.25 applies. Hence, LpKq � LpMq.

` � _ _ has the same directly follows footprint as ^. Therefore, the arguments given
at ` � ^,b � Ø and b � 	 apply.

` � Ø We consider the remaining case of b, being b � 	.
By Requirement Ccoo.2, children of 	 are not allowed to be optional. Therefore,
Lemma 5.25 applies.

As LpKq � LpMq, two reduced process trees of Ccoo with the same language cannot
have different root operators.

Lemma 5.52 (Partitions are mutually exclusive for Ccoo). Take two reduced process trees
of Ccoo K � `pK1 . . .Knq and M � `pM1 . . .Mmq such that their activity partition is
different, i.e. there is a 1 ¤ w ¤ n such that ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq. Then, LpKq � LpMq.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume a fixed order of subtrees for all operators.
Towards contradiction, assume that �pKq ��pMq. Perform case distinction on ` (the
case for K and M swapped is symmetric).

` � � If a child Ki is τ , see the proof of Lemma 5.51.
As K is reduced,�pKq contains n unconnected clusters, corresponding to ΣpKiq’s.
These clusters themselves are connected (by Rule A� and semantics of the other
operators), hence �pKq contains a maximal � cut. The same holds for �pMq,
hence ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq.

` � Ñ In case no child Ki has the �pτ,Ñp. . .qq structure, �pKq is a chain of strongly
connected or unconnected clusters, which correspond to ΣpKiq’s. Notice that �-
edges can skip clusters, hence �pKq contains a maximal Ñ cut. The same holds
for �pMq.
In case at least one child Ki has the �pτ,Ñp. . .qq structure, the corresponding
cluster ΣpKiq is a chain itself. By Rule T�, at least one child of Ki (say Kip) is a
pivot according to Lemma 5.42. By semantics of Ñ, ΣpKiq is a pivot scope. This
holds for all such ΣpKiq, hence ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq.

` � ^ In K, ΣpKwq^ ΣpKv�wq or ΣpKwq ?̂ ΣpKvq. By Lemma 5.49 and as LpKq �
LpMq, ΣpMwq^ ΣpMv�wq or ΣpMwq ?̂ ΣpMvq. Hence, ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq.

` � Ø Let Kw � bpKw1 . . .Kwpq. Perform case distinction on b:

b � � and a child Mi is τ . The Ø operator has a distinct directly follows graph
footprint, on which �pτ, .q has no influence. Therefore, refer to the other
cases as if b is the child of �pτ, .q, using the requirements of Ccoo.

b � � and no child Mi is τ . By semantics of �, no end activity of Kw1 has a
connection to any start activity of any other Kwj . Thus, as M contains an
interleaved activity partition, ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq.

b � Ñ Similar to the � case.
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b � ^ and b � _. By requirements Ci.2 and Ccoo.4, at least one child of Kw

has disjoint start and end activities. Take such a child Kwy , and consider
two activities: a R StartpKwy q and b P ΣpKwqzKwy . By semantics of ^ and
_, b� a. Then, by Lemma 5.10, a P ΣpMwq and b P ΣpMwq. This holds
for all b and by symmetry for StartpKwy q Y EndpKwy q. By semantics of Ø,
non-start non-end activities only have connections with start/end activities of
Kw. Therefore, ΣpKwqz pStartpKwqYEndpKwqq � ΣpMwq. Hence, ΣpKwq �
ΣpMwq.

b � Ø Excluded by Requirement Ci.3.

b � 	 By semantics ofØ, non-start non-end activities only have connections with
start/end activities of Kw. Therefore, ΣpKwqzpStartpKwq Y EndpKwqq �
ΣpMwq. All activities P StartpKwq Y EndpKwq have connections from/to
EndpKw2q Y StartpKw2q, thus StartpKwq Y EndpKwq � ΣpMwq. Hence,
ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq.

By symmetry, ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq.

` � _ In K, ΣpKwq_ ΣpKv�wq. By Lemma 5.48 and as LpKq � LpMq, it holds that
ΣpMwq_ ΣpMv�wq. Hence, ΣpKwq � ΣpMwq.

` � 	 By Requirement Ccoo.2, children of 	 are not allowed to be optional. Therefore,
Lemma 5.25 applies.

By contradiction, we conclude LpKq � LpMq.

Lemma 5.53 (Language uniqueness for Ccoo). For trees of class Ccoo, the normal form
of Definition 5.1 is language unique: for any two reduced process trees K � M of Ccoo,
LpKq � LpMq.

The proof for this lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.13, using lemmas 5.51
and 5.52.

As a side effect of the proofs of lemmas 5.51, 5.52 and 5.53, we conclude that the
directly follows graphs and coo relations are unique:

Corollary 5.54 (Directly follows graph and coo relations uniqueness). There are no
two different reduced process trees of Ccoo with equal directly follows graphs and equal
coo relations: for all reduced K �M of Ccoo, �pKq ��pMq or coopKq � coopMq.

In this section, we have analysed the influence of the �pτ, .q construct and addressed
the_ operator: the�pτ, .q construct explicitly introduces the empty trace to the language
of a process tree, but its influence can be larger: we introduced a stricter footprint to
address nested sequences (Lemma 5.42), and we introduced the new coo abstraction and
coo relations to be able to distinguish inclusive choice and concurrency, such that these
can be arbitrarily nested as well. Due to Corollary 5.54, discovery algorithms can use
the stricter footprint and the new abstraction to identify these constructs.

Several combinations of constructs were excluded in this section: for nested _ and ^
operators, we introduced a new abstraction, but for Ø, we limited the class of process
trees Ccoo. An interesting subject of further study would be to reverse these, i.e. to
identify a new abstraction to distinguish more nestedØ operators and find requirements
such that the new abstraction is not necessary for _ and ^.

Future work 5.55: Identify requirements such that nested _ and ^ can be handled
without coo abstractions, and identify an abstraction to identify nested Ø.
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Furthermore, as shown in Section 5.1, the reduction rules of Definition 5.1 are not
strong enough to reduce all language equivalent trees to the same normal form, e.g. we
have not yet identified rules to reduce the following trees to a common normal form:

	

τÑ

	

τb

�

aτ

future work
ðùùùùùñ 	

τÑ

b�

aτ

Therefore, language uniqueness of the current reduction rules does not hold for such
trees.

5.7 Language Uniqueness with non-Atomic Pro-
cess Models

In this chapter, we analyse abstractions of languages, which are used by discovery algo-
rithms to not have to consider a full event log, as event logs are typically assumed to
be incomplete. A desirable property of such abstractions is that they represent a large
class of models, such that no two different models or languages of the class have the same
abstraction. Furthermore, we studied process trees and established a one-to-one mapping
between the semantics and syntax of process trees, by introducing a normal form and
showing that for a large class of trees, the abstraction is unique to the normal form, i.e.
there are no two trees with different normal forms and the same abstraction. Using the
one-to-one mapping, discovery algorithms can focus on finding a tree for an abstraction,
disregarding unimportant syntactical variations in models having the same language.

The abstractions addressed before include directly follows graphs, minimum self-
distance graphs and concurrent-optional-or relations. For each of these abstractions, we
proved language uniqueness for a certain class of process trees. In this section, we address
a different variant of process models: non-atomic process models, i.e. in the following,
we consider how to describe non-atomic activity executions: the execution of an activity
starts at some point, and at a later point it completes, represented by two different but
related steps in the model/symbols in the language.

In the event logs used in the previous parts of this chapter, each execution of an
activity is atomic, i.e. instantaneous. However, as discussed in Chapter 2, event logs
might contain information about the start and completion of executions of activities,
i.e. they provide a duration and make these executions non-atomic. In this section,
we study abstractions for non-atomic process models, i.e. process models in which the
steps consist of a distinguishable start and completion step. For instance, in Petri nets,
steps are atomic, i.e. the occurrence of a Petri net transition labeled with some activity
a denotes an atomic and instantaneous execution of a. In this section, we extend the
notions of process trees and Petri nets to include non-atomic activities, and we explore the
limitations of these formalisms. Non-atomic Petri nets and process trees require adapted
abstractions: we introduce an adapted directly follows graph and study its limitations.
Furthermore, in non-atomic process trees, single activities in a concurrent or interleaved
relation have different languages, a difference that cannot be noticed using the directly
follows abstraction. Therefore, we introduce a new abstraction in which these types of
behaviour have different footprints. We introduce these footprints and a class of process
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a

(a) Non-atomic transition a.

as ac

(b) Expanded transition a.

Figure 5.25: Non-atomic Petri nets.

trees that drops a restriction of Ci, and we prove for this class that two trees having
different languages also have different abstractions.

We introduce the non-atomic process model formalisms in Section 5.7.1. In Sec-
tion 5.7.2, we explore the boundaries of non-atomic formalisms. We adapt the directly
follows abstraction in Section 5.7.3, and introduce the new abstraction in Section 5.7.4.
In Section 5.7.5, we introduce the class of trees, for which we prove language uniqueness
in Section 5.7.6.

5.7.1 Non-Atomic Process Models
As shown in the previous sections, process discovery formalisms typically assume that
their execution steps are atomic. However, sometimes event logs contain more informa-
tion, i.e. in event logs adhering to the XES standard [77], events can be annotated as
being start or completion events (for more information, please refer to Section 2.3.2). A
simple strategy for a discovery algorithm would be to treat start and completion events
as different activities, i.e. for an an activity a, consider a start event as and a completion
event ac as the “activities”, such that likely no further change in the algorithm is neces-
sary. However, this poses a new challenge for discovery algorithms: these as and ac need
to be related and kept in sync in the discovered model, e.g. a model like Ñpac, asq would
make little sense. Thus, discovery algorithms face the challenge of keeping the start and
completion events together, such that each trace of the model is consistent. That is, for
each activity a in the model there should be a one-to-one mapping between as and ac
events, such that each start event in the mapping appears before its mapped end event
(see Definition 2.13).

We apply a different strategy: we support non-atomic steps by using higher-level
building blocks that denote the execution of activities. These higher-level blocks consist
of low-level start and completion steps, but the discovery algorithm can safely ignore
these. If the discovery algorithm discovers these higher-level building blocks, consistency
is guaranteed as long as the translation from higher-level to low-level constructs is con-
sistent. A downside of this choice is that constraints such as ‘a can start as soon as b has
started’ cannot be expressed.

For Petri nets we use a non-atomic transition, as shown in Figure 5.25a. A non-
atomic transition can be directly translated to a normal Petri net construct, as shown
in Figure 5.25b. We refer to this translated net as an expanded net. For Petri nets, a
similar technique has been proposed in [19].

For process trees, we introduce the non-atomic leaf or non-atomic activity, which we
denote with ~a for an activity a. A non-atomic leaf can be expanded into a normal process
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as

ac

bs bc

Figure 5.26: A counterexample showing that non-atomic Petri nets are not
restricted to regular languages.

tree construct by putting as ac in sequence:

Definition 5.56 (non-atomic process tree). Let a be an activity, then

~a � Ñ

acas

A process tree with non-atomic leaves is a non-atomic process tree.

A non-atomic process trees is inherently consistent, and denotes a process tree in
which execution of activities takes time. Notice that in this section, we consider process
trees without any atomic leaf. However, there is no reason why a process tree could have
both atomic and non-atomic leaves.

5.7.2 Representational Bias of Non-Atomic Models
The concept of non-atomic process models brings some limitations. First, the notion
of regular languages suddenly becomes very limiting: as all regular languages can be
constructed using |, � and �, there is no concurrency. Luckily, both non-atomic Petri nets
and non-atomic process trees can express concurrency and therefore are able to express
more languages than non-atomic regular languages.

Second, non-atomic trees and workflow nets cannot express all expanded regular lan-
guages. As a counterexample, consider Figure 5.26. In this example, as is first executed,
after which b can start concurrently. The restriction that b can start after a started is not
expressible in non-atomic process models, as it inherently involves targeting the ‘hidden’
start in a non-atomic activity, regardless of the formalism used.

Third, neither non-atomic nor expanded non-atomic process trees nor sound work-
flow nets can express unbounded concurrency. For instance, consider the infinite set
of traces L � txas, as, . . . ac, acyu, i.e. a is concurrent with itself arbitrarily often. The
YAWL [82] language supports unbounded concurrency by means of ‘multiple-instance
activities’. However, correctly handling multi-instance activities requires support from
the BPM system, as keeping track of the number of started multiple-instance activities
cannot be modelled in a regular language, and hence in neither process trees nor sound
workflow nets [101]. This choice for absence of unbounded concurrency also implies
that a non-atomic flower model cannot exist, i.e. there is no non-atomic process tree or
sound workflow net of which the language contains only and all consistent traces over an
alphabet.

Fourth, the language of any non-atomic process model can obviously only contain
consistent traces. Therefore, a restriction applies to fitness: on logs with inconsistent
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traces, perfect traditional fitness is unachievable, e.g. there is no non-atomic process
model on which the trace xas, asy is fitting. Therefore, we assume that all non-atomic
traces are consistent.

5.7.3 Non-Atomic Directly Follows Graphs & Footprints

Atomic directly follows graphs were not defined over start and completion events. There-
fore, in this section we define directly follows graphs on non-atomic languages, such that
the footprints and formal results of the previous sections apply to non-atomic languages
as well.

Similar to an atomic directly follows relation, a non-atomic directly follows relation
(�̃) is a relation of activities and the special elements J denoting start of traces and
K denoting completion of traces. The part of the relation in which only activities are
involved is the non-atomic directly follows graph. Let ~L be a non-atomic language.

In a trace, an activity instance f follows an activity instance e directly if there is
no full activity instance between ec and fs: a full activity instance is an unmatched
completion event or a combination of a start and completion event of the same activity.
Furthermore, an activity instance e that is not preceded by a full activity instance is a
start activity instance. Then, a start activity has a start activity instance in at least one
trace in ~L. Similarly, an activity instance after which no full activity instance of another
activity occurs in a trace is an end activity instance. Its corresponding activity is an end
activity.

We give an example, which is shown in Figure 5.27. Let ~L66 be a non-atomic language
consisting of the single trace t � xas, as, ac, bs, bc, cs, ac, ccy be a non-atomic trace. The
start activities of ~L66 are a and b, but not c as bc precedes cs in the only trace t. Similarly,
the end activities are a and c.

Formally,

Definition 5.57 (Non-Atomic Directly follows Relation). Let ~L be a consistent non-
atomic language. Then,

a �̃ bô DtP~L t � x. . . , ac, . . .1 , bs, . . .y

such that  Dd x. . . ds . . . dc . . .y � . . .1

J �̃ aô DtP~L t � x. . .2 , as, . . .y

such that  Dd x. . . , dc, . . .y � . . .2

a �̃K ô DtP~L t � x. . . , ac, . . .3y

such that  Dd x. . . , ds, . . .y � . . .3

J �̃K ô DtP~L t � ε

Notice that it is not necessary to know which start event belongs to which completion
event. We chose not to make this assumption to increase the class of event logs the
techniques will be able to handle.

The non-atomic directly follows relation resembles the atomic relation: using the
mapping of non-atomic events (a) to non-atomic events (as followed by their ac), the
graphs of definitions 5.57 and 2.14 are equivalent. As atomic process trees only differ
in leaves from non-atomic trees (and these leaves have a straightforward translation to
atomic trees), all directly follows footprints for tree operators introduced earlier in this
chapter (e.g. Lemma 5.21) apply as well.
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a

a

b c

a

a

b c

(a) A graphical representation of ~L66 showing
non-atomic executions of activities a, b and c over-
lapping in time. Notice that we do not assume
to know which start belongs to which completion
event, thus two explanations are possible.

a

b

c

(b) �̃ of ~L66.

a

b

c

(c) Concurrency
graph (‖) of ~L66.

Figure 5.27: Graphs of a trace ~L66 � rxas, as, ac, bs, bc, cs, ac, ccys.

A difference in semantics between atomic and non-atomic trees can be found in
the Ø and ^ operators with leaves as children: in non-atomic semantics, these rep-
resent the same behaviour, while in non-atomic semantics these children can now be
executed concurrently. For instance, the language of the atomic treesØpa, bq and ^pa, bq
is txa, by, xb, ayu, while the languages of their non-atomic counterparts are:

LpØp~a,~bqq � txas, ac, bs, bcy, Lp^p~a,~bqq � txas, ac, bs, bcy,
xbs, bc, as, acyu xas, bs, ac, bcy,

xas, bs, bc, acy,

xbs, bc, as, acy,

xbs, as, bc, acy,

xbs, as, ac, bcyu

As shown before, these process trees have the same directly follows graph, and there-
fore no directly follows footprint can distinguish them. However, non-atomic languages
provide information about concurrency as well. Next, we introduce an abstraction and
footprints to benefit from this information, after which we prove that this abstraction is
able to distinguish a larger class of process models than considered before.

5.7.4 Concurrency Graphs & Footprints

To distinguish interleaved and concurrent behaviour, in this section we introduce a new
abstraction that describes concurrency explicitly: the concurrency graph. In the remain-
der of this section, we introduce footprints of process tree operators in the concurrency
graph abstraction, and we introduce a class of process trees for which we later prove
that no two different reduced trees of this class have the same directly follows graph and
concurrency graph.
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Definition 5.58 (Concurrency Graph). Let ~L be a consistent non-atomic language.
Activities a and b are concurrent if somewhere in ~L, activity instances of a and b are
executed and these instances overlap in time:

a ‖ bô DtP~L t � x. . . as . . .1 bs . . . ac . . .y

such that |ras P . . .1s| ¥ |rac P . . .1s| _
t � x. . . as . . .1 bc . . . ac . . .y

such that |ras P . . .1s| ¥ |rac P . . .1s| _
t � x. . . bs . . .1 as . . .2 ac . . . bcy

such that |ras P . . .1 � . . .2s| ¥ |rac P . . .1 � . . .2s|

An example is given in Figure 5.27c: as a overlaps in time with b, this witnesses
that a is concurrent with b (a ‖ b). This also illustrates that we do not need to assume
knowledge of which as belongs to which ac, as for the concurrency relation, it is only
important that there is an activity instance of a being executed when b starts, not which
activity instance of a. Similarly, a ‖ c, but b �‖ c as these do not overlap in time.

Notice that as we assume all traces to be consistent, ‖ is commutative, i.e. a ‖ b ô
b ‖ a. We use ‖p~Lq and ‖pMq for the complete concurrency relation over an non-atomic
language ~L or a non-atomic process tree M .

Concurrency Footprints

We first give the relevant characteristic footprints, after which we introduce a new, larger,
class of process trees and prove language uniqueness for this class.

Using this concurrency graph abstraction, we introduce concurrent, interleaved and
loop footprints:

Definition 5.59 (Concurrency footprints). Let ‖ be a concurrency graph and let c �
p`,Σ1, . . .Σnq be a cut, consisting of a process tree operator ` P tØ,^,	u and a partition
of activities with parts Σ1 . . .Σn such that Σp‖q �

�
1¤i¤n Σi and @1¤i j¤n ΣiXΣj � H.

• c is an concurrent cut if ` � ^ and

^.1 All activities in all parts are connected to all activities in all other parts in
the concurrency graph:
@1¤i n,1¤j¤n,i�j @aPΣpMiq,bPΣpMjq a ‖ b

ΣpM1q

ΣpM2q

. . . ΣpMnq

• c is an interleaved or loop cut if ` � Ø or ` � 	 and

Ø	.1 No activities have connections to other parts in the concurrency graph:
@1¤i¤n,1¤j¤n,i�j @aPΣpMiq,bPΣpMjq a �‖ b
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ΣpM1q ΣpM2q . . . ΣpMnq

Lemma 5.60 (Concurrency footprints). LetM � `pM1, . . .Mmq in which ` is a process
tree operator P t�,Ñ,^,	,Øu be a process tree for which Requirement Cb.2 holds, i.e.
M does not contain duplicate activities. Then, the footprints of Definition 5.60 hold, i.e.
‖pMq contains the footprint of the cut p`,ΣpM1q, . . .ΣpMnqq.

5.7.5 A Class of Trees: Clc

Previously in this section we showed that directly follows graphs cannot distinguish con-
current and interleaved activities, even if these are not atomic. We introduced non-atomic
process trees and non-atomic directly follows graphs, and argued that the normal, atomic,
footprints are valid for these new graphs. Furthermore, we introduced the concurrency
graph abstraction. In this section, we extend the class of process trees Ci for which we
will prove language uniqueness, i.e. that two different reduced trees of this new class Clc

have different non-atomic directly follows graphs or different concurrency graphs.

Definition 5.61 (Class Clc). Let M be a non-atomic process tree. Then, M belongs to
Clc if all requirements except Requirement Ci.4 hold for all reduced and expanded subtrees
of M as if they were normal subtrees.

Compared to Ci, Requirement Ci.4 is dropped: the concurrency graph allows for the
distinction of concurrent subtrees of interleaved trees.

Requirement Cb.3 cannot be dropped. Even though the concurrency footprints can
distinguish 	 and ^ in all cases, it does not aid in distinguishing the activity partition
of some 	 trees (see the discussion of the LC-property in Section 5.5.4).

5.7.6 Language Uniqueness
In this section, we have analysed languages with non-atomic activities, i.e. activities
that take time and have an explicit start and completion moment. We identified the
limitations of non-atomic directly follows graphs and introduced a new abstraction and
footprints. In the remainder of this section, we first introduce a new normal form for
these non-atomic trees. Second, we prove that two trees of Clc in this new normal form
have a different language, using the new concurrency footprints.

As we can now distinguish concurrency and interleaving for single activities, we need
to adjust the set of reduction rules that lead to a normal form.

Definition 5.62 (Reduction rules for non-atomic process trees). The reduction rules
for non-atomic trees coincide with the rules of Definition 5.1, excluding Rule CØ, i.e.
Øp ~a ,~bq cannot be reduced to ^p ~a ,~bq.

Correctness of these rules, i.e. applying a rule will not change the language of the
tree, follows from Definition 5.1: all rules except Rule CØ pose no restrictions on their
subtrees, and non-atomic trees have a direct translation into atomic trees. The exception
is Rule CØ, which requires its subtrees to be leaves, thus this rule is not applicable
to non-atomic process trees. Obviously, this set of reduction rules is still terminating,
locally confluent, confluent and thus canonical, as of Corollary 5.6.

Finally, we prove that for trees of class Clc, the normal form of Definition 5.62 is
language unique.
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Lemma 5.63 (Language uniqueness for Clc). Take two process trees of Clc: K �
`pK1, . . .Knq and M � bpM1, . . .Mmq such that K �M . Then, LpKq � LpMq.

Proof. We prove this lemma in three steps: first, we show that if the operators ` and
b are different, then the abstractions of the trees are different. Second, we prove that
if their activity partitions are different, then their abstractions are different. Third, we
reuse Lemma 5.13 that says that for any two structurally different trees, one of the
preceding cases holds.

Given the close resemblance with lemmas 5.23 and 5.24, we only need to address
some cases of these lemmas:

` � ^ We need to consider the casesMx � 	 andMx � Ø. For both, ΣpKxq � ΣpMxq
follows from argumentation similar to the �-case, however using the ‖-relation
instead of the �-relation.

` � 	 We only need to consider the case b � ^, which trivially holds using the ‖-
relation.

` � Ø We only need to consider the case b � ^, which trivially holds using the ‖-
relation.

Corollary 5.64 (concurrency uniqueness). All reduced process trees of Clc have unique
combinations of directly follows graphs and concurrency graphs.

Using this final corollary, discovery algorithms can distinguish process trees of Clc

using the directly follows and concurrency relations. In the next section, we explore some
more boundaries of non-atomic process models. The non-atomicity concept can easily
be combined with the minimum self-distance concept, by only considering completion
events in the computation of minimum self-distances.

Another way to derive a concurrency graph from an event log is to use the intermedi-
ate concept of partial orders, i.e. instead of considering a trace to be a fully ordered list of
events, the events have predecessors and successors. Partial orders can be derived from
timestamps, e.g. to resolve timestamp accuracy issues, resources, e.g. assuming resources
are busy all the time, or other data fields. For more information about partial orders and
their use in process discovery, please refer to [104]. To show that the analysis performed
in this chapter, e.g. Corollary 5.64, holds for partially ordered traces, one could verify
that concurrency graphs derived from partially ordered traces are semantically equivalent
to the concurrency graphs introduced in this section.

5.8 Classes of Process Trees: Revisited

In process discovery, it is typically assumed that an event log does not contain all possible
behaviour. The model should generalise and not just show the observed behaviour.
Moreover, one cannot assume to have seen all possible traces. To infer a loop one need to
see infinitely many traces. Moreover, concurrency constructs may generate much more
traces than the number of observed traces. For instance, there are 10! � 3.628.800
possibilities to execute 10 activities concurrently, hence an event log with all behaviour
would need to contain at least 3.628.800 traces. Notice that even if the log would have
more traces the likelihood to have observed all traces is close to zero. Therefore, instead
of considering an event log directly, many process discovery algorithms first construct
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an abstraction of the behaviour in the event log, and use that abstraction to discover
a model. As a consequence, typically only all behaviour of the abstraction needs to be
present in the event log. For instance, a directly follows graph abstraction of 10 concurrent
activities has only 10 � 9 � 90 edges, so an event log with all behaviour according to this
abstraction could be smaller than 90 traces instead of at least 3.628.800.

Using an abstraction allows discovery algorithms to generalise behaviour, however
there might be multiple languages with the same abstraction, which therefore cannot be
distinguished, and hence might reduce precision. In this chapter, we analysed what classes
of languages have equivalent abstractions, and therefore cannot be discovered reliably by
algorithms that use these abstractions. For several abstractions, we introduced a class of
languages such that no two languages of the class have the same abstractions.

Furthermore, in this chapter we addressed the many-to-many relation between se-
mantics and syntax of process trees: there can be many process trees with the same
language, and we are not interested in the difference between two process models if they
have the same language. Therefore, we introduced a set of reduction rules for process
trees, such that applying these rules exhaustively yields a normal form. Ideally, these
normal forms have one-to-one mapping to languages, i.e. for each language in our class
of process tree languages there is precisely one process tree in normal form and vice
versa. We proved this property for several classes of process trees using abstractions,
i.e. we proved that two process trees in normal form have different abstractions. This
establishes the close relation between the syntax of process trees in normal form, the
abstraction under consideration and the semantics (i.e. the language) of process trees
(as the abstractions are language based, obviously two different abstractions represent
different languages).

In this section, we summarise the classes of process trees that were addressed in this
chapter, illustrate the hierarchy between these classes and show a theoretical boundary
to these abstractions (Corollary 5.65).

Figure 5.28 shows the classes of process trees addressed in this chapter, and shows
their hierarchy. Furthermore, it shows which abstractions are sufficient such that no two
process trees of the class have the same combination of abstractions, and a reference to
the proof of this property.

The edges in Figure 5.28 denote the inclusion of classes, and follow directly from the
definitions of these classes.

The class Cb consists of process trees with the four basic operators �, Ñ, ^ and 	,
which can be arbitrarily nested, except for concurrency and activities under loops. We
included this class as it resembles the class of unlabeled free-choice Petri nets, which is
used by many process discovery algorithms (e.g. α, HM). However, the class of unlabeled
free-choice Petri nets is incomparable with Cb, as witnessed by Figure 5.29. Figure 5.29
illustrates that the process tree ^pa, bq, which is of Cb cannot be translated to a unlabeled
free-choice Petri net: either the thread of control is split at the start of the process, which
requires a silent (thus, labeled with an explicit “no label”) transition, or all possible traces
of the concurrency are explicitly denoted, which inherently introduces duplicated (thus
labeled) transitions. Hence, the class of languages that can be expressed using process
trees of Cb is not a subset of unlabeled free-choice Petri nets.

The other way around, Figure 5.30 shows an unlabeled free-choice Petri net. There
is no process tree of Cb with the same language, as nesting of sequential and exclusive
choice construct is inherently non-block-structured. Therefore, the only way to represent
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Cb

Ci

Cm

Ccoo

Clc

regular languages

Turing complete languages

directly-follows relation Corollary 5.14

directly-follows relation Corollary 5.26

directly-follows relation
minimum self-distance graph Corollary 5.34

directly-follows relation
coo relations

Corollary 5.54

directly-follows relation
concurrency graph Corollary 5.64

none from event logs Corollary 5.65

Figure 5.28: A hierarchy of the classes of process trees used in this chapter,
the abstractions that distinguish their trees and a reference to where this was
proven.

a

b

(a) Using silent transitions.

a

b

b

a

(b) Using labeled activities.

Figure 5.29: Two Petri nets with the same language as ^pa, bq.
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a b c

d

e

Figure 5.30: An unlabeled free-choice Petri net, which cannot be translated
to a process tree without duplicate activities.

this Petri net in a process tree is by duplication of activities, e.g. �

Ñ

�

eÑ

cb

a

Ñ

cd

. Hence, the

class of unlabeled free-choice Petri nets is not a subset of the class of languages that can
be expressed using process trees of Cb, and hence, these classes are incomparable.

The class Ci adds the interleaved operator to the basic four operators of Cb. As
shown in Section 5.4, this operator necessitates either duplication of activities (to produce
a language-equivalent Petri net) or a (non-free choice) critical section place. The class
Ci does not require a larger abstraction: as for Cb, the directly follows relation suffices.
However, the interleaved operator cannot be nested with itself or with concurrency, as
the difference between such trees is not observable from a directly follows graph.

The following three classes of process trees (Cm, Ccoo and Clc) all extend Ci by drop-
ping restrictions, in particular restrictions related to concurrency, thereby all requiring
new abstractions. With Cm we attempted to drop the restriction of Cb that concur-
rency cannot be nested under loop operators. This was partially achieved: concurrent
behaviour can be distinguished from loop behaviour using the minimum self-distance
graph, but we did not identify a footprint to distinguish loops from loops with a different
activity partition yet. We believe that such a footprint exists, but we have not found
a counterexample or proof yet (Conjecture 5.32). Second, the class Ccoo adds both the
inclusive choice operator and a skip construct to Ci. The inclusive choice operator has
the same directly follows footprint as the concurrency operator, thus a new abstraction
is necessary. This abstraction uses the occurrences of subtrees to distinguish skipping
constructs, concurrency and inclusive choices. Finally, the class Clc adds non-atomic
activities to Ci, i.e. activities that take time. As a consequence, concurrency becomes
explicit: non-atomic activities can overlap in time. This explicit concurrency notion is
captured by the concurrency graph abstraction, and used to allow concurrency nested
under interleaving.

As a final step in this chapter, we show a limit to what can be achieved using event
logs and language abstractions. In [75], it was proven that a regular language cannot
be rediscovered from an event log by any process discovery technique, as an event log
contains only traces from the system. In order to rediscover all regular languages, event
logs should contain “negative” traces, i.e. traces that do not adhere to the system, and
these negative traces need to be clearly marked. The unrestricted class of process trees
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coincides with the class of regular languages, as each regular language can be expressed
using |, � and � (see Section 2.2.1), which correspond to the process tree constructs �, Ñ
and 	pτ, . . .q). Therefore, the unrestricted class of process trees cannot be rediscovered
from event logs without the use of negative traces. Consequently:

Corollary 5.65 (language-uniqueness for regular languages). If there is a language ab-
straction such that no two different regular languages have the same abstraction, then
this abstraction cannot be derived from an event log.

In the next chapter, we introduce several process discovery algorithms that use the
abstractions presented in this chapter. Using the language uniqueness properties, we will
prove that if the event log contains the entire abstraction that an algorithm uses, then
the discovery algorithm rediscovers a process tree with the same abstraction.
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In Chapter 4, we introduced the IM framework, which recursively discovers process trees
from event logs. Every algorithm that implements the IM framework is characterised by
four functions: one to detect cuts (i.e. process tree operators) in the event log, one to split
the event log, one to handle base cases (e.g. individual events), and one as a fall through
(i.e. to handle exceptional cases). Furthermore, we discussed several guarantees that the
IM framework supports, such as perfect fitness, perfect log precision and rediscoverability.
As many process discovery algorithms use an abstraction, we studied rediscoverability in
terms of these abstractions. We showed that a desirable property of these abstractions is
that no two models with different languages have the same abstraction (for a certain class
of systems). In Chapter 5, we studied this property, language uniqueness (Definition 4.4),
for combinations of abstractions and process trees, thereby showing the expressive power
and limits of these abstractions.

In this chapter, we introduce actual process discovery algorithms. As argued in
Chapter 3, a process discovery algorithm should ideally adhere to certain requirements
(see sections 3.2.4 and 3.3.3):
• all discovered models should be sound DR1,
• balance log-conformance measures DR4,
• distinguish deviating, infrequent and incomplete behaviour DR3,
• be fast DR5,
• and provide rediscoverability on systems with several challenging constructs DR2,

DR6, DR7, DR8 and DR9.
Furthermore, we argued that no single discovery algorithm can satisfy all use cases and
all these requirements.

Therefore, in this chapter we introduce several discovery algorithms. For each algo-
rithm, we describe how it implements the IM framework, i.e. we first give an example,
after which we describe their base case, cut detection, log splitting and fall-through
functions. For each of these functions, we show whether they preserve fitness and log
precision locally. We finish each algorithm with a discussion of guarantees provided by
the algorithms, using the rediscoverability framework of Section 4.2.2.

We start with a basic discovery algorithm (Section 6.1), that guarantees perfect fit-
ness, maximises log precision and guarantees rediscoverability. Rediscoverability is guar-
anteed for systems consisting of the four basic operators �,Ñ, ^ and 	 adhering to some
restrictions (i.e. from Cb), and assuming that the event log is fitting with respect to and
has the same directly follows graph as the system. Even though this basic algorithm has
rather strong assumptions on the input log for rediscoverability, it illustrates the prin-
ciples of the IM framework, and we extend it in subsequent algorithms to handle event
logs with more challenges. One such challenge is deviating or infrequent behaviour, i.e.
behaviour that is not in the system model but ends up in the event log anyway (deviating
behaviour) or behaviour of the system that occurs so infrequently that the user may want
it to be excluded from the model, e.g. to obtain a “80% model” (infrequent behaviour).
In Section 6.2, we show that deviating or infrequent behaviour might prevent rediscovery
of the original system, and we show a variant of the basic algorithm that can filter out
infrequent behaviour and thereby becomes suitable to more practical use cases.

Another challenge is incompleteness of information, i.e. the event log not containing
enough behaviour of the system model to rediscover that system model. In Section 6.3,
we show how missing information influences the basic discovery algorithm, and we show
how this can be solved in the IM framework: we introduce an algorithm to deal with less
information than the basic algorithm.
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6.1 Inductive Miner (IM)

In Section 6.4, we show how to extend the algorithm to discover the remaining process
tree operators used in this thesis. The basic algorithm is unable to discover interleaved
Ø, inclusive choice _ constructs and is not proven to handle silent activity τ constructs,
and we discuss extensions to discover these constructs. Furthermore, we show how the
IM framework can handle non-atomic event logs (Section 6.5).

In Chapter 8, we will show that algorithms of the IM framework are efficient and
capable of handling event logs with millions of events and hundreds of activities on
common (anno 2016) hardware. However, the IM framework requires the event log to
reside in main memory, and therefore has difficulties handling event logs of billions of
events and thousands of activities. Therefore, in Section 6.6, we show that ideas and
parts of the IM framework can be applied in algorithms that do not implement the
full framework: we introduce an algorithm that applies a divide-and-conquer strategy
on directly follows graphs, instead of on event logs. A directly follows graph can be
computed by a single pass over the event log, and therefore the algorithms introduced in
Section 6.6 are able to handle much larger event logs, at the cost of using less information
of the event log. In our evaluation (Chapter 8), we will show that using less information
manifests positively when dealing with infrequent and deviating behaviour (as using less
information may decrease the influence of such behaviour), while having a negative effect
on incomplete behaviour handling.

In Section 6.7, we describe the implementation of these algorithms in the ProM
framework, after which the chapter is concluded in Section 6.8, in which we summarise
the discussed process discovery algorithms, provide an overview when to choose which
miner, and discuss the guarantees provided by each algorithm.

6.1 Inductive Miner (IM)

In this section, we introduce a basic algorithm that uses the IM framework: the Inductive
Miner (IM). This algorithm guarantees to preserve fitness and aims to maximise preci-
sion, i.e. for any input event log, IM discovers a model that has at least the behaviour
of the log. Furthermore, IM guarantees rediscoverability, i.e. is able to rediscover the
language of a system, if the event log fits the system and the system and the event log
have the same directly follows graph, and if the system is representable by a process tree
using the four operators �, Ñ, ^ and 	 and adhering to some restrictions, i.e. of class
Cb, which was defined in Section 5.2.1.

Rather than being a practical algorithm, IM illustrates the IM framework by provid-
ing a straightforward implementation, for which we prove local fitness preservation and
rediscoverability, and that illustrates the boundaries of local log-precision preservation.

We start with an example, after which we explain how IM uses the parameters func-
tions of the IM framework: cut detection, log splitting, base cases and fall throughs
in Section 6.1.2. The section is finished with a summary of these four functions (Sec-
tion 6.1.2) and a discussion of the guarantees provided by IM (Section 6.1.3).

6.1.1 Example
We revisit the example given in Section 4.1.3, considering the event log

L67 � rxa, b, c, d, ey, xa, d, b, ey, xa, e, by, xa, c, by, xa, b, d, e, cys

Following the steps of the IM framework, IM first considers a base case, however
as L67 contains multiple activities, the baseCaseIM function does not detect a base
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a
b

c

d

e

(a) � of L67.

b

c

d

e

(b) � of L69.

c

d

e

(c) � of L71.

Figure 6.1: Directly follows graphs of logs used in the recursion. The dashed
red curves denote cuts.

case in L67. Second, cut detection is attempted, for which IM considers the directly
follows graph abstraction, which is shown in Figure 6.1a. In the cut detection, IM
looks for the footprints as defined in Definition 5.9, e.g. for L67, the sequence cut c1 �
pÑ, tau, tb, c, d, euq is present, as all edges cross this line in one direction (hence, the
sequence). Third, using this cut, the log is split accordingly, e.g. splitLogIMpL67, c1q
splits the log in sublogs L68 and L69 as follows:

L68 � rxay
5s

L69 � rxb, c, d, ey, xd, b, ey, xe, by, xc, by, xb, d, e, cys

Fourth, IM records the choice and recurses, i.e. IMpL67q � ÑpIMpL68q, IMpL69qq.
We first consider the recursive step on L68. As L68 consists of a single activity (a),

baseCaseIMpL68q returns a base case, being the process tree a:

baseCaseIMpL68q � a

On L69, no base case applies as it contains multiple activities, and thus cut detection
is applied to its directly follows graph, which is shown in Figure 6.1b. In this graph, the
concurrent cut p^, tbu, tc, d, euq is present, as all edges that could cross the dashed red
line in Figure 6.1b are present. Using this cut, the log is split: splitLogIMpL69, c3q �
L70, L71 with

L70 � rxby
5s

L71 � rxc, d, ey, xd, ey, xey, xcy, xd, e, cys

The choice recorded is IMpL69q � ^pIMpL70q, IMpL71qq.
Log L70 contains a single activity and is again a base case, i.e. IMpL70q � b.
Log L71 does not contain a base case, and a cut cannot be found as its directly follows

graph, shown in Figure 6.1c, does not contain a footprint of any of the four operators �,
Ñ, ^ or 	. Therefore, IM applies a fall through. The fall-through function must return
a process tree, and fallThroughIM has several options; IM aims to get a perfect fitness
and an as high as possible log precision, thus all fall throughs preserve fitness, but the
most precise one is chosen: we will discuss this in more detail in Section 6.1.2. For L71,
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6.1 Inductive Miner (IM)

fallThroughIM takes activity d out, puts it concurrent and splits the event log, i.e.
IMpL71q � ^pIMpL72q, IMpL73qq, with

L72 � rxd
3y, ε2s

L73 � rxc, ey, xey
2, xcy, xe, cys

On L73, no base case applies, however the cut p^, tcu, teuq is detected, and the log is
split into L74 and L75:

L74 � rxcy
3, ε2s

L75 � rxey
4, εs

The log L74 contains only a single activity. However, it contains an empty trace ε
as well, which cannot be ignored as IM aims to preserve fitness. Therefore, no base
case or cut detection applies, and a fall through is chosen. This fall through denotes the
possibility of skipping explicitly by discovering a model �pτ, IMpL76qq and continuing
the recursion on a log L76 from which the empty traces have been removed:

L76 � rxcy
3s

Log L76 contains a base case, thus IMpL76q � c. Similarly, for log L72 the model
�pτ, dq, and for L75 the model �pτ, eq is discovered. Combining all intermediate steps,
IM will discover the process tree T � Ñ

^

^

^

�

eτ

�

cτ

�

dτ

b

a

, which is optionally reduced to

Ñ

^

�

eτ

d�

cτ

b

a

using the reduction rules of Definition 5.1.

In the remainder of this section, we first introduce the algorithm formally, after which
we discuss its guarantees.

6.1.2 Inductive Miner (IM)

In this section, we formally introduce IM: for each of the four parameter functions of the
IM framework, we describe how they are implemented by IM. Furthermore, for each of
these parameter functions, we show whether local fitness and log-precision preservation
holds. We start with cut detection, after which we discuss log splitting, base cases and
fall throughs.
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6.1 Inductive Miner (IM)

Cut Detection

The IM searches for several cuts using the cut footprints discussed in Section 5.2.2: it
attempts to find cuts in the order �, Ñ, ^ and 	. As soon as a non-trivial cut is
encountered, that cut is returned by the findCutIM function. We first give the pseudo
code of these cuts, after which we prove their correctness and discuss their guarantees.
We will prove correctness for event logs without empty traces, this assumption will be
satisfied by the fall through emptyTraces.

In Definition 4.1, we defined local fitness and log-precision preservation on com-
binations of cut finders and log splitters. Therefore, we will discuss local fitness and
log-precision preservation after introducing the log splitters. However, some cut finders
already disable local log-precision preservation, irrespective of the used log splitter, so
these are discussed here.

The cut detection algorithms construct a partition of the alphabet of the event log:
they start with the largest partition, i.e. each activity has its own set, and the algorithms
repeatedly merge sets until the requirements of the particular operator footprint are
met. In case the event log does not contain a footprint, then all activities will be merged
and the partition will consist of a single set. The final findCutIM function applies the
following footprint detection functions, until one finds a cut with a partition consisting
of multiple sets.

Exclusive Choice. To detect an exclusive choice cut, perform the following steps:
function xorCut(�)

Σ1 . . .Σk Ð nodes of connected components of �
return p�,Σ1 . . .Σkq

end function
We prove that xorCut coincides with Definition 5.9:

Lemma 6.1 (xorCut returns �-cuts). For any log L such that ε R L, xorCutp�pLqq
returning a cut corresponds to L containing a maximal �-cut according to Definition 5.9.

Proof. By construction of connected components, no connections exist between the parts
corresponding to the cut’s activity partition, which coincides with Requirement �.1.

Sequence. To detect a sequence cut, perform the following steps:
function sequenceCut(�)

P Ð ttau|a P Σp�qu
for all a, b P Σp�q do

if a��b^ b��a then � merge pairwise reachable nodes
let a P Px and b P Py, then P Ð P ztPx, Pyu Y tPx Y Pyu

end if
if a ���b^ b ���a then � merge pairwise unreachable nodes

let a P Px and b P Py, then P Ð P ztPx, Pyu Y tPx Y Pyu
end if

end for
sort P1 . . . Pk on reachability, i.e. Pi   Pj ô @aPPi,bPPj a��b
return pÑ, P1 . . . Pkq

end function
We prove that sequenceCut coincides with Definition 5.9.
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6.1 Inductive Miner (IM)

L77 � rxa, c, dy, xb, c, eys

a
b

c
d

e

Figure 6.2: A log and its directly follows graph.

Lemma 6.2 (sequenceCut returns Ñ-cuts). For any log L such that ε R L, it holds
that if sequenceCutp�pLqq returns a cut, then this cut corresponds a maximal Ñ-cut
in L according to Definition 5.9.

Proof. For each pair of activities a and b from different Pi and Pj , RequirementÑ.1 states
that a��b �ô b��a. This corresponds to the two commented checks in sequenceCut,
i.e. the two cases of merging sets of activities when this condition does not hold.

The sequenceCut function can be locally fitness preserving (with a proper log split-
ting function), but not locally log-precision preserving, as for some event logs, extra be-
haviour might be introduced. For instance, consider the event log in Figure 6.2. This log
contains a so-called long-distance dependency , i.e. the choice between d and e depends on
the choice between a and b. For this log L77, the function sequenceCut(�pLq) returns
the cut c � pÑ, ta, bu, tcu, td, euq. (Eventually, the process treeÑp�pa, bq, c,�pd, eqq will
be discovered.) However, the long-distance dependency is not captured by this cut, thus
precision is not preserved locally, e.g. xa, c, ey will be part of the discovered model, while
it is not present in L77. A solution to this problem would be to only report a Ñ-cut
after verifying that choosing this cut will not introduce new behaviour. For efficiency
considerations, we did not include such a step in the IM algorithm.

Concurrency. To detect a concurrent cut, perform the following steps:
function concurrentCut(�, üü)

P Ð ttau|a P Σp�qu
� merge not-fully connected sets

for all a, b P Σp�q, a � b do
if a �� b_ b �� a then

let a P Px and b P Py, then P Ð P ztPx, Pyu Y tPx Y Pyu
else if a üüb_ b üüa then

let a P Px and b P Py, then P Ð P ztPx, Pyu Y tPx Y Pyu
end if

end for
� merge sets without start or end activities

for all C P P do
if C X Startp�q � H_ C X Endp�q � H then

merge C with an arbitrary other set in P
end if

end for
return p^, P q

end function
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6.1 Inductive Miner (IM)

We prove that concurrentCut coincides with definitions 5.9 and 5.29.

Lemma 6.3 (concurrentCut returns ^-cuts). For any log L such that ε R L,
concurrentCutp�pLq, üüpLqq returns a cut p^,Σ1, . . .Σnq according to definitions 5.9
and 5.29.

Proof. The second for-loop of concurrentCut coincides with Requirement ^.1; the
first if in the first for-loop coincides with Requirement ^.2; and the second if coincides
with Requirement ^Ø.1.

For local log-precision preservation, an argument similar to sequenceCut holds, i.e.
as the directly follows graph cannot capture the full behaviour of loops, an extension is
necessary to preserve log precision locally.

Loop. To detect a loop cut, perform the following steps:
function loopCut(�)

P1 Ð Startp�q Y Endp�q � Requirement 	.1

� Requirement 	.3
P2 . . . Pn Ð maximal partition of Σp�qzP1 such that @2¤i j¤n,aPPi,bPPj a �� b

P Ð P1 . . . Pn
� exclude sets that are connected from a start activity

for all a P Startp�qzEndp�q do
for all b such that a� b do

let b P Py, then P Ð P ztP1, Pyu Y tP1 Y Pyu
end for

end for

� exclude sets that are connected to an end activity
for all b P Endp�qz Startp�q do

for all a such that a� b do
let a P Px, then P Ð P ztPx, P1u Y tPx Y P1u

end for
end for

� sets should have all connections (Requirement 	.4)
for all 2 ¤ i ¤ n, a P Pi do

if DbPStartp�q a� b^ @bPStartp�q a� b then
let a P Px, then P Ð P ztPx, P1u Y tPx Y P1u

end if
if DbPEndp�q b� a^ @bPEndp�q b� a then

let a P Px, then P Ð P ztPx, P1u Y tPx Y P1u
end if

end for
return p	, P1, . . . Pnq

end function
We prove that loopCut coincides with Definition 5.9.

Lemma 6.4 (loopCut returns 	-cuts). For any log L such that ε R L, loopCutp�pLqq
returning a cut corresponds to L containing a maximal 	-cut according to Definition 5.9.
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6.1 Inductive Miner (IM)

Proof. Requirements 	.1, 	.3 and 	.4 coincide with the parts denoted in the pseudocode.
Requirement 	.2 coincides with the two remaining for-loops. Thus, the remaining non-
first sets P2 . . . Pn are the redo parts.

Local fitness preservation will be discussed in combination with the log-splitting func-
tions in the next section. Local log-precision preservation is not possible for loops, as
discussed in Section 4.1.4.

Local Log-Precision Preservation. The log-precision discussions of the functions
sequenceCut and concurrentCut show the limitations of using an abstraction: a
directly follows graph does not contain as much information as an event log, thus the
directly follows based cut detection techniques cannot guarantee to not introduce extra
behaviour. However, the IM framework is not limited to directly follows based techniques:
one could easily define cut detection techniques that use the entire log and, as discussed
before, preserve log precision locally. The only exception to this is the 	-operator that,
as discussed in Section 4.1.4, cannot guarantee to preserve log precision, as it describes
unbounded behaviour while the event log is always bounded.

Log Splitting

After finding a cut, the IM framework splits the log into several sub-logs, on which
recursion continues. The IM algorithm uses several log splitting functions. For each of
these log splitting functions, we give pseudocode, an example and we prove their local
guarantees.

Exclusive Choice. To split a log L according to an exclusive choice cut, IM puts
each trace in its respective sublog:
function xorSplit(L, p�,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq)
@i : Li Ð rt P L|@e P t : e P Σis
return L1, . . . , Ln

end function
For instance, the log L � rxa, by, xc, c, cys would be split using the cut p�, ta, bu, tcuq

into rxa, bys, rxc, c, cys. Due to the cut detection of xorCut, all cuts to which xorSplit
is applied adhere to Definition 5.9 and consequently, each trace contains events of at most
one Σ1¤i¤n.

Lemma 6.5 (xorCut & xorSplit are locally fitness preserving). Let L be a log and
c � p`,Σ1, . . .Σnq be a non-trivial exclusive choice cut (Definition 5.9). Then setpLq �
�LpxorSplitpL, cqq (see Definition 2.7).

Proof. Let L1, . . . , Ln be the result of xorSplitpL, cq, i.e. the split logs. By construction
of xorSplit and the fact that

�
i Σi � ΣpLq, every t P L is in at least one Li. Hence,

setpLq �
�
i Li and thus by semantics of �, setpLq � �LpxorSplitpL, cqq.

Lemma 6.6 (xorSplit is locally log-precision preserving). Let L be a log. Then
�LpxorSplitpL, cqq � setpLq for any cut c.

Proof. Let L1, . . . , Ln be the result of xorSplitpL, cq, i.e. the split logs. Pick a trace t in
any Li. By construction of xorSplit, t P L. Hence, �LpxorSplitpL, cqq � setpLq.
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6.1 Inductive Miner (IM)

Sequence. To split a log L according to a sequence cut, IM searches for the split
points in each trace:
function sequenceSplit(L, pÑ,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq)
@j : Lj Ð rtj |t1 � t2 � � � tn P L^ @i ¤ n^ Σprtisq � Σis
return L1, . . . , Ln

end function
For instance, the log L � rxa, b, cy, xb, a, cys would be split using the cut pÑ, ta, bu, tcuq

into rxa, by, xb, ays, rxcy2s. Similar to xorCut, all cuts to which sequenceSplit is applied
adhere to Definition 5.9.

Lemma 6.7 (sequenceCut & sequenceSplit are locally fitness preserving). Let L
be a log and c � pÑ,Σ1, . . .Σnq be a non-trivial sequence cut (Definition 5.9). Then
setpLq � ÑLpsequenceSplitpL, cqq (see Definition 2.8).

Proof. Let L1, . . . , Ln be the result of sequenceSplitpL, cq, i.e. the split logs. Pick a
trace t P L. Divide t � z1 � t1 � t2 � � � tn � z2 such that @i : Σprtisq � Σi and both z1

and z2 are as small as possible. For |t| � 0 and |t| � 1, z1 and z2 are trivially empty.
Towards contradiction, assume |t| ¡ 1 and z1 � ε _ z2 � ε. Then there must be two
activities ai and ai�1 somewhere in t with ai P Σk, ai�1 P Σl and k ¡ l. By definition
of GpLq, ai��ai�1 in L and therefore, by Definition 5.9, l ¤ k. Hence, both z1 and
z2 must be empty and t can be written as t1 � t2 � � � tn such that @i : Σpttiuq � Σi.
By construction of sequenceSplit and semantics of Ñ, t P ÑLpL1, . . . , Lnq and hence
setpLq � ÑLpsequenceSplitpL, cqq.

In Section 6.1.2, we showed that the sequenceCut is not locally log-precision pre-
serving. Therefore, neither the combination of sequenceCut and sequenceSplit is
locally log-precision preserving.

Concurrency. To split a log L according to a concurrent cut, IM divides events over
their corresponding subtraces:
function concurrentSplit(L, p^,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq)
@i : Li Ð rt|Σj |t P Ls
return L1, . . . , Ln

end function
For instance, the log L � rxa, b, cy, xa, c, by, xc, a, bys would be split using the cut

p^, ta, bu, tcuq into rxa, by3s, rxcy3s.

Lemma 6.8 (concurrentSplit is locally fitness preserving). Let L be a log. Then
setpLq � ^LpconcurrentSplitpL, cqq for any cut c.

Proof. Pick a trace t P L. By definition of concurrentSplit, each Li contains a ti,
being the projection of t to Σi. Obviously, for each t there is a corresponding trace in t1�
t2 . . . tn. Hence, setpLq � ^LpL1, . . . , Lnq and thus setpLq � ^LpconcurrentSplitpL, cqq.

Loop To split a log L according to a loop cut, IM starts a new trace whenever it
detects that execution left a Σi:
function loopSplit(L, p	,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq)
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L78 L79 L80

xa, by

xa, b, c, a, by

xa, b, c, a, b, c, a, by

xa, by

xa, by

xa, by

xa, by

xa, by

xa, by

xcy

xcy

xcy

Figure 6.3: Example of log splitting for a 	-cut.

@i : Li Ð rt2|t1 � t2 � t3 P L^

Σprt2sq � Σi ^

pt1 � ε_ pt1 � x� � � , a1y ^ a1 R Σiqq ^

pt3 � ε_ pt3 � xa3, � � � y ^ a3 R Σiqqs
return L1, . . . , Ln

end function

For instance, the log L78 � rxa, by, xa, b, c, a, by, xa, b, c, a, b, c, a, bys would be split
using the cut p	, ta, bu, tcuq into L79 � rxa, by6s and L80 � rxcy3s, as illustrated in
Figure 6.3.

Lemma 6.9 (loopSplit is locally fitness preserving). Let L be a log. Then setpLq �
	LploopSplitpL, cqq for any cut c.

Proof. Pick a trace t P L. Apply case distinction on whether t consists exclusively of
activities in Σ1:

Σprtsq � Σ1 By construction of loopSplit, L1 contains t.

Σprtsq � Σ1 By Definition 5.9, StartpLqYEndpLq � Σ1 and therefore there exist ti such
that t � t1 � t2 � � � t2m�1, such that @j : Σptt2j�1uq � Σ1. Definition 5.9 guarantees
that no t2m1 contains activities from two different Σi. Then, loopSplit puts all
t2m in some Li�1 intact and all L2m�1 in L1 intact.

By semantics of 	, t P 	LpL1, . . . , Lnq and hence setpLq � 	LpL1, . . . , Lnq.

Local Guarantees. Fitness and log-precision preservation are defined on combina-
tions of cut finders and log splitters (Definition 4.1). Table 6.1 summarises the local
guarantee lemmas and the descriptions in Section 6.1.2.
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6.1 Inductive Miner (IM)

Table 6.1: Local guarantees provided by the cut detection and log splitting
functions of IM.

locally fitness locally log precision
preserving preserving

xorCut & Split yes (Lemma 6.5) yes (Lemma 6.6)
sequenceCut & Split yes (Lemma 6.7) when extended
concurrentCut & Split yes (Lemma 6.8) when extended
loopCut & Split yes (Lemma 6.9) no (see Section 4.1.4)

Base Cases

The base cases for the IM algorithm provide an end to the recursion. IM implements
the baseCaseIM-function of the IM framework using several steps: it tries several base
cases and returns the first matching one. As the base cases are mutually exclusive, so
their order is irrelevant. We distinguish several cases:

• emptyLog applies when the log contains no traces, i.e. setpLq � H. The only
thing any discovery algorithm could do is return τ , i.e. the model consisting of an
empty step.

• singleActivity applies when the event log contains only traces with a single
activity, i.e. Σ � tau ^ @tPL |t| � 1 for some activity a. This activity a is returned
as a leaf.

All of these base cases obviously preserve both fitness and precision (Definition 4.1):

locally fitness locally log precision
preserving preserving

emptyLog yes yes
singleActivity yes yes

Fall Throughs

For some input event logs, no base case applies (if the log contains multiple activities)
and no cut applies (because e.g. the directly follows graph is not complete, the system is
not from Cb, the log contains empty traces, or the log contains deviating behaviour, . . . ).
However, IM should return a process tree under all circumstances, hence a fall through
needs to be selected. As a last resort a flower model can be returned, i.e. a model that
allows for any behaviour over a given set of activities. However, such a flower model
would have a bad precision. Therefore, we identified some patterns that could improve
precision over a flower model. The fall-through function of IM, fallThroughIM, applies
these patterns in order until one matches.

As this is the last resort for the IM framework, the final one, i.e. flowerModel,
always applies. We introduce each fall through and illustrate each of them using the
same log, to which no cut applies:

L81 � rxa, b, c, dy, xd, a, by, xa, d, cy, xb, c, dys
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6.1 Inductive Miner (IM)

• emptyTraces applies when the event log contains empty traces, i.e. if ε P L. To
preserve fitness, the empty traces are accounted for using �pτ, . . .q, and recursion
continues on a log without the empty traces, i.e. the model �pτ, IMpLztεuqq is
returned. (notice that emptyTraces does not apply to our example log L81).

• activityOncePerTrace applies when an activity a appears precisely once in
every trace of the log L. Then, this fall through discovers that activity a can be
put concurrent to L1, which is obtained by filtering a from L, i.e. ^pa, IMpL1qq. In
case this applies to multiple activities a, an arbitrary one is chosen.
For instance, in L81, d appears once in every trace. Thus, d is filtered out of L81

and a new event log L82 is obtained:

L81 � rxa, b, c, �dy, x�d, a, by, xa, �d, cy, xb, c, �dys

L82 � rxa, b, cy, xa, by, xa, cy, xb, cys

Then recursion continues on L82 and the tree ^pd, IMpL82qq is discovered.

• activityConcurrent leaves out an activity a from the log L and tries to find a
cut. If this succeeds, a is put concurrently to L1, which is obtained by filtering a
from L, and recursion continues on L1. In case this applies to multiple activities,
an arbitrary one is chosen.
For instance, in L81, activity d is filtered out and logs L83 and L84 are obtained:

L81 � rxa, b, c, dy, xd, a, by, xa, d, cy, xb, c, dys

L85 � rxdy
4s

L86 � rxa, b, cy, xa, by, xa, cy, xb, cys

This log contains the non-trivial cut pÑ, tau, tbu, tcuqq. Thus, the tree ^pIMpL85q,
IMpL88qq is discovered and recursion continues on L85 and L88.
The fall through activityConcurrent potentially leads to a lower log precision
than activityOncePerTrace: if activityConcurrent selects an activity (e.g.
a) that is executed multiple times in one of the traces (e.g. xa, b, ay), recursive calls
will put this activity in a loop (e.g. 	pa, τq) and thereby lower log precision. This
is a rather expensive fall through, as the event log is split repeatedly and after
each split cut finding is applied. Even though our implementation executes these
calls in parallel, we observed that in large event logs with lots of activities, this fall
through is the most time-consuming task of the IM algorithm. However, this fall
through is the last fall through that does not introduce unbounded behaviour (i.e.
loops), which would cause a lower log precision.

• strictTauLoop applies when looping behaviour is present. To verify this, each
trace of the log L is split on each occurrence of an end activity followed by a start
activity, and the result is stored in a log L1. If L1 has more traces than L, i.e.
at least one trace was split, a tau loop, i.e. 	pIMpL1q, τq, is discovered and the
recursion continues.
For instance, the start activities of L81 are ta, b, du, the end activities tb, c, du.
Therefore, L81 is split into L87:

L81 � rxa, b, c | dy, xd | a, by, xa, d, cy, xb, c, | dys

L88 � rxa, b, cy, xa, by, xa, d, cy, xb, cy, xdy
3s

and the model 	pIMpL88q, τq is discovered and recursion continues.
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6.1 Inductive Miner (IM)

• tauLoop applies when looping behaviour is present. To verify this, each trace of
the log L is split on every occurrence of a start activity, and the result is stored in
a log L1. If L1 has more traces than L, i.e. at least one trace was split, a tau loop,
i.e. 	pIMpL1q, τq, is discovered and the recursion continues.
For instance, the start activities of L81 are ta, b, du. Therefore, L81 is split into
L89 as follows:

L81 � rxa | b, c | dy, xd | a | by, xa | d, cy, xb, c, | dys

L89 � rxay
3, xb, cy, xdy3, xby, xd, cy, xb, cys

the model 	pIMpL89q, τq is discovered and recursion continues. Notice the dif-
ference between tauLoop and strictTauLoop: strictTauLoop leaves longer
subtraces in the log. This might preserve information in the event log and thus
potentially increase log precision.

• flowerModel applies to an event log without empty traces, i.e. ε R L. Given the
activities of the event log ΣpLq, it returns the model that allows for any behaviour
without ε: 	p�pa1, . . . anq, τq with a1 . . . an � ΣpLq.
For instance, given log L81 this fall through discovers the model 	p�pa, b, c, dq, τq.

We illustrated these fall throughs using a single example event log to illustrate the
loss of log precision that these fall throughs imply. The partial models that would be
returned for L81 are:

emptyTraces �pτ, . . .q1

activityOncePerTrace ^pd, . . .q

activityConcurrent ^p. . . , . . .q

strictTauLoop 	p. . . , τq
tauLoop 	p. . . , τq

flowerModel 	p�pa, b, c, dq, τq

The order in which the fall throughs are applied was chosen to preserve log precision
as much as possible: the last resort (flowerModel) allows for any behaviour except
the empty trace and therefore has almost the lowest precision possible, tauLoop and
strictTauLoop introduce a loop and remove a lot of information from the event log
but at least continue the recursion, activityConcurrent sacrifices log precision of one
activity (in our example: d) to continue the recursion normally on the other activities,
and activityOncePerTrace applies this to the special case that an activity appears
once in every trace.

For completeness, we describe two more fall throughs: the first is the traceModel
that locally preserves log precision: traceModel applies to any event log L, and returns
a trace model , i.e. the choice between sequences corresponding to all traces. For instance,
if L � rxa, by, xa, c, bys, then traceModel(L) � �pÑpa, bq,Ñpa, c, bqq. We chose to not
include this fall through in IM as a trace model has a poor generalisation and simplicity.
However, in case log precision should be preserved, a traceModel can be used to
guarantee this. Second is the flowerModelWithEpsilon, which applies to any event
log, even if it contains empty traces: given the activities of the event log ΣpLq, it returns
the model that allows for any behaviour, i.e. 	pτ, a1, . . . anq with a1 . . . an � ΣpLq. For
instance, given log L this fall through discovers the model 	pτ, a, b, c, dq.

1emptyTraces does not apply to L81, but has been included for the sake of completeness.
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6.1 Inductive Miner (IM)

Local Guarantees. The following table shows the preservation guarantees of these
fall throughs. Notice that activityOncePerTrace and activityConcurrent could
be extended to preserve log precision locally, similar to sequenceCut. However, this
would limit their applicability to cases in which all behaviour is present in the event log,
which would render them useless as in such cases, a cut will be detected and the fall
through will never be reached.

locally fitness locally log precision
preserving preserving

emptyTraces yes yes
activityOncePerTrace yes when extended
activityConcurrent yes when extended
strictTauLoop yes no
tauLoop yes no
flowerModel yes no
flowerModelWithEpsilon yes no
traceModel yes yes

Summary

To summarise, the Inductive Miner (IM) implements the functions of the IM framework
as follows. In these functions, strategies (i.e. base cases, cut detections, fall throughs)
are tried until one matches (if a strategy does not apply, it returns nothing (l). For
instance, in baseCaseIM, the variable bc holds the result of the base cases.
function baseCaseIM(L)

if ε R L then
bcÐ emptyLogpLq
if bc � l then bcÐ singleActivitypLq end if
if bc � l then return bc end if

end if
return l

end function
function findCutIM(L)

if ε R L then
p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð xorCutp�pLqq
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð sequenceCutp�pLqq end if
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð concurrentCutp�pLq, üüpLqq end if
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð loopCutp�pLqq end if
if k ¥ 2 then return p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq end if

end if
return l

end function
function splitLogIM(L, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq)

if ` � � then return xorSplitpL, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � Ñ then return sequenceSplitpL, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � ^ then return concurrentSplitpL, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � 	 then return loopSplitpL, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
end if

end function
function fallThroughIM(L)
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6.1 Inductive Miner (IM)

ftÐ emptyTracespLq
if ft � l then ftÐ activityOncePerTracepLq end if
if ft � l then ftÐ activityConcurrentpLq end if
if ft � l then ftÐ strictTauLooppLq end if
if ft � l then ftÐ tauLooppLq end if
if ft � l then return ft
else return flowerModelpLq
end if

end function
The run time of IM depends on the size of the event log L and on the size of the

alphabet ΣpLq. Three recursive paths are relevant for run time:

• baseCaseIM stops recursion, and has Op|L|q run time.

• findCutIM has a polynomial run time: Op|L|q to construct a directly follows
graph, and at most Op|ΣpLq|3q to compute reachability in sequenceCut. Second,
splitLogIM takes Op|L|q. Notice that this step decreases the size of the alphabet
by at least one.

• most fall throughs of fallThroughIM take at most Op|L|q, however activity-
Concurrent takes |ΣpLq| � |ΣpLq|3q, i.e. alphabet size times cut finding time.
Furthermore, four functions recurse: activityOnePerTrace and activityCon-
current, which reduce the size of the alphabet by one, and strictTauLoop and
tauLoop, which can never be applied twice consecutively.

Hence, the run time of IM is Op|L| � |ΣpLq|5q.
Besides the fall throughs mentioned in this section, other techniques that could be

included as fall throughs are: (1) trace clustering [31], i.e. clustering similar traces and
discovering an exclusive choice between these clusters (and continuing the recursion), (2)
hybrid approaches, for instance [109] that would mine a Declare model and treat this as
a process tree operator, and (3) other process tree discovery algorithms, for instance the
Evolutionary Tree Miner [36]. In the future, we would like to explore such options.

Future work 6.10: Explore other techniques as fall throughs.

6.1.3 Guarantees
In the previous sections, we introduced the basic IM algorithm, and showed how it
implements the IM framework. As a final step, we discuss the guarantees provided by
IM: soundness, perfect fitness and rediscoverability.

Soundness is guaranteed as IM implements the IM framework that returns process
trees, which are sound by construction.

In the previous section, we proved that all steps of IM are locally fitness preserving,
so by Corollary 4.2 we conclude that IM always returns a fitting model:

Corollary 6.11 (IM guarantees fitness). As all steps of IM are locally fitness preserving,
by Corollary 4.2 for any log L it holds that setpLq � LpIMpLqq.

Next, we show rediscoverability for IM, i.e. we show that if a system model S is of
class Cb, and a log L is given to IM that is fitting to S and has the same directly follows
graph, then IM will return a model that is language equivalent to S. Let LAIMpSq be the
log assumption function of IM, i.e. L P LAIMpSq � psetpLq � LpSq^�pSq ��pLqq. In
order to prove this, we perform three steps: we first show that the directly follows graph
survives log splitting, second we prove that IM is abstraction preserving, and third we
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6.1 Inductive Miner (IM)

a�L b

a�Li b

a�S b

a�Mi b

Figure 6.4: Proof strategy to prove that �pLiq ��pMiq (Lemma 6.12).

prove that IM only discovers trees of Cb. These three arguments provide rediscoverability
directly.

Lemma 6.12 (IM: log splitting preserves log assumptions). Let S � `pS1, . . . Snq with
S P Cb, let c � p`,Σ1, . . .Σmq be a cut conforming to S, let L1 . . . Lm � splitLogpL, cq
and let L P LAIMpSq. Then, there exist subtrees M1 . . .Mm such that �p`pM1, . . .Mmqq
��pSq and @1¤i¤m Li P LAIMpMiq.

Proof. We prove this lemma by constructing trees M1 . . .Mm corresponding to S1 . . . Sn
and showing that the log assumptions hold for these M1 . . .Mm, i.e. that the sublogs
returned by splitLogIM are fitting to their respective Mi and have the same directly
follows graph.

As c is conforming, each Σ1 . . .Σm is the conjunction of one or more ΣpSiq. Let each
M1 . . .Mm be the trees corresponding to the subtrees Si, combined with ` if necessary.
(for instance, if S � Ñpa, b, cq and c � pÑ, ta, bu, tcuq, then M1 � Ñpa, bq and M2 � c).

We prove the log assumptions LAIM for these sublogs, i.e. @1¤i¤m psetpLiq � LpMiq^
�pMiq ��pLiq by case distinction on `:

` � � Let i ¤ n and t P Li. By exclusiveChoiceSplit, t P L. Then, t P LpSq and by
semantics of �, t P LpMiq. Hence, setpLiq � LpMiq and ΣpLiq � ΣpMiq.
Left to prove: �pLiq ��pMiq, for which we follow a strategy shown in Figure 6.4.
As setpLiq � LpMiq, a�Li b ñ a�Mi b. Reversely, assume a�Mi b. By Defini-
tion 2.14, there is a t � x. . . a, b, . . .y P L. By exclusiveChoiceSplit, t P Li,
hence a�Li b ô a�Mi b. By similar arguments, @aPΣpMiq J�Mi a ô J�Li a
and @aPΣpMiq a�Mi K ô a�Li K. As S P Cb, ε R LpSq � L. Thus, neither
J�Mi K nor J�Li K. Hence, �pLiq ��pMiq.

` � Ñ Let i ¤ n and t P Li. By sequenceSplit, there must be a trace t1 �t �t2 P L, such
that Σptt1uq X ΣpMiq � H � Σptt2uq X ΣpMiq. As L P LAIMpSq, t1 � t � t2 P LpSq.
Then by semantics of Ñ, t must have been produced by Mi. Hence, setpLiq �
LpMiq.
Left to prove: �pLiq � �pMiq. As setpLiq � LpMiq, a�Li b ñ a�Mi b. Re-
versely, assume a�Mi b. Each ΣpMjq can be recognised as a cluster of of nodes in
�pSq. Consider an internal edge a�Mj b in this cluster. As L P LAIMpSq, there
exists a trace t � x. . . a, b, y P L. As sequenceSplit only splits t on the boundaries
of the cluster, Dx. . . a, b, . . .y P Li, so a�Li b ô a�Mi b. By arguments similar to
the � case, dfpLiq ��pMiq.

` � ^ Let i ¤ n and t P Li. By construction of concurrentSplit, there must be
a trace t1 P L such that t is a projection of t1. As L P LAIMpSq, t1 P LpSq. By
Requirement Cb.2, the activities of t1 in t can only be produced by Mi. Therefore,
Mi must have produced t1 and hence setpLiq � LpMiq.
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6.1 Inductive Miner (IM)

Left to prove: �pLiq ��pMiq, which holds by an argument similar to the ` � Ñ
case.

` � 	 Let i ¤ n and t P Li. Apply case distinction on whether i � 1:

i � 1 By loopSplit, there exists a trace t1 � t � t2 P L, such that t1 is either empty
or ends with an activity R ΣpM1q, and t2 is either empty or starts with an
activity R ΣpMiq.

i � 1 By loopSplit, there exists a trace t1 � xa1y � t � xa2y � t2 P L, such that
a1, a2 R ΣpMiq.

By Requirement Cb.2, the semantics of 	 and LAIMpSq, tmust have been produced
by Mi. Hence, setpLiq � LpMiq.
Left to prove: �pLiq ��pMiq, which holds by an argument similar to the ` � Ñ
case.

Hence, subtrees M1 . . .Mm exist such that �p`pM1, . . .Mmqq � �pSq and @1¤i¤m

Li P LAIMpMiq.

Next, we prove that IM is abstraction preserving.

Lemma 6.13 (IM is abstraction preserving). IM is abstraction preserving, i.e. the
combination of the class of process trees Cb, the directly follows abstraction �, the log
assumptions function L P LAIMpSq � psetpLq � LpSq^�pSq ��pLq, and the algorithm
IM implementing the IM framework with baseCaseIM, findCutIM, splitLogIM and
fallThroughIM, is abstraction preserving.

Proof. We discuss the requirements of Definition 4.8:

AP.1 An activity base case preserves the abstraction.
As L P LAIMpSq holds, setpLq � txayu. By code inspection, the base case single-
Activity applies, which returns a. Hence, �pbaseCaseIMpLqq ��paq.

AP.2 A τ base case preserves the abstraction.
As τ R Cb, this case cannot occur and the requirement holds.

AP.3 The base case parameter function preserves the abstraction.
If S � `pS1, . . . Snq, with S P Cb, then ΣpSq ¥ 2. As L P LAIMpSq holds, by code
inspection, no base case in baseCaseIM applies. Thus, if baseCaseIM applies,
then �pbaseCaseIMpLqq ��pSq.

AP.4 Every cut that is detected conforms to S.
As L P LAIMpSq, �pSq � �pLq. By Lemma 5.10, �pLq contains a cut c �
`pΣpS1q, . . .ΣpSnqq. By Corollary 5.14, no other footprint is present in �pLq.
By code inspection of findCutIM, this cut c is returned, hence findCutIMpLq
conforms to S (Definition 5.16).

AP.5 Log splitting preserves the log assumptions.
This requirement follows from Lemma 6.12.

AP.6 Fall throughs preserve the abstraction.
By the previous requirements and Lemma 5.10, for all systems S P Cb, either
baseCaseIM or findCutIM applies, i.e. fallThroughIM is never reached for
S P Cb. Therefore, this case cannot occur and the requirement holds.
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6.1 Inductive Miner (IM)

We show that IM is language-class preserving (Definition 4.10), i.e. that the discov-
ered model is of Cb:

Lemma 6.14 (IM is language-class preserving). For all systems S P Cb and logs L such
that L P LAIMpSq, it holds that IMpLq P Cb.

Proof. As discussed in the previous requirements, fallThroughIM is never executed.
We consider the requirements of Cb separately:

Cb.1 As shown for Requirement AP.2, no τ is returned in a base case for S P Cb.
Similarly, fallThroughIM is not reached, thus IM does not return τ leafs.

Cb.2 This requirement is guaranteed by the cuts discovered by findCutIM, which guar-
antee that all Σi are disjoint, and splitLogIM being fitting (Requirement AP.5.

Cb.3 As the fallThroughIM function is never reached if S P Cb, we limit ourselves to
the case in which a cut is detected and the log is split into sublogs L1 . . . Ln.
By the previous requirements, findCutIM only selects a 	 if S � `pS1, . . . Snq.
As S P Cb, StartpS1q X EndpS1q � H. By Requirement AP.5 and the log assump-
tions LAIM, StartpL1q X EndpL1q � H. By lemmas 6.13 and 4.9, �pIMpL1qq �
�pIMpS1qq, hence StartpIMpLqq X EndpIMpLqq � H.

Cb.4 By code inspection, IM never returns Ø.
Cb.5 By code inspection, IM never returns _.

Hence, IMpLq P Cb and thus IM is language-class preserving (Definition 4.10).

Then, by Theorem 4.11, IM guarantees rediscoverability for Cb:

Theorem 6.15 (IM rediscoverability). Let L be a log and S P Cb be a system such that
setpLq � LpSq ^�pLq ��pSq. Then, LpIMpLqq � LpSq.

To summarise, IM guarantees to return a fitting and sound model for all event logs.
Furthermore, if a system S is from Cb and a log L has a perfect fitness with respect to
S and has the same directly follows graph, then IM applies to L returns a model that is
language equivalent to S.

In Section 5.5, we showed that the minimum self-distance relation suffices to dis-
tinguish the larger class of process trees Cm (Corollary 5.34), if an LC-property exists
(Conjecture 5.32) that distinguishes of a particular class of process trees containing nested
	 and ^ operators. As shown in Section 5.5, the directly follows relation does not suffice
to distinguish all process trees of Cm, hence if an LC-property will be discovered in the
future, this property will have to be incorporated into the cut detection functions of IM
in order to guarantee rediscoverability for Cm. Notice that to incorporate this property,
the algorithm would need to be changed in a limited scope: only the loopCut function
would need to be changed, which shows the flexibility of the IM framework.

Using the functions described in this section, a log-precision-guaranteeing algorithm
can be constructed (using emptyLog, emptyTraces, singleActivity, xorCut, xor-
Split and traceModel, and when extended sequenceCut, sequenceSplit, concur-
rentCut, concurrentSplit, activityOncePerTrace and activityConcurrent).
The current functions would result in an algorithm with a limited scope, i.e. only support-
ing the �-operator, but it nevertheless shows that the IM framework is flexible enough
to support such guarantees. In future research, the mentioned extensions could be based
on other abstractions.

Future work 6.16: Research more elegant locally log-precision preserving IM frame-
work functions.
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6.2 Handling Deviating & Infrequent Behaviour

L90 � rxa, by25, xa, cy25, xd, by25,

xd, cy25, xa, b, a, cys

a b

cd

26

126
25

25

51

5150

50

Figure 6.5: A log and its directly follows graph.

6.2 Handling Deviating & Infrequent Behaviour

In the previous section, we introduced the basic IM algorithm that returns a fitting
model, and returns a model that is language equivalent to the system, if the event log
contains no deviations and is directly follows complete to the system. Deviating behaviour
is behaviour that appears in the event log but is not part of the system. Infrequent
behaviour is behaviour that is part of the system but does not happen or happens in just
a few cases in the event log. As described in Section 3.2.2, both deviating and infrequent
behaviour challenge discovery algorithms. In this section, we study the influence of
deviating and infrequent behaviour on directly follows graphs, process discovery and the
IM algorithm in Chapter 8. Next, we introduce a variant of IM to exclude such behaviour
from event logs in Section 6.2.1. Finally, we give an example in Section 6.2.3, and we
finish with a discussion of the guarantees provided by the new variant (Section 6.2.4).

6.2.1 Deviating & Infrequent Behaviour

Figure 6.5 contains an example of an event log in which each trace occurs 25 times, except
the last trace, which occurs once. Given this event log, IM returns Ñ

�

cτ

�

	

ττ�

ab

τ

�

dτ

,

which is fitting (Corollary 6.11), but is neither log precise nor simple. In case the use
case does not require perfect fitness, an obviously better model is achievable: Ñ

�

cb

�

da

.

This model would fit 100 of the 101 traces, and be perfectly precise, as each trace of the
model appears in the event log as well.

IM fails to discover the more log-precise second model as the first cut should be
pÑ, ta, du, tb, cuq, which is not a valid sequence cut in the directly follows graph of L90

(edge b� a prevents it). In general, if the behaviour of the event log does not fit the
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6.2 Handling Deviating & Infrequent Behaviour

a b c

d e f

(a) � of L91.

� a b c d e f
a 28 13 10 3
b 2 27 6 11 7
c 2 10 10
d 20 9 2 19
e 6 9 5 30
f 3 8 17

(b) Weights of �pL91q.

Figure 6.6: The directly follows graph and edge weights of log L91.

representational bias of the discovery algorithm well, then leaving out behaviour might
help to improve the balance between fitness and log precision.

As the system is unknown to the algorithm, deviating behaviour is not always distin-
guishable from infrequent behaviour, algorithms enjoy the freedom to classify behaviour
as deviating (and filter it) if it does not fit nicely in the model class the algorithm consid-
ers, or if it does not lead to “nice” models. It might even be necessary to include deviating
or infrequent behaviour to discover an elegant model: due to concurrency, trace might
appear few times in the log as well. For instance, consider the process tree ^

Ñ

fed

Ñ

cba

,

consisting of two concurrent branches, and having a language of 20 different traces. Fur-
thermore, consider the following event log of 50 correct traces (randomly generated) and
two deviating traces (the trace xa, b, a, b, a, b, cy that occurs twice):

L91 � rxd, a, b, c, e, fy
5, xa, b, d, e, f, cy4, xd, a, e, b, c, fy4, xa, d, b, c, e, fy3,

xa, d, b, e, f, cy3, xa, d, b, e, c, fy3, xd, a, e, b, f, cy3, xd, a, e, f, b, cy3,

xd, a, b, e, f, cy3, xd, e, f, a, b, cy3, xd, e, a, f, b, cy3, xa, b, c, d, e, fy2,

xd, e, a, b, f, cy2, xa, b, d, c, e, fy2, xd, a, b, e, c, fy2, xa, d, e, f, b, cy2,

xa, d, e, b, f, cy2, xd, e, a, b, c, fy, xa, b, a, b, a, b, cy2s

Figure 6.6 shows the corresponding directly follows graph (for readability reasons, fre-
quencies have been denoted in a separate table). The deviating edge b� a occurs twice,
which is not that often, as the correct edges, i.e. the edges corresponding to the process
tree, between a and f and between c and d occur only 2 or 3 times. Thus, deviating
behaviour might have a big impact, as it requires only a couple of deviating traces to
introduce an edge that is stronger than some ‘real’ edges.

Hence, deviation filtering involves a trade-off between removing unwanted behaviour
while keeping less-occurring wanted behaviour. We discuss several strategies, after which
we discuss our choice for IMf:

• Decide for each pair of activities what their most likely relation is, i.e. which of
the two possible edges between them is really present. This technique, presented
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6.2 Handling Deviating & Infrequent Behaviour

in [167], compares the frequencies of both edges and decides the relation between
activities based on a heuristic. This would work on both example logs L90 and
L91, but is vulnerable to parameter settings: if the event log is not balanced, this
method might remove correct edges as well.

• Filter the infrequent traces from the log before discovery, i.e. choose a threshold f
and remove all traces that occur less than f times. On L1, it would obviously be
easy to choose f : any value between 2 and 24 will remove the faulty trace. However,
on L2, there is no suitable f , as choosing it to be 1 or 2 will already remove valid
behaviour. This is due to the concurrency: on a model of n concurrent activities,
there are Opn!q different traces, which makes the expected frequency of edge cases
low.

• Filter the least-occurring edges from the directly follows graph, i.e. choose a thresh-
old f and remove all edges from the directly follows graph that do not occur more
than f times. On L90, this would easily remove the faulty directly follows edge.
On L91, this would remove the faulty edge, but it is clear that in larger examples,
deviations would overshadow concurrent behaviour. This method would perform
better than the previous method, as in a model of n concurrent activities, there
are at most Opn2q directly follows edges.

• Filter the locally least-occurring edges from the directly follows graph, i.e. choose
a threshold f such that 0 ¤ f ¤ 1, consider the outgoing edges of each activity,
and remove all outgoing edges that occur less than f times the occurrences of the
most-occurring outgoing edge. On L90, this would easily remove the faulty directly
follows edge. On L91, this would remove the faulty edge, but the method would
fail on larger examples. Nevertheless, this method would perform better than the
previous method, as with a model of n concurrent activities, there are at most
Opnq outgoing directly follows edges for each activity.

Many more deviation-filtering techniques could be applied, and different real-life event
logs might require different techniques. In the next section, we illustrate how IM can be
adapted by using the last of these deviation-filtering techniques. The modularity of the
IM framework allows for easy implementation of other techniques.

Future work 6.17: Consider other deviation-filtering techniques to distinguish concur-
rency and deviating/infrequent behaviour.

6.2.2 Inductive Miner - infrequent (IMf)
To handle deviating and infrequent behaviour, we introduce a second algorithm: In-
ductive Miner - infrequent (IMf). IMf applies filtering to all four steps of the IM
framework, using a deviation-threshold parameter f . In this section, we discuss how
IMf implements the IM framework by giving its cut detection, log splitting, base cases
and fall through parameter functions.

Cut Detection

To guarantee rediscoverability, in each recursion, IMf first applies the cut-detection
functions of IM. If these do not succeed, the directly follows graph is filtered, after which
cut detection is applied again. We first formalise the deviations filtering step, after which
we give an example of a filtering cut detection function. The other filtering cut detection
functions are similar. A user-chosen deviation threshold parameter f is assumed to be
available.
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6.2 Handling Deviating & Infrequent Behaviour

function filter(�)
copy � into �1

for a P ΣpLq Y tJu, b P ΣpLq Y tKu such that a� b do
if |a� b|   f �maxcPΣp�qYK |a� c| in L then
�1 Ð�1 z all pa, bq

end if
end for
return �1

end function
function xorCutFiltering(�)

return xorCutpfilterp�qq
end function
function sequenceCutFiltering(�)

return sequenceCutpfilterp�qq
end function
function concurrentCutFiltering(�, üü)

return concurrentCutpfilterp�q, üüq
end function
function loopCutFiltering(�)

return loopCutpfilterp�qq
end function

Log Splitting

As the cut detection functions of IMf might return cuts that do not adhere to the
footprints of Lemma 5.10, log splitting must be robust to deviating behaviour. A strategy
could be to simply ignore the deviating behaviour and making sure that log splitting is
not influenced. However, deviations might accumulate over recursions and influence
discovery in later recursions of the IM framework. Therefore, the log splitting functions
defined below filter deviating events whenever they are detected. As a consequence, in
absence of deviating events, these log splitting functions perform the same split as the
log splitting functions of IM, i.e. the filtering log splitting functions of IMf could be
used for IM as well. We describe the log splitting functions of IMf.

Exclusive Choice. To split a log L according to an exclusive choice cut, IMf needs
to put each trace in one sublog; all events not from the Σi belonging to that sublog are
decided to be deviating. To choose a sublog for a trace, IMf selects the Σi with the most
events in the trace, which minimises the number of deviating events.
function xorSplitFiltering(L, p�,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq)

L1 . . . Ln Ð r s . . . r s
for t P L do

iÐ the Σi with the most events in t
t1 Ð t|Σi

Li Ð Li Z rt
1s

end for
return L1, . . . , Ln

end function
For instance, the log L � rxa, by, xc, c, cy, xa, b, cys would be split using the cut p�,

ta, bu, tcuq into rxa, by2s and rxc, c, cys.
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6.2 Handling Deviating & Infrequent Behaviour

Notice that as a side effect, xorSplitFiltering might return empty sublogs. These
sublogs will be recursed on and they will be handled by the emptyLog base case. For
instance, when the log rxa, b, bys is split using the cut p�, tau, tbuq, the sublog for tau will
be empty, while the sublog for tbu contains the trace xb, by.

Obviously, in case of a cut according the footprint of Lemma 5.10, no events are
filtered. Therefore, Lemma 6.5 holds as well, assuming that a valid cut is provided.

Sequence. To split a log L according to a sequence cut, IMf aims to minimise the
number of events that are classified as deviations. Let a split point (sequence split) be the
point in a trace where execution changed branches, e.g. for the cut pÑ, tau, tbuq and trace
xa, by, the split point would be in between a and b, denoted with xa|by. All events that
are on the wrong side of the split point according to the cut are classified as deviations.
For instance, given the cut pÑ, tau, tbuq, the trace xa, b, a, a, by could have several split
points (the deviations have been striked out):

x| �a, b, �a, �a, by

xa | b, �a, �a, by

xa,� b| �a, �a, by

xa,� b, a | �a, by

xa,� b, a, a | by

xa,� b, a, a,� b| y

The last split point is optimal, as it introduces the least number of deviations. The
function sequenceSplitFiltering first decides the split points in each trace, which it
does iteratively. Second, all deviating events are removed.
function sequenceSplitFiltering(L, pÑ,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq)

L1 . . . Ln Ð r s . . . r s
for 1 ¤ i ¤ n do

splitPointÐ 0
for t P L do

newSplitPointÐ findSplitPointpt,Σi, splitPoint,Y1¤j iΣjq
t1 Ð trsplitPoint, newSplitPointq|Σi

Li Ð Li Z rt
1s

splitPointÐ newSplitPoint
end for

end for
return L1, . . . , Ln

end function
in which tra, bq denotes the subtrace of t starting at position a up to (exclusive) position
b.

The main problem of the log splitting is to find the split point in the trace, such
that splitting the trace on that point introduces the least number of deviations. This
algorithm searches for the optimal split point in trace t where the set of activities Σ
begins its subtrace. The algorithm walks over t once and keeps track of the cost (or
gain) that is involved with including each event in the final subtrace. To limit the search
space, the algorithm ignores the part of the trace before position start and all activities
in ignore.
function findSplitPoint(t,Σ, start, ignore)

leastCostÐ start
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6.2 Handling Deviating & Infrequent Behaviour

positionWithLeastCostÐ start
costÐ 0
for iÐ start . . . |t| do

if tris P Σ then costÐ cost� 1
else if tris R ignore then costÐ cost� 1
end if
if cost   leastCost then

leastCostÐ cost
positionWithLeastCostÐ i

end if
end for
return positionWithLeastCost

end function
For instance, the log rxa, b, cy, xb, a, cy, xc, a, b, cys would be split using the cut pÑ,

ta, bu, tcuq into rxa, by2, xb, ays, rxcy3s, i.e. the first c in the third trace is classified as
deviating and removed.

Notice that as a side effect, sequenceSplitFiltering might return sublogs with
empty traces. For instance, when the trace xb, b, ay is split using the cut pÑ, tau, tbuq,
the sublog for tau contains the empty trace, while the sublog for tbu contains the trace
xb, by.

In case the given cut corresponds to a footprint of Lemma 5.10, the log splitting
points returned by findSplitPoint correspond to the switch from Σi to Σi�1 and the
log split corresponds to the regular non-filtering sequence split. Therefore, if such a cut
is provided, Lemma 6.7 holds as well.

Concurrency. In the IM framework, a log splitting function has no knowledge at all
about the subtrees that will be discovered later, i.e. the cut and the log are the only
information available. A concurrent operator combines the languages of its subtrees in
a nonrestrictive way, i.e. all behaviour of all subtrees can be present in any interleaved
way. As the concurrent operator does not restrict behaviour, at log splitting using a
concurrent cut no behaviour could be considered deviating. Therefore, IMf uses the
concurrentSplit function of IM and no changes are necessary.

Loop. In the IM framework, a log splitting function is assumed to have no knowledge
about the subtrees. Therefore, few deviations can be detected while splitting a log using
a loop cut. For instance, consider the cut p	, tau, tbuq, the trace t � xa, b, a, a, b, ay
and the model 	

ba

. Trace t does not fit the model: the two consecutive a’s are not

supported by the model. In the IM framework, the log splitting function is assumed to
have no knowledge about subtrees, thus cannot determine that the two consecutive a’s
are deviating.

The only deviations that can be detected using log splitting with a loop cut is if a
trace starts or ends with an activity from the body of the loop. For instance, consider
the system 	

ba

, the cut p	, tau, tbuq and the trace xa, by, which does not fit the model.

In this case, log splitting can detect the deviation, as the trace ends with the non-body
activity b. To handle these deviations, we decided to “repair” the log by inserting an
empty trace in the sublog for a, i.e. in our example we discover the sublogs L1 � rxay, εs
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6.2 Handling Deviating & Infrequent Behaviour

and L2 � rxbys. In a subsequent recursion on L1, the fall through emptyTraces, which
will be introduced later on in this section, will decide whether this empty trace occurs
frequent enough to be included in the model.

We introduce the filtering log splitting function for loop cuts loopSplitFiltering:
function loopSplitFiltering(L, p	,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq)
@1¤i¤n Li Ð r s
for t P L do

S Ð Σ1

stÐ ε
for a P t do

if a P S then
stÐ xay � st

else
Lj Ð Lj Z rsts with Σj � S
stÐ ε
S Ð Σi such that a P Σi

end if
end for
Lj Ð Lj Z rsts with Σj � S
if S � Σ1 then L1 Ð L1 Z rεs end if

end for
end function

Base Cases

In the base cases, infrequent behaviour can be detected and accounted for as follows:

• in emptyLog, no filtering can be applied, thus we reuse this base case of IM.

• singleActivityFiltering applies when the event log contains a single activity,
i.e. ΣpLq � tau for some activity a. Then, the event log might contain empty traces,
traces with a single a or traces with multiple a’s. If the log contains “enough” traces
with a single a, we consider the base case a appropriate, which only produces traces
with a single a. Therefore, we assume a geometric distribution with parameter p,
which we estimate as pp � |L|{p||L|| � |L|q, in which |L| is the number of traces in
log L and ||L|| is the number of events in L. If the log contains only traces with
a single a, then pp � 0.5. If this pp is ‘close enough’ to 0.5, i.e. |pp � 0.5| ¤ f , the
activity a is returned as a leaf.

The new base case emptyTracesFiltering obviously does not preserve fitness, and
does not preserve log precision, as it applies to logs in which there is no trace with a
single event, thus it might introduce new behaviour.

locally fitness locally log precision
preserving preserving

emptyLog yes yes
singleActivityFiltering no no

Fall Throughs

All fall throughs of IM preserve all behaviour of the log, i.e. are locally fitness preserving,
thus also work in case of deviating behaviour, i.e. they preserve all deviating behaviour.
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6.2 Handling Deviating & Infrequent Behaviour

Thus, IMf mostly uses the same fall throughs as IM. However, the emptyTraces fall
through is sensitive to deviating and infrequent behaviour: a single empty trace in the
event log triggers the discovery of optionality, even if all other traces occur thousands of
times. Therefore, the emptyTracesFiltering fall through applies when the event log
contains empty traces, i.e. ε P L. If the event log contains “enough” empty traces, i.e.
|ε P L| ¥ |L| � f , the model �pτ, IMfpLzMptεuqqq is returned and recursion continues
on a log without the empty traces. Otherwise, the empty traces are filtered out and
recursion continues, i.e. IMfpLzMptεuqq.

The new fall through does not preserve fitness, as in the second case the empty traces
are simply removed.

locally fitness locally log precision
preserving preserving

emptyTracesFiltering no yes

Summary

To summarise, the Inductive Miner - infrequent (IMf) implements the functions of the
IM framework as follows, using a user-chooseable deviation-threshold-filtering parameter
f :
function baseCaseIMf(L)

if ε R L then
bcÐ emptyLogpLq
if bc � l then bcÐ singleActivityFilteringpLq end if
return bc

end if
return l

end function
Notice that findCutIMf first calls findCutIM to, as we will show in Theorem 6.18.

function findCutIMf(L)
if ε R L then
p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð findCutIMp�pLqq
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð xorCutFilteringp�pLqq end if
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð sequenceCutFilteringp�pLqq end if
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð concurrentCutFilteringp�pLqq end if
if k ¤ 1 then

return loopCutFilteringp�pLqq
else

return p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq
end if

end if
return l

end function
function splitLogIMf(L, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq)

if ` � � then return xorSplitFilteringpL, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � Ñ then return

sequenceSplitFilteringpL, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � ^ then return concurrentSplitpL, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � 	 then return loopSplitFilteringpL, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
end if
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6.2 Handling Deviating & Infrequent Behaviour

end function
function fallThroughIMf(L)

bcÐ emptyTracesFilteringpLq
if bc � l then return bc
else return fallThroughIMpLq
end if

end function

The run time of IMf equals the run time of IM: Op|L| � |ΣpLq|4q.

6.2.3 Example

We revisit the example given in Section 4.1.3, using an event log in which all traces
happen 10 times, except for the last trace, which occurs once:

L92 � rxa, b, c, d, ey
10, xa, d, b, ey10, xa, e, by10, xa, c, by10, xa, b, d, e, cy10, xc, a, bys

Figure 6.7a shows the directly follows graph of L92. As a first step, IMf applies
findCutIM, which returns nothing. Second, the directly follows graph is filtered, here
using a threshold of 0.15. The result is shown in Figure 6.7b. In this filtered directly
follows graph, the sequence cut pÑ, tau, tb, c, d, euq is present.

Then, sequenceSplitFiltering splits the log in sublogs L93 and L94 (notice that
in the last trace, c is considered a deviation and is removed):

L93 � rxay
51s

L94 � rxb, c, d, ey
10, xd, b, ey10, xe, by10, xc, by10, xb, d, e, cy10, xbys

IMf records the choice and recurses, i.e. IMfpL92q � ÑpIMfpL93q, IMfpL94qq. We
first consider the recursive step on L93, for which baseCaseIMfpL93q returns a base case,
being the process tree a:

baseCaseIMpL93q � a
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Figure 6.7: Directly follows graphs of logs used in the recursion. The dashed
red curve does not denote a cut as of the red thick edge c� a. The non-dashed
red curves denote cuts.
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6.2 Handling Deviating & Infrequent Behaviour

Next, we give the computation steps taken and the results of the recursive calls:

IMfpL93q � a

baseCaseIMfpL94q � l

findCutIMfpL94q � c3 � p^, tbu, tc, d, euq (see Figure 6.7c)
splitLogIMfpL94, c3q � L95, L96

L95 � rxby
51s

L96 � rxc, d, ey
10, xd, ey10, xey10, xcy10, xd, e, cy10, εs

IMfpL94q � ^pIMfpL95q, IMfpL96qq

baseCaseIMfpL95q � b

IMfpL95q � b

baseCaseIMfpL96q � IMfpL97q (remove ε)

L97 � rxc, d, ey
10, xd, ey10, xey10, xcy10, xd, e, cy10s

IMfpL96q � IMfpL97q

findCutIMfpL97q � l (see Figure 6.7d)
fallThroughIMfpL97q � 	p�pc, d, eq, τq

IMfpL97q � 	p�pc, d, eq, τq

Combining all these intermediate steps, IMf will discover the process tree T � Ñ

^

	

τ�

edc

b

a

.

6.2.4 Guarantees

Filtering deviating behaviour excludes behaviour of the event log from the discovered
model, hence IMf does not guarantee fitness: Corollary 6.11 does not hold for IMf.

To preserve rediscoverability, IMf extends IM, i.e. before any filtering is applied
to cut detection, the cut detection functions of IM are applied (i.e. the second line in
findCutIMf calls findCutIM). Thus, in case the system model is of class Cb, the
deviation filtering is not reached, and therefore, lemmas 6.13 and 6.14 hold for IMf, and
hence by Theorem 4.11, IMf guarantees rediscoverability for Cb. Using the flexibility
of the IM framework, we inserted deviation filtering in several steps, without losing
rediscoverability.

Theorem 6.18 (IMf rediscoverability). Let L be a log and S P Cb be a system such
that setpLq � LpSq ^�pLq ��pSq. Then, LpIMfpLqq � LpSq.

Notice that result only holds in case the event log contains no infrequent or deviating
behaviour (setpLq � LpSq). This thesis introduces the rediscoverability framework of
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6.3 Handling Incomplete Behaviour

Theorem 4.11, which enables rediscoverability proofs using formal characterisations and
quantifications of deviating and infrequent behaviour, which remain future work:

Future work 6.19: Prove rediscoverability of IMf for logs with deviating and infrequent
behaviour.

In this section, we described several techniques to detect deviating and infrequent be-
haviour, and used one of these in IMf. However, many more deviation-filtering techniques
could be applied, and different real-life event logs might require different techniques.

Future work 6.20: Consider other deviation-filtering techniques to distinguish concur-
rency and deviating/infrequent behaviour.

IMf uses a user-specified threshold f to filter deviating and infrequent behaviour,
which is fixed for the entire application of IMf to a log. We chose to use a single f
for simplicity and to limit the number of interactions a user has with the algorithm,
however one could choose different thresholds for different cut detections, base cases, fall
throughs and recursions. Future work might reveal whether different thresholds may be
used sensibly.

In Chapter 8, we investigate the influence of deviating and infrequent behaviour on
rediscoverability, and evaluate how IMf handles such behaviour. In the next section,
we introduce an algorithm to handle the opposite of deviating and infrequent behaviour:
incomplete behaviour.

6.3 Handling Incomplete Behaviour

In Section 3.2, we identified three types of behaviour that challenge discovery techniques:
deviating behaviour, infrequent behaviour and incompleteness. In the previous section,
we showed how the IM framework can be used to handle deviating and infrequent be-
haviour. In this section, we address the last challenge: incompleteness, i.e. behaviour
that is part of the system but which is not present in the event log. We first discuss
incompleteness and its influence on directly follows graphs and process discovery in Sec-
tion 6.3.1. In Section 6.3.2, we introduce an algorithm that handles incompleteness, the
Inductive Miner - incompleteness (IMc). We give an example in Section 6.3.3, discuss
the guarantees it provides in Section 6.3.4 and discuss some of its implementation details
in Section 6.3.5.

6.3.1 Incomplete Behaviour
As discussed in Chapter 3, in process discovery it is assumed that an event log does not
contain all behaviour of the system, as it is infeasible or impossible that this assumption
holds for complex systems with, for instance, a high degree of concurrency or looping
behaviour. Furthermore, if one would assume that all behaviour is present in the event
log, then the event log could serve as a model and it is not necessary to discover a
model. Therefore, in process discovery, it is typically assumed that not all behaviour of
the system is present in the event log, i.e. that the event log is merely a sample of the
possible behaviour. In the previous sections, we used this assumption already. However,
in this section, we push the lower boundary of behaviour that needs to be present in the
event log to enable rediscovery.

Instead of assuming that the event log contains all behaviour, many discovery algo-
rithms assume a weaker notion of completeness to provide rediscoverability. For instance,
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f

(a) � of L99.
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f

(b) � of M98.

Figure 6.8: Directly follows graphs of L99 and M98. The dashed red line
denotes that the loop cut p	, ta, b, c, du, te, fuq is not present.

in the previous sections, we showed that IM and IMf provide rediscoverability, assum-
ing that the directly follows relation of the event log contains all relations of the directly
follows relation of the system. We refer to this property of log and system as the log
being directly follows complete to the system. In this section, we explore what happens
if the information in the event log does not suffice to obtain an equivalent directly fol-
lows graph: in the relation of the log, edges, start activities or end activities are missing
compared to the relation of the system.

For instance, consider the tree M98 � 	

Ñ

fe

^

Ñ

dc

Ñ

ba

and the following event log:

L99 � rxa, b, c, d, e, f, a, c, b, dy,

xa, c, d, b, e, f, a, b, c, dy,

xc, a, b, dy,

xc, a, d, by,

xc, d, a, bys

Figure 6.8 shows the directly follows graph of L99, in which the edge f� c of M98 is
missing in L99. Due to this missing edge, the cut p	, ta, b, c, du, te, fuq is not a cut
according to Lemma 5.2.2 and therefore IM will not rediscover M98, but will select a fall
through (activityConcurrent in this case).

In the next section, we introduce an algorithm to handle such incomplete behaviour.

6.3.2 Inductive Miner - incompleteness (IMc)
In the following, we explore a way to use information from incomplete logs that could help
to rediscover the original model. That is, introduce an algorithm that instead of selecting
a cut that perfectly matches a footprint of Lemma 5.2.2, searches for the cut that comes
closest, using the activity relations of Section 5.3. In the remainder of this section, we
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6.3 Handling Incomplete Behaviour

describe how this algorithm, Inductive Miner - incompleteness (IMc), implements the
IM framework: cut detection, log splitting, base cases and fall throughs.

Cut Detection

Cut detection in IMc changed completely compared to IM and IMf: instead of searching
for a cut that perfectly matches the footprints of Lemma 5.10, it selects the cut that comes
closest to a footprint, i.e. the most probable cut. To explain the steps necessary to select
the most probable cut, we reuse the example process treeM98 and log L99 of the previous
section, i.e M98 � 	

Ñ

fe

^

Ñ

dc

Ñ

ba

, from which the event log L99 was derived. The directly

follows graph of L99 was shown in Figure 6.8, and the edge f� c of M98 is missing in
L99. Without this edge, the footprint of cut p	, ta, b, c, du, te, fuq, which conforms to
M98, is not present as Requirement 	.4 does not hold for it. Furthermore, no other cut
is present.

To determine the probability that a cut would show up when more behaviour would
be added to the log, IMc uses the activity relations introduced in Section 5.3, which
express the type of relation of two activities: we identified the five relations �, Ñ, ^,
	i and 	s. Information in the log may allow us to conclude that a particular relation
between two activities cannot hold. For instance, in L99, 	ipf, cq has been observed,
i.e. a trace x. . . f . . . c . . .y and a trace x. . . c . . . f . . .y, hence observing more behaviour
will not allow us to conclude that e.g. Ñpf, cq holds, as x. . . c . . . f . . .y has already been
observed, which violatesÑpf, cq (we assume that the event log contains neither deviating
nor infrequent behaviour). These violations follow from the lattice recalled in Figure 6.9:
if the log contains information that a relation ` holds, then any weaker relation, i.e., not
reachable from ` in the lattice, cannot hold after seeing more traces: one can only move
up in the lattice when more behaviour is observed.

However, even when knowing that a weaker relation does not hold, stronger relations
than b might still hold. As we do not have precise information about which relations
hold, IMc uses an estimated probability that a relation holds instead of a binary choice:
for each of the activity relations `, we introduce a probabilistic version p`: for activities
a and b, p`pa, bq denotes an estimated probability that pa, bq are in a `-relation. These
probabilistic versions make it easier for techniques to handle incompleteness, e.g. instead
of a binary choice whether 	ipc, fq or 	spf, cq hold, we can compare the probabilities
p	ipa, bq and p	spa, bq to make this choice (notice that for	s, there should be a connection
f� c). The actual probabilities could be chosen in several ways; in our example, we chose
p	spc, fq to be 0.045.

These estimated probabilities are accumulated into a probabilities for cuts, and IMc
searches for and selects the cut with the highest accumulated probability. In L99, the cut
with the highest probability is p	, ta, b, c, du, te, fuq, and its probability is 0.72.

We first discuss how probabilities are estimated from the activity relations, second
we show how they are accumulated into probabilities for cuts, and third we show how
IMc performs the cut selection. We finish the section with an example, after which, in
the next section, we discuss log splitting, base cases and fall throughs.
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a� b b� a
a��b b��a

a� b b �� a
a��b b��a

a �� b b� a
a��b b��a

a� b b �� a
a��b b ���a

a �� b b �� a
a��b b��a

a �� b b� a
a ���b b��a

a �� b b �� a
a��b b ���a

a �� b b �� a
a ���b b��a

a �� b b �� a
a ���b b ���a

^pa, bq
^pb, aq

	spa, bq

Ñpa, bq

Ñpa, bq

	spb, aq

Ñpb, aq

Ñpb, aq

	ipa, bq
	ipb, aq

�pa, bq
�pb, aq

Figure 6.9: Activity relations; the arrows define a lattice.

Probabilistic Activity Relations. In this part, we describe how we estimate a
probability p`pa, bq for two activities a and b and an activity relation `. Our choice for
these p` is shown in Table 6.2, next we explain our rationale, after which we characterise
the conditions for other choices that lead to rediscoverability. In this table, if the relations
given in the first column hold, the table denotes the probability that each ` is the ‘true’
relation. Let M be a model and L a log of M . Then, using Figure 6.9, we distinguish
three cases and choose p`pa, bq as follows:

• if `pa, bq holds in L, it makes sense to choose p`pa, bq as the highest of all relations
for the pair pa, bq. The more frequent activities a and b occur in L, the more con-
fident we are that `pa, bq holds for M , and not some stronger relation. We choose
p`pa, bq as follows: let zpa, bq � |a|�|b|

2
denote the average number of occurrences

of a and b, then we define p`pa, bq � 1 � 1
zpa,bq�1

, yielding a number between 1
2

and 1.

• if some relation bpa, bq, holds in L from which `pa, bq is unreachable, then L
contains a violation to p`pa, bq, as we assumed L to be deviation-free and the
behavioural relations cannot cease to hold by adding observations. Therefore, we
choose p`pa, bq � 0.

• if some relation b1pa, bq holds in L from which `pa, bq can be reached, i.e. `pa, bq
could hold by adding more traces to L, we choose to divide the remaining 1

zpa,bq�1

evenly over all remaining entries, such that the probabilities for each pair pa, bq
sum up to 1.

In our example, in case of L99, we obtain p	ipa, eq � 0.82 and p	spc, fq � 0.045.
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Table 6.2: Our proposal for probabilistic activity relations for activities a and
b, with zpa, bq � p|a| � |b|q{2. Negations of relations are omitted from the first
column.

p�pa, bq pÑpa, bq pÑpb, aq p	i
pa, bq p	s

pa, bq p	s
pb, aq p^pa, bq

(nothing) 1� 1
z�1

1
6 �

1
z�1

1
6 �

1
z�1

1
6 �

1
z�1

1
6 �

1
z�1

1
6 �

1
z�1

1
6 �

1
z�1

a��b 0 1� 1
z�1 0 1

4 �
1

z�1
1
4 �

1
z�1

1
4 �

1
z�1

1
4 �

1
z�1

b��a 0 0 1� 1
z�1

1
4 �

1
z�1

1
4 �

1
z�1

1
4 �

1
z�1

1
4 �

1
z�1

a��b^ b��a 0 0 0 1� 1
z�1

1
3 �

1
z�1

1
3 �

1
z�1

1
3 �

1
z�1

a� b 0 1� 1
z�1 0 0 1

2 �
1

z�1 0 1
2 �

1
z�1

a� b^ b��a 0 0 0 0 1� 1
z�1 0 1

z�1

b� a 0 0 1� 1
z�1 0 0 1

2 �
1

z�1
1
2 �

1
z�1

b� a^ a��b 0 0 0 0 0 1� 1
z�1

1
z�1

a� b^ b� a 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

One could define Table 6.2 differently, as long as for each pair of activities pa, bq and
each relation `, a probability p`pa, bq is available, and as long as p`pa, bq ¥ 0.5 if `pa, bq
has been observed in the event log, and p`pa, bq   0.5 if `pa, bq has not been observed
in the event log yet. In Section 6.3.4, we will show that such a choice for p` leads to an
algorithm that provides rediscoverability.

Accumulated Probabilities. Given such activity relation probabilities, we com-
pute an accumulated probability for a cut. We first explain �, Ñ and ^, after which we
explain 	. Informally, for ` P t�,Ñ,^u, the accumulated probability p` is the average
p` over all pairs of activities that are partitioned:

Definition 6.21 (accumulated probability for �, Ñ and ^). Let c � p`,Σ1,Σ2q be a
cut, with ` P t�,Ñ,^u. Then p`pΣ1,Σ2q denotes the accumulated probability of c:

p`pΣ1,Σ2q �

°
aPΣ1,bPΣ2

p`pa, bq

|Σ1| � |Σ2|

For instance, in L99, the accumulated probability of the cut p^, tau, tb, c, d, e, fuq is
the average over p^pa, bq, p^pa, cq, p^pa, dq, p^pa, eq and p^pa, fq.

By Definition 6.21, a Ñ, �, or ^ cut requires all pairs of activities to be in the same
relation sufficiently often. For a loop cut, this is not sufficient, as all pairs with an activity
on both sides of the partition (all crossing pairs) in a loop are in a loop relation, i.e. 	s or
	i. The combination of both loop relations suffices to describe the probability whether
all activities are indeed in a loop, but on its own cannot distinguish the body of a loop
from its redo parts. For this, we have to explicitly pick the start and end activities of
the redo parts, such that a redo start activity follows a body end activity , and a redo end
activity is followed by a body start activity. This direct succession in a loop is expressed
in 	s. Next, we define the probability that c � p	,Σ1,Σ2q is a loop cut, given a set of
redo start activities S2 and a set of redo end activities E2. In the next section, we show
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6.3 Handling Incomplete Behaviour

how S2 and E2 could be chosen (one can always try all possibilities to find the possibility
with the highest probability).

Definition 6.22 (accumulated probability for 	). Let c � p	,Σ1,Σ2q be a cut, L be a
log, and S2E2 � Σ2 be sets of activities. We aggregate over three parts: start of a redo
part, end of a redo part and everything else:

redostart �
¸

pa,bqPEndpLq�S2

p	spa, bq

redoend �
¸

pa,bqPE2�StartpLq

p	spa, bq

indirect �
¸

aPΣ1,bPΣ2
pa,bqRpEndpLq�S2qYpE2�StartpLqq

p	ipa, bq

Then, p	pΣ1,Σ2, S2, E2q denotes the accumulated probability of c:

p	pΣ1,Σ2, S2, E2q �
redostart � redoend � indirect

|Σ1| � |Σ2|

In this definition, redostart and redoend capture the strength of S2 and E2 really being
the start and end of the redo parts; indirect captures the strength that all other pairs
of activities that cross Σ1, Σ2 are in a loop relation. For readability reasons, in the
following, we will omit the parameters S2 and E2.

For instance, in the example log L99 for the cut p	, ta, b, c, du, te, fuq, we assume
knowledge that S2 � teu and that E2 � tfu:

StartpLq � ta, cu

EndpLq � tb, du

S2 � teu

E2 � tfu

redostart � p	spb, eq � p	spd, eq

� 0.818� 0.818

� 1.636

redoend � p	spf, aq � p	spf, cq

� 0.818� 0.045

� 0.864

indirect � p	ipa, eq � p	ipb, fq � p	ipc, eq � p	ipd, fq

� 0.818� 0.818� 0.818� 0.818

� 3.273

p	pta, b, c, du, te, fu, S2, E2q � p1.636� 0.864� 3.273q{8

� 0.722

Performing the Cut Detection. To detect a cut, IMc uses the accumulated
estimates of definitions 6.21 and 6.22 to select the cut with the highest accumulated
probability over all cuts, for the operators�,Ñ, ^ and 	. To select a cut with highest p`,
our implementation uses an SMT solver: in Section 6.3.5, we will discuss the translation
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to an SMT problem in more detail. In case p` � 	, the SMT solver will choose S2 and
E2 as well.

As solving the SMT problem might take a long time, and to guarantee rediscover-
ability, in each recursion, IMc first applies the cut-detection functions of IM, before
attempting to find a cut with the method described.

Applied on our example log L99, IMc starts with the probabilistic activity relations:

� a b c d e f

a . 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

b 0.00 . 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

c 0.00 0.00 . 0.00 0.00 0.00

d 0.00 0.00 0.00 . 0.00 0.00

e 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . 0.00

f 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 .

Ñ a b c d e f

a . 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

b 0.00 . 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

c 0.00 0.00 . 0.00 0.00 0.00

d 0.00 0.00 0.00 . 0.00 0.00

e 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . 0.00

f 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 .

^ a b c d e f

a . 0.13 1.00 1.00 0.05 0.18

b 0.13 . 1.00 1.00 0.18 0.05

c 1.00 1.00 . 0.13 0.05 0.05

d 1.00 1.00 0.13 . 0.18 0.05

e 0.05 0.18 0.05 0.18 . 0.33

f 0.18 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.33 .

	s a b c d e f

a . 0.88 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00

b 0.00 . 0.00 0.00 0.82 0.05

c 0.00 0.00 . 0.88 0.05 0.05

d 0.00 0.00 0.00 . 0.82 0.05

e 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.00 . 0.67

f 0.82 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.00 .
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	i a b c d e f

a . 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.82 0.00

b 0.00 . 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.82

c 0.00 0.00 . 0.00 0.82 0.82

d 0.00 0.00 0.00 . 0.00 0.82

e 0.82 0.00 0.82 0.00 . 0.00

f 0.00 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.00 .

Second, IMc considers all possible cuts that can be made using the activities a, b, c,
d, e and f . We do not list all of them here, but instead provide some examples:

p	pta, b, c, du, te, fuq � 0.722

p�pta, bu, tc, d, e, fuq � 0

p^pta, b, cu, td, e, fuq � 0.299

pÑpta, bu, tc, d, e, fuq � 0

. . .

From all these cuts, the cut with the highest accumulated probability is selected, i.e. here
p	, ta, b, c, du, te, fuq. Thus, even though the directly follows graph (shown in Figure 6.8)
is not complete and does not contain any cut, IMc manages to select a cut according to
tree M98 that underlies the log L99 by choosing the most probable cut.

Local Guarantees. The aim of IMc is to handle event logs with incomplete in-
formation, i.e. to rediscover a system even though the event log is not directly follows
complete with respect to that system. Inherently, log precision is not preserved locally:
by the introduction of extra �-edges in the behaviour of the model, the model contains
more behaviour than the event log. Furthermore, IMc selects a cut by maximising the
accumulated cut probability, thus individual activity relations might be violated in the
final cut, hence local fitness cannot be guaranteed neither. Nevertheless, our evaluation
(Chapter 8) shows that IMc is more robust to incomplete behaviour than IM and other
algorithms.

Log Splitting

The cuts chosen by IMc are not guaranteed to be locally fitness preserving, i.e. in the
process choosing cuts and splitting logs, deviating behaviour might surface. Therefore,
IMc uses the filtering log splitting functions of IMf.

Base Cases

As the aim of IMc is to handle incompleteness, we choose to use the non-filtering base
cases of IM.

Fall Throughs

As IMc always discovers a cut, a fall through is only necessary if the event log consists
of a single activity, or if the event log contains empty traces ε. That is, emptyTraces
and flowerModel.
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Summary

To summarise, the Inductive Miner - incompleteness (IMc) implements the functions of
the IM framework as follows:
function baseCaseIMc(L)

return baseCaseIM

end function

function findCutIMc(L)
if ε R L then

return cut p`,Σ1,Σ2q of ΣpLq with highest p`pΣ1,Σ2q; ` P t�,Ñ,^,	u
end if

end function

function splitLogIMc(L, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq)
return splitLogIMf

end function

function fallThroughIMc(L)
ftÐ emptyTracespLq
if ft � l then return ft
else return flowerModelpLq
end if

end function
IM has a run time of Op|L| � |ΣpLq|4q, to which IMc adds an SMT step that is

exponential in the number of activities, which is executed at most |ΣpLq| times (once in
each recursive step). Op|L| � |ΣpLq|4 � |Σ| � |2ΣpLq|q.

6.3.3 Example

As an example, consider the log

L100 � rxc, d, e, f, d, e, f, d, ey, xb, a, d, ey, xa, b, d, e, f, d, ey, xc, gys

If IMc is applied to L100, it first searches for the most likely cut, which is pÑ, ta, b, cu,
td, e, f, guq, with a pÑ of about 0.64. The choice for Ñ is recorded, and L100 is split into

L101 � rxcy
2, xb, ay, xa, bys

L102 � rxd, e, f, d, e, f, d, ey, xd, ey, xd, e, f, d, ey, xgys

Then, IMc recurses on both these sublogs. Figure 6.10 shows the recursive steps that
are taken by IMc, which continues as IM. The final result is Ñ

�

g	

fÑ

ed

�

c^

ba

.
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)}d, e, f, g}{a, b, c{,→(

)}c{,}a, b{,×(

)}b{,}a{,∧(

)}g{,}d, e, f{,×(

)}f{,}d, e{,�(

)}e{,}d{,→(a b

c

d e

f

g

64.0

74.0

00.1

74.0

82.0

86.0

Figure 6.10: Example of IMc applied to a log. As a first step, the cut with
highest p` is pÑ, ta, b, cu, td, e, f, guq, with p` � 0.64. Then, IMc recurses as
shown.

6.3.4 Guarantees

We first discuss why IMc does not guarantee fitness, after which we show that IMc
provides rediscoverability.

Fitness

In contrast with IM, IMc does not guarantee fitness. IMc cannot guarantee fitness,
as a cut with the highest probability does not necessarily honour all observed activity
relations.

For instance, consider the process tree M103 � �

Ñ

�

lkjihg

f

Ñ

�

edcb

a

, and a log

L104 consisting of 1000 traces of M103 and an extra trace xe, ly. Figure 6.11 selects the
directly follows graph of L104. Using this directly follows graph, IMc discovers the cut
p�, ta, b, c, d, e, lu, tf, g, h, i, j, kuq. Then, splitting e.g. the trace xf, ly results in either the
f or l event to be excluded. Consequently, the resulting model �

Ñ

�

kjihgτ

f

Ñ

�

dcbÑ

�

lτ

e

�

aτ
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a

b

c

d
ef

g

h

i

j
k l

Figure 6.11: �pL104q. The red line denotes the cut that is selected by IMc.

does not fit L104.

Rediscoverability.

Similar to IMf, the fact that IMc as a first step applies IM cut detection, IMf log
splitting and IM base cases, already provides rediscoverability:

Theorem 6.23 (IMc rediscoverability). Take a system S P Cb and a log L such that
setpLq � LpSq and �pLq ��pSq. Then, LpIMcpLqq � LpSq.

However, in order to show that the new cut detection is consistent with IM, we prove
rediscoverability also for the IMc SMT-cut detection in isolation, i.e. let findCutIMc be
findCutIMc without the findCutIM step.

Then, in order to prove rediscoverability, we reuse the results of Lemma 6.13, which
shows that IM is abstraction preserving, and only need to prove Requirement AP.4,
which states that each cut returned by findCutIMc should conform to S. The following
lemma proves that Requirement AP.4 holds for IMc. This lemma makes an additional
assumption, i.e. that the activities of S appear in L at least a certain number of times.
Let leastpLq denote the number of times the least occurring activity occurs in a log L
(we will give a characterisation of a lower bound for leastpLq later).

Lemma 6.24 (IMc cut conformance). Let S P Cb be a reduced system. Then, there
exists a l P N such that for all logs L with setpLq � LpSq, �pLq ��pSq and leastpLq ¥ l,
and for which baseCaseIMcpLq does not apply, it holds that findCutIMcpLq conforms
to S (Definition 5.16).

We prove this lemma as follows: we first show that IMc selects the correct root
operator (Lemma 6.25), and second that IMc selects a partition corresponding to S
(Lemma 6.26).

In the first lemma, we prove that for each log for which least is sufficiently large,
IMc selects the correct root operator.

Lemma 6.25 (IMc selects the correct root operator). Assume a model S � `pS1, . . . , Snq
reduced according to Definition 5.1. Then there exists a l P N such that for all logs L
with setpLq � LpSq, �pLq ��pSq and leastpLq ¥ l, it holds that IMcpLq selects `.
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Proof. IMc selects binary cuts, while S can have an arbitrary number of children. With-
out loss of generality, assume that c � p`,Σ1, Σ2q is a binary cut conforming to S.
Let c1 � pb,Σ1

1,Σ
1
2q be an arbitrary cut of S, with b � `. We need to prove that

p`pΣ1,Σ2q ¡ pbpΣ
1
1,Σ

1
2q, which we do by computing a lower bound for p`pΣ1,Σ2q

and an upper bound for pbpΣ
1
1,Σ

1
2q and then comparing these two bounds. Apply case

distinction on whether ` � 	:

` � 	 We start with the lower bound for p`pΣ1,Σ2q. By Definition 6.21,

p`pΣ1,Σ2q �

°
aPΣ1,bPΣ2

p`pa, bq

|Σ1| � |Σ2|

By semantics of process trees, the relations defined in Figure 6.9, the probabilities
defined in Table 6.2, setpLq � LpSq, and�pLq ��pSq, for each activity pair pa, bq
that crosses c, `pa, bq holds. For each such pair, we defined p`pa, bq ¥ 1� 1

zpa,bq�1

(notice that this is an equality for all operators except p^). Thus,

p`pΣ1,Σ2q ¥

°
aPΣ1,bPΣ2

1� 1
zpa,bq�1

|Σ1| � |Σ2|

For all a and b, zpa, bq � |a|�|b|
2

¥ minp|a|, |b|q ¥ leastpLq. Thus,

p`pΣ1,Σ2q ¥

°
aPΣ1,bPΣ2

1� 1
leastpLq�1

|Σ1| � |Σ2|

p`pΣ1,Σ2q ¥ 1�
1

leastpLq � 1
(6.1)

Next, we prove an upper bound for pbpΣ
1
1,Σ

1
2q. By Definition 6.21,°

aPΣ11,bPΣ12
pbpa, bq

|Σ1
1| � |Σ

1
2|

� pbpΣ
1
1,Σ

1
2q

Let pu, vq be a pair partitioned by both Σ1,Σ2 and Σ1
1,Σ

1
2. By Lemma 5.17, such a

pair exists. For all other pa, bq � pu, vq, it holds that pbpa, bq ¤ 1 (abusing notation
a bit by combining 	i and 	s), and there are |Σ1| � |Σ2| � 1 of those pairs.

p|Σ1
1| � |Σ

1
2| � 1q � 1� 1 � pbpu, vq

|Σ1
1| � |Σ

1
2|

¥ pbpΣ
1
1,Σ

1
2q

As pu, vq crosses c, `pu, vq holds. Then by inspection of Table 6.2, pbpu, vq ¤
1

zpu,vq�1
. Define y to be |Σ1

1| � |Σ
1
2|.

py � 1q � 1
zpu,vq�1

y
¥ pbpΣ

1
1,Σ

1
2q

From zpa, bq � |a|�|b|
2

¥ 1 follows that 1
zpu,vq�1

¤ 1
2
. Thus,

py � 1q � 1
2

y
¥ pbpΣ

1
1,Σ

1
2q (6.2)
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Using the two bounds (6.1) and (6.2), we need to prove that

1�
1

leastpLq � 1
¡
py � 1q � 1

2

y
(6.3)

Note that y is at most tΣpSq{2u � rΣpSq{2s, which allows us to choose l such that
l ¡ 2y � 1. By initial assumption leastpLq ¥ l, and therefore (6.3) holds. Hence,
p`pΣ1,Σ2q ¡ pbpΣ

1
1,Σ

1
2q.

` � 	 Using reasoning similar to the ` � 	 case, while taking S2, E2 and the difference
between 	s and 	i into account, we derive (6.1). We directly reuse (6.2) to arrive
at (6.3) and conclude that p`pΣ1,Σ2q ¡ pbpΣ

1
1,Σ

1
2q.

Thus, p`pΣ1,Σ2q ¡ pbpΣ
1
1,Σ

1
2q holds for all `. As IMc selects the cut with highest

p`, IMc selects `.

Next, we prove that for a log L, if leastpLq is sufficiently large, then IMc will select
a partition conforming to S.

Lemma 6.26 (IMc selects a correct partition). Assume a model S � `pS1, . . . , Snq in
normal form. Let c � p`,Σ1,Σ2q be a cut conforming to S, and let c1 � p`,Σ1

1,Σ
1
2q

be a cut not conforming to S. Then there exists a l P N such that for all logs L with
setpLq � LpSq, �pLq ��pSq and leastpLq ¥ k, holds that p`pΣ1,Σ2q ¡ p`pΣ

1
1,Σ

1
2q.

Proof. We follow a similar reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 6.25 to prove that
p`pΣ1,Σ2q ¡ p`pΣ

1
1,Σ

1
2q: we prove a lower bound for p`pΣ1,Σ2q, an upper bound

for p`pΣ
1
1,Σ

1
2q and compare these two. Apply case distinction on whether ` � 	.

` � 	 Obviously, (6.1) holds in this case as well. For the upper bound for p`pΣ
1
1,Σ

1
2q,

we start with °
aPΣ11,bPΣ12

p`pa, bq

|Σ1
1| � |Σ

1
2|

� p`pΣ
1
1,Σ

1
2q (6.4)

As the cut c1 � p`,Σ1
1,Σ

1
2q does not conform to S, there is a ΣpSiq partitioned

by c1: Σ1
1 X ΣpSiq � H and Σ1

2 X ΣpSiq � H. Consider this Si � bp. . .q, then
c1Si

� pb, pΣpSiq XΣ1
1q, pΣpSiq XΣ1

2q is a cut of Si. Take an arbitrary cut cSi that
conforms to Si. By Lemma 5.17, at least one activity pair pu, vq is partitioned
by both cSi and c1Si

. For all other pa, bq � pu, vq, by Table 6.2, it holds that
p`pa, bq ¤ 1, and there are |Σ1| � |Σ2| � 1 of those pairs. Applying this to (6.4), we
derive:

p|Σ1
1| � |Σ

1
2| � 1q � 1� 1 � p`pu, vq

|Σ1
1| � |Σ

1
2|

¥ p`pΣ
1
1,Σ

1
2q

As cSi conforms to Si and ` � 	, we conclude that bpu, vq holds. As S is in
normal form b � `, and therefore `pu, vq does not hold. Then, by Table 6.2,
p`pu, vq ¤

1
zpu,vq�1

. From zpu, vq � |u|�|v|
2

¥ 1 follows that p`pu, vq ¤
1

zpu,vq�1
¤

1
2
. Define y to be |Σ1

1| � |Σ
1
2|.

py � 1q � 1
2

y
�
p|Σ1

1| � |Σ
1
2| � 1q � 1� 1

2

|Σ1
1| � |Σ

1
2|

¥ p`pΣ
1
1,Σ

1
2q (6.5)

Similar to the proof of Lemma 6.25, from (6.1), (6.5) and choosing l ¡ 2y � 1,
follows that p`pΣ1,Σ2q ¡ p`pΣ

1
1,Σ

1
2q.
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6.3 Handling Incomplete Behaviour

` � 	 We follow a reasoning similar to the proof of Lemma 6.25, and derive the lower
bound (6.1) again. For the upper bound for p`pΣ

1
1,Σ

1
2q, similar to the proof of

Lemma 6.25, we derive °
aPΣ11,bPΣ12

p`pa, bq

|Σ1
1| � |Σ

1
2|

¥ p`pΣ
1
1,Σ

1
2q

As �pLq � �pSq and by semantics of 	, �� holds for all activity pairs. Thus,
	sY	iY^ contains all activity pairs. By Requirement 	.1, StartpSq � StartpS1q
� Σ1 and StartpS1q � Σ1

1.
c1 separates at least a ΣpSiq. Let pu, vq be a pair of activities of ΣpSiq separated by
c1. Prove by case distinction on whether ΣpSiq � Σ1 that at least one pair pu, vq
is counted wrongly.

ΣpSiq � Σ1 Towards contradiction, assume no misclassified pair exists in ΣpS1q.
Take an arbitrary ak P ΣpS1q. Apply case distinction on whether ak is a start
or an end activity.

• If ak P StartpSq or ak P EndpSq, by Requirement 	.1, ak P Σ1
1.

• Consider two �-paths: one path from a start activity to ak: a1 . . . ak
such that a1 P StartpSq and @aj¡1 aj R StartpSqYEndpSq, and one from
ak to an end activity: ak . . . al such that al P EndpSq and @aj l aj R
StartpSqYEndpSq (see Figure 6.12). Apply case distinction on whether
such paths exist.

Da1 . . . ak Then some pair pap, aqq, on this path crosses c1.
As pap, aqq is on a �-path, ap� aq holds, so either 	spap, aqq or
^pap, aqq. Activity aq is not a start activity and ap is not an end
activity, so pap, aqq contributes as 	i towards p	pc

1q.
Dak . . . al Similar.
@a1 . . . ak ^ @ak . . . al Then ak must be on a �-path; let this path be

al . . . ak . . . a1 with a1 P StartpSq and ak P EndpSq. As S1 � 	, this
can only happen if S1 � �, which means that there is a a11 P StartpSq
such that no �-path ak . . . a11 exists. Then, 	ipak, a

1
1q, but pak, a11q

contributes as 	s.

ΣpSiq � Σ1 As S is reduced, Si � `p. . .q and thus, the�-graph of Si is connected.
By semantics of process trees, there is at least a start or end activity that can
be executed before/after both u and v: either xs � � �uy and xs � � � vy or xu � � � ey
and xv � � � ey, with s P StartpSiq and e P EndpSiq. Without loss of generality,
assume that two �-paths xs � � �uy and xs � � � vy exist in the �-graph, such
that s P StartpSiq. The pair pu, vq crosses c1, so one of these paths must cross
c1 as well. Let px, yq be such a crossing pair in the �-graph. As �px, yq,
either ^px, yq or 	spx, yq. Neither x nor y are start or end activities of S, so
the pair px, yq contributes as 	i to the average p	pc

1q.

Hence, at least one pair pu, vq is counted wrongly. Left to prove: this pair has a
large enough influence on the final accumulated probability, thus the lower bound
for p`pΣ1,Σ2q and the upper bound for p`pΣ

1
1,Σ

1
2q are separated. The remaining

part of this case is similar to the case ` � 	.

Hence, p`pΣ1,Σ2q ¡ p`pΣ
1
1,Σ

1
2q, so IMc will select a partition conforming to S.
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aka1 al

StartpLq EndpLq
c1

ap aq

Figure 6.12: Illustration of paths used in the proof of Lemma 6.26.

From these lemmas and the fact that for each tree there is a language-equivalent
binary tree (applying reduction rules of Definition 5.1 in reverse if necessary), rediscov-
erability of IMc follows directly, which shows that the cut detection methods introduced
in this section are sufficient to provide rediscoverability, under assumption that the log is
directly follows complete and has no deviations with respect to the system, and assuming
that the event log contains each activity at least l times.

In the proofs of lemmas 6.25 and 6.26, we chose l ¡ 2 � tΣpSq{2u � rΣpSq{2s � 1.
This gives an upper bound for the minimum leastpLq required, and a characterisation of
sufficiency:

Corollary 6.27 (bound for least). A bound for k and leastpLq as used in lemmas 6.25
and 6.26 is determined by the size of the alphabet: leastpLq ¥ l ¥ 2�t|ΣpSq|{2u�r|ΣpSq|{2s.

In Chapter 8, we investigate the influence of incompleteness on rediscoverability.
Last, the unsolved question remaining is whether directly follows completeness of a

log implies that the log is sufficiently large, and that a generalised version of Lemma 6.24
holds:

Conjecture 6.28. Assume a model S P Cb and a log L such that setpLq � LpSq and
�pLq ��pSq. Then LpIMcpLqq � LpSq.

We finish this section with a more detailed description how IMc finds the cut with
the highest accumulated probability. In the next section, we extend IM and IMf to
handle more process tree constructs: τ , _ and Ø.

6.3.5 Finding Cuts: Translation to SMT
In the previous parts of this section, we introduced IMc, an algorithm that handles
incompleteness of behaviour. Furthermore, we showed that IMc guarantees rediscover-
ability. In this section, we describe the cut detection step of IMc in more detail, i.e. we
describe how the problem of finding the most probable cut is translated to several SMT
problems.

Translating �, Ñ, ^

Cut searches for �, Ñ and ^ are translated straightforwardly to optimisation problems
by maximising the average probability of edges crossing the cut.

For ` P t�,Ñ,^u, p` �
°

a1PΣ1,a2PΣ2
p`pa1,a2q

|Σ1|�|Σ2|
� k

l
. Let n be |ΣpLq|. For the

commutative � and ^, we vary l from 1 to n{2, for the non-commutative Ñ we vary l
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from 1 to n� 1. The basic decision to be made by the SMT solver is how to divide the
activities in two sets: the ones on one side of the cut (cutpaq) and the ones on the other
side of the cut ( cutpaq), such that p` is maximised. As divisions cannot be translated
to SMT directly, we solve multiple SMT problems with varying l. Each of these SMT
problems will return a most probable cut for the l considered, and the most likely cut
over all l is returned. We give the translation to SMT for the non-commutative Ñ; the
commutative � and ^ are similar.

For a chosen l, the number of nodes on the left-hand side of the cut shall be l, so we
add the constraint

|ta|cutpaqu| � l

p` is defined on pairs of activities, so for each pair pa1, a2q we introduce a helper
variable crossespa1, a2q, denoting whether pa1, a2q crosses the cut:

crossespa1, a2q ô pcutpa1q ^  cutpa2qq

The objective function to be maximised is the weighted sum of the crossing edges:

obj �
¸

a1PΣ1,a2PΣ2

crossespa1, a2q � p`pa1, a2q

For^, a constraint is added that both Σ1 and Σ2 contain both start and end activities.
The SMT problem consists of the conjunction of these formulae. Once an optimal

solution for the SMT problem is found, obj
l

gives the probability of p` for the given l.
This procedure is repeated for l varying between 1 and |ΣpLq|�1, i.e. l�1 SMT problems
are solved, and the cut with the highest p` is returned.

Translating 	
For p	, each pair pa, bq that crosses the cut is categorised as being either indirect, single
or reverse single. These correspond to 	i (indirect), 	s (single and reverse single). They
are defined as follows:

pa, bq single ô pa P End1 ^ b P Start2q_

pa P End2 ^ b P Start1q

pa, bq reverse single ô pb, aq single
pa, bq indirect ô  pa, bq single ^ pb, aq single

We give an example using Figure 6.13, which shows a directly follows graph. In
this example, Σ1 � tu, vu, Σ2 � tw, xu, Start1 � tuu, End1 � tvu, Start2 � txu, and
End2 � twu. Pairs pu, xq, pv, wq, px, uq and pw, vq are indirect, pw, uq and pv, xq are
single and pu,wq and px, vq are reverse single.

The optimisation searches for assignments to Σ1, Σ2, Start2 and End2, and a classi-
fication of all edges that maximises the average probability of single and indirect edges.
Start1 and End1 are taken as-is from the log.

Conclusion. In this section, we have shown how incomplete behaviour, i.e. the di-
rectly follows graph not containing all information, might prevent rediscovery of a system
by IM. We introduced a new algorithm, the Inductive Miner - incompleteness (IMc),
which searches for the most likely cut instead of searching for a perfect cut, by estimating
pairwise probabilities for activities and activity relations. Using a translation to SMT,
IMc searches for the most likely cut and returns it. We showed that IMc does not
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u v

w x

Figure 6.13: Example �-graph. The dashed line denotes a cut.

provide local log-precision or fitness preservation, i.e. IMc guarantees neither fitness nor
precision. However, we proved that rediscoverability holds, i.e. if the log is part of the
language of the system, the system is of class Cb and the directly follows graph of the
log is equal to the directly follows graph of the system, then IMc will rediscover the
language of the system. Obviously, in such a case the discovered model and the log are
fitting. This illustrates the flexibility of the IM framework: without changing its struc-
ture, we introduced an algorithm to handle infrequent and deviating behaviour (IMf)
and an algorithm to handle incompleteness (IMc). In Chapter 8, we will evaluate the
true gains in incompleteness handling provided by IMc.

All three algorithms introduced in the previous parts of chapter were restricted to
the four operators �, Ñ, ^ and 	, and no silent steps (τ) were allowed. In the next
section, we introduce an algorithm that can handle all process tree constructs that were
introduced in Section 2.2.5, i.e. we add τ leafs, _ operators and Ø operators.

6.4 Handling More Constructs: τ , Ø and _

In the previous section, we have introduced a process discovery algorithm for the opera-
tors �, Ñ, ^ and 	. In this section, we study extensions for three more tree constructs:
the silent activity τ , the interleaved operatorØ and the inclusive choice operator _. We
also introduce a new discovery algorithm: Inductive Miner - all operators (IMa). We
study the influence of these additions on rediscoverability, local log-precision preservation
and local fitness preservation.

The interleaved operator has a distinctive footprint in the directly follows graph,
which was introduced in Lemma 5.21. The algorithms introduced in this section use this
footprint to detect interleaved behaviour. We will show that rediscoverability and fitness
are guaranteed.

As shown in Section 5.6, τ , _ and ^ constructs do not have unique directly follows
graphs and hence cannot be detected reliably by pure directly follows based discovery al-
gorithms, as algorithms based on directly follows graphs would guarantee neither fitness
nor rediscoverability. However, in Section 5.6 we identified three coo relations that allow
to distinguish τ , _ and ^: concurrency ^, concurrent optionality ?̂ and interchange-
ability _.

In this section, we will introduce two algorithms that use these three coo relations
to distinguish and discover _ and ^ operators. One of these algorithms, IMa, is a
basic variant that guarantees fitness and corresponds to IM. Another algorithm filters
infrequent and deviating behaviour, Inductive Miner - infrequent - all operators (IMfa)
which makes it suitable for e.g. discovering 80% models, i.e. analogue to IMf. We
start with an example in Section 6.4.1, after which we introduce the two algorithms
in sections 6.4.2 and 6.4.3. We finish the section with a discussion of the guarantees
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a
b

c

d

e

Figure 6.14: � of L105.

provided by both new algorithms in Section 6.4.4.

6.4.1 Example
Consider the event log

L105 � rxa, dy, xa, b, dy, xa, b, c, dy, xa, ey, xa, b, ey,

xa, b, c, ey, xa, d, ey, xa, b, d, ey, xa, b, c, d, ey, xd, ay,

xb, a, dy, xc, a, d, by, xe, ay, xe, b, ay, xe, a, c, by,

xd, c, b, ay, xa, e, dy, xe, c, b, ays

IMa implements the IM framework, so it considers base cases, cuts and fall throughs.
On this event log, no base case applies as the log contains multiple activities. Second,
IMa searches for a cut by considering the directly follows graph, which is shown in
Figure 6.14, in which the footprint of both _ and ^ is present, with the activity partition
ptau, tbu, tcu, tdu, teuq. Hence, the question is which of these operators should be chosen.
To decide this, IMa applies a bottom-up procedure that starts from the sets of activities
identified in the cut. Then, it finds out whether a set of activities is optional, and whether
two sets of activities are in an ^, an ?̂ or in an _ relation. Any two sets of activities
that are in such a relation are merged and the procedure is repeated until two sets are
left. Finally, the relation between these sets determines the tree operator to be chosen.

In our example, IMa starts with the following activity sets, i.e. the activity partition
of the identified cut:

P1 Ð ttau, tbu, tcu, tdu, teuu

Using these sets and L105, IMa constructs the activity set log , expressing the language
over the activity partition:

T1 Ð txtau, tduy, xtau, tbu, tduy, xtau, tbu, tcu, tduy,

xtau, teuy, xtau, tbu, teuy, xtau, tbu, tcu, teuy,

xtau, tdu, teuy, xtau, tbu, tdu, teuy, xtau, tbu, tcu, tdu, teuyu

Next, IMa considers which coo-relations hold for the activity sets in T1. In our example,
tcu is optional, as each trace that occurs with a tcu also occurs without it. Furthermore,
in every trace in which tcu occurs, tbu occurs as well, thus tcu ?̂tbu. For every trace in
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which either tdu or teu occurs, all variants of that trace with only tdu, only teu and both
tdu and teu occur as well, thus tdu_teu.

tcu ?̂ tbu

tdu_ teu

To move up in the hierarchy, one of the detected relations is chosen and all related
activities are merged into one set. Subsequently, coo-relations between this new set and
the other sets of activities can be detected. In our example, IMa arbitrarily chooses the
first one, merges c and b and constructs a new activity set log:

P2 Ð ttau, tb, cu, tdu, teuu

T2 Ð txtau, tduy, xtau, tb, cu, tduy, xtau, teuy,

xtau, tb, cu, teuy, xtau, tdu, teuy, xtau, tb, cu, tdu, teuyu

In this log, the following coo relations hold:

tb, cu ?̂ tau

tdu_ teu

IMa arbitrarily chooses the first one, merges a, b and c and constructs a new activity set
log:

P3 Ð tta, b, cu, tdu, teuu

T3 Ð txta, b, cu, tduy, xta, b, cu, teuy, xta, b, cu, tdu, teuyu

In T1,3, the following coo relation holds:

tdu_ teu

IMa merges d and e and obtains

P4 Ð tta, b, cu, td, euu

T4 Ð txta, b, cu, td, euyu

In T4, the coo relation ta, b, cu^td, eu holds. As there are only two components remain-
ing, the coo process ends and IMa selects the cut p^, ta, b, cu, td, euq.

Using this cut, the event log L105 is split into two sublogs, and recursion continues
on these sublogs as usual:

L106 � rxay
6, xa, by6, xa, b, cy6s

L107 � rxdy
7, xey7, xd, ey4s

That is, on L106, IMa identifies a nested sequence Ñ

�

Ñ

�

cτ

b

τ

a

. On L107, IMa discovers

an inclusive choice between d and e.
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To illustrate the difference between _ and ^, we show a second log with the same
directly follows graph, however with the _-operator as root: Consider the event log

L108 � rxa, dy, xa, b, dy, xa, b, c, dy, xa, ey, xa, b, ey,

xa, b, c, ey, xa, d, ey, xa, b, d, ey, xa, b, c, d, ey, xd, ay,

xb, a, dy, xc, a, d, by, xe, ay, xe, b, ay, xe, a, c, by,

xd, c, b, ay, xa, e, dy, xe, c, b, ay, xdy, xey,

xd, ey, xay, xa, by, xa, b, cy, xb, ay,

xc, a, by, xa, c, by, xc, b, ays

This log has the same directly follows graph as log L105, which is shown in Figure 6.14.
The steps taken by IMa are:

P10 Ð ttau, tbu, tcu, tdu, teuu

T10 Ð txtau, tduy, xtau, tbu, tduy, xtau, tbu, tcu, tduy,

xtau, teuy, xtau, tbu, teuy, xtau, tbu, tcu, teuy,

xtau, tdu, teuy, xtau, tbu, tdu, teuy, xtau, tbu, tcu, tdu, teuy

xtauy, xtau, tbuy, xtau, tbu, tcuy,

xtduy, xteuy, xtdu, teuyu

coo relations: tcu ?̂tbu tdu_teu

P11 Ð ttau, tb, cu, tdu, teuu

T11 Ð txtau, tduy, xtau, tb, cu, tduy, xtau, teuy,

xtau, tb, cu, teuy, xtau, tdu, teuy, xtau, tb, cu, tdu, teuy,

xtauy, xtau, tb, cuy, xtduy,

xteuy, xtdu, teuyu

coo relations: tb, cu ?̂tau tdu_teu

P12 Ð tta, b, cu, tdu, teuu

T12 Ð txta, b, cu, tduy, xta, b, cu, teuy, xta, b, cu, tdu, teuy,

xta, b, cuy, xtduy, xteuy,

xtdu, teuyu

coo relations: ta, b, cu_tdu ta, b, cu_teu teu_tfu

P13 Ð tta, b, cu, td, euu

T13 Ð txta, b, cu, td, euy, xta, b, cuy, xtd, euyu

coo relations: ta, b, cu_td, eu

Finally, the cut p_, ta, b, cu, td, euq is selected.
In the remaining part of this section, we introduce IMa in more detail, as well as

a variant that filters deviating and infrequent behaviour. Furthermore, we discuss the
guarantees provided by these algorithms.

6.4.2 Inductive Miner - all operators (IMa)
To deal with τ , Ø and _, we extend the basic IM algorithm and introduce the Inductive
Miner - all operators (IMa). We discuss in detail how IMa searches for cuts, splits the
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log, and which base cases and fall throughs it supports. As in Section 5.6, we focus on
the discovery of Ø and _, as τ will be handled by a fall through.

Cut Detection

In this section, we introduce the cut detection mechanisms of IMa. As shown in Sec-
tion 5.6, compared to the previously introduced algorithms, four cut detection functions
need to be addressed: sequence, interleaved, concurrency and inclusive choice.

Sequence. As discussed in Section 5.6.4, some changes to cut detection are necessary
to detect sequence cuts if optionality might be present. Before we introduce the main
cut detection function, we show a helper function that returns whether it is possible to
skip an activity in an event log, in which p is the index of the set of activities in C1 . . . Cn
for which skippability is to be computed, and D is a directly follows graph.
function skippable(p, C1 . . . Cn, D) � whether Cp can be skipped

return D1¤i p j¤n DaiPCi,ajPCj ai�D aj _ � by a �-edge
Dp i¤n DaiPCi ai P StartpDq _ � by a start activity after Cp
D1¤i p DaiPCi ai P EndpDq � by an end activity before Cp

end function
The main cut detection function consists of three parts: first, the normal sequence

cut is computed. Second, for the activity sets of the partition of the cut, two relations
are computed: one that describes for each activity set X the first activity set in the
sequent cut that has a directly follows edge to X, and one that denotes the last activity
set to which there is a directly follows edge from X. Third, the algorithm searches for a
suitable pivot and maximises its scope by probing for the edges of the scope.
function sequenceCutStrict(L)

C Ð C1, . . . Cn Ð partition of sequenceCut(L) (if none: fail)
� minFromrxs the earliest activity set with an outgoing �-edge to x

� maxTorxs the latest activity set from with an incoming �-edge from x
for 1 ¤ x ¤ n do minFromrxs Ð 8;maxTorxs Ð �8 end for
for J� a, a P Ci do minFromris Ð �8 end for
for b�K, b P Cj do maxTorjs Ð 8 end for
for a� b, a P Ci, b P Cj do

minFromrjs Ð minpminFromrjs, iq
maxToris Ð maxpmaxToris, jq

end for
� find a pivot and maximise its scope

for pÐ 1 . . . n do
if skippablepp, C, Lq then

q Ð p� 1
while maxTorqs ¤ p do � Cq is in a pivot scope with p

remove Cq and add it to Cp in C
q Ð q � 1

end while
q Ð p� 1
while minFromrqs ¥ p do � Cq is in a pivot scope with p

remove Cq and add it to Cp in C
q Ð q � 1

end while
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L109 � rxa, b, c, ay, xb, c, ay, xa, b, cys

a

b

c

Figure 6.15: A log and its directly follows graph.

end if
end for
return pÑ, Cq

end function

Interleaved. To detect an interleaved cut, the following steps are performed:
function interleavedCut(L)

P Ð ttau|a P Σp�qu
for all a R StartpLq, b P ΣpLq such that b� a in L do

let a P Px and b P Py, then P Ð P ztPx, Pyu Y tPx Y Pyu
end for
for all a R EndpLq, b P ΣpLq such that a� b in L do

let a P Px and b P Py, then P Ð P ztPx, Pyu Y tPx Y Pyu
end for
for all a P StartpLq, b P EndpLq such that a �� b in L do

let a P Px and b P Py, then P Ð P ztPx, Pyu Y tPx Y Pyu
end for
for all a, b P ΣpLq, a � b such that a üüb_ b üüa in L do

let a P Px and b P Py, then P Ð P ztPx, Pyu Y tPx Y Pyu
end for
for all t P L do � guarantee fitness

if DP1,P2PP Da,cPP1,bPP2 t � x. . . a . . . b . . . c . . .y then
P Ð P ztP1, P2u Y tP1 Y P2u merge P1 and P2 in P

end if
end for
return pØ, P1 . . . Pnq

end function
Notice that in order to locally preserve fitness, the interleavedCut requires an

extra pass through the event log. Without the part denoted with “guarantee fitness", for
some event logs, a non-fitting interleaved cut could be detected. For instance, consider
the event log in Figure 6.15. For this log L109, interleavedCut(L) will return the cut
c � pØ, tau, tb, cuq (and eventually the tree Øpa,Ñpb, cqq). However, this cut cannot
lead to a model to which the first trace fits, i.e. xa, b, c, ay R ØLpSpL, cqq, irrespective of
the log splitting function S. Intuitively, the semantics of theØ-operator do not allow for
executing the tree that will be discovered for tau, leaving that tree and later executing it
again. Hence, without the extra pass through the event log, theØ cut detection method
would not preserve fitness locally.

Another method to guarantee local fitness preservation would be to treat theØ cut as
a “maybe”-interleaving cut, and divide the traces based on their first activity. Recursion
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continues, and if all discovered subtrees have a particular shape [93, S5], the “maybe”
interleaved operator is replaced with a proper Ø-operator. Otherwise, the “maybe"
interleaved operator is considered an �, which makes the log split fitting [93, S6]. This
solution does not adhere to the IM framework, so we do not describe it in more detail in
this thesis. Nevertheless, it shows the flexibility and modularity of the IM framework:
insertion of such a step does not influence the discovery of other operators.

Using this extension, we prove that all cuts returned by interleavedCut adhere to
lemmas 5.10 and 5.30.

Lemma 6.29 (interleavedCut returns Ø-cuts). For any log L such that ε R L, if
interleavedCutpLq returns a cut, this is an Ø-cut according to lemmas 5.10 and 5.30.

Proof. Requirement Ø.1 can be split in three parts, which coincide with the three for-
loops in interleavedCut: the first two express that all connections must go through a
start or an end activity, while the third for-loop expresses that all such connections must
be present. The fourth for-loop coincides with Requirement ^Ø.1. The locally fitness-
preserving part only limits cuts further, thus all cuts returned by interleavedCut
adhere to Lemma 5.10.

For local log-precision preservation, an argument similar to sequenceCut holds: an
extension is necessary to preserve log precision locally.

Inclusive Choice & Concurrency. To detect an inclusive choice or concurrent
cut, some changes are necessary. As described in Section 5.6, the directly follows detection
algorithm concurrentCut returns the activity sets P of the non-coo subtrees of the
event log L. In the example given in Section 6.4.1, this was ttau, tbu, tcu, tdu, teuu. Using
the three coo relations ^, ?̂ and _, elements of the set P are merged until only two
sets of activities remain. Finally, these two remaining sets of activities are returned as a
cut, the operator of the cut depends on the remaining holding coo relation. If at some
point in this procedure no coo relation would hold, we choose to return a cut using ^
and the remaining activity sets C, as ^ preserves the behaviour in the event log, and has
less behaviour than _ (and hence a higher precision).

To compute the activity set log T for activity sets P and a log L, iterate over the
traces, and for each trace denote which activity sets have a corresponding event in the
trace (see Definition 5.45). For instance, the activity set log of log rxa, b, cys and activity
set tta, bu, tc, du, te, fuu is txta, bu, tc, duyu.
function cooCut(L)

P � tP1 . . . Pnu Ð partition of concurrentCut(L) (if none: fail)
T Ð activity set log of L given C
while true do

� compute coo relations on C as in Definition 5.47
if |P | ¡ 2^ DPx,PyPP _pPx, Pyq _ ^pPx, Pyq _ ?̂pPx, Pyq then

P Ð P ztPx, Pyu Y tPx Y Pyu
T Ð activity set log of P

else if DPx,PyPP _pPx, Pyq then
return p_, P1 . . . Pnq

else
return p^, P1 . . . Pnq

end if
end while

end function
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Log Splitting

In the log splitting functions, IMa does not require changes for the operators of IM.
However, for the added operators Ø and _, new log splitting functions are necessary:

Interleaved. To split a log L according to an interleaved cut, IM divides events over
their corresponding subtraces:
function interleavedSplit(L, pØ,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq)
@i : Li Ð rt|Σj |t P Ls
return L1, . . . , Ln

end function
For instance, the log L � rxa, b, cy, xc, a, bys would be split using the cut pØ, ta, bu, tcuq

into rxa, by2s, rxcy2s.

Lemma 6.30 (interleavedSplit is locally fitness preserving). Let L be a log. Then
setpLq � ØLpinterleavedSplitpL, cqq for any cut c.

Proof. See the proof of Lemma 6.8.

Inclusive Choice. To split a log L according to an inclusive choice cut, IM divides
events over their corresponding subtraces:
function orSplit(L, p_,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq)
@i : Li Ð rt|Σi |t P L^ t|Σi � εs
return L1, . . . , Ln

end function
For instance, the log L � rxa, b, cy, xcy, xa, bys would be split using the cut p_, ta, bu, tcuq

into rxa, by2s, rxcy2s.
We prove local fitness preservation using the assumption that ε R L. This assumption

is satisfied in IMa by the base case emptyTraces.

Lemma 6.31 (cooCut & orSplit is locally fitness preserving). Let L be a log such
that ε R L. Then setpLq � _LporSplitpL, cqq for any cut c.

Proof. As ε R L, see the proof of Lemma 6.8.

Corollary 6.32 (cooCut & concurrentSplit is locally fitness preserving). Let L be
a log. Then setpLq � _LpconcurrentSplitpL, cqq for any cut c.

Local Guarantees Fitness and log-precision preservation are defined on combina-
tions of cut finders and log splitters (Definition 4.1). The following table summarises the
local guarantee lemmas and the descriptions:

locally fitness locally log precision
preserving preserving

xorCut & Split yes (Lemma 6.5) yes (Lemma 6.6)
sequenceCutStrict & Split yes (Lemma 6.7) when extended
cooCut & orSplit yes (Lemma 6.31) when extended
cooCut & concurrentSplit yes (Corollary 6.32) when extended
interleavedCut & Split yes (Lemma 6.30) when extended
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6.4 Handling More Constructs: τ , Ø and _

Base Cases

As none of the constructs requires a base-case extension over IM, we reuse its base cases.

Fall Throughs

As none of the constructs requires any other fall through than IM, we reuse its base cases.
Notice that the emptyTraces fall through takes care of discovering �pτ, . . .q constructs.

Summary

To summarise, the Inductive Miner - all operators (IMa) implements the functions of
the IM framework as follows:
function baseCaseIMa(L)

return baseCaseIM

end function
function findCutIMa(L)

if ε R L then
p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð xorCutp�pLqq
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð sequenceCutStrictp�pLqq end if
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð interleavedCutpLq end if
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð cooCutpLq end if
if k ¥ 2 then return p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq
else return loopCutp�pLqq
end if

end if
return l

end function
function splitLogIMa(L, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq)

if ` � � then return xorSplitpL, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � Ñ then return sequenceSplitpL, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � _ then return orSplitpL, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � ^ then return concurrentSplitpL, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � Ø then return interleavedSplitpL, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � 	 then return loopSplitpL, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
end if

end function
function fallThroughIMa(L)

return fallThroughIM

end function
In this section, we introduced IMa, which extends IM with handling of τ , _ and

Ø. Notice that IMa differs from IMf and IMc, as it refines IM with more advanced
cut detection mechanisms, while IMf and IMc saw extra checks introduced in case IM
failed to discover a cut.

6.4.3 Inductive Miner - infrequent - all operators (IMfa)
In the previous section, we introduced IMa, which extends IM with the process tree
constructs τ , Ø and _. However, IMa is unable to handle deviating and infrequent
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behaviour. Therefore, in this section we adapt IMa in a new process discovery algo-
rithm Inductive Miner - infrequent - all operators (IMfa). IMfa reuses the base cases
and fall throughs of IMf, and combines cut detection functions of IMf with the ^
and _ detection of IMa. That is, interleavedCutFiltering and sequenceCut-
StrictFiltering first apply filter before applying respectively interleavedCut and
sequenceCutStrict. Similar to ^, for _ no behaviour can be identified as deviating
and hence no new log splitting function is necessary. Consequentially, the only new func-
tion necessary is a log splitting function that splits the event log using non-conforming
interleaved cuts: interleavedSplitFiltering.

Interleaved Log Splitting

To split a log L according to an interleaved cut IMfa aims to minimise the number
of events that are classified as deviating. Similar to sequenceSplitFiltering, the
interleaved log splitting function searches for a split point, such that the number of filtered
deviating events is minimised. An additional challenge is that, due to the semantics of
Ø, the sets of activities of the partition can appear in any order. These interleaved split
points are detected using a divide-and-conquer strategy: first, on the entire trace, the
two most efficient split points are detected, such that the trace in between them is the
maximal subtrace that can be attributed to a single Σi. The two split points divide the
trace in three subtraces: two outer ones and an inner one. The inner one is added to
the sublog corresponding to Σi (events not of Σi are removed), the two outer ones are
recursed upon (events of Σi are removed).

For instance, consider the trace t � xa, a, b, a, a, b, b, b, b, cy and the cut pØ, tau, tbu, tcuq.
In the first recursion, two optimal split points are discovered: xa, a, b, a, a, |b, b, b, b, |cy,
which belong to Σ2 � tbu. Using the two split points, the trace is split into three parts:
t1 � xa, a, a, ay (notice that the b occurring before the first split point is of Σ2 and is
removed), t2 � xb, b, b, by and t3 � xcy. Subtrace t2 is added to the sublog of Σ2, and
recursion continues on t1 and t3. In these recursions, xa, a, a, a, y is added to the sublog
of Σ1 and xcy is added to the sublog of Σ3.
function interleavedSplitFiltering(L, pÑ,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq)
@1¤i¤n sublogsrΣis Ð r s
for t P L do
@1¤i¤n subtracesrΣis Ð tεu
subtracesÐ splitTracepL, t,Σ1, . . .Σnq
@1¤i¤n sublogsrΣis Ð sublogsrΣis Y tsubtracesrΣisu

end for
end function
function splitTrace(L, t,Σ1, . . .Σn, subtraces)

σ, start, endÐ findSplitPointspt,Σ1, . . .Σnq
t1 Ð tr1 : start� 1s|ΣpLqzσ
t2 Ð trstart : end� 1s|σ
t3 Ð trend : |t|s|ΣpLqzσ
subtracesÐ splitTracepL, t1,Σ1, . . .Σn, subtracesq
subtracesrss Ð t2 such that σ � Σs
subtracesÐ splitTracepL, t3,Σ1, . . .Σn, subtracesq
return subtraces

end function
In the final function findSplitPoints, the split points are computed: startris holds

the start of the best sequence for a Σi, while valuesris holds the score, i.e. the number
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of events in Σi minus the number of events not in Σi since startris.
function findSplitPoints(t,Σ1, . . .Σn)

maxStartÐ �1
maxEndÐ �1
maxSigmaÐH
maxV alueÐ �1
@1¤i¤n valuesris Ð 0
@1¤i¤n startris Ð 0
componentÐ �1
for e P t in order do

sÐ i such that e P Σi
if valuesrss   0 then

valuesrss Ð 1
startrss Ð position of e in t

else
valuesrss Ð valuesrss � 1

end if
for 1 ¤ i ¤ n, i � s do

valuesris Ð valuesris � 1
end for
if valuesrss ¡ maxV alue then

maxSigmaÐ Σs
maxStartÐ startrss
maxEndÐ position of t in t
maxV alueÐ valuesrss

end if
end for
return maxSigma,maxStart,maxEnd

end function

Summary

To summarise, the Inductive Miner - infrequent - all operators (IMfa) follows a similar
strategy as IMf, i.e. applies findCutIMa and if that fails, applies noise filtering. That
is, IMfa implements the functions of the IM framework as follows:
function baseCaseIMfa(L)

return baseCaseIM

end function
function findCutIMfa(L)

if ε R L then
p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð findCutIMapLq
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð xorCutFilteringp�pLqq end if
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð sequenceCutStrictFilteringp�pLqq end if
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð interleavedCutFilteringpLq end if
if k ¤ 1 then return loopCutFilteringp�pLqq
else return p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq
end if

end if
return l

end function
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function splitLogIMfa(L, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq)
if ` � � then return xorSplitFilteringpL, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � Ñ then return sequenceSplitFilteringpL, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � _ then return orSplitpL, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � ^ then return concurrentSplitpL, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � Ø then return interleavedSplitFilteringpL, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � 	 then return loopSplitFilteringpL, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
end if

end function
function fallThroughIMfa(L)

return fallThroughIM

end function

6.4.4 Guarantees
In this section, we discuss the guarantees provided by IMa and IMfa. Similar to IM
and IMf, IMa guarantees fitness while IMfa does not:

Corollary 6.33 (IMa guarantees fitness). As all steps of IMa are locally fitness pre-
serving, by Corollary 4.2 for any log L it holds that setpLq � LpIMapLqq.

Next, we show rediscoverability for IMa and IMfa, i.e. we show that if a system
model S is of class Ccoo, and a log L is given to IM that is fitting to S and has the same
directly follows graph and coo relations, then IMa and IMfa will return a model that is
language equivalent to S. In order to prove this, we first prove that the log splitting of
IMa preserves the log assumptions (Lemma 6.34), and second that IMa is abstraction
preserving (Lemma 6.35).

In the following, let abstraction AIMa denote the set of relations that combines the
directly follows graph � and the coo relations ^. The log assumptions function LAIMa

entails that the df and ^ graphs are correct and complete, i.e. L P LAIMa if and only
if �pLq � �pSq and ^pLq � ^pSq. However, we add a leniency: let S1 be the reduced
version of S according to Definition 5.1. Then, J�L K is only required if S1 � �pτ, . . .q.
For instance, for the process tree Ñ

�

bτ

�

aτ

, J�K does not need to be present in a log in

order for that log to satisfy the log assumptions, however it may be present nevertheless.

Lemma 6.34 (IMa: log splitting preserves log assumptions). Let S � `pS1, . . . Snq
with S P Ccoo, let c � p`,Σ1, . . .Σmq be a cut conforming to S, and let L1 . . . Lm �
splitLogIMapL, cq. Then, there exist subtreesM1 . . .Mm such that�p`pM1, . . .Mmqq �
�pSq, ^p`pM1, . . .Mmqq � ^pSq and @1¤i¤m Li P LAIMapMiq.

Proof. We prove this lemma by constructing trees M1 . . .Mm corresponding to S1 . . . Sn
as in Lemma 6.12 and showing that the log assumptions hold for these M1 . . .Mm,
i.e. that the sublogs returned by splitLogIMa are fitting to their respective Mi and
have the same directly follows graph and coo relations. As Lp`pM1, . . .Mmqq � LpSq,
^p`pM1, . . .Mmqq � ^pSq.

Apply case distinction on `:

` � � As in Lemma 6.12, @1¤i¤m setpLiq � LpMiq and �pLiq ��pMiq.
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Let AbS B be a coo relation that holds in S for sets of activities A and B. By
Definition 5.47 and semantics of �, A,B � ΣpMiq for some i. Thus, ^pSq �
Y1¤k¤m ^pMkq. As L P LAIMapSq, AbLB holds and consequently as setpLiq �
setpLq, AbLi

B holds for some i. Hence, ^pMiq � ^pLiq. As this holds for all i,
@1¤i¤m Li P LAIMapMiq.

` � Ñ As in Lemma 6.12, @1¤i¤m setpLiq � LpMiq and �pLiq ��pMiq.
Let AbS B be a coo relation that holds in S for sets of activities A and B. As
L P LAIMapSq, ^pLq � ^pSq and AbLB holds. Perform case distinction on
whether A,B � ΣpMiq for some i.

AYB � ΣpMiq By Definition 5.47 and semantics of Ñ, AbMi
B holds. By con-

struction of sequenceSplit, AbLi
B holds.

AYB �� ΣpMiq As A and B are not part of the same ΣpMiq, then neither of the
relations AbMi

B nor AbLi
B holds.

Hence, @1¤i¤m Li P LAIMapMiq.

` � Ø Let 1 ¤ i ¤ n and t P Li. By construction of interleavedSplit, there must be
a trace t1 � x. . . t . . .y P L. As L P LAIMapSq, t1 P LpSq. By Requirement Cb.2, the
activities of t1 in t can only be produced byMi. Therefore,Mi must have produced
t1 and hence setpLiq � LpMiq.
Left to prove: 1) �pLiq � �pMiq, which holds by an argument similar to the
` � Ñ case in Lemma 6.12, and 2) @1¤i¤m ^pLiq � ^pSiq, which holds by an
arguments similar to the ` � Ñ case of this lemma.

` � ^ As in Lemma 6.12, @1¤i¤m setpLiq � LpMiq and �pLiq ��pMiq.
Left to prove: @1¤i¤m ^pLiq � ^pMiq. Let 1 ¤ i ¤ m and let A`Li

B be a coo
relation holding for sets of activities A and B. By concurrentSplit, A`LB.
As L P LAIMapSq, A`S B. By semantics of ^, A`Mi

B. The reverse direction is
similar, hence @1¤i¤m Li P LAIMapMiq.

` � _ Similar to the ` � ^ case.

` � 	 As in Lemma 6.12, @1¤i¤m setpLiq � LpMiq and �pLiq ��pMiq.
Left to prove: @1¤i¤m ^pLiq � ^pMiq. Let 1 ¤ i ¤ m and let A`Li

B be a coo
relation holding for sets of activities A,B � ΣpLiq. Perform case distinction on `
to prove that A`LB:

` � ?̂ By construction of loopSplit, all activity set traces of Li are also present
in L. The definitions of ?,ñ, _ and ^ only involve A and B, and are upward
closed, i.e. adding behaviour cannot negate a relation. Hence, A`LB.

` � ?̂ Towards contradiction, assume that A �̂ ? LB. By reasoning similar to the
` � ?̂ case, ?LA and AñLB. Hence, there must exist a C � ΣzpA Y Bq
such that B �ñ C ^CñB^@aPAYB,cPC a� c^ c� aq. As A ?̂Li B, such a
C XΣpLiq � H, i.e. C consists of non-Li activities. Perform case distinction
on whether i � 1:

i � 1 By semantics of 	 and Requirement Cb.3 of Ccoo, there is no back-
and-forth connection between all activities of A Y B and C. That is,
 @aPAYB,cPC a� c ^ c� a, which contradicts that there exists such a
C.

i ¡ 1 By semantics of 	, C �ñ B, which contradicts that there exists such a
C.
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There exist no such C, hence A ?̂LB.

Hence, A`LB. As L P LAIMapSq, A`S B. By semantics of 	, A`Mi
B.

Hence, subtrees M1 . . .Mm exist such that AIMap`pM1, . . .Mmqq � AIMapSq and
@1¤i¤m Li P LAIMapMiq.

Lemma 6.35 (IMa is abstraction preserving). IMa is abstraction preserving, i.e. the
combination of the class of process trees Ccoo, the directly follows abstraction �, the
combined relations AIMa, the log assumptions function LAIMa, and the algorithm IMa
implementing the IM framework with baseCaseIMa, findCutIMa, splitLogIMa and
fallThroughIMa, is abstraction preserving.

Proof. We discuss the requirements of Definition 4.8:

AP.1 An activity base case preserves the abstraction.
See the proof of Lemma 6.13.

AP.2 A τ base case preserves the abstraction.
As L P LAIMapSq holds, setpLq � tεu. By code inspection, the fall through case
emptyTraces applies, which returns �pτ, IMapL1qq, with L1 being the empty log,
for which in a next recursion τ is discovered by the base case emptyLog. Hence,
ApbaseCaseIMapLqq � Apτq � Ap�pτ, τq � Apτq � ApSq.

AP.3 The base case parameter function preserves the abstraction.
If S � `pS1, . . . Snq, with S P Ccoo, then ΣpSq ¥ 2. As L P LAIMapSq holds, by
code inspection, no base case in baseCaseIMa applies. Therefore, the requirement
holds.

AP.4 Every cut that is detected conforms to S.
As L P LAIMapSq, �pSq � �pLq and ^pSq � ^pLq. By lemmas 5.37, 5.42,
5.48 and 5.49, �pLq and ^pLq contain a cut c � `pΣpS1q, . . .ΣpSnqq. By Corol-
lary 5.54, no other footprint is present in �pLq and ^pLq. By code inspection of
findCutIMa, this cut c is returned, hence findCutIMapLq conforms to S (Defini-
tion 5.16).

AP.5 Log splitting preserves the log assumptions.
This requirement follows from Lemma 6.34.

AP.6 A fall through preserves the abstraction.
By the previous requirements, the only systems S of Ccoo for which neither
baseCaseIMa nor findCutIMa apply have τ P LpSq and J�L K. For these sys-
tems, the fall through emptyTraces applies. Let S1 be the reduced version of S
according to Definition 5.1. We consider two cases:

• S1 is of the form �pτ, S2q. By construction of emptyTrace, IMapLq �
�pτ, IMapL1qq with L1 � Lztεu. By semantics of � and ^, L1 P LAIMapS

2q.
By assumption of Requirement AP.6, AIMapIMapL1qq � AIMapS

2q. Then,
AIMapIMapLqq � AIMapIMapL1qq Y J�K � AIMapS

2q Y J�K � ApSq.

• S1 is not of the form �pτ, . . .q. By construction of emptyTrace, IMapLq �
�pτ, IMapL1qq with L1 � Lztεu. By construction of LAIMa, L1 P LAIMapS

2q.
By assumption of Requirement AP.6, AIMapIMapL1qq � AIMapS

2q. Then,
AIMapIMapLqq � AIMapIMapL1qq Y J�K � AIMapS

2q Y J�K � ApSq.

Hence, AIMapLq � AIMapSq.
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We show that IMa is language-class preserving (Definition 4.10), i.e. that the discov-
ered model is of Ccoo:

Lemma 6.36 (IMa is language-class preserving). For all systems S P Ccoo and logs L
such that L P LAIMapSq, it holds that IMapLq P Ccoo.

Proof. We consider the requirements of Ccoo separately:

Cb.2 No duplicate activities.
This requirement is guaranteed by the cuts discovered by findCutIM, which guar-
antee that all Σi are disjoint, and splitLogIMa being fitting (Requirement AP.5.

Cb.3 The body of a loop has disjoint start and end activities.
As S P Ccoo, the only fallThroughIMa function that is reached is emptyTraces,
i.e. if a loop operator is discovered, then this is discovered by the cut detection, and
the log is split into sublogs L1 . . . Ln. By the previous requirements, findCutIMa

only selects a 	 if S � `pS1, . . . Snq. As S P Ccoo, StartpS1q X EndpS1q � H.
By Requirement AP.5 and the log assumptions LAIMa, StartpL1qXEndpL1q � H.
By lemmas 6.13 and 4.9, �pIMapL1qq � �pIMapS1qq, hence StartpIMapLqq X
EndpIMapLqq � H.

Ccoo.2 No redo child of a loop can produce the empty trace.
As S P Ccoo, if a loop operator is discovered, then this is discovered by cut de-
tection, and the log is split into sublogs L1 . . . Lm. By Lemma 6.34, there exist
M1 . . .Mm such that �p	pM1, . . .Mmqq � �pSq and @1¤i¤m Li P LAIMapMiq.
Then, by Requirement Ccoo.2, @2¤i¤m ε R LpMiq, thus @2¤i¤m ε R Li. By
Lemma 6.35, ε R IMapLiq.

Ccoo.3 Interleaving cannot be nested using optionality.
By code inspection, if anØ is discovered, this happens by cut detection, and the log
is split into sublogs L1, . . . Lm. By Lemma 6.34, there exist M1 . . .Mm such that
�p	pM1, . . .Mmqq ��pSq and @1¤i¤m Li P LAIMapMiq. Towards contradiction,
without loss of generality, assume that M1 is optional, i.e. M1 � �pτ,M 1q, and
that M 1 � ØpM 1

1, . . .M
1
nq. Let setpL1q � LpM 1q be the sublog created by IMa for

the recursive step on L1. Then, by reasoning similar to the previous requirement,
S R Ccoo, which contradicts the initial assumption. Hence, Requirement Ccoo.3
holds for S.

Ccoo.4 An inclusive choice child of an interleaving has at least one child with disjoint
start and end activities,

Ci.2 An interleaving has at least one child with disjoint start and end activities,

Ci.3 An interleaving has no interleaved child, and

Ci.4 A concurrent child of an interleaving has at least one child with disjoint start
and end activities. The proofs for these last four requirements are similar to the
proof of the two requirements before them.

Then, by Theorem 4.11, IMa guarantees rediscoverability for Ccoo. Rediscoverability
is guaranteed by IMfa as well, as IMfa first applies the cut detection of IMa before at-
tempting filtering (and this is not necessary in case the preconditions for rediscoverability
hold).
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Theorem 6.37 (IMa & IMfa rediscoverability). Let L be a log and S P Ccoo be a system
such that setpLq � LpSq ^�pSq � �pLq ^ ^pLq � ^pSq. Then, LpIMapLqq � LpSq
and LpIMfapLqq � LpSq.

In this section, we extended the IM algorithm to discover the remaining process-tree
constructs τ , Ø and _. We introduced a basic version (IMa) and a second version
(IMfa) to handle infrequent and deviating behaviour. We showed that IMa guarantees
fitness, but to guarantee that needs a dedicated pass over the event log for Ø. Notice
that in IMfa, we did not apply deviation filtering to coo-cut detection, i.e. detecting ^
and _ behaviour. This might be an interesting area of future research:

Future work 6.38: Extend IMfa to apply deviation filtering to the detection of ^ and
_.

In the remainder of this chapter, we study two more properties of event logs for
which new discovery techniques are necessary: non-atomic event logs and exceptionally
large event logs. Furthermore, we give an overview of and a way to choose between the
discovery algorithms presented in this chapter.

6.5 Handling Non-Atomic Event Logs

In some real-life event logs, activity executions take time and hence are non-atomic.
As described in Section 2.3.2, we assume that each non-atomic execution of an activity
consists of two events: one event denoting the start of the execution, and one denoting
the completion of the execution. For instance, the trace xas, bs, bc, acy denotes that during
execution of activity a, an execution of activity b occurred. We assume that each non-
atomic trace in a non-atomic event log is consistent (Definition 2.13).

In this section, we first illustrate how the techniques presented before treat non-atomic
traces and why they could fail (Section 6.5.1). Second, we introduce several algorithms
that deal with non-atomicity by considering the life cycle information of events. We
introduce three algorithms: a basic fitness guaranteeing one, Inductive Miner - life cycle
(IMlc) in Section 6.5.2, one to handle infrequent and deviating behaviour, Inductive
Miner - infrequent - life cycle (IMflc) in Section 6.5.3, and one to handle incomplete
behaviour, Inductive Miner - incompleteness - life cycle (IMclc) in Section 6.5.3.

All these three algorithms implement the IM framework, and reuse parts of respec-
tively the IM, IMf and IMc algorithms. The key step in the three new algorithms is the
construction of the directly follows relation, which is computed while being aware of the
life cycle information contained in events. These non-atomic directly follows graphs were
introduced in detail in Section 5.7.3. We finish this section with some brief comments
on the implementation of IMlc, IMflc and IMclc in Section 6.5.4, and a discussion of
the guarantees provided by these algorithms in Section 6.5.5.

6.5.1 Non-Atomic Event Logs
In case the event log contains non-atomic behaviour, the previously introduced algorithms
will misinterpret this behaviour. For instance, consider the event log consisting of a single
trace

~L110 � rxas, bs, bc, acys
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a b

(a) � of L110
1.

a b

(b) �̃ of ~L110.

a b

(c) ‖ of ~L110.

The algorithms presented before, e.g. IM, are not aware of life-cycle information and
will either ignore it (L110

1 � rxa, b, b, ays) or treat the life-cycle information as part of
the activity name (rxa� start, b� start, b� complete, a� completeys), depending on the
chosen classifier (see Section 6.5.4). The directly follows graph of this log is shown in
Figure 6.16a. When applied to L110

1, IM performs the following steps:

IMpL110
1q � 	pIMpL111

1q, IMpL112
1qq

L1111 � rxay
2s

L1112 � rxb, bys

IMpL111
1q � a

IMpL112
1q � 	pb, τq

and discovers the model 	pa,	pb, τqq.
This model does not cover the original event log L110 well, which contains just two

executions of activities: one of a and one of b. Alternatively, one could filter L110 by
removing all start events, on which IM would discover the model Ñpb, aq, which does
not describe the event log well either.

The algorithms that are introduced in the next sections compute the non-atomic
directly follows graph that is shown in Figure 6.16b, according to Definition 5.57, which
states that a �̃ b if there is no full activity instance between the completion of a and the
start of b. In contrast, in the atomic directly follows graph (shown in Figure 6.16a), b
is neither a start nor an end activity, as the trace in L110

1 does not start or end with
a b. From this graph, the default directly follows footprints of �, Ñ and 	 apply. For
concurrency, the new algorithms use the extra information of the concurrency graph. In
our example, the concurrency graph is shown in Figure 6.16c, which shows that a and b
should be concurrent, as there is a connection a ‖ b (which denotes that activity instances
of a and b overlap in time).

Thus, in our example event log ~L110, the concurrent footprint is present and IMlc
would discover ^p~a,~bq and thus discover a model that resembles ~L110 much better than
the model discovered by IM.

In the remainder of this section, we describe three algorithms that are aware of
the non-atomicity of activities: IMlc, IMflc and IMclc, after which we discuss the
guarantees provided by them.

6.5.2 Inductive Miner - life cycle (IMlc)
In this section, we discuss how the IMlc algorithm implement the IM framework, i.e.
we discuss their cut detection, log splitting, base cases and fall throughs. We discuss
local fitness and log-precision preservation, as well as a new property that every log on
which the algorithms recurse should be consistent (assuming that the input event log
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is consistent). We will discuss this property for fall throughs and combinations of cut
detection functions and log splitters.

Cut Detection

For � and Ñ, cut detection of IMlc resembles cut detection of IM. That is, after
construction of a non-atomic directly follows graph (see Section 5.7.3, the cut detection
of IM is applied. For these functions, see Section 6.1.2.

The cut detection functions for ^, Ø and 	 however need some adjustments from
IM.

Concurrency. For detecting concurrent cuts for non-atomic event logs, the function
takes both the directly follows graph (Definition 2.14) and the concurrency graph (Defi-
nition 5.58) into account. That is, in a concurrent cut, all activities should be connected
by either a double directly follows edge or an edge in the concurrency graph:
function nonAtomicConcurrentCut(�̃, ‖)

P � tP1 . . . Pnu Ð ttau|a P Σp�̃qu

� merge not-fully connected or not-concurrent sets
for all a, b P Σp�̃q, a � b do

if a �‖ b^ pa ˜�� b_ b ˜�� aq then
let a P Px and b P Py, then P Ð P ztPx, Pyu Y tPx Y Pyu

end if
end for

� merge sets without start or end activities
for all Pc P P do

if Pc X Startp�̃q � H_ Pc X Endp�̃q � H then
let Px�c be an arbitrary set in P , then P Ð P ztPc, Pxu Y tPc Y Pxu

end if
end for
return p^, P1 . . . Pnq

end function

Interleaved. For the interleaved cut detection function nonAtomicInterleaved-
Cut, we reuse the algorithmic idea of interleavedCut, however as the üü-relation is
not defined for non-atomic event logs, its corresponding merge-loop is omitted.

Notice that nonAtomicInterleavedCut implicitly takes the concurrency graph
into account, as the fitness guarantee prevents concurrent activities from being divided.
For instance, consider the trace xas, bs, bc, acy, in which a and b are concurrent, i.e. a ‖ b.
Then, a and b are merged into the same Pi by the last for-loop of the function. In this
last for loop, we denote an event of a (either start or completion) with a?.
function nonAtomicInterleavedCut(~L)

P Ð ttau|a P Σp�̃qu
for all a R Startp~Lq, b P Σp~Lq such that b �̃ a in ~L do

let a P Px and b P Py, then P Ð P ztPx, Pyu Y tPx Y Pyu
end for
for all a R Endp~Lq, b P Σp~Lq such that a �̃ b in ~L do

let a P Px and b P Py, then P Ð P ztPx, Pyu Y tPx Y Pyu
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end for
for all a P Startp~Lq, b P Endp~Lq such that a ˜�� b in ~L do

let a P Px and b P Py, then P Ð P ztPx, Pyu Y tPx Y Pyu
end for
for all ~t P ~L do � guarantee fitness

if DP1,P2PP Da,cPP1,bPP2
~t � x. . . a? . . . b? . . . c? . . .y then

P Ð P ztP1, P2u Y tP1 Y P2u merge P1 and P2 in P
end if

end for
return pØ, P1 . . . Pnq

end function

Loop. Furthermore, also the loop cut detection takes the concurrency graph footprint
into account, i.e. activities in a concurrent relation cannot be split by a loop cut. In
the following algorithm, the start and end activities are taken separate in the body P1

(Requirement 	.1), and the remaining activities are divided such that only unconnected
parts remain (Requirement 	.3). Second, the divided sets that cannot be redo parts are
merged with the body. Third, the divided sets that do not have all required connections
(i.e. from end and to start) are merged with the body (Requirement 	.4).
function nonAtomicLoopCut(�̃, ‖)

P1 Ð Startp�̃q Y Endp�̃q
P2 . . . Pn Ð partition of Σp�̃qzP1 such that @2¤i j¤n,aPPi,bPPj a

˜�� b^ b ˜�� a^ a �‖ b
and @2¤i¤n @a,bPPi a! b

� exclude sets that are connected from a start activity
for all a P Startp�̃qzEndp�̃q do

for all b such that a �̃ b_ a ‖ b do
P1 Ð P1 Y set of b

end for
end for

� exclude sets that are connected to an end activity
for all b P Endp�̃qz Startp�̃q do

for all a such that a �̃ b_ a ‖ b do
P1 Ð P1 Y set of a

end for
end for

� sets should have all connections
for all 2 ¤ i ¤ n, a P Pi do

if DbPStartp�̃q a �̃ b^ @bPStartp�̃q a �̃ b then
P1 Ð P1 Y set of a

end if
if DbPEndp�̃q b �̃ a^ @bPEndp�̃q b �̃ a then

P1 Ð P1 Y set of a
end if

end for
return p	, P1, . . . Pnq

end function
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Log Splitting

Given a cut and an event log, the life cycle algorithm IMlc splits the event logs into
sublogs. For these log splitting functions, we reuse the log splitting functions of IMfa
without modifications.

Local Guarantees for IMlc. Fitness and log-precision preservation are defined on
combinations of cut finders and log splitters (Definition 4.1). Given a cut p`,Σ1, . . .Σnq,
for each event these log splitting functions consider the Σi belonging to the event. Thus,
for the log splitting functions it is only relevant in which Σi the event belongs and hence,
the local fitness and log precision preservation result also hold for non-atomic event logs
and process trees, using that nonAtomicConcurrentCut, nonAtomicInterleaved-
Cut and nonAtomicLoopCut return cuts according to the footprints of Lemma 5.10.

The following table summarises these local guarantees:

locally fitness locally log precision
preserving preserving

xorCut & Split yes (Lemma 6.5) yes (Lemma 6.6)
sequenceCut & Split yes (Lemma 6.7) when extended
nonAtomicConcurrentCut
& concurrentSplit yes (Lemma 6.8) when extended

nonAtomicInterleavedCut
& interleavedSplit yes (Lemma 6.30) when extended

nonAtomicLoopCut
& loopSplit yes (Lemma 6.9) no (see Section 4.1.4)

Another desirable local guarantee is that the sublogs that result from log splitting
should be consistent. For �,Ñ, ^ andØ, this property follows from local fitness preser-
vation, as log splitting using cuts according to Lemma 5.10 does not remove or reorder
events, and consistency is defined on events of the same activity (see Section 2.3.2).
Hence, if the input event log is consistent, all sublogs are consistent as well.

For 	, an inconsistent sublog can only appear if a start event and its corresponding
completion event get separated in different subtraces, e.g. the trace xas, bs, bc, acy would
be split using the cut p	, tau, tbuq into L1 � rxasy, xacys and L2 � rxbs, bcys. Both traces
in L1 are inconsistent. However, notice that in such cases, the activities a and b are in a
concurrent relation (a ‖ bq, and therefore nonAtomicLoopCut will put both a and b in
Σ1 and not discover a loop cut. Therefore, also for 	 cuts, if the input log is consistent,
all sublogs are consistent as well.

Base Cases

The base cases of IMlc resemble the base cases of IM: singleNonAtomicActivity
applies when the event log contains only traces having a single activity instance, i.e. the
combination of a start event and a corresponding completion event. Similar to the atomic
base case singleActivity in IM, the non-atomic base case singleNonAtomicActiv-
ity in IMlc is locally fitness preserving and locally log-precision preserving.

locally fitness locally log precision
preserving preserving

singleNonAtomicActivity yes yes

Notice that the base cases do not recurse and thus consistency preservation of the
event logs is irrelevant.
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Fall Throughs

We discuss the fall throughs of IM, i.e. we argue whether they apply and what changes
are necessary when these fall throughs are applied to non-atomic event logs:

• emptyTraces applies without modifications to IMlc: non-atomic and atomic
empty traces are equivalent.

• nonAtomicActivityOncePerTrace applies when an activity a has a single
activity instance, i.e. a pair of start and completion events (instead of single events)
in every trace of the event log.

• activityConcurrent applies without modifications.

• strictTauLoop and tauLoop apply when looping behaviour is present, i.e. the
occurrence of an end activity followed by a start activity. These fall throughs need
modification to be applicable to non-atomic event logs, as the IMlc algorithms
assume that the event log is consistent, and all sublogs on which they are applied
recursively need to be consistent as well. For instance, consider the trace t1 �
xas, bs, bc, cs, cc, bs, bc, cs, cc, acy, which is consistent. Splitting this trace after each
end activity followed by a start activity would yield t2 � xas, bs, bc, cs, ccy and
t3 � xbs, bc, cs, cc, acy, both of which are not consistent, as as and ac have been
separated over different sub traces. Therefore, strictNonAtomicTauLoop and
nonAtomicTauLoop only split traces if this would not introduce inconsistencies,
i.e. each start event before the split point has a corresponding completion event
before the split point.

• flowerModel is the last resort of the fall throughs and applies to all event
logs. However, as described in Section 5.7.2, a non-atomic flower model might not
describe all behaviour of an event log. For instance, the trace xas, bs, as, bc, ac, acy
does not fit the flower model 	

τ�

~b~a

(a is executed concurrently with itself), even

though all activities of the trace are contained in the flower model.

Therefore, we introduce the concurrentFlowerModel, which counts the max-
imum number of concurrent activities in an event log, and returns a concurrent
model accordingly. In our example, this fall through would return ^

	

bτ

	

aτ

	

aτ

, i.e.

two repeatable a’s and one repeatable b concurrently, and this model fits the trace
xas, bs, as, bc, ac, acy.

Notice that all activities in these fall throughs are non-atomic.

Local Guarantees. The following table restates the preservation guarantees of these
fall throughs:
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locally fitness locally log precision
preserving preserving

emptyTraces yes yes
nonAtomicActivityOncePerTrace yes when extended
activityConcurrent yes when extended
strictNonAtomicTauLoop yes no
nonAtomicTauLoop yes no
concurrentFlowerModel yes no

All fall throughs preserve consistency: emptyTraces does not alter any nonempty
trace, nonAtomicActivityOncePerTrace and activityConcurrent remove an ac-
tivity from each trace and thus do not influence consistency of the remaining activities,
and nonAtomicTauLoop and concurrentFlowerModel have been discusses before.

Summary

We summarise IMlc, which implements the functions of the IM framework as follows:
function baseCaseIMlc(~L)

if ε R L then
bcÐ emptyLogpLq
if bc � l then bcÐ singleNonAtomicActivitypLq end if
if bc � l then return bc end if

end if
return l

end function
function findCutIMlc(~L)

if ε R L then
p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð xorCutp�̃p~Lqq
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð sequenceCutp�̃p~Lqq end if
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð nonAtomicConcurrentCutp�̃p~Lq, ‖pLqq

end if
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð nonAtomicInterleavedCutp~Lq end if
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð nonAtomicLoopCutp�̃p~Lq, ‖pLqq end if
if k ¥ 2 then return p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq end if

end if
return l

end function
function splitLogIMlc(~L, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq)

if ` � � then return xorSplitp~L, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � Ñ then return sequenceSplitp~L, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � ^ then return concurrentSplitp~L, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � Ø then return interleavedSplitp~L, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � 	 then return loopSplitp~L, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
end if

end function
function fallThroughIMlc(~L)

ftÐ emptyTracesp~Lq
if ft � l then ftÐ nonAtomicActivityOncePerTracep~Lq end if
if ft � l then ftÐ activityConcurrentp~Lq end if
if ft � l then ftÐ strictNonAtomicTauLoopp~Lq end if
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if ft � l then ftÐ nonAtomicTauLoopp~Lq end if
if ft � l then return ft
else return concurrentFlowerModelp~Lq
end if

end function

6.5.3 Inductive Miner - infrequent - life cycle (IMflc) &
Inductive Miner - incompleteness - life cycle (IMclc)

In the previous section, we introduced IMlc, that takes non-atomicity of activity exe-
cutions into account and guarantees fitness. In this section, we adapt IMlc to handle
two types of challenges: infrequent and deviating behaviour, and incomplete behaviour.
For each of these challenges, we introduce a new discovery algorithm: Inductive Miner
- infrequent - life cycle (IMflc) to handle deviating and infrequent behaviour, and In-
ductive Miner - incompleteness - life cycle (IMclc) to handle incomplete behaviour. We
describe the changes in the four function parameters of the IM framework: cut detection,
log splitting, base cases and fall throughs.

Cut Detection

Cut detection for IMflc and IMclc resembles the cut detection functions of IMfa and
IMc. That is, both first try to detect a cut using the cut detection of IMlc. If that fails,
then IMflc filters the non-atomic directly follows graph using the function filter, after
which again the cut detection of IMlc is applied. If cut detection fails for IMclc, then
the cut with the highest probability is selected. We adapt the activity relations defined
in Section 5.3 to take the concurrency graph ‖ into account, i.e. if for two activities a and
b it holds that a ‖ b, they are considered to be in a concurrent activity relation: a^ b.

Log Splitting

Given a cut and an event log, the life cycle algorithms IMflc and IMclc split the event
logs into sublogs. For these log splitting functions, we reuse the log splitting functions of
IMfa without modifications.

Local Guarantees. Similar to IMf and IMc, neither IMflc nor IMclc guaran-
tee local fitness or log-precision preservation for cut detection and log splitting. As cut
detection and log splitting might classify events as deviating and remove them, neither al-
gorithm guarantees that all sublogs are consistent. Therefore, we apply a post-processing
step to these sublogs that makes the sublogs consistent. The post-processing step was
described in Section 2.3.2, and introduces a completion event right after each start event
without a corresponding completion event. Notice that this post-processing step is only
necessary for Ñ, Ø and 	, as � will only remove deviating start and completion events
together, and ^ does not remove any deviating event.

Base Cases

IMflc combines techniques from IMf and IMlc, i.e. the base case singleNonAtom-
icActivityFiltering applies the base case if “enough” traces consisting of a single
activity execution (i.e. a start and a completion event of the same activity) are present
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(see singleActivityFiltering in Section 6.2). This base case is neither locally fitness
nor log-precision preserving:

locally fitness locally log precision
preserving preserving

singleNonAtomicActivityFiltering no no

Notice that this base case does not recurse and thus consistency preservation of the
event logs is irrelevant.

Fall Throughs

IMclc and IMflc reuse the fall throughs of IMlc and IMf. Notice that empty-
TracesFiltering applies without modification: non-atomic and atomic empty traces
are equivalent. This fall through is neither locally fitness nor log-precision preserving,
however it preserves consistency: no nonempty trace is altered.

locally fitness locally log precision
preserving preserving

emptyTracesFiltering no yes

Summary

We summarise how IMflc and IMclc implement the IM framework. Notice that both
combine IMlc with IMf and IMc.

IMflc. We start with IMflc, which filters infrequent and deviating behaviour:
function baseCaseIMflc(~L)

if ε R ~L then
bcÐ emptyLogp~Lq
if bc � l then

bcÐ singleNonAtomicActivityFilteringp~Lq
end if
return bc

end if
return l

end function
function findCutIMflc(~L)

if ε R ~L then
p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð findCutIMp�̃p~Lqq
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð xorCutFilteringp�̃p~Lqq end if
if k ¤ 1 then
p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð sequenceCutFilteringp�̃p~Lqq

end if
if k ¤ 1 then
p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð nonAtomicConcurrentCutFilteringp�̃p~Lqq

end if
if k ¤ 1 then
p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð nonAtomicInterleavedCutFilteringp�̃p~Lqq

end if
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if k ¤ 1 then
return nonAtomicLoopCutFilteringp�̃p~Lqq

else
return p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq

end if
end if
return l

end function
function splitLogIMflc(~L, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq)

if ` � � then return xorSplitFilteringp~L, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � Ñ then return

sequenceSplitFilteringp~L, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq made consistent
else if ` � ^ then return concurrentSplitp~L, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � Ñ then return

interleavedSplitFilteringp~L, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq made consistent
else if ` � 	 then return loopSplitFilteringp~L, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq made con-

sistent
end if

end function
function fallThroughIMflc(~L)

bcÐ emptyTracesFilteringp~Lq
if bc � l then return bc
else return fallThroughIMlcp~Lq
end if

end function

IMclc. Then, we summarise IMclc, which handles incomplete behaviour:
function baseCaseIMclc(~L)

return baseCaseIMlc

end function
function findCutIMclc(~L)

if ε R ~L then
return cut p`,Σ1,Σ2q of ΣpLq with highest p`pΣ1,Σ2q; ` P t�,Ñ,^,	u

end if
end function
function splitLogIMclc(~L, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq)

return splitLogIMflc

end function
function fallThroughIMclc(~L)

ftÐ emptyTracesp~Lq
if ft � l then return ft
else return concurrentFlowerModelp~Lq
end if

end function

6.5.4 Implementation
We finish the description of IMlc, IMflc and IMclc with a brief description of their
implementation in the ProM framework. At the moment of writing, IMlc and IMflc
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have been implemented.
In the descriptions of IMlc, IMflc and IMclc in this section, it was assumed that

each trace in the event log is consistent, i.e. each start event in the trace corresponds to a
single completion event and vice versa (see Section 5.7.1). However, the implementation
is more lenient: in the implementation, we pose this requirement only on the start events,
i.e. we require that for each start event there is a corresponding completion event, but
we allow completion events without corresponding start events. This leniency allows
the implemented algorithms to handle both non-atomic and atomic event logs without
preprocessing steps, as the atomic events in atomic event logs are typically considered to
be (or explicitly defined to be) completion events.

The output of the implementations of IMlc and IMflc is a process tree. Thus,
there is no observable difference between an atomic activity a in a process tree returned
by an atomic-log algorithm and a non-atomic activity ~a in a process tree returned by
a non-atomic-log algorithm, due to a lack of compatible suitable output formats in the
ProM framework (and hence there are no other tools to interpret and use such models
correctly). Therefore, unfortunately, it is up to the user of the model to interpret the
activities in the correct way.

We provide a plug-in, “Expand collapsed process tree”, that transforms a process tree
into a process tree with explicit non-atomicity, e.g. this plug-in transforms the process
tree �

ba

into �

Ñ

b+completeb+start

Ñ

a+completea+start

, such that it can be processed fur-

ther in techniques that are not non-atomic aware. In ProM, for further processing users
should ensure to use an XEventClassifier that adds the +start/+complete parts. Ideally,
conformance checking, log enhancement and other process mining techniques would sup-
port non-atomic event logs and process trees without the need for manually expanding
models and selecting classifiers.

In the Inductive visual Miner, users need not to be aware of this, as it supports
non-atomic event logs and process trees in a transparent manner (see Section 9.1).

6.5.5 Guarantees

As all parameter functions of IMlc are locally fitness preserving, IMlc itself guarantees
fitness by Corollary 4.2:

Corollary 6.39 (IMlc guarantees fitness). For any log L it holds that setpLq �
LpIMlcpLqq.

Not all parameter functions of IMflc and IMclc are locally fitness preserving, so
these algorithms do not guarantee fitness. Similar to the atomic algorithms, neither
IMlc nor IMflc nor IMclc guarantees log-precision.

As all parameter functions guarantee consistency preservation, we have shown that
if the input event log is consistent, then in every recursion of these three algorithms, the
event log under consideration is consistent.

Next, we prove rediscoverability, using the framework introduced in Section 4.2.2.
That is, we first show that log splitting preserves the directly follows graph and con-
currency graph abstractions (Lemma 6.40). Second, we show that IMlc preserves these
abstractions (Lemma 6.41). Third, we prove rediscoverability (Theorem 6.43).
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Lemma 6.40 (IMlc: log splitting preserves log assumptions). Let S � `pS1, . . . Snq
with S P Clc, let c � p`,Σ1, . . .Σmq be a cut conforming to S, and let L1 . . . Lm �
splitLogpL, cq. Then, there exist subtrees M1 . . .Mm such that �p`pM1, . . .Mmqq �
�pSq, ‖p`pM1, . . .Mmqq � ‖pSq and @1¤i¤m Li P LAIMlcpMiq.

Proof. We prove this lemma by constructing trees M1 . . .Mm corresponding to S1 . . . Sn
as in Lemma 6.12 and showing that the log assumptions hold for these M1 . . .Mm,
i.e. that the sublogs returned by splitLogIMlc are fitting to their respective Mi and
have the same directly follows graph and concurrency graph (similar to Figure 6.4).
By construction, Lp`pM1, . . .Mmqq � LpSq, therefore �p`pM1, . . .Mmqq � �pSq and
‖p`pM1, . . .Mmqq � ‖pSq.

As in Lemma 6.12, @1¤i¤m setpLiq � LpMiq and �pLiq � �pMiq. Left to prove:
@1¤i¤m ‖pLiq � ‖pSiq. Take such an Li andMi, and a pair of activities a, b P ΣpLiq such
that a ‖Li

b. Then, there is a trace t in Li such that an execution of a and an execution
of b overlap in t. By construction of the split functions and semantics of the process tree
operators, this overlap is present in a trace t1 in L, hence a ‖L b. As L P LAIMlcpSq,
t1 P LpSq and therefore a ‖S b. Similarly, t PMi, hence a ‖Mi

b.
To prove the other direction, consider an Mi and activities a, b P ΣpMiq such that

a ‖Mi
b. By construction of Mi and semantics of the process tree operators, a ‖S b. As

L P LAIMlcpSq, a ‖L b. Then, there must be a trace t P LpLq such that some executions of
a and b overlap in t. Without loss of generality, assume that t � x. . . as, bs, . . .1 ac, bc, . . .y.
For all activities d that have an execution (i.e. an event) in . . .1, it holds that a ‖L d and
b ‖L d. As cut c conforms to S, by Lemma 5.60, d P ΣpLiq. Hence, for the process tree
operators �, Ñ, ^ and 	, t P Li and hence a ‖Li

b.
Hence, subtrees M1 . . .Mm exist such that �p`pM1, . . .Mmqq � �pSq, ‖p`pM1,

. . .Mmqq � ‖pSq and @1¤i¤m Li P LAIMlcpMiq.

Lemma 6.41 (IMlc, IMflc and IMclc are abstraction preserving). IMlc, IMflc
and IMclc are abstraction preserving, i.e. the combination of the class of process trees
Clc, the directly follows abstraction �, the log assumptions function L P LAIMlcpSq �
setpLq � LpSq^�pSq ��pLq^‖pSq � ‖pLq, and the algorithms IMlc implementing the
IM framework with baseCaseIMlc, findCutIMlc, splitLogIMlc and fallThroughIMlc

is abstraction preserving.

Proof. We show that each requirement of Definition 4.8 holds:

AP.1 , i.e. an activity base case preserves the abstraction. As L P LAIMpSq holds,
setpLq � txas, acyu. By code inspection, in IMlc the base case singleNonAtom-
icActivity applies, which returns ~a.
Hence, �pbaseCaseIMlcpLqq ��p~aq.

AP.2 , i.e. a τ base case preserves the abstraction. As τ R Clc, this case cannot occur
and the requirement holds.

AP.3 , i.e. the base case parameter function preserves the abstraction. If S � `pS1, . . . Snq,
with S P Clc, then ΣpSq ¥ 2. As L P LAIMlcpSq holds, by code inspection, no
base case in baseCaseIMlc applies and the requirement trivially holds.

AP.4 , i.e. every cut that is detected conforms to S. As L P LAIMlcpSq, �pSq �
�pLq and ‖pSq � ‖pLq. By lemmas 5.21 and 5.60, �pLq and ‖pLq contain a cut
c � `pΣpS1q, . . .ΣpSnqq. By Corollary 5.64, no other footprint is present in the
combination of �pLq and ‖pSq. By code inspection of findCutIMlc, this cut c is
returned, hence these three cut detection functions conform to S (Definition 5.16).
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AP.5 , i.e. log splitting preserves the log assumptions. This requirement follows from
Lemma 6.40.

AP.6 , i.e. fall throughs preserve the abstraction. By the previous requirements and
Lemma 5.10, for all systems S P Clc, either baseCaseIMlc or findCutIMlc ap-
plies, i.e. fallThroughIMlc is never reached for S P Clc. Therefore, this case
cannot occur and the requirement holds.

We show that IMlc is language-class preserving (Definition 4.10), i.e. that the dis-
covered model is of Clc:

Lemma 6.42 (IMlc is language-class preserving). For all non-atomic systems S P Clc

and logs ~L such that ~L P LAIMlcpSq, it holds that IMap~Lq P Clc.

The proof of this lemma is similar to the proofs of lemmas 6.14 and 6.36, i.e. for each
requirement of Clc it is shown that there exists subtrees M1 . . .Mm such that each of
the sublogs Li adheres to the log assumptions of Mi (Lemma 6.40). By Lemma 6.41, the
non-atomic directly follows graph is preserved by IMlc, and as the requirement of Clc

holds for Mi, this requirement holds for S as well.
Finally, by Theorem 4.11, IMlc guarantees rediscoverability for Clc: Rediscover-

ability is guaranteed by IMflc and IMclc as well, as these algorithms first apply the
cut detection of IMlc before attempting filtering (and this is not necessary in case the
preconditions for rediscoverability hold).

Theorem 6.43 (IMlc, IMflc & IMclc rediscoverability). Let L be a log and S P Clc be
a system such that setpLq � LpSq^�̃pLq � �̃pSq. Then, LpIMlcpLqq � LpIMflcpLqq �
LpIMclcpLqq � LpSq.

In this section, we introduced three algorithms that use life cycle information in event
logs, i.e. in non-atomic event logs, to distinguish concurrency and looping behaviour. One
of these algorithms is the basic fitness-guaranteeing IMlc, one the infrequent and devi-
ating behaviour handling IMflc, and the third, IMclc, handles incomplete behaviour.
We have shown that all three algorithms provide rediscoverability on process trees of
Clc. Furthermore, we have shown that IMlc guarantees fitness. Both IMlc and IMflc
have been implemented in the ProM framework [58] (see Section 6.7). Implementing and
evaluating IMclc remains part of future work:

Future work 6.44: Implement and evaluate IMclc.

An interesting area of further research is to combine the life cycle handling capabilities
of IMlc with the concurrency detection using the üü-relation of IM, and to extend
support for the interleaved operator Ø.

Future work 6.45: Combine life cycle handling capabilities with the minimum self-
distance relation üü.

Future work 6.46: Include support for Ø in IMlc and IMflc.
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6.6 Handling Large Event Logs

In the previous sections, we introduced several algorithms that use the IM framework to
discover process models. In Chapter 8, we will show that these algorithms (except IMc)
can be applied to event logs with millions of events and thousands of traces. Handling
even larger event logs, the algorithms of the IM framework face the problem that they
need to pass through the event log in every recursion and copy the event log in each
recursion, which increases run time and memory consumption by the algorithms that use
the IM framework. In this section, we will introduce a new family of algorithms that
is able to handle logs with tens of millions of events and thousands of activities. These
new algorithms pass through the event log once to construct a directly follows graph,
and then recurse on this directly follows graph only instead of on the event log, thereby
avoiding to copy the event log. Therefore, we adapt the IM framework to pass over the
event log once: four steps are applied to the directly follows graph, similar to the IM
framework: it detects a cut of the graph, splits the directly follows graph in subgraphs,
and recurses on these subgraphs until it encounters a base case, and if no cut can be
detected it chooses a fall through. We refer to this adapted framework as the Inductive
Miner - directly follows based framework (IMd framework).

We introduce three algorithms that implement the IMd framework: a basic one
called Inductive Miner - directly follows (IMd), one to handle infrequent and deviating
behaviour, called Inductive Miner - infrequent - directly follows (IMfd), and one to
handle incomplete behaviour Inductive Miner - incompleteness - directly follows (IMcd).

We start with an example, after which we introduce the IMd framework, and the
three algorithms implementing it (IMd, IMfd and IMcd). We conclude the section
with a discussion of the guarantees provided by the IMd framework and the introduced
algorithms.

6.6.1 Example
We illustrate the IMd framework and the basic algorithm IMd with an example, using
the event log

L113 � rxa, b, c, f, g, h, iy, xa, b, c, g, h, f, iy xa, b, c, h, f, g, iy,

xa, c, b, f, g, h, iy, xa, c, b, g, h, f, iy, xa, c, b, h, f, g, iy,

xa, d, f, g, h, iy, xa, d, e, d, g, h, f, iy, xa, d, e, d, e, d, h, f, g, iys

The directly-follows graph of L113 is shown in Figure 6.17.
To this graph, IMd first tries to apply a base case, which does not apply. Second, the

IMd applies cut detection, and detects the cut pÑ, tau, tb, c, d, eu, tf, g, hu, tiuq. Using
this cut, the directly follows graph is split into four subgraphs, shown in Figure 6.18, by,
for each part of the cut, taking the nodes and edges within that part, and converting the
inter-edges into start and end activities (depending on the process tree operator). Notice
the difference with IM, which would split the event log, and in the recursion recompute
the subgraphs; IMd avoids this step. The intermediate result is recorded:

IMdp�pL113qq � ÑpIMdpD114q, IMdpD115q, IMdpD116q, IMdpD117qq

On these four subgraphs, IMd recurses. Two of these subgraphs, i.e. D114 and D117,
are base cases:

IMdpD114q � a

IMdpD117q � i
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a b

c

d

e

f
g

h

i

(a) � graph.

� a b c d e f g h i K
J 9
a 3 3 3
b 3 1 1 1
c 3 1 1 1
d 3 1 1 1
e 3
f 6 3
g 6 3
h 6 3
i 9

(b) Cardinalities of the � graph.

Figure 6.17: Directly follows graph of L113, with cardinalities denoted in a
table. The red lines denote the cut pÑ, tau, tb, c, d, eu, tf, g, hu, tiuq.

Once IMd recurses on D115, it detects the cut p�, tb, cu, td, euq, splits the graph into
D118 and D119 (see Figure 6.19), and records the intermediate result

IMdpD115q � �pIMdpD118q, IMdpD119qq

For D118, IMd discovers the tree ^pb, cq, while for D119, IMd discovers the tree
	pd, eq.

Recursing on D116, having nodes f , g and h (see Figure 6.18), IMd detects neither
a base case nor a cut. Therefore, a fall through must be used: IMd performs a fall
through similar to strictTauLoop of IM. Where strictTauLoop splits traces on
every transition from an end to a start activity, IMd removes all edges from an end to
a start activity. On our example, IMd thus obtains the directly follows graph D120, and
records the intermediate result

IMdpD116q � 	pIMdpD120, τqq

On D120, IMd discovers the model �pf, g, hq. The end result of IMd applied to
�pL113qq is Ñ

�

i	

τ�

hgf

	

ed

^

cb

a

.
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(d) D117.

Figure 6.18: Sub � graphs of L113. The red line denotes the cut
p�, tb, cu, td, euq.
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Figure 6.19: Further sub � graphs.
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6.6.2 Inductive Miner - directly follows based framework
(IMd framework)

In this section, we introduce the IMd framework, which consists of four steps: first, a
cut is detected, second, the directly follows graph is split into smaller subgraphs and
third, the IMd framework recurses on these subgraphs until a base case is encountered.
If no cut can be found, a fall through is returned, i.e. a process tree is discovered such
that recursion can continue. These four steps are parameters of the IMd framework and
have to be provided as plug-ins by a process discovery algorithm: each algorithm that
implements the IMd framework should provide each of these four functions. That is, for
a directly follows graph �, the parameter function baseCase detects base cases of the
recursion. The parameter function findCut searches for a cut, i.e., findCutp�q searches
for a cut in directly follows graph � and returns that cut if it exists. The parameter
function splitDfg splits the directly follows graph into smaller directly follows graphs:
splitDfgp�, cq splits � according to cut c and returns the remaining subgraphs. The
parameter function fallThroughp�q returns a fall through for �. This function must
not fail and always return a process tree.

Formally, let D be a directly follows relation:
function IMd frameworkbaseCase,findCut,splitDfg,fallThrough(D)

bcÐ baseCasepDq
if bc � l then

return bc
end if
p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq Ð findCutpDq
if p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq � l then

D1 . . . Dn Ð splitDfgpD, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
return `pIMdframeworkpD1q, . . . , IMdframeworkpDnqq

else
return fallThroughpDq

end if
end function

In the remainder of this section, we introduce three algorithms that implement this
framework.

6.6.3 Inductive Miner - directly follows (IMd)

The first algorithm we introduce is a basic one: the Inductive Miner - directly follows
(IMd) algorithm. This algorithm resembles the IM algorithm, i.e. uses the same concepts.
We discuss its four parameter functions: cut detection, directly follows graph splitting,
base cases and fall throughs.

Cut Detection

Cut detection of the IMd algorithm is identical to cut detection of IM. That is, xorCut,
sequenceCut, concurrentCut and loopCut of IM are applied until one returns a
cut.
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a

b
c

(a) D121.

a

(b) D122.

b
c

(c) D123.

Figure 6.20: A directly follows graph, split by the cut denoted by a red line.

a

b
c

(a) D124.

a

(b) D125.

b
c

(c) D126.

Figure 6.21: A directly follows graph, split by the cut denoted by a red line.

Directly Follows Graph Splitting

After finding a cut, the IMd framework splits the directly follows graph into several
subgraphs, on which recursion continues. The IMd algorithm uses several log splitting
functions. The idea is to keep the internal structure of each of the clusters of the cut by
projecting a graph on the cluster.

Exclusive Choice and Concurrency. For exclusive choice and concurrency, a
simple projection suffices. That is, all inter-edges of a cluster are kept, and all intra-
cluster edges are removed. For instance, consider the directly follows relation shown in
Figure 6.20: starting with D121, this graph is split using the cut p�, tau, tb, cuq into D122

and D123. Similarly, Figure 6.21 shows a directly follows graph, the cut p^, tau, tb, cuq
and the directly follows graphs that result from splitting.

Formally:
function simpleDfgSplit(D,`,Σ1 . . .Σn)
@i : Di Ð ra� b|a, b P Σi Y tJ,Ku ^ a�D bs
return D1, . . . , Dn

end function

Sequence and Loop. For 	 and Ñ, the start and end activities of a child might be
different from the start and end activities of its parent. Therefore, every edge that enters
a cluster is counted as a start activity, and an edge leaving a cluster is counted as an
end activity. For Ñ, an edge bypassing a cluster is counted as an empty trace (J�K,
denoted as ε in the directly follows graphs). For instance, the directly follows graph D127

in Figure 6.22 is split using the cut pÑ, tau, tbu, tcuq in the graphs D128, D129 and D130.
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a b c
2

2

(a) D127.

a
2

2

(b) D128.

b ε

(c) D129.

c
2

2

(d) D130.

Figure 6.22: A directly follows graph, split by the cut denoted by the red
lines.

Σ1

Σ2
(b) (a)

. . .

Σn

(c)

Figure 6.23: Three possible bypasses of the body part in a loop.

Formally:
function sequenceDfgSplit(D,`,Σ1 . . .Σn)

@i : Di Ð ra� b|a, b P Σi ^ a�D bs

Z rJ� b|b P Σi ^ a P Σj i Y tJu ^ a�D bs

Z ra�K|a P Σi ^ b P Σj¡i Y tKu ^ a�D bs

Z rJ�K|a P Σj i Y tJu ^ b P Σk¡i Y tKu ^ a�D bs
return D1, . . . , Dn

end function
The function for loop cuts is similar: it takes the clusters of the cuts and keeps the
internal �-edges of these clusters. For the first (body) cluster, empty traces are added
in three cases, as illustrated in Figure 6.23: (a) a redo cluster contains a start activity,
which means that execution of the body left no trace in the directly follows graph, thus
an empty trace should be added to the body (b) similarly, for each end activity an empty
trace is added, and (c) a directly follows edge between two redo clusters indicates that
the execution of the body resulted in an empty trace. For the non-first (redo) clusters,
start and end activities are added according to the directly follows edges between the
body cluster and the redo cluster.

Notice that for 	, the cut detection routines of IMd, IMfd and IMcd guarantee
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(a) D131.
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(b) D132.

c
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(c) D133.

d
10
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(d) D134.

Figure 6.24: Example of directly follows graph splitting. The red lines denote
the loop cut p	, ta, bu, tcu, tduq.

that only case (c) might occur. Figure 6.24 shows an example: D131 is split into D132,
D133 and D134. The edge c� d violates the red loop cut and appears an as empty trace
in D132.
function loopDfgSplit(D,`,Σ1 . . .Σn)

D1 Ð ra� b|a, b P Σ1 Y tJ,Ku ^ a�D b^ pa � J^ b � Kqs

Z rJ�K|a P
¤

1 i¤n

Σi Y tJu ^ b P
¤

1 j¤n,i�j

Σi Y tKu ^ a�D bs

for 2 ¤ i ¤ n do
Di Ð ra� b|a, b P Σi ^ a�D bs

Z rJ� b|a P Σ1 Y tJu ^ b P Σi ^ a�D bs

Z ra�K|a P Σi ^ b P Σ1 Y tKu ^ a�D bs
end for
return D1, . . . , Dn

end function

Base Cases

We identified two base cases for IMd: no activities and single activities.
The emptyDfg base case applies when the directly follows graph contains no activ-

ities. In that case, τ is returned.
The singleActivityDfg base case applies when the directly follows graph contains

a single activity, and that activity has no self-edges. In case the activity has self-edges,
the base case does not apply, as a self-edge implies that the log underlying the directly
follows graph contains a trace with more than one execution of the activity, e.g. xa, ay
(this case is handled by the fall through strictDfgTauLoop that will be introduced
below).

Fall Throughs

The IMd algorithm uses fewer fall throughs than the IM algorithm. For each of the fall
throughs of IM, we discuss whether they are used by IMd as well, and how they were
adapted to directly follows relations:

• The IM fall through emptyTraces applies to directly follows relations, though
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a

b
c

(a) � relation D135.

a

b
c

(b) D136 on which strictDfgTauLooppD135q recurses.

Figure 6.25: A � relation, and the filtered � relation on which strictDfg-
TauLoop recurses.

needs to be adapted: instead of probing the event log for empty traces, it probes
a directly follows relation D for relations J�D K. We refer to this adapted fall
through as emptyTracesDfg.

• The IM fall through activityOncePerTrace does not apply to directly follows
relations, as from such a relation, it cannot always be derived whether an activity
was executed once in each trace.

• The IM fall through activityConcurrent could be adapted to directly follows
relations by removing an activity from the relation and trying whether in the
remaining graph a cut is present. However, given the time-consuming nature of
this fall through and the focus of IMd on scalability, we chose not to include this
fall through in IMd.

• The IM fall through strictTauLoop can be adapted to directly follows relations:
every edge from an end activity to a start activity is removed. We refer to the
adapted fall through as strictDfgTauLoop. The fall through applies if this step
actually removes at least an edge. For instance, Figure 6.25 shows a directly follows
relation and the filtered relation on which strictDfgTauLoop recurses. That is,
strictDfgTauLoop returns 	pIMdpD136q, τq.

• The IM fall through tauLoop can be adapted to directly follows relations, in a way
similar to strictDfgTauLoop, to obtain dfgTauLoop. That is, of a directly
follows graph D, all incoming edges of start activities are removed to obtain a new
directly follows graph D1, i.e. IMdpDq � 	pIMdpD1q, τq.

• The IM fall through flowerModel applies to directly follows relations without
changes.

Summary

To summarise, the IMd algorithm implements the parameter functions of the IMd frame-
work as follows:
function baseCaseIMd(D)

if J�K R D then
bcÐ emptyDfgpDq
if bc � l then bcÐ singleActivityDfgpDq end if
if bc � l then return bc end if

end if
return l
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end function
function findCutIMd(D)

if J�K R D then
p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð xorCutpDq
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð sequenceCutpDq end if
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð concurrentCutpD,Hq end if
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð loopCutpDq end if
if k ¥ 2 then return p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq end if

end if
return l

end function
function splitDfgIMd(D, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq)

if ` � � then return simpleDfgSplitpD, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � Ñ then return sequenceDfgSplitpD, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � ^ then return simpleDfgSplitpD, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � 	 then return loopDfgSplitpD, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
end if

end function
function fallThroughIMd(D)

ftÐ emptyTracesDfgpDq
if ft � l then ftÐ strictDfgTauLooppDq end if
if ft � l then ftÐ dfgTauLooppDq end if
if ft � l then return ft
else return flowerModelpDq
end if

end function
In Section 6.6.6, we will discuss the guarantees offered by IMd: rediscoverability, but

not fitness.

6.6.4 Inductive Miner - infrequent - directly follows (IMfd)
In the previous sections, we introduced the IMd algorithm, which splits directly follows
graphs recursively. In this section, we combine the concepts of the IMd and IMf al-
gorithms to handle infrequent and deviating behaviour. We introduce a new algorithm,
Inductive Miner - infrequent - directly follows (IMfd), and describe how it implements
the four parameter functions of the IMd framework, i.e. cut detection, directly follows
graph splitting, base cases and fall throughs.

Cut Detection

Cut detection of the IMfd resembles cut detection of IMf and IMd, i.e. first the cut
detection of the basic IMd is attempted. If that fails, the graph is filtered using the
filter function (see Section 6.2.2), after which the IMd cut detection is applied again.

Directly Follows Graph Splitting

As fitness is not guaranteed by the basic IMd algorithm, its directly follows graph split-
ting functions were designed to handle non-perfect cuts. Therefore, these log splitting
functions of the IMd algorithm suffice for IMfd.
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Base Cases

We consider how to adapt the two base cases of IMf to IMfd: emptyDfg applies to
empty logs, and there is not much to filter, so this fall through is included unchanged. The
singleActivityDfg fall through is sensitive to only one type of infrequent behaviour:
self edges. That is, if a directly follows graph consists of a single activity a, then the only
possible extra information is a self edge of a, indicating that a was executed multiple
times in a trace. In such cases, the IMf algorithm needs to decide whether there are
enough traces to justify the model 	pa, τq or the more precise model a.

In IMf, the fall through singleActivityFiltering assumes a geometric distribution
with parameter p, which is estimated as pp � |L|{p||L|| � |L|q, in which |L| is the number
of traces in log L and ||L|| is the number of events in L. If the log contains only traces
with a single a, then pp � 0.5. If this pp is ‘close enough’ to 0.5, i.e. |pp � 0.5| ¤ f , the
activity a is returned as a leaf. The IMfd algorithm applies a similar strategy with the
singleActivityDfgFiltering, and derives |L| by the number of times a was a start
activity, and ||L|| by the total weight of incoming edges of a, i.e. the number of times a
is a start activity and the weight of the self edge of a.

Fall Throughs

Most fall throughs of the IMd algorithm apply to IMfd without change. However,
similar to the IMf algorithm, the fall through emptyTraces is adapted to not apply
when just a few empty traces are present. Thus, the fall through emptyTracesDfg-
Filtering applies if “enough” empty traces, i.e. |J�D K| ¥ |StartpDq| � f , the model
�pτ, IMfpD without J�Kqq is returned and recursion continues on a directly follows
graph without the empty traces. Otherwise, the empty traces are filtered out and recur-
sion continues, i.e. IMfdpD without J�Kq.

Summary

To summarise, the IMfd algorithm implements the parameter functions of the IMd
framework as follows:
function baseCaseIMfd(D)

if J�K R D then
bcÐ emptyDfgpDq
if bc � l then bcÐ singleActivityDfgFilteringpDq end if
if bc � l then return bc end if

end if
return l

end function
function findCutIMfd(D)

if J�K R D then
p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð findCutIMdpDq
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð xorCutFilteringpDq end if
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð sequenceCutFilteringpDq end if
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð concurrentCutFilteringpD,Hq end if
if k ¤ 1 then p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq Ð loopCutFilteringpDq end if
if k ¥ 2 then return p`,Σ1 . . .Σkq end if

end if
return l
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end function
function splitDfgIMfd(D, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq)

if ` � � then return simpleDfgSplitpD, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � Ñ then return sequenceDfgSplitpD, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � ^ then return simpleDfgSplitpD, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
else if ` � 	 then return loopDfgSplitpD, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnqq
end if

end function
function fallThroughIMfd(D)

ftÐ emptyTracesDfgFilteringpDq
if ft � l then ftÐ strictTauLooppDq end if
if ft � l then ftÐ tauLooppDq end if
if ft � l then return ft
else return flowerModelpDq
end if

end function

6.6.5 Inductive Miner - incompleteness - directly follows
(IMcd)

In the previous sections, we introduced the IMd framework to increase scalability, and
the IMd and IMf algorithms. In this section, we describe how the concepts of the
incompleteness-handling algorithm IMc can be applied in the IMd framework, i.e. we
introduce a new algorithm Inductive Miner - incompleteness - directly follows (IMcd)
that handles incomplete behaviour. We discuss cut detection, log splitting, base cases
and fall throughs, after which we summarise the algorithm. Notice that even though the
IMd framework focuses on speed, the IMcd algorithm that is presented in this section is
exponential in the number of activities. We nevertheless included it as it illustrates the
flexibility of the IM framework and IMd framework: without much effort, we can reuse
existing techniques, implementations and proofs.

Cut Detection

The activity relations described in Section 5.3 are defined using a directly follows graph.
Hence, IMcd can reuse the cut detection of IMc with a small adjustment, i.e. it first
constructs the activity relations and computes probabilities for them. In these probabil-
ities, the number of occurrences of an activity is used, which is derived from the sum
of incoming edges in the directly follows graph. For instance, if activity a has several
incoming directly follows edges whose weights sum up to 10, activity a was executed 10
times. Second, several SMT problems are constructed whose solutions correspond to the
cuts with maximum accumulated probabilities, and the cut with the highest probability
is returned. For more details, please refer to Section 6.3.5.

Directly Follows Graph Splitting

As fitness is not guaranteed by the basic IMd algorithm, its directly follows graph split-
ting functions were designed to handle non-perfect cuts. Therefore, these log splitting
functions of the IMd algorithm suffice for IMcd.
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Base Cases

Similar to IMc, which reuses the base cases of IM, IMcd reuses the non-filtering base
cases of IMd.

Fall Throughs

Similar to IMc, IMcd always discovers a cut, thus a fall through is only necessary if the
event log consists of a single activity, or if the event log contains empty traces ε. That
is, emptyTracesDfg and flowerModel.

Summary

To summarise, the IMcd algorithm implements the parameter functions of the IMd
framework as follows:
function baseCaseIMcd(D)

return baseCaseIMdpDq
end function
function findCutIMcd(D)

if J�K R D then
return cut p`,Σ1,Σ2q of ΣpDq with highest p`pΣ1,Σ2q; ` P t�,Ñ,^,	u

end if
end function
function splitDfgIMcd(D, p`,Σ1, . . . ,Σnq)

return splitDfgIMdpDq
end function
function fallThroughIMcd(D)

ftÐ emptyTracesDfgpDq
if ft � l then return ft
else return flowerModelpLq
end if

end function

6.6.6 Guarantees
In the previous sections, we introduced the IMd framework that discovers process trees
by recursing on directly follows graphs, and three algorithms implementing it, i.e. the
basic IMd, the the infrequent and deviating behaviour handling IMfd, and the incom-
pleteness handling IMcd. In this section, we discuss the guarantees provided by the IMd
framework and the three algorithms. We start with an explanation why we chose to not
guarantee fitness. Second, we lift the rediscoverability framework of the IM framework to
the IMd framework. Third, we show that all three algorithms provide rediscoverability
for selected subclasses of models.

Fitness

A desirable property of discovery algorithms is the ability to return a fitting model,
i.e. guarantee fitness. For directly follows based algorithms without recursion, this is
challenging. For instance, Figure 6.26 shows the directly follows graph of the process
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^

cÑ

ba

(a) Tree M137.

rxa, c, b, c, a, by, xcys

(b) Log L138.

a

b

c

(c) �pM137q ��pL138q.

Figure 6.26: Example of a tree and non-fitting log with the same � graph.

tree M137 � ^

cÑ

ba

. However, it is also the directly follows graph of the event log L138 �

rxa, c, b, c, a, by, xcys. Thus, any directly follows algorithm that aims to return a fitting
model should return a model that includes the behaviour ofM137 as well as the behaviour
of L138, as the directly follows graph that the algorithm considers cannot distinguish
between the behaviour of M137 and L138.

Hence, a directly follows based algorithm that guarantees fitness can never return
tree M137. Specifically, a fitness-guaranteeing algorithm would need to return a model
that allows for any possible path through the directly follows graph. Therefore, such
an algorithm has to seriously underfit/generalise, and we chose the basic algorithm IMd
to not guarantee fitness, in contrast to the basic IM, which is aided by its log splitting
in detecting the difference between M137 and L138. Furthermore, this example shows
that a fitness-guaranteeing directly follows-based discovery algorithm cannot guarantee
rediscoverability on any class of process models that includes M137, e.g. Cb.

This challenge holds for any pure directly-follows based process discovery algorithm,
such as IMd and α. The algorithms of the IM framework do not suffer from this as due
to their recursion, these algorithms use more information from the event log. The trees
returned by IM and IMd for M137 and L138 are as follows:

log or � of M137 L138

IM ^

cÑ

ba

^

�

	

τÑ

ba

τ

	

τc

IMd ^

cÑ

ba

^

cÑ

ba
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Rediscoverability in the IMd framework

The IMd framework provides several guarantees: the model returned is a process tree
and hence is sound, and furthermore algorithms that implement the IMd framework can
guarantee rediscoverability.

In Section 4.2.2, we introduced a formal framework for rediscoverability and expressed
its requirements in terms of the IM framework functions. As the IMd framework differs
from the IM framework, we adapt the rediscoverability framework as well. In the redis-
coverability framework we used a discovery algorithm ♦, a log-assumption function LA,
a language abstraction A and a class of models C. We defined the property abstraction
preservation, which expresses that the algorithm chooses sensible cuts, base cases and
fall throughs, and never performs a step that causes the discovered model to have a dif-
ferent abstraction than the system model (see Definition 4.8). Furthermore, we defined
the property language-class preservation, which expresses that the output model should
be of class C. For both properties, one may assume that the system is of class C, and
that the log adheres to the log-assumption function LA. From these two properties,
rediscoverability follows, as proven in Theorem 4.11.

For the IMd framework, we adapt this formal framework as follows. In order not to
repeat large parts of Section 4.2.2, we restate properties and requirements of the IMd
framework while referring to similar proofs of the IM framework. We introduce two
properties: one corresponding to abstraction preservation and one similar to language-
class preservation.

Definition 6.47 (directly follows preservation). Let C be a class of process trees, let
DA : C Ñ 2directly follows relation be a directly follows relation assumption function, let D
be a directly follows relation, and let ♦ be a discovery algorithm implementing the IMd
framework with baseCase♦, findCut♦, splitDfg♦ and fallThrough♦. Then, ♦ is
abstraction preserving if for every tree S P C:

DAP.1 The directly follows relation of an activity is preserved: for all reduced systems
a P C such that a is an activity, and for all directly follows relations D P DApaq,
it holds that �pbaseCase♦pDqq ��paq.

DAP.2 The directly follows relation of a τ step is preserved: for the reduced system τ P C
and for all directly follows relations D P DApτq, it holds that�pbaseCase♦pDqq �
�pτq.

DAP.3 If the algorithm applies a base case, then the directly follows relation is preserved:
let S � `pS1, . . . Snq, with S P C be a reduced system, and let D P DApSq be
a directly follows relation. Assume that for all S1 such that |S1| ¤ |S| and D1 P
DApS1q, it holds that �pbaseCase♦pD1qq � �pS1q. Then, if baseCase♦pDq
applies, then �pbaseCase♦pDqq ��pSq.

DAP.4 If the algorithm detects a cut, then this cut conforms to the system: for all
reduced systems S � `pS1, . . . Snq with S P C and for all directly follows relations
D P DApSq for which baseCase♦pDq does not apply, it holds that findCut♦pDq
conforms to S (Definition 5.16).

DAP.5 If a conforming cut is found, then the directly follows assumptions hold for the
subgraphs (for the next recursive step): for all reduced systems S � `pS1, . . . Snq
with S P C, and all cuts c � pb,Σ1, . . .Σmq that conform to S (Definition 5.16,
notice that n and m may be different due to the reduction rules of Definition 5.1),
let D1 . . . Dm � splitDfgpD, cq, then there exist trees M1 . . .Mm such that
�p`pM1, . . .Mmqq ��pSq, and @1¤i¤m Di P DApMiq.
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DAP.6 If the algorithm uses a fall through, the directly follows relation is preserved: let
S � `pS1, . . . Snq with S P C be a reduced system, and let D P DApSq be a
directly follows relation, but neither baseCase♦pDq nor findCut♦pDq applies.
Assume that for all S1 such that |S1| ¤ |S| and D1 P DApS1q, it holds that
�p♦pD1qq ��pS1q.
Then, �pfallThrough♦pDqq ��pSq.

An algorithm having this property preserves the abstraction of a system, i.e.

Lemma 6.48 (Directly follows rediscoverability of the IMd framework). Let C be a
class of process trees, DA be a directly follows assumption function, and let ♦ be an
algorithm that implements the IMdframework with baseCase♦, findCut♦, splitDfg♦
and fallThrough♦, such that ♦ is directly follows preserving (Definition 6.47). Then,
for all reduced systems S P C and directly follows relations D P DApSq, it holds that
�p♦pDqq ��pSq.

The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.9.
The second property expresses that the discovered model should be of class C, in

terms of C and LA:

Definition 6.49 (language-class preservation). A combination of a class of process trees
C, a directly follows assumption function DA and an algorithm ♦ is language-class
preserving if and only if for all reduced systems S P C and directly follows relations
D P DApSq, it holds that ♦pDq P C.

Finally, we prove the main theorem, i.e. an algorithm that is abstraction preserving
and language-class preserving has rediscoverability:

Theorem 6.50. Let C be a class of process trees, DA be a directly follows assumption
function, and ♦ � IMd frameworkbaseCase♦,findCut♦,splitDfg♦,fallThrough♦ , such that
the combination of C, DA and ♦ is directly follows preserving (Definition 6.47), such
that the combination of C, DA and ♦ is language-class preserving (Definition 6.49), and
such that the combination of � and the set of languages represented by C is language
unique (Definition 4.4).

Let SM and S be process trees such that LpSMq � LpSq, SM P C and S P C. Then,
♦ has rediscoverability (Definition 4.3): for each directly follows relation D P DApSq, it
holds that LpSMq � Lp♦pDqq.

For the proof of this theorem, we refer to the proof of Theorem 4.11.

Rediscoverability of IMd, IMfd and IMcd

Theorem 6.51 (IMd rediscoverability). Take a system S P Cb (Definition 5.7) and a
log L such that setpLq � LpSq and �pLq ��pSq. Then, LpIMdp�pLqqq � LpSq.

Proof. In order to prove the theorem, we prove that the directly follows relation is pre-
served (Definition 6.47), and that the model discovered by IMd is of class Cb (Defini-
tion 6.49). Then, by Theorem 6.50, the theorem holds.

We prove that the parameter functions of IMd are directly follows preserving: let
�pLq � D P DAIMd if and only if �pSq � D.

DAP.1 Let S � a, with a being an activity. By DAIMd, �pLq ��pSq. By construction
of baseCaseIMd, �pbaseCaseIMdp�pLqqq ��paq.
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DAP.2 Let S � τ . By DAIMd, �pLq ��pSq. By construction, neither
baseCaseIMdp�pLqq nor findCutIMdp�pLqq apply. Then, by construction of
baseCaseIMd, �pbaseCaseIMdp�pLqqq ��paq.

DAP.3 This case never applies, i.e. if S � `pS1, . . . Snq, then baseCaseIMdp�pLqq does
not apply.

DAP.4 As IMd reuses the cut detection of IM, the proof of Requirement AP.4 of
Lemma 6.13 applies.

DAP.5 Let S � `pS1, . . . Snq with S P Cb, let c � p`,Σ1, . . .Σmq be a cut conforming to
S, and let D1 . . . Dm � splitLogpD, cq. To prove: there exist subtrees M1 . . .Mm

such that �p`pM1, . . .Mmqq � �pSq and @1¤i¤m Di P DApSiq. We prove this
by constructing trees M1 . . .Mm corresponding to S1 . . . Sn and showing that the
log assumptions hold for these M1 . . .Mm, i.e. that the subgraphs returned by
splitDfgIM are fitting to their respective Mi and have the same directly follows
graph.
As c is conforming, each Σ1 . . .Σm is the union of one or more ΣpSiq. Let each
M1 . . .Mm be the trees corresponding to the subtrees Si, combined with ` if
necessary. (for instance, if S � Ñpa, b, cq and c � pÑ, ta, bu, tcuq, then M1 �
Ñpa, bq and M2 � c).
We prove the directly follows assumptions DAIM for these subgraphs, i.e. @1¤i¤m

�pMiq � Di by case distinction on `. As of Requirement Cb.1, we do not need
to consider J�K.

` � � and ` � ^ By construction of simpleDfgSplit and Requirement Cb.2,
for any activities a, b P ΣpDiq, a�Di b^a�Mi b. Furthermore, for a and b in
different ΣpDiq, ΣpDj�iq, by construction of simpleDfgSplit, a ��Di

b and
a ��Mi

b. Similarly, StartpDiq � StartpMiq and EndpDiq � EndpMiq. Hence,
Di ��pMiq.

` � Ñ and ` � 	 By reasoning similar to the � case, for any activities a, b P
ΣpDiq, a�Di b � a�Mi b and for a and b in different ΣpDiq, ΣpDj�iq,
a ��Di

b and a ��Mi
b. Left to prove: StartpDiq � StartpMiq and EndpDiq �

EndpMiq. We consider the start activities (the end activities are symmetri-
cal). For i � 1, StartpMiq � StartpSq � StartpDq. For i ¡ 1, take an activity
b P StartpMiq, then as �pSq � D, there exists an activity a P Σi�1 such
that a�D b. By construction of sequenceDfgSplit and loopDfgSplit,
b P StartpDiq. Hence, StartpDiq � StartpMiq and by a symmetrical argu-
ment, EndpDiq � EndpMiq.

Hence, subtreesM1 . . .Mm exist such that�p`pM1, . . .Mmqq ��pSq and @1¤i¤m

Di P DApSiq.

DAP.6 This case never applies, i.e. if S � `pS1, . . . Snq, then findCutIMdp�pLqq applies
and fallThroughIMd is never executed.

By reasoning similar to Lemma 6.14, IMdp�pLqq P Cb, i.e. IMd is abstraction pre-
serving. Then by Theorem 6.50, IMd provides rediscoverability if �pLq � �pSq and
S P Cb.

Both IMfd and IMcd as a first step apply IMd cut detection, IMd log splitting and
IMd base cases before applying filtering and SMT-cut detection. Therefore, IMfd and
IMcd provide rediscoverability as well:
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Theorem 6.52 (IMfd & IMcd rediscoverability). Take a system S P Cb and a log L
such that setpLq � LpSq and�pLq ��pSq. Then, LpIMfdp�pLqqq � LpIMcdp�pLqqq �
LpSq.

6.7 Tool Support

The algorithms described in this chapter have been implemented as plug-ins of the ProM
framework The algorithms of the IM framework are accessible via the plug-ins “Mine
Petri net with Inductive Miner” and “Mine process tree with Inductive Miner”. The
algorithms of the IMd framework are accessible via the plug-ins “Mine Petri net with
Inductive Miner - directly follows” and “Mine process tree with Inductive Miner - directly
follows”. In this section, we provide a user manual and describe its architecture.

In this chapter, two types of algorithms were introduced: the algorithms of the IM
framework, and the algorithms of the IMd framework. The difference between these
algorithms is their input: the IM framework algorithms take an event log as input, while
the IMd framework algorithms take a directly follows graph as input.

For event logs, two plug-ins are available, that produce either a Petri net (“Mine
Petri net with Inductive Miner”) or a process tree (“Mine process tree with Inductive
Miner”). A process tree is suitable for fast further processing using for instance the
plug-in “Visualise deviations on process tree”, while a Petri net is widely supported in
other plug-ins. On activation, both plug-ins show a graphical user interface in which the
settings for the miner can be set (see Figure 6.27a) for a screenshot. In this interface,
the following parameters can be set:

1. The specific mining algorithm can be chosen (’Variant’), please refer to earlier in
this chapter for a discussion on these algorithms.

2. If a filtering threshold is relevant for the mining algorithm, this threshold can be
set (’Noise threshold’).

3. The classifier selector controls what determines the event types (i.e. activities) of
events: events in XES-logs can have several data attributes [77], and this selector
determines which one of these data attributes determines the activities. One can
choose either one of the classifiers defined in the event log, or use any combination
of attributes of the event log.
By default, the first defined classifier of the event log is chosen. If the log does
not define a classifier, the concept:name extension of XES is used. If that is not
present, then an arbitrary attribute of the event log is used.

4. For more information a (clickable) link to the relevant paper is provided.
Notice that when choosing the algorithms IMlc, IMflc or IMclc, the “lifecy-

cle:transition” attribute should not be in the classifier, as these algorithms take this
attribute into account independent of the classifier.

Directly follows graphs can be obtained by using the plug-in “Convert log to directly
follows graph”, a screenshot is shown in Figure 6.27b. The parameters of this plug-in
entail a classifier (see before), and whether to take life cycle transitions into account.
Given a directly follows graph, the plug-ins “Mine process tree with Inductive Miner -
directly follows” and “Mine Petri net with Inductive Miner - directly follows” provide
access to the algorithms IMd and IMfd. Figure 6.28 shows the graphical user interface
in which the two parameters can be set, i.e. the variant (specific algorithm) and, if
applicable, the noise threshold. Figure 6.29 shows the result of applying IMf to a real-
life log of a road fine management process: as a process tree, as a process tree in the
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(a) Parameter settings for the IM framework algorithms in the ProM framework.

(b) Parameter settings for the conversion from log to directly follows graph.

Figure 6.27: Parameter settings of Inductive Miner plug-ins.
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Figure 6.28: Parameter settings for the IMd framework algorithms in the
ProM framework.

notation used by the Inductive visual Miner (see Section 9.1) and as a Petri net. In
Chapter 8, we will evaluate this and other models.

The IM framework has been implemented as a plug-in of the ProM framework [156].
The implementation resembles the formal definition given in Chapter 4, i.e. a developer
can provide new functions to implement new algorithms easily, i.e. the base cases, cut
detection, log splitters and fall-throughs can be changed. Furthermore, there is a post-
processing step that is executed on each node before that node is returned.

For developers, the Inductive Miner framework allows for easy extension and adap-
tion: all steps taken by any algorithm can be adjusted using the MiningParameters class.
It is possible to implement this interface, but we would recommend to simply create
an instance of an existing algorithm (for instance, MiningParametersIMi), and change
the parameters as necessary. Base cases, cut detection, log splitters, fall-throughs and
post-processing steps all have their own self-explanatory interfaces.

The source code of the IM framework is available at https://svn.win.tue.nl/repos
/prom/Packages/InductiveMiner/Trunk. The implementation of IMc uses the SAT4j
SAT solver [28].

6.8 Summary: Choosing a Miner

In the previous sections, several algorithms have been introduced. In this section, we
provide an overview and guidance which algorithm to choose in which situation. Fig-
ure 6.30 shows a flow chart containing each of the discovery algorithms that have been
introduced in this chapter, and guides the choice. As described in Section 3.1, finding
the best discovery algorithm might depend on the use case and the event log, and might
be an iterative process. Therefore, the flowchart might guide this iterative process: if an
algorithm does not work, one might take a different choice somewhere and try another
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6.8 Summary: Choosing a Miner

(a) As a process tree.

(b) As a process tree in the notation of the Inductive visual Miner (see Section 9.1).

(c) As a Petri net.

Figure 6.29: The result of applying IMf to a real-life log [96].
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6.8 Summary: Choosing a Miner

Table 6.3: Guarantees provided by the algorithms introduced in this chapter.
fitness guaranteed rediscoverability proven for

IM yes (Corollary 6.11) Cb (Theorem 6.15)
IMf no Cb (Theorem 6.18)
IMc no Cb (Theorem 6.23)
IMa yes (Corollary 6.33) Ccoo (Theorem 6.37)
IMfa no Ccoo (Theorem 6.37)
IMlc yes (Corollary 6.39) Clc (Theorem 6.43)
IMflc no Clc (Theorem 6.43)
IMclc no Clc (Theorem 6.43)
IMd no Cb (Theorem 6.51)
IMfd no Cb (Theorem 6.52)
IMcd no Cb (Theorem 6.52)

algorithm 2.
Furthermore, Table 6.3 summarises the guarantees that the algorithms of this chapter

provide, i.e. whether each algorithm guarantees fitness and for which class of process trees
rediscoverability was proven in this chapter.

In this chapter, we have introduced several algorithms, focusing on and combining
several dimensions. One such dimension is to guarantee fitness (IM, IMa, IMlc), to
handle infrequent and deviating behaviour (IMf, IMfa, IMflc, IMfd), or to handle
incomplete behaviour (IMc, IMclc, IMcd). Another dimension is the type of input
data, i.e. atomic event logs (IM, IMf, IMc, IMa, IMfa), non-atomic event logs (IMlc,
IMflc, IMclc) and directly follows graphs (IMd, IMfd, IMcd). These dimensions and
the variety of algorithms introduced in this chapter illustrate the flexibility of the IM
framework.

Even though the algorithms presented in this chapter apply different strategies, the
IM framework allowed us to focus on strategies to find the most important behaviour in
an event log (i.e. the root operator and root activity partition), instead of searching for
the entire behaviour while worrying about soundness. In future work, many advanced
techniques might be designed to handle specific events, specific use cases and unstructured
behaviour. All of these techniques might benefit from the ideas of the IM framework.

For instance, a hybrid process model combine block-structured process trees and
declarative models hierarchically in a single formalism: whenever a part of the system is
structured enough, it is represented by process tree constructs, while if it is not struc-
tured enough, or the discovery technique cannot find this structure, it is represented as
e.g. a Declare model. In this Declare model, certain structured parts can be represented
by process trees again [109, 151]. Such an approach could use the fall through concepts
of the IM framework.

Future work 6.53: Develop cut detection, log splitting, base case detection and fall
through techniques further.

Furthermore, in this chapter we described the implementation of the described algo-

2Recommender systems have been proposed that suggest process discovery techniques for a
given event log, e.g. [138].
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IMf
Section 6.2.2

IM
Section 6.1.2

IMc
Section 6.3.2

IMfd
Section 6.6.4

IMd
Section 6.6.3

IMcd
Section 6.6.5

IMa
Section 6.4.2

IMfa
Section 6.4.3

IMflc
Section 6.5.3

IMlc
Section 6.5.2

IMclc
Section 6.5.3

log contains
deviating
behaviour

log contains
all behaviour

log contains
deviating
behaviour

log contains
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log is too
large for other
algorithms

log contains
deviating
behaviour

model would
need Ø, τ or _

log contains
deviating
behaviour

log contains
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start & com-
pletion events
in the log

log not
supported

both yes

no
yes

no

only start

only completion
or neither

yes

no

yes

no
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no

no

yes

no
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Figure 6.30: Flowchart to choose an Inductive Miner.
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6.8 Summary: Choosing a Miner

rithms and provided a user manual. We could imagine a graphical user interface that
would allow an end user to compose a discovery algorithm by manually choosing the
four parameter functions, however it remains future work to make such an interface
understandable and user friendly.

Future work 6.54: Engineer a do-it-yourself graphical user interface to compose an
algorithm in the IM framework.

In the next chapter, we introduce our approach for conformance checking. In Chap-
ter 8, we evaluate the newly introduced discovery and conformance checking techniques.
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implementation

recording
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Figure 7.1: Conformance checking in a process discovery context.

In the previous chapters, a framework for process discovery algorithms was introduced,
abstractions analysed and new algorithms introduced. In this chapter, we discuss confor-
mance checking. As described in Chapter 3, conformance checking plays an important
role in evaluating new process discovery techniques. Moreover, conformance checking is
also used to check compliance of actual process executions with respect to some normative
model. In such cases, an event log is compared to a given model. In other process mining
projects, model-model comparison can be used for instance to detect concept drift, to
detect relations between processes, and to retrieve process models from large collections
(e.g. to ease implementation). Furthermore, a useful technique to evaluate process dis-
covery algorithms is to take a process model, generate an event log from it, discover a
model and compare the original and the discovered model. Using an appropriate measure
for model-model equivalence, robustness of discovery algorithms against noise, infrequent
behaviour and incompleteness can be tested, which will be done in Chapter 8. Figure 7.1
shows the context of log-model and model-model conformance checking; see Section 3.4
for more details.

In line with existing process and data mining literature, we consider two measures
for each use case (as discussed in Section 3.2): in model-model conformance checking
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7.1 Projected Conformance Checking Framework

recall describes how much behaviour of the system is present in the discovered model
and system precision describes how much behaviour of the discovered model is present
in the system. In log-model conformance checking fitness describes how much behaviour
of an event log is allowed by the model and log precision describes how much behaviour
of the discovered model is present in the event log.

In sections 3.2.4 and 3.4.3, we discussed several formal and practical requirements for
conformance checking techniques. For instance, a desirable property of log-conformance
measures is that its measures coincide with language equivalence, i.e. fitness and log
precision are both 1 if and only if model and log are language equivalent, and, in the
model-model case, recall and system precision are both 1 if and only if both models are
language equivalent (requirements CR3 and CR2). Notice that log precision can only
be 1 if the model does not contain a loop. Furthermore, the measures should accept
all weakly sound models (Requirement CR1), work fast on real-life models (Require-
ment CR4), provide insights on summarative, model and log level (Requirement CR5),
be normalisable (Requirement CR6), and symmetric (Requirement CR7).

In this chapter, we introduce a technique, the Projected Conformance Checking
framework (PCC framework), that supports both log-model and model-model compar-
isons and performs these comparisons on language. It applies to all process model for-
malisms with executable semantics, i.e. a language, and only requires that this language
is regular (bounded). For clarity of presentation, we will show the PCC framework for
process trees and Petri nets; the latter is included as most process discovery algorithms we
discussed in Chapter 3 use it. Using the properties described in Chapter 5, we will prove
for a particular class of models that the model-model measures of the PCC framework
coincide with language equivalence.

In the remainder of this chapter, we first introduce the framework in Section 7.1, then
give an extensive example and illustrate how intermediate steps of the framework might
provide more insight into conformance in Section 7.2, and prove the language-equivalence
property in Section 7.3. We finish the chapter with a description of the implementation
(Section 7.4), conclude the chapter in Section 7.5 and describe ideas to extend the PCC
framework to handle unbounded and weakly unsound Petri nets (Section 7.6).

7.1 Projected Conformance Checking Framework

Requirement CR4 states that a conformance checking technique should preferably be
fast and able to handle large real-life event logs. In Chapter 8, we will illustrate that
existing techniques have difficulties to handle real-life event logs in reasonable time and
memory. Therefore, the PCC framework applies a divide-and-conquer strategy, shown
in Figure 7.2: for each k-subset of activities (for a user-specified value of k), it projects
the logs or models to the activities in the k-subset, and constructs a deterministic finite
automaton for the behaviour of both. For each of these deterministic finite automata,
precision and recall with respect to these k activities are computed; the final result of
either measure is the average over all subsets. Due to the use of DFAs, we assume that
the languages of all process models are regular languages, which can thus be represented
by minimal DFAs [101].

Due to the divide-and-conquer strategy, the PCC framework avoids creating a state
space of the entire model: it trades state explosion for a, in case of low k, limited number
of smaller state spaces. For k � 1, the number of smaller state spaces is linear in the
number of activities, for k � 2 quadratic and for variable k factorial (O

�
n
k

�
). A further

reduction of computation time is achieved by all k-subsets being completely independent
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model 1

projected model

deterministic
finite

automaton

model 2

projected model

deterministic
finite

automaton

event log

projected log

project projectproject

construct state space

construct state space

recall/fitness

precision

Figure 7.2: The PCC framework: compare either a log or model 2 to a model
1.
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a

b

b
a

(a) NFA of L139|ta,bu.

s1 s2

s3s4

a

bb

a

(b) The DFA of L139|ta,bu.

Figure 7.3

and therefore computing measures is highly parallelisable.
In the remainder of this section, we introduce each step of the PCC framework in

detail, and provide formal definitions: we start with the projection of an event log,
and transforming the projected log into a DFA (Section 7.1.1). Second, we describe
how models can be projected and transformed to DFAs in Section 7.1.2. Third, in
Section 7.1.3, we show how these DFAs are compared and measured. We finish the PCC
framework with a description how the final recall/fitness and precision are computed
(Section 7.1.4).

7.1.1 Log to Projected Log to DFA

A log can straightforwardly be projected on a set of activities A by removing all events
that are not in A. For instance,

L139 � rxa, by, xb, ay, xc, d, cy, xc, d, c, d, cys

L139|ta,bu � rxa, by, xb, ay, ε
2s

Second, the log is translated into an NFA by, for each trace in the log, extending the
NFA with an explicit path accepting the trace. For our example log L139 and the subset
ta, bu, this NFA is shown in Figure 7.3a. Third, the NFA is converted into a DFA and
the resulting DFA is reduced; for our example this is shown in Figure 7.3b. Reducing
the DFA ensures that the reduced DFA is language-unique [101].

7.1.2 Model to Projected Model to DFA

Any formalism with executable semantics can be transformed to DFA and be used by
the PCC framework, as long as the resulting models have a regular language, i.e. their
behaviour can be captured in a finite state space. In this section, we show this projection
and translation for process trees and Petri nets.
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1 2 3

4 5

a

b

a

b

a

b

Figure 7.4: The DFA of M140 � �pÑpb, bq,	pa, b, τqq.

Process Trees

A process tree can be projected on a set of activities A � ta1 . . . aku by replacing every
leaf that is not in A with τ (in which ` is any process tree operator):

a|A � if a P A then a else τ
τ |A � τ

`pM1 . . .Mnq|A � `pM1|A . . .Mn|Aq

The projected process tree is likely full of τ leafs. Therefore, after projection a ma-
jor problem reduction (and speedup) can be achieved by applying structural language-
preserving reduction rules to the process tree, such as the rules described in Section 5.1.
For instance, the process treeM140 � Ñ

d�

	

cba

Ñ

bb

projected on ta, bu becomes Ñ

τ�

	

τba

Ñ

bb

,

which after reduction becomes �

	

τba

Ñ

bb

.

Translating to a DFA. In Section 2.2.5, we defined the semantics of process trees
using regular expressions, thus every process tree can straightforwardly be transformed
into an NFA. Notice that for the translation of ^, we used the shuffle (interleaving)
operator [72]. Second, a simple procedure transforms the NFA into a DFA [101], and
minimises the DFA. For instance, applying this procedure to the tree �

	

τba

b

yields the

DFA denoted in Figure 7.4.
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a

a

b

d

c

(a) A Petri net M141

a

a

b

(b) M141|ta,bu

1 2 3
a

a

b

a

b

(c) DFApM141|ta,buq

Figure 7.5: A Petri net, its projection and the DFA of that projection.

Petri nets

A Petri net can be projected onto a subset of activities A, i.e. transitions, by removing
every label not in A, i.e., replacing each transition that is not in A with a silent transition.
In complex models and for smaller k values, this step introduces a lot of silent transitions
in the projection. However, many of these τ -transitions might be removable without
changing the language of the projected model. Therefore, language-preserving reduction
rules could be applied to reduce the size of the Petri net, and hence the computation
times required. For instance, a subset of the Murata rules [124] could be applied, or
(adaptions of) the rules described in [65, 147].

A Petri net can be translated to an automaton using state space exploration. The
more the net was reduced, the smaller the state space will be in this step. For instance,
Figure 7.5 shows a Petri net, its projection on ta, bu and the DFA of that projection.

A necessary condition for the translation to a DFA is that the language of the Petri
net can be described by a DFA, as described in Section 2.2.1. A definition of a language
requires the notion of start and acceptance of traces, and a finite state space, thus the
model needs to be bounded, and provide an initial marking and a set of final markings.
As sound workflow nets are bounded [2] and have clear initial and final markings, all
sound workflow nets can be handled by the PCC framework. However, for general Petri
nets, a translation to a DFA is impossible as we could use such a translation to decide
language inclusion, which is undecidable for general Petri nets [66]. Therefore, we decided
to only support Petri nets having languages that can be described by DFAs, i.e. bounded
Petri nets with initial and final markings. Nevertheless, in Section 7.6, we will describe
some heuristics to handle Petri nets that do not satisfy these conditions.
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log or model (S) model (M)

Figure 7.6: A venn diagram illustrating precision: the green region denotes un-
fitting or unrecalled behaviour, the blue region denotes log- or model-imprecise
behaviour.

7.1.3 Comparing DFAs & Measuring

Given two DFAs of a model and a log/model, i.e. recall, fitness, log precision and system
precision, can be computed.

As defined in Section 3.2.2, precise behaviour is the behaviour that is present in S and
is also present in M . Thus, the measures log- and model-precision capture the amount of
precise behaviour compared to the imprecise behaviour (the blue region in Figure 7.6),
and precision is the part of the behaviour of M that is precise, i.e. “ |S X M |{|M |”.
Similarly, we defined recall and fitness as the part of the behaviour of S that is in M ,
i.e. “|S XM |{|S|”. In the remainder of this section, we show how the PCC framework
uses these concepts to compute precision and recall measures by defining these informal
formulae step by step. We first explain precision and recall, after which we explain fitness.

Log Precision, System Precision and Recall

We first define the conjunction of two DFAs (“S XM ”), after which we map the states
of the conjunction to corresponding states of S or M . Finally, we compute log-precision,
model-precision and recall by counting corresponding states (“|S XM |” and “ |S|”). In
these explanations, we use our running example consisting of the process tree M140 �

Ñ

d�

	

cba

Ñ

bb

and the Petri net M141 given in Figure 7.5.

Conjunction. The conjunction of two DFAs is a DFA that accepts any and all traces
that both input DFAs accept.

Definition 7.1 (DFA conjunction). Let D � pS, s0, F,Aq and D1 � pS1, s10, F
1, A1q be

minimal deterministic finite automata. Then, DXD1 denotes the conjunctive DFA such
that LpD XD1q � LpDq X LpD1q.
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(a) DFApM140|ta,buq
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(b) DFApM141|ta,buq
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4

a a

b
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(c) DFApM140|ta,buqXDFApM141|ta,buq

Figure 7.7: DFAs for the models M140 and M141 of our example, projected to
ta, bu and reduced, and their conjunction.

A conjunctive DFA D XD1 � pS2, s20, F
2, A2q could be constructed as follows:

S2 � S � S1

s20 � ps0, s
1
0q

F 2 � F � F 1

A2 : pS � S1q � Σ Ñ S � S1

such that @s,pPS,s1,p1PS1,aPΣpDqXΣpD1q ,

A2pps, s1q, aq � pp, p1q ô Aps, aq � p^A1ps1, aq � p1

Without loss of generality, we assume that the conjunctive DFA is minimal. For
instance, the conjunction could be minimised after construction using the algorithm
described in [101].

For instance, Figure 7.7 revisits the DFAs of M140 and M141 used in our previous
examples; Figure 7.7c shows their conjunctive DFA.

Mapping. The states denoted in Figure 7.7c link the conjuctive DFA to states in
M140 and M141. While constructing the conjunction, such a state mapping is easily
constructed using a little bookkeeping. However, as the conjunction is minimised, this
mapping might get lost. Therefore, we introduce a function to recompute this mapping.

Given two minimal DFAs D and D1 such that LpDq � LpD1q, the function map
returns the mapping between the states of the automata. In this function, m keeps track
of the mapped states, starting with mapping the initial states. Using the head of the
state queue q, all outgoing edges are followed in both DFAs and the resulting states (b
and b1) are mapped, until all combinations of states have been mapped. While following
the edges, we use the fact that D is a subset of D1, i.e. D1 can follow any step that D
takes.
function map(D � pS, s0, F,Aq, D

1 � pS1, s10, F
1, A1q)

mÐ tps0, s
1
0qu

q Ð tps0, s
1
0qu

while q � H do
ps, s1q Ð remove and return an element of q
for b � Aps, aq do

b1 Ð A1ps1, aq
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if pb, b1q R m then
mÐ mY tpb, b1qu
q Ð q Y tpb, b1qu

end if
end for

end while
return m

end function
For instance, when applying the function map to DFApM140|ta,buqXDFApM141|ta,buq

and DFApM141|ta,buq, the following mapping is returned:

tp1, 1q, p2, 2q, p3, 3q, p4, 3qu

Outgoing edges. Let S be a log or a model, let M be a model and let A be a set
of activities. In the PCC framework, precision is measured similarly to several existing
precision metrics, such as in [19]. That is, we count the outgoing edges of all states
in the projected automaton DFApM |Aq, and compare that to the outgoing edges of
corresponding states in the conjunctive automaton DFApS|Aq XDFApM |Aq.

Given the focus of this thesis on end-to-end languages, the PCC framework takes the
final states into account. That is, besides the steps that can be taken from a state in the
automaton, we consider acceptance of a state to be an extra outgoing edge as well.

Definition 7.2 (post set). Let D � pS, s0, F,Aq be a deterministic finite automaton,
and let s P S be a state. Then, s denotes the post set of s, i.e. the steps that can be
performed from s, appended with K if s is an accepting state:

s � tpb, s1q|Aps, bq � s1u Y tK|s P F u

For instance, in our example DFApM141|ta,buq of Figure 7.7b, the post set of state 3,
i.e. 3, is tpa, 3q, pb, 3q,Ku.

Precision. Then, precision is computed by counting edges. Let S be an event log or
(a model with) a regular language (S P EY L), M be (a model with) a regular language
(M P L), and X is a subset of activities (X � ΣpSq Y ΣpMq).

Consider a state s in the automaton of the projected M . The post set of s is the
behaviour that M allows from s. The mapping obtained using the map function maps s
to zero or more states in the conjunction of projected S and M . Precision measures the
behaviour of M that is also present in S, thus we compare the post set of s with the post
sets of the mapped states. That is, we count the behaviour at s (the size of its post set)
and the behaviour of the mapped states.

If s maps to multiple states in the conjunction, we count multiple occurrences of s in
the conjunction accordingly (“count states in the mapping”). If s does not map to any
state in the conjunction, we count s anyway, as precision covers the behaviour inM (and
thus in s) that does not appear in S (“count states not in the mapping”).
function precision(M1,M2, X)

D Ð pS, s0, F,Aq Ð DFApM1|Xq XDFApM2|Xq
D1 Ð pS1, s10, F

1, A1q Ð DFApM2|Xq
mÐ mappD,D1q
c, c1 Ð 0, 0
for s1 P S1 do

for ps, s1q P m do � count states in the mapping
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Table 7.1: System precision for ta, bu on M140 and M141.
state in DFApM141|ta,buq post-set size state in conjunction post-set size

1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3
3 3 4 1

c1 Ð c1 � |s1|
cÐ c� |s|

end for
if  Dps,s1qPm then � count states not in the mapping

c1 Ð c1 � |s1|
end if

end for
if c1 � 0 then

return 1
else

return
c

c1
end if

end function
As the conjunctive DFA D is a subset of D1, the precision measure is a number

between 0 and 1 (both inclusive), which satisfies Requirement CR6, which favours nor-
malised measures, such that measures on different models can be compared.

For instance, Table 7.1 shows the counting on our example projected process tree
M140|ta,bu and Petri net M141|ta,bu. In this example, state 3 of DFApM141q is counted
twice, as it is mapped to both states 3 and 4 of the conjunction. Therefore, system
precision is 1�2�3�1

1�2�3�3
� 0.778.

Recall. For a model S, a model M and a set of activities X, recall is defined as the
part of behaviour in S|X that is not in M |X , i.e. the opposite of system precision:
function recall(S,M,X)

return precision(M,S,X)
end function
This satisfies the requirement that these measures should be symmetric (Require-

ment CR7). In our example projected process tree M140|ta,bu and Petri net M141|ta,bu
(see Figure 7.7), the mapping computed by map is as follows:

tp1, 1q, p2, 2q, p3, 2q, p4, 3qu

Recall for this example, as shown in Table 7.2, is 1�2�3�1
2�3�3�1�1�1

� 0.636. Notice that
state 2 of DFApM140|ta,buq has been included twice, as two states of the conjunction are
mapped to it. Furthermore, states 4 and 5 of DFApM140|ta,buq are not mapped to states
in the conjunction, but are included nevertheless in the denominator, as they represent
behaviour in M140|ta,bu.
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Table 7.2: Recall for ta, bu on M140 and M141.
state in DFApM140|ta,buq post-set size state in conjunction post-set size

1 2 1 1
2 3 2 2
2 3 3 3
3 1 4 1
4 1 - 0
5 1 - 0

Fitness

The fitness measure could be measured like recall and precision, however this would have
a downside: these measures do not take the frequency of traces into account. That is, the
repeated occurrence of behaviour makes no difference in the DFAs, and a trace that occurs
once would have the same influence as a trace that occurs 1,000,000 times. Therefore,
even though we do not satisfy Requirement CR7, we apply a different strategy to measure
fitness: instead of building automata and taking their conjunction, we construct the DFA
of the projected model as described before. Next, we replay each projected trace of the
event log on this DFA, and record whether the projected trace is accepted by the DFA.
The reported fitness measure is the fraction of projected traces that is accepted. Notice
that even though the fitness is computed as a 0/1 value on the projected traces: if the
trace cannot be replayed due to even a single event, 0 is reported. However, the final
result will be fine-grained nevertheless as the average over many projected traces is taken.

Definition 7.3. Let S be an event log, let M a model with a regular language and let X
be a set of activities. Then,

fitnesspS,M,Xq �
|rt | t P S|X ^ t P LpDFApM |Xqqs|

|rt | t P S|X s|

Notice that typical fitness measures [144, 19] avoid taking full traces into account.
For instance, consider a trace of 100 events, of which the first 99 events fit the model and
the last event does not fit the model. Then, a fitness measure that considers full traces
will classify the trace as non-fitting, while intuitively most of the trace corresponds to
the model. Consequently, if the entire event log contains many such traces, a full-trace
measure will report a fitness value that is intuitively too low. The PCC framework
computes fitness over subsets of traces, thus already considers non-full-trace behaviour,
so we deemed a more detailed approach not necessary. However, other techniques such
as token-based replay [144] or alignments [19] could be used as well.

7.1.4 Measuring over All Activities

In the previous section, we defined how precision, recall and fitness between a model
or log S and a model M are measures for a chosen subset of k activities. To measure
precision, recall and fitness for entire S and M , the previous steps are repeated for each
set of activities ta1 . . . aku � Σ of size k and the results are averaged:
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kΣpSq � tA | A � ΣpSq Y ΣpMq ^ |A| � ku

precisionpS,M, kq �

°
a1...akPk

ΣpSq precisionpS,M, a1 . . . akq

|kΣpSq|

with S P LY E
recallpS,M, kq � precisionpM,S, kq

with S P L

fitnesspS,M, kq �

°
A�ΣpSqYΣpMq^|A|�k fitnesspS,M, a1 . . . akq

|tA | A � ΣpSq Y ΣpMq ^ |A| � ku|

with S P E

As the intermediate measures all result in a number between 0 and 1 (inclusive),
the average over these measures also results in a normalised measurement, satisfying
Requirement CR6. Furthermore, by construction, recall/fitness is symmetric to precision
(Requirement CR7), i.e. recallpS,M, kq � precisionpM,S, kq.

Notice that we assume a closed world here, i.e. the alphabet Σ is assumed to be the
same for S and M . If an activity is missing from M , we therefore consider M to express
that the activity can never happen, by construction of the DFAs.

In this section, we introduced the PCC framework and explained its steps in detail
for process trees and Petri nets. In the next section, we give an example and show how
the intermediate results, i.e. the results for the individual k-subsets, might be used. In
Section 7.3, we prove that the PCC framework guarantees reliable detection of language
equivalence for certain classes of models.

7.2 An Example of Non-Conformance and Diag-
nostic Information

In this section, we illustrate the PCC framework using some examples, and illustrate
how the intermediate measurements can be used to gain more detailed insight in the
differences between model and log/model.

In this example, we will compare the process tree M142 � Ñ

e^

	

dc

ba

to an event log

L143 of 160 fitting traces of M142, and the non-fitting trace xa, b, c, c, ey. This non-fitness
of the trace compared to the model can be explained in two ways: either an extra c was
executed, or a d is missing. We illustrate how this case manifests in the PCC framework
(for k � 2). The PCC framework computes fitness and precision of all subsets of 2
activities (as k is 2). We illustrate one of these computations, i.e. on the subset tc, du.

• First, the log is projected to tc, du and transformed to a DFA. For instance, the
trace xa, b, c, c, ey is projected to xc, cy. The minimised DFA of the entire log is
shown in Figure 7.8a. This DFA illustrates that in the event log, the loop of c and
d was executed up to six times in the event log.
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l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 l6

l7l8l9l10l11l12

c d c d c

d

cdcdc

c

(a) DFA of the projected log L143|tc,du.

m1 m2

c

d

(b) DFA of the projected tree M142|tc,du.

m1l1 m2l2 m1l3 m2l4 m1l5 m2l6

m1l7m2l8m1l9m2l10m1l11m2l12

c d c d c

d

cdcdc

(c) Their conjunction DFApM142|tc,duq XDFApL143|tc,duq.

Figure 7.8: DFAs of an example run of the PCC framework. The labels of
the states were added to keep track of corresponding states.
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• Second, the process tree is projected and transformed into a DFA: projectingM142

to tc, du yields Ñ

τ^

	

dc

ττ

, which is reduced to 	

dc

using the reduction rules of

Definition 5.1. This reduced tree is transformed to the minimal DFA shown in
Figure 7.8b.

• Third, the minimal conjunction of both DFAs is computed: the result is shown in
Figure 7.8c. This conjunction DFA accepts all languages that are in both DFAs,
i.e. of the projected log and of the projected tree.

• Fourth, log precision is computed. For each combination of state in the DFA of
the tree and state in the DFA of the conjunction, we count the outgoing edges:

state in tree-DFA post-set size state in conjunction post-set size
m1 1 m1l1 1
m1 1 m1l3 1
m1 1 m1l5 1
m1 1 m1l7 1
m1 1 m1l9 1
m1 1 m1l11 1
m2 2 m2l2 2
m2 2 m2l4 2
m2 2 m2l6 2
m2 2 m2l8 2
m2 2 m2l10 2
m2 2 m2l12 1°

1 18
°

2 17

• Fifth, the log precision for this subset is the sum of outgoing edges of the states
of the conjunction (

°
2) divided by the sum of outgoing edges of the states of the

DFA of the tree (
°

1): 17{18 � 0.9444 . . ..

• Sixth, fitness is computed. That is, all traces are projected onto the activities tc, du
and replayed onto the DFA of the model (Figure 7.8b). This results in 160 traces
being accepted (the fitting traces) and one trace not being accepted (the unfitting
trace xc, cy), thus leading to a fitness of 160

161
� 0.994.

This procedure is repeated for all subsets of 2 activities. Table 7.3a shows the in-
termediate measures for all these subsets. As a final step, the PCC framework returns
the average over these measures: fitness being 0.9993 and log precision being 0.9481.
This matches our intuition, as 160 traces were fitting and 1 was not fitting, so we expect
a fitness value being close to but not equal to 1. Furthermore, log precision matches
intuition as well, as even though the model has an unbounded number of traces and the
event log is bounded, the loop in the model was executed up to six times in the log1,
which intuitively leads to a log precision close to but not equal to 1, which is reflected
by the measured log precision.

The intermediate computations provide insights into where the model and the event
log deviate. For instance, the measurements show that for fitness, the only activity subset

1Log precision approaches one as the number of times the loop was taken in the log increases.
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Table 7.3: Intermediate results of the PCC framework on M142 and L143.
(a) As computed.

fitness log precision
a b c d e a b c d e

a
b 1.000 1.000
c 1.000 1.000 0.926 0.926
d 1.000 1.000 0.994 0.917 0.917 0.944
e 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.929 0.923

(b) Averaged by activity.

fitness log precision
a 1.000 0.961
b 1.000 0.961
c 0.998 0.931
d 0.998 0.925
e 1.000 0.963

(c) Averaged.

fitness log precision
0.999 0.948
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1 2
e

(a) DFApM144|teuq

1

(b) DFApM145|teuq

1

(c) DFApM144|teuqXDFApM145|teuq

Figure 7.9: DFAs computed by the PCC framework for k � 1 and teu.

for which perfect fitness was not measured, was the pair tc, du, which corresponds to the
non-fitting trace we inserted, which has either an extra c or a missing d.

In our example, the subset tc, du stands out because it is the only one subset without
a perfect fitness score. However, for real-life event logs and use cases, several pairs might
have lower fitness scores, which might make detection of problematic activities more
difficult. For instance, for the precision pairs it might be more challenging to spot the
problematic parts of the model. To ease detection of problematic subsets of activities,
consider the intermediate computations grouped by activity, i.e. for each activity, the
average fitness/precision is computed over all k-subsets in which that activity is involved
(see Table 7.3b).

In this table, the problematic activities in terms of fitness are clearly c and d, and it
is also easier to see that c and d also have the lowest precision scores, which in this case
indicates that they are involved in loop behaviour. In Section 7.4, we will describe the
implemented visualisation of these results.

Example with edge cases and different k. As a final example, we compare two
process trees using several k’s: M144 � �

Ñ

edc

^

ba

and M145 � �

_

dc

^

fba

. Table 7.4 shows

the results of applying the PCC framework to these trees, using every k from 1 to 6.
We illustrate edge cases using a few intermediate computations.
First, we consider k � 1. The teu represents an edge case as e does not appear

in M145. The corresponding projected trees are M144|teu � �pτ, eq and M145|teu �
τ . Figures 7.9a and 7.9b show their DFAs and Figure 7.9c shows their conjunction.
For recallpM144,M145, teuq, there are in total 3 outgoing edges in DFApM144|teuq and 1
outgoing edge in the conjunction, thus the mentioned recall is 0.333. With this recall
measure, the PCC framework captures that in M144, e can be executed but is not
mandatory, which matches M145, in which e is not present.

Reversely, when computing precisionpM144,M145, teuq, the PCC framework consid-
ers DFApM145|teuq and the conjunction. As these DFAs are equivalent, precision is 1.

Second, we consider k � 6. As there are 6 activities in the two trees, projecting
does not remove any behaviour and directly compares the DFAs shown in figures 7.10a
and 7.10b. By not projecting, the PCC framework compares the two trees on their traces
and as they have no traces in common, the conjunction 7.10c is empty. Therefore, recall
and system precision are 0.

Finally, this example illustrates the influence of k: for k � 1, the PCC framework
considers all activities in isolation and is unable to detect many behavioural differences
between the process trees: only if an activity is absent, the measure drops below 1. In
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Table 7.4: Intermediate results for M144 and M145.
(a) k � 1. Average recall is 0.889, average system precision is 0.889.

recall system recall system recall system
precision precision precision

tau 1.000 1.000 tbu 1.000 1.000 tcu 1.000 1.000
tdu 1.000 1.000 teu 0.333 1.000 tfu 1.000 0.333

(b) k � 2. Average recall is 0.722, average system precision is 0.578.

recall system recall system recall system
precision precision precision

ta, bu 1.000 1.000 ta, cu 1.000 0.750 ta, du 1.000 0.750
ta, eu 0.667 0.667 ta, fu 0.333 0.167 tb, cu 1.000 0.750
tb, du 1.000 0.750 tb, eu 0.667 0.667 tb, fu 0.333 0.167
tc, du 1.000 0.500 tc, eu 0.250 0.333 tc, fu 1.000 0.750
td, eu 0.250 0.333 td, fu 1.000 0.750 te, fu 0.333 0.333

(c) k � 3. Average recall is 0.556, average system precision is 0.388.

recall system recall system recall system
precision precision precision

ta, b, cu 1.000 0.857 ta, b, du 1.000 0.857 ta, b, eu 0.833 0.833
ta, b, fu 0.167 0.071 ta, c, du 1.000 0.500 ta, c, eu 0.500 0.500
ta, c, fu 0.667 0.286 ta, d, eu 0.500 0.500 ta, d, fu 0.667 0.286
ta, e, fu 0.000 0.000 tb, c, du 1.000 0.500 tb, c, eu 0.500 0.500
tb, c, fu 0.667 0.286 tb, d, eu 0.500 0.500 tb, d, fu 0.667 0.286
tb, e, fu 0.000 0.000 tc, d, eu 0.200 0.125 tc, d, fu 0.750 0.375
tc, e, fu 0.250 0.250 td, e, fu 0.250 0.250

(d) k � 4. Average recall is 0.360, average system precision is 0.225.

recall system recall system recall system
precision precision precision

ta, b, c, du 1.000 0.636 ta, b, c, eu 0.714 0.714 ta, b, c, fu 0.333 0.133
ta, b, d, eu 0.714 0.714 ta, b, d, fu 0.333 0.133 ta, b, e, fu 0.000 0.000
ta, c, d, eu 0.400 0.250 ta, c, d, fu 0.750 0.273 ta, c, e, fu 0.000 0.000
ta, d, e, fu 0.000 0.000 tb, c, d, eu 0.400 0.250 tb, c, d, fu 0.750 0.273
tb, c, e, fu 0.000 0.000 tb, d, e, fu 0.000 0.000 tc, d, e, fu 0.000 0.000
(e) k � 5. Average recall is 0.176, average system precision is 0.102.

recall system recall system recall system
precision precision precision

ta, b, c, d, eu 0.625 0.455 ta, b, c, d, fu 0.429 0.158 ta, b, c, e, fu 0.000 0.000
ta, b, d, e, fu 0.000 0.000 ta, c, d, e, fu 0.000 0.000 tb, c, d, e, fu 0.000 0.000

(f) k � 6. Average recall is 0, average system precision is 0.

recall system
precision

ta, b, c, d, e, fu 0.000 0.000
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1 2 3 4

5

6

c d e

a

b

b

b

(a) DFApM144|ta,b,c,d,e,fuq

1 2 3 4

5

6

7 8

9 10

a

b

f

b
f

f

a

f

b

a
b

a

c

d

d

c

(b) DFApM145|ta,b,c,d,e,fuq

1

(c) DFApM144|ta,b,c,d,e,fuq XDFApM145|ta,b,c,d,e,fuq

Figure 7.10: DFAs computed by the PCC framework for k � 6 and
ta, b, c, d, e, fu.

other examples, the measures might still be lower, e.g. if an activity is part of a loop in one
model and not part of a loop in the system, then system precision will be below 1 as well.
With the increase of k, PCC framework takes more and more inter-activity relations into
account. Once k reaches its maximum, i.e. the size of the combined alphabets, the PCC
framework requires that traces of the two models be equivalent: if there are no shared
traces, recall and system precision will be 0.

7.3 Guarantees

So far, we introduced the PCC framework and showed that it accepts all bounded models,
but not all weakly sound models (Requirement CR1), provides insights the on summar-
ative and model but not on the log level (Requirement CR5), is normalisable (Require-
ment CR6), and symmetric (Requirement CR7). In this section, we prove that the PCC
framework is able to reliably detect language equivalence between process trees of the
class Ci, i.e. the class of process trees that may contain interleaved operators but not
τ -leaves as defined in Section 5.4, using that for any two process trees of Ci with a dif-
ferent language, the directly follows relation is different, and this difference is visible in
projections if k ¥ 2. This theorem will be useful in our evaluation in Chapter 8, where
from recall and precision being 1 and the model being in Ci, we can conclude that the
system was rediscovered. In these evaluations, we will also discuss the relation to other
measuring techniques.
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Theorem 7.4 (language decisive). Let S andM be process trees of Ci. Then, recallpS,M, 2q �
1^ precisionpS,M, 2q � 1 ô LpSq � LpMq.

Proof. As the PCC framework considers no structural properties of process trees but
only languages, assume without loss of generality that S and M are in normal form
according to Definition 5.1.

We prove the two cases ð and ñ separately.

ð Assume LpSq � LpMq. By Lemma 5.25, S � M . By construction of PCC frame-
work, @a,bPΣpSq recallpS,M, ta, buq � precisionpS,M, ta, buq � 1. Hence, recall
and precision are 1.

ñ Assume recallpS,M, 2q � precisionpS,M, 2q � 1. Then, as any difference in ac-
tivities would decrease recall or precision below 1, ΣpSq � ΣpMq. Take a set
of activities ta, bu with ta, bu � ΣpMq and a � b. As recallpS,M, ta, buq =
precisionpS,M, ta, buq � 1, it holds that DFApS|a,bq � DFApM |a,bq and thus by
definition LpS|a,bq � LpM |a,bq. Then, by lemmas 5.23 and 5.24, the lowest com-
mon parents of a and b in S and M are equivalent, and the relative order of a and
b matches (in case of 	 or Ñ). This holds for all sets ta, bu.
Towards contradiction, assume that S � M . Without loss of generality, assume
that S and M are reduced (Definition 5.1). Then, there must be a topmost dif-
ferent node S1 � `pS11, . . . S1nq and M 1 � bpM 1

1, . . .M
1
mq such that ` � b and/or

D1¤i¤n,m ΣpS1iq � ΣpM 1
iq, although S and M are reduced and we know that for all

pairs of activities, the lowest common parent is equivalent. By reasoning similar
to lemmas 5.11 and 5.12, such a topmost different node cannot exist, and hence
S �M and therefore, LpSq � LpMq.

Hence, recallpS,M, 2q � 1^ precisionpS,M, 2q � 1 ô LpSq � LpMq.

Unfortunately, this theorem does not hold for general process trees. For instance, take
S � �pa, b, c, τq and M � �pa, b, cq. For k � 2, the PCC framework will consider the
subtrees �pa, b, τq, �pa, c, τq and �pb, c, τq for both S and M , i.e. a τ will be introduced
by projection, which hides the “real” tau from the measures. Hence, the PCC framework
will not spot any difference: recall � 1 and precision � 1, even though the languages
of S and M are clearly different. Only for k � 3, the PCC framework will detect the
difference. A solution could be to treat projection-τ leafs and model-τ leafs separate to
distinguish these cases.

7.4 Tool Support

As described in the previous sections, the PCC framework compares models and logs to
models, in order to compute fitness, log precision, recall and system precision. The PCC
framework has been implemented in the ProM framework and is accessible using several
plug-ins. In this section, we describe these plug-ins. To use the PCC framework, choose
one of the plug-ins “Compute projected recall and precision” or “Compute projected recall
and fitness”. Both of these plug-ins come in several variants, each for particular inputs:
event logs, accepting Petri nets and process trees are supported. Figure 7.11 shows the
settings available after selecting the plug-in. The first setting is the size of the subsets
k (“size of projection”). Furthermore, a classifier can be chosen, which determines the
activity corresponding to an event, there are options to not compute fitness or precision
to save time, and there is a link to more information.

Once computations are finished, the results can be visualised in two ways:
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7.4 Tool Support

Figure 7.11: The settings of the PCC framework plug-in in the ProM frame-
work.
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(a) In full.

(b) Detail (in its gui).

Figure 7.12: Results of the PCC framework projected on a process model.
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• The results can be projected on the system, as shown in Figure 7.12. The model
is visually laid out, and in each activity, the fitness/recall and precision measures
are shown. To ease detection of deviating activities, both fitness/recall and preci-
sion influence the colouring of the activities: the red-most activities are the most
deviating. Notice that this model projection shows only the first model, i.e. the
event log and second model are not shown.
The projected model can be exported as an image, its layout can be influenced and
dragging/scrolling the mouse influences its position. For more information, move
the mouse pointer to the question mark in the bottom right corner, and a popup
with information will appear.

• The results can be visualised in a table, as shown in figures 7.13 and 7.14. These
figures were obtained from applying the PCC framework to the BP11 log (see
Section 8.3.1, [55]) and a model discovered by IMf (see Section 6.2). In this visu-
alisation, first the average fitness/recall and precision values are shown as numbers,
which shows that the model represents almost all behaviour of the event log, i.e.
has a high fitness, however the rather low precision indicates that the model con-
tains more behaviour. Second, fitness/recall is given, averaged for each activity.
By the colouring, the more red an activity/pair is, the worse the measures fit-
ness/recall/precision, which makes it easy to spot activities with a high or low
fitness. In Figure 7.14, A_ACCEPTED had a particular low fitness. Third, fit-
ness/recall is given for each pair of activities, for more insight into the precise
measures. In our example figure, the pair of A_ACCEPTED and O_DECLINED
was particulary problematic. Finally, precision is shown in a similar way.

Implementation The implementation uses adapted automata from [120], and is mul-
tithreaded. Developers that wish to call the PCC framework programmatically can freely
choose k, using methods in one of the following classes:

• CompareLog2PetriNetPlugin,

• CompareLog2ProcessTreePlugin,

• ComparePetriNet2PetriNetPlugin or

• CompareProcessTree2ProcessTreePlugin

The code is available at https://svn.win.tue.nl/repos/prom/Packages/ProjectedRe
callAndPrecision/Trunk; for this thesis, revision svn revision 34642 was used. Further-
more, there is an option to not compute system precision or recall, as by default both
measures are computed (similar for log precision and fitness). Choosing this option if
one of the measures is not necessary for the use case at hand will save roughly half of
the computation time.

Other formalisms can be supported, for which large parts of the framework can be
reused. To support a new formalism, one should provide the framework with two pieces of
information: the activities used in a model, and how to project and automatise the model,
by extending either abstract class ModelModelFramework or LogModelFramework.

7.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced the PCC framework, a conformance checking technique
that supports both log-conformance and model-conformance checking, both for arbitrary
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7.5 Conclusion

Figure 7.13: Tabular results of the PCC framework (1).
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7.5 Conclusion

Figure 7.14: Tabular results of the PCC framework (2).
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7.6 Ideas to Handle Unbounded & Weakly Unsound Petri Nets

process model formalisms. Notice that the PCC framework could support log-log com-
parisons with minimal changes, however we did not implement this. It considers all
subsets of activities of a user-choosable size k, and constructs DFAs from the behaviour
of the model and the log/model projected on the activities. Then, the conjunction of
these DFAs is used to compute recall and precision measures, by considering outgoing
edges of states. Furthermore, fitness is computed by replaying the projected traces of the
log on the projected model, and returning the fraction of traces that is accepted. These
measures on k-subsets provide detailed insight into the location of deviations in the
model, when averaged over activities. Furthermore, taking the average over all k-subsets
provides an aggregated recall or precision measure.

We described how process trees and Petri nets fit in the framework, and that the PCC
framework has been implemented in the ProM framework. Furthermore, we showed that
if two process trees of Ci are compared, choosing k � 2 will guarantee that the PCC
framework correctly identifies language equivalence of the two trees, i.e. the two trees
have the same language if and only if both recall and model-precision are 1. However, we
did not prove tightness of the class Ci, i.e. there might be more process trees for which
the PCC framework provides this guarantee. Further research should reveal this class of
models.

Future work 7.5: Investigate properties of the PCC framework on models outside of
Ci.

We finish this chapter with some ideas to extend the PCC framework to handle
unbounded and weakly unsound Petri nets.

7.6 Ideas to Handle Unbounded & Weakly Un-
sound Petri Nets

As expressed by Requirement CR1, a conformance checking technique ideally deals with
as many unsound Petri nets as possible. However, if the PCC framework could handle
all Petri nets, it would be able to decide language inclusion, which is undecidable for
unbounded models. Nevertheless, in this section we introduce several heuristics, while
making sure that the consistency of the framework is preserved when the heuristics are
applied to a sound workflow net, i.e. exact diagnostics should be returned. Notice that
these heuristics have not been included in the PCC framework.

Making a Petri net Bounded. To make the Petri net bounded, each place is given
an artificial capacity. During state-space exploration, a transition is only enabled if firing
it would not violate the bound of any place [15]. As sound workflow nets are bounded,
this heuristic will not influence their semantics. However, if the capacity is chosen too
low, not enough behaviour might be captured for a comparison, and language-preserving
reduction rules might influence the result. This limitation is inherent to using DFAs
and solving it would require other classes of models, for which the problem might be
undecidable.

This heuristic presumably influences the conformance checking results, i.e. it might
have influence on fitness or precision values. Therefore, if this heuristic would be used,
its influence on these results should be studied further.
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Heuristic for an Initial Marking. Some algorithms, such as the Heuristics Miner,
provide an initial marking. If no initial marking is present, we construct an initial marking
by putting a token into each place without incoming transitions. In sound workflow nets,
an initial marking is provided by the source place, which corresponds to our heuristic.

Heuristic for Final Markings. Only few discovery algorithms are capable of pro-
ducing Petri nets with a distinguished final marking. Some algorithms, such as ILP [173]
and α [4, p.130], might benefit from the addition of artificial start and end events before
discovery, which aids these algorithms in finding initial and final markings. In case no
final marking is given, it can be obtained as follows:

1. Manually inspect the model and define a final marking. This is usually infeasible
for complex models;

2. An approach taken in [19] is to consider each reachable marking to be a final
marking. This heuristic increases the size of the language, as each prefix of a trace
becomes a trace itself. In the PCC framework, this heuristic should be applied to
both sides of the comparison, i.e. a model-with-heuristic should not be compared to
a model-without-heuristic, as this would result in an overestimation of recall and an
underestimation of precision (the model-with-heuristic obviously has a much larger
language than the model-without-heuristic). Moreover, having each marking as a
final marking is not what is meant by current discovery algorithms: corresponding
to traces in the event log, algorithms aim to discover a model of a process with a
clear start and a clear end. Nevertheless, in use cases in which such behaviour is
intended [155], this strategy might be chosen (but must be chosen for both models
to ensure comparability).

3. Another approach is to consider each reachable conditional livelock to be a final
marking. A conditional livelock is a markingM in which for each enabled transition
t, one of the following conditions holds:

• t is not connected to any place, or

• firing t leads to a marking M 1 that is equal to or strictly larger than M .

Figure 7.15 shows an example of a Petri net in a conditional livelock: b is enabled
but firing it would leave the net in a strictly larger marking (as b produces a token
without consuming one), d is not connected to any place, and firing e would yield
an equal marking. In sound workflow nets, the only conditional livelock is the one
with a token in the sink place, which corresponds to this heuristic. A downside
of this strategy is that nets without conditional livelocks (e.g. with livelocks) are
considered to have the empty language.
In case the Petri net is discovered by the ILP miner [173] with the empty-after-
completion option enabled, the model can replay all traces of the event log and
ends in an empty marking, which is a conditional livelock.

We prefer the second strategy as it keeps the framework consistent. Ideally, the discovery
algorithm should provide an initial marking and final markings, and preferably a bounded
net (as unbounded nets can inherently not be captured by DFAs).

In the next chapter, we will evaluate the process discovery and conformance checking
techniques introduced in this thesis.
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7.6 Ideas to Handle Unbounded & Weakly Unsound Petri Nets

a

b c d e

Figure 7.15: An unbounded Petri net over transitions a, b, c, d and e in a
conditional livelock.
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In the previous chapters, we identified requirements for process discovery techniques and
conformance checking techniques (Chapter 3), introduced process discovery techniques
(Chapter 6) and introduced conformance checking techniques (Chapter 7).

The introduced process discovery algorithms guarantee several properties such as
soundness, fitness and rediscoverability (requirements DR1, DR4 and DR2). In this
chapter, we experimentally evaluate the other quality criteria described in Chapter 3:
we evaluate scalability, log-conformance measures, soundness and handling of infrequent,
incomplete and deviating behaviour.

We introduced conformance checking techniques that handle all bounded weakly
sound models, guarantee returned measures being perfect bi-implies language equiva-
lence, provide insight at two levels (summarative numbers and projections on models),
and return normalised values that are symmetric and reflexive (requirements CR2, CR1
CR3, CR5, CR6 and CR7. In this chapter, we compare the PCC framework with
existing approaches. Next to evaluating the quality of models, we focus on speed. (Re-
quirement CR4).

In this chapter, we first evaluate process discovery techniques, after which we evaluate
conformance checking techniques. We perform these evaluations to answer the following
research questions:

RQ.1 What is the largest event log (number of events/traces or number of activities)
that process discovery algorithms can handle?
This research question relates to Requirement DR5.

RQ.2 How do algorithms balance log-quality criteria? Can the user influence the balance
between these criteria? How do the new algorithms of the IM framework and the
IMd framework compare to existing discovery techniques?
These research questions relate to Requirement DR4. In the execution of the
experiment to answer this research question, we will also check for soundness (Re-
quirement CR1).

RQ.3 Can discovery algorithms rediscover the system if the event log contains deviat-
ing or infrequent behaviour? What is the influence of increasing levels of such
behaviour on the quality of models discovered by discovery algorithms?
These research questions relate to Requirement DR3.

RQ.4 How is non-atomic behaviour in event logs handled by discovery algorithms? Do
the newly introduced algorithms IMlc and IMflc improve over existing tech-
niques?
These research questions relate to requirements DR4 and CR1 for non-atomic event
logs and process models.

RQ.5 How can the PCC framework be used for detailed analyses of the performance
of discovery algorithms in the presence of infrequent, deviating and incomplete
behaviour? Can the PCC framework handle larger event logs and models than
existing conformance checking techniques? How do the reported measures of the
PCC framework compare to the measures returned by other techniques, and can
they be used interchangeably?
These research questions relate to Requirement CR4.

We start with a discussion of the selection of discovery algorithms that we will eval-
uate (Section 8.1). The scalability of process discovery techniques (RQ.1) is evaluated
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in Section 8.2, log-quality dimensions (RQ.2) in Section 8.3, the rediscoverability chal-
lenges (RQ.3) in Section 8.4. We evaluate conformance checking techniques (RQ.5) in
Section 8.5, non-atomic behaviour (RQ.4) in Section 8.6, and Section 8.7 concludes the
chapter.

8.1 Evaluated Process Discovery Algorithms

Table 8.1 shows the process discovery algorithms used in this evaluation. Unless stated
otherwise, all algorithms were applied with their default settings. We intended to include
all soundness guaranteeing discovery algorithms known to us (Evolutionary Tree Miner
(ETM), Constructs Competition Miner (CCM), Maximal Pattern Miner (MPM) and the
algorithms described in this thesis). However, there are no public implementations of
CCM and MPM available. Nevertheless, the authors of CCM kindly performed some
experiments for us.

As non-soundness guaranteeing algorithms, we included a broad selection of other
algorithms: the fitness and weak-soundness guaranteeing (Integer Linear Programming
(ILP), the well-known α-algorithm (α), the filtering Flexible Heuristic Miner (HM), and
the recent Fodina (FO) and Structured Miner (SM). Finally, we included the Tsinghua-α
algorithm (Tα) as it handles non-atomic behaviour. As commercial tools, we included
Fluxicon Disco (FD) and Celonis Process Mining (CPM), both of which were kindly
provided for this experiment by Fluxicon and Celonis.

As baselines, we included the Flower Miner (FM) and the Trace Model Miner (TM):
a flower miner returns a model that allows for any behaviour, while the trace model
miner returns a model that enumerates all traces. For instance, consider the event log
txa, b, cy, xb, c, ayu. Then, the flower and trace models would be respectively 	

cbaτ

and

�

Ñ

acb

Ñ

cba

.

In all experiments, standalone versions of the implementations were used wherever
possible, e.g. all graphical user interfaces were circumvented. Furthermore, all algorithms
were used with their default parameter settings.

As a log importer, the OpenLogFileDiskImplWithoutCachePlugin-importer was used,
as it caches the event log on disk (despite its name) and therefore has a small RAM
overhead, while still enabling random access [110]. To create a directly-follows graph
from a log and for FM and TM, the log was not imported or stored in memory at all,
but incrementally parsed instead using a custom straightforward script.

8.2 Scalability of Discovery Algorithms

In Section 6.6, we introduced the IMd framework and several algorithms that are aimed
at handling large event logs, i.e. logs with hundreds of activities and millions of events. In
this section, we aim to answer RQ.1, i.e. we test existing and newly introduced algorithms
on scalability. Event logs can be large on two dimensions: the number of activities and the
number of events. In [94], we identified relevant gradations for these dimensions: for the
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Table 8.1: Discovery algorithms used in the evaluation.
ETM Evolutionary Tree Miner [39] in ProM 6.6, random generator seed fixed to

1, standard termination condition with 30 minutes timeout.
CCM Constructs Competition Miner [134]. Implementation not available: authors

kindly performed some tests for us.
SM Structured Miner [24]. Private version provided by authors.
IM Inductive Miner in ProM 6.6 svn revision 34642.
IMf Inductive Miner - infrequent in ProM 6.6 svn revision 34642, noise threshold

0.2.
IMa Inductive Miner - all operators in ProM 6.6 svn revision 34642.
IMfa Inductive Miner - infrequent - all operators in ProM 6.6 svn revision 34642,

noise threshold 0.2.
IMc Inductive Miner - incompleteness in ProM 6.6 svn revision 34642.
IMd Inductive Miner - directly follows in ProM 6.6 svn revision 34642.
IMfd Inductive Miner - infrequent - directly follows in ProM 6.6 svn revision 34642,

noise threshold 0.2.
IMcd Inductive Miner - incompleteness - directly follows in ProM 6.6 svn revision

34642.
IMlc Inductive Miner - life cycle in ProM 6.6 svn revision 34642.
IMflc Inductive Miner - infrequent - life cycle in ProM 6.6 svn revision 34642,

noise threshold 0.2.
FM flower model in ProM 6.6 svn revision 34642.
TM trace model in ProM 6.6 svn revision 34642.
ILP Integer Linear Programming Miner [173] in ProM 6.6, empty-after-

completion option set.
HM Flexible Heuristic Miner [167] in ProM 6.6.
FO Fodina [33] 20160706.
α [4] in ProM 6.6.
Tα Tsinghua-α [169] in ProM 5.2.
FD Fluxicon Disco [79] 1.9.7. Fluxicon provided us an unlimited version for the

purpose of these experiments.
CPM Celonis Process Mining [47] 4.0.1. Celonis provided us a stand-alone version.
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number of activities, we identified complex logs, i.e. containing hundreds of activities,
and more complex logs, i.e. containing thousands of activities. For the number of
events we identified medium logs, i.e. containing tens of thousands of events, large logs,
i.e. containing millions of events, and larger logs, i.e. containing billions of events.

In principle, complexity (number of activities) and size (number of events) are in-
dependent: event logs can be not complex and still larger, and can also be more
complex and not medium. However, logs of higher complexity will need to contain
more events to reach several notions of completeness. For instance, in [94] we showed
that a system with 104 activities might need 105 traces to see all activities at least once,
and many more to be directly-follows complete.

Such numbers of events and activities might seem large for a complaint-handling
process in an airline, however processes of much larger complexity exist. For instance,
even simple software tools contain hundreds or thousands of different methods. To study
or reverse engineer such software, studies [86] have recorded method calls in event logs
(at various levels of granularity), and process mining and software mining techniques
have been used on small examples to perform the analyses [130, 86]. medium event logs
can for instance be found in hospitals: BP11 was recorded in the emergency department
of a Dutch hospital and contains over 600 activities [55]. Even though this log contains
just 600 activities and 150,291 events, current discovery techniques have difficulties with
this log (as we will show in this section). Other areas in which larger logs appear
are click-stream data from web-sites, such as the web-site of a dot-com start-up, which
produced an event log containing 3300 activities [84]. Even larger logs could be extracted
from large machines, such as the Large Hadron Collider, in which over 25,000 distributed
communicating components form just a part of the control systems [83], resulting in
complicated behaviour that could be analysed using scalable process mining techniques.

Therefore, this experiment illustrates the feasibility of applying discovery algorithms
to more complex (with up to 104 activities) and larger (with up to 1010 events) event
logs, given limited computing resources (e.g. a limited amount of RAM).

8.2.1 Set-up

All discovery algorithms (Section 8.1) were tested on the same set of randomly generated
logs and systems, which are iteratively increased in size and complexity (i.e. number of
events and number of activities), until an algorithm is not able to return process models
anymore.

For each algorithm, we first generate 10 random systems (process trees P Cb) of a
activities, starting a at 2. From these systems, we generate 10 event logs for each process
tree, each containing t traces, starting t at 4. Second, we apply the discovery algorithm
to these 10 logs with 2GB of RAM available for each run, and record how many of these
applications are successful. If the discovery algorithm does not crash, does not run out
of memory and returns a model within 5 hours, then we call the application successful.
If successful on at least one event log, we multiply a by 2 and t by 4, and repeat the
procedure (we refer to one such repetition as a round).

The number of successful applications per round, which is a number between 0 and
10, is recorded. Table 8.2 shows statistics describing the rounds, systems and event logs.
For instance, the following tree illustrates a model used in round 5:
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Table 8.2: Experiment rounds to test scalability.
round activities traces events

µ σ
1 2 4 7 2
2 4 16 60 30
3 8 64 502 277
4 16 256 3,283 1,342
5 32 1,024 26,316 18,852
6 64 4,096 154,509 66,567
7 128 16,384 1,387,570 609,401
8 256 65,536 10,456,186 4,890,888
9 512 262,144 69,510,326 43,495,480
10 1024 1,048,576 472,610,224 278,769,395

^

�

a15a14

a13Ñ

a12^

a11a10

a9a8

a7a6a5�

a4a3

a2a1a0

.
Notice that the generated event logs were not necessarily directly follows complete

with respect to the randomly generated systems, however we verified that all were activity
complete. For the purpose of this experiment, i.e. evaluating scalability and not model
quality, stronger completeness notions than activity completeness were not necessary.

8.2.2 Results
Figure 8.1 shows the results. These have been split up in two graphs for readability
reasons, i.e. each graph shows the results for 10-11 miners.

8.2.3 Discussion
Most algorithms handle event logs of up to 32 activities (not even complex) and on
average 26,000 events (round 5, medium) without problems. We would argue that many
real-life processes seem to be well-handled by these algorithms (see Section 3.1). Excep-
tions in this experiment are SM, for which we used a preliminary version, ETM, and ILP.
The authors of SM kindly provided us several new versions while we were conducting the
experiments. For ETM, we believe this is due to the repeated application of alignments
to measure fitness, log-precision and generalisation. For ILP, we believe this is due to it
constructing large ILP problems with constraints for every prefix of every trace in the
event log.

Small event logs thus seem to pose little challenge for discovery algorithms. However,
as discussed earlier in this section, much larger event logs exist in practise. A little
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Figure 8.1: Scalability results. Refer to Table 8.1 for information on the
abbreviated algorithms.
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bit larger event logs, i.e. with 64 activities, 4096 traces and on average 154,000 events
(round 6, medium and not even complex) were not handled by α, HM, IMcd and
IMc anymore: all these algorithms have an exponential run time in the number of
activities. The single-pass algorithms HM, α and CCM (not tested) have been shown to
be applicable in map-reduce [68] or streaming [43, 135] settings, thus one would expect
that the used implementations would be scalable as well.

All remaining algorithms could handle the event logs of round 7, however in round 8
(256 activities, complex), the remaining algorithms of the IM framework start running
out of memory: the main cause being the many copies of the event logs these algorithms
have to keep in memory. Furthermore, the exponential Tα can handle only 1 of the 10
logs in round 7, and CPM still 9. The only algorithm remaining is Fodina (FO), which
handles all 10 event logs in round 8, only 1 log in round 9, and no logs in round 10.

The trace model TM shows the challenge that algorithms face keeping the entire log
in main memory: our implementation of TM keeps one integer per event and one integer
per trace. Nevertheless, in round 10, 3 of the 10 event logs could not be handled by TM.
Remarkably, FD could still handle 3 event logs in round 10, and could even visualise the
results (partially), as FD caches the entire event log to disk.

The only algorithms that managed to handle all event logs in this experiment (more
complex and larger) were the algorithms of the IMd framework, i.e. IMd and IMfd,
as these do not keep the event log in main memory at all, but traverse it once to construct
a directly follows graph. If we would have continued the experiment, these algorithms
would fail at some point as well, however only when the directly follows graphs do not
fit in main memory anymore. The other remaining algorithm is the baseline FM, that
does not keep an event log in memory at all.

In answer of RQ.1, we conclude that all algorithms except SM are able to handle
small event logs, i.e. logs of tens of activities and thousands of events (neither complex
nor medium), and most algorithms of the IM framework handle all logs up to a hundred
activities and a million events (comples and large). However, only the algorithms of
the IMd framework and the baseline flower model FM are able to handle a thousand
activities and hundreds of millions of events.

Notice that we evaluated the implementations of the techniques, rather than the
techniques themselves, and these implementations might be optimised in the future.
Nevertheless, this experiment illustrates the boundaries and potential of the techniques: if
event logs get too large to keep in main memory, single-pass algorithms like the algorithms
of the IMd framework might still be able to handle it.

In the future, we aim to extract such logs from real-life systems and apply our tech-
niques to them, but currently, we would only discover a model but would not be able to
process the discovered model further (no conformance checking and no visualisations are
available on these scales).

In this experiment, we increased the number of activities a and the number of traces t
synchronously, assuming that a more complex system (i.e. with a high a) needs a log with
more traces (i.e. a high t) to be represented well. In [94], we varied a and t independently,
which led to similar conclusions.

In the remainder of this chapter, we will evaluate the quality of the models returned
by the algorithms in more detail.
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8.3 Log-Quality Dimensions

In Section 3.3, several challenges of process discovery were identified, one of them be-
ing that discovery algorithms inherently need to trade off log-quality criteria. Require-
ment DR10 states that discovery algorithms should provide a user-influenceable trade
off between log-quality criteria. In this section, we perform two experiments to evalu-
ate how process discovery algorithms balance the trade-off between log-quality criteria
(RQ.2) on their default settings. In the first experiment, we apply these algorithms to
several real-life logs using cross validation, and measure weak soundness, boundedness,
fitness, log-precision and simplicity of the discovered models. In the second experiment,
we apply the algorithms to the full event logs, and compare their results qualitatively.

We first describe the used event logs in Section 8.3.1, after which we describe the
quantitative experiment (Section 8.3.2) and the qualitative experiment (Section 8.3.3).

8.3.1 Event Logs

In the log-quality experiments, we use several real life event logs. All event logs are
publicly available.

BP11 The event log used in the Business Process Intelligence Challenge 2011 (BP11) [55]
represents the gynaecology department of a Dutch academic hospital. The traces
represent patients, for which medical activities are performed.
This event log has been challenging for discovery algorithms [89, 94, 97, 107], given
the large number of activities and the unstructured nature of the process. The
event log contains much more data elements than just the activities used in this
experiment: further research might reveal ways to use more data to aid discovery.
Traces: 1143, events: 150,291, activities: 624.

BP12 The event log used in the Business Process Intelligence Challenge 2012 (BP12) [56]
is derived from a personal loan application process of a Dutch financial institution.
The traces represent customers applying for loans, and the activities describe the
steps taken for the customers.
The BP12 log contains three subprocesses: the activities are distinguishable by
a prefix ‘A_’, ‘O_’ or ‘W_’. Two of these three subprocesses (A and O) in
isolation can be handled well by existing process discovery algorithms, as they are
relatively well structured. For instance, the A subprocess consists of 10 activities,
is rather structured and contains only three activities in concurrency. However, the
third subprocess (W) is more challenging: it contains start and completion events
(which most discovery and conformance algorithms simply ignore), and is rather
unstructured [89, 94, 118].
The entire event log contains the three subprocesses being executed. Not all traces
contain every subprocess, and there is no sequential relation between the subpro-
cesses. In this experiment, we use this full event log.
Traces: 13,087, events: 262,200, activities: 24.

RF The road fines event log is a real-life event log of an information system managing
Italian road traffic fines [96]. Each trace represents a fine, which can be objected,
and should eventually be paid. Penalties are applied when payment is late.
Traces: 150,370, events: 561,470, activities: 11.
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RPW The WABO receipt phase log (RPW) [37] originates from a building permit
application process in a Dutch municipality. This log describes the first phase in
the process, in which the permit applications are received. Traces: 1,434, events:
8577, activities: 27.

WA1-5 The fiveWABO logs have been derived from a building permit application process
in five Dutch municipality, each executing another ‘flavour’ of the same process.
The differences between their processes have been studied in [36]. WA1 contains
434 traces, 13,571 events and 137 activities. WA2 contains 160 traces, 10,439 events
and 160 activities. WA3 contains 481 traces, 16,566 events and 170 activities. WA4
contains 324 traces, 9,743 events and 133 activities. WA5 contains 432 traces,
13,370 events and 176 activities.

8.3.2 Quantitative
In the quantitative experiment, we compare the algorithms using cross validation.

Set-up

Each event log L is split randomly into v sublogs (we chose v � 6, as 3 would not
yield cross validation and 9 would result in much more computations) and the following
procedure is applied: 2{3 of the sublogs form the discovery log Ld, while the other sublogs
form the test log Lt. We did not use a default k-fold cross validation scheme, as the test
log needs to be large enough to measure fitness as a generalisation measure. A process
discovery algorithm is applied to Ld and a process model is obtained. First, simplicity
is measured by taking the number of arcs, places and transitions in a Petri net (process
trees and BPMN models are translated to Petri nets first for a sensible comparison).
Second, weak soundness and boundedness are determined, as if a model is unbounded or
weak sound, the PCC framework cannot handle it. Third, if the model is weak sound
and bounded, then fitness and log precision are measured using the PCC framework with
k � 2. Fitness is measured on the test log, while log precision is measured on the full
unsplit log. Figure 8.2 illustrates this procedure, which is repeated for all combinations
of discovery and test logs. Average scores of the measures are recorded and reported.

The above procedure is applied with each algorithm that was mentioned in Section 8.1
except CCM and MPM, for which we had no implementations available.

As discussed in Section 3.2.3, all three measures, i.e. fitness, log precision and sim-
plicity, might be important in particular use cases of process mining. Therefore, we
summarise the findings using pareto optimality: a result a dominates another result b if
all measures of a are equal or better than the measures of b [36]. A result a is pareto
optimal in a set of results A if it dominates all other measures in A. In our case, both the
average fitness and log precision need to be equal or higher, and the average simplicity
needs to be equal or lower for a model to be dominating.

Checking Weak Soundness & Boundedness

In order to verify weak soundness and boundedness of models, as a first step the model
was reduced using the Murata rules [124], similar to [69]. Second, weak soundness is
checked by verifying that the final marking, i.e. a token in one of the places of the final
marking, and no tokens elsewhere, is reachable. Boundedness is computed by verifying
for each place that there is no reachable state with an unbounded number of tokens in
that place. Both properties are checked using the Lola tool [175]. Some of the discovered
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Figure 8.2: Set-up of the log-quality experiment.

models required Lola to traverse more than 200,000,000 markings and use more than
25GB of RAM, which would make performing any further computations on such a model
infeasible. Therefore, even though such models might be bounded in theory, we consider
them to be unbounded in practise, and we excluded them.

Models might be unbounded or weak unsound for several reasons: (1) the algorithm
did not return a model within a reasonable time. For instance, IMc and IMcd are
exponential in the number of activities and ran for over a week on the discovery logs
with 133 activities or more. After the first failure of these algorithms on an event log, we
sampled the remaining discovery logs: none of these samples succeeded and we did not
perform the remaining runs. In this case, no simplicity could be reported and the model
was left out. (2) the algorithm ran out of memory (we had 40GB of RAM available).
This happened only for SM. In this case, no simplicity could be reported and the model
was left out. (3) the algorithm produced models for which the Lola tool could not
verify boundedness or weak soundness in at most 200,000,000 states. (4) the algorithm
produced weak unsound or unbounded models. If any failure occurs, then the reported
fitness and log precision are averages taken over a subset of the folds, which makes these
measurements incomparable to measurements over all folds. Therefore, such measures
have been ((((

(striked out in the results.

Results

Tables 8.3 and 8.3 show the results: for each log and algorithm, it shows the average
fitness (f), log precision (p), simplicity (s) and fraction of bounded weak-sound models
(b) over the 15 folds. The pareto-optimal measures have been printed in a bold font.
Notice that the measures have been rounded, but pareto optimality was computed before
rounding.

The following table lists the number of times each algorithm was pareto optimal:
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Table 8.3: Results of the log quality experiments, averaged over folds. f is
fitness, p is log precision, s is simplicity and b is boundedness & weak soundness.
Pareto-optimal results are shown in bold.

BP12 BP11 RPW
f p s b f p s b f p s b

α 70.0 0.0 0.0 195.3 0.0
ETM 0.36 0.72 92.6 1.0 0.86 1.00 13.8 1.0 0.95 0.98 59.1 1.0
FM 1.00 0.61 81.0 1.0 1.00 0.65 1672.4 1.0 1.00 0.59 88.6 1.0
FO 321.5 0.0 4576.3 0.0 0.73 0.60 156.0 1.0
HM 365.8 0.0 0.0 449.3 0.0
ILP 52.4 0.0 0.0 135.3 0.0
IM 1.00 0.67 166.7 1.0 1.00 0.65 1723.7 1.0 1.00 0.63 155.1 1.0
IMa 1.00 0.67 166.7 1.0 1.00 0.65 1725.6 1.0 1.00 0.63 155.7 1.0
IMc 1.00 0.67 313.0 1.0 0.0 1.00 0.63 290.1 1.0
IMcd 0.99 0.67 401.7 1.0 0.0 1.00 0.63 238.5 1.0
IMd 1.00 0.67 90.3 1.0 1.00 0.65 1681.8 1.0 1.00 0.63 101.4 1.0
IMf 0.96 0.69 187.5 1.0 0.98 0.84 1038.7 1.0 1.00 0.69 163.7 1.0
IMfa 0.96 0.69 195.8 1.0 0.98 0.84 1052.1 1.0 1.00 0.69 183.5 1.0
IMfd 1.00 0.67 90.3 1.0 1.00 0.79 2402.2 1.0 1.00 0.70 118.7 1.0
IMflc 1.00 0.68 90.6 1.0 0.98 0.84 1038.7 1.0 1.00 0.69 164.5 1.0
IMlc 1.00 0.68 80.0 1.0 1.00 0.65 1725.6 1.0 1.00 0.63 155.7 1.0
SM 672.0 0.0 0.0 ��0.97 ��0.71 214.9 0.2
Tα 173.9 0.0 611.8 0.0 42.1 0.0
TM 0.98 0.93 55654.1 1.0 0.93 1.00 5159.2 1.0 0.99 0.95 3579.6 1.0

RF WA1 WA2
f p s b f p s b f p s b

α 60.0 0.0 1118.6 0.0 1383.3 0.0
ETM 0.85 0.90 115.4 1.0 0.67 0.99 59.5 1.0 0.63 0.99 72.5 1.0
FM 1.00 0.59 42.0 1.0 1.00 0.68 485.4 1.0 1.00 0.66 461.0 1.0
FO 1.00 0.69 146.4 1.0 857.2 0.0 844.9 0.0
HM ��0.48 ��0.96 186.4 0.3 1623.3 0.0 1417.9 0.0
ILP 16.0 0.0 0.0 15815.5 0.0
IM 1.00 0.66 89.5 1.0 1.00 0.70 661.2 1.0 1.00 0.67 761.1 1.0
IMa 1.00 0.66 162.4 1.0 1.00 0.70 671.4 1.0 1.00 0.67 767.7 1.0
IMc 1.00 0.93 132.3 1.0 0.0 0.0
IMcd 0.76 0.93 108.1 1.0 0.0 0.0
IMd 1.00 0.66 50.0 1.0 1.00 0.69 532.1 1.0 1.00 0.66 483.1 1.0
IMf 0.99 0.92 109.3 1.0 0.99 0.78 778.1 1.0 0.99 0.72 747.9 1.0
IMfa 0.99 0.91 187.3 1.0 0.99 0.78 812.5 1.0 0.99 0.72 767.5 1.0
IMfd 0.83 0.89 123.7 1.0 1.00 0.79 767.8 1.0 1.00 0.76 629.9 1.0
IMflc 0.99 0.92 192.5 1.0 0.99 0.78 778.8 1.0 0.99 0.72 748.3 1.0
IMlc 1.00 0.66 122.5 1.0 1.00 0.70 661.2 1.0 1.00 0.67 761.1 1.0
SM 0.0 ��0.98 ��0.85 1546.5 0.5 0.99 0.76 781.5 1.0
Tα 0.0 203.1 0.0 184.9 0.0
TM 1.00 0.90 303056.4 1.0 0.93 0.99 2074.5 1.0 0.88 0.99 1326.3 1.0
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Table 8.3: Results of the log quality experiments, averaged over folds. f is
fitness, p is log precision, s is simplicity and b is boundedness & weak soundness.
Pareto-optimal results are shown in bold.

WA3 WA4 WA5
f p s b f p s b f p s b

α 406.7 0.0 823.1 0.0 1601.9 0.0
ETM 0.69 0.99 68.3 1.0 0.65 0.98 73.9 1.0 0.69 0.99 59.0 1.0
FM 1.00 0.67 498.8 1.0 1.00 0.66 395.4 1.0 1.00 0.67 498.2 1.0
FO ��1.00 ��0.78 973.6 0.1 ��0.38 ��0.53 699.3 0.5 ��1.00 ��0.82 857.1 0.5
HM 1670.3 0.0 1252.1 0.0 1546.2 0.0
ILP 16456.4 0.0 8789.6 0.0 26975.2 0.0
IM 1.00 0.69 1034.5 1.0 1.00 0.68 630.3 1.0 1.00 0.68 949.5 1.0
IMa 1.00 0.69 1048.6 1.0 1.00 0.68 643.7 1.0 1.00 0.68 960.3 1.0
IMc 0.0 0.0 0.0
IMcd 0.0 0.0 0.0
IMd 1.00 0.69 606.9 1.0 1.00 0.68 447.1 1.0 1.00 0.68 531.5 1.0
IMf 0.99 0.78 791.3 1.0 0.99 0.76 682.9 1.0 0.99 0.82 844.5 1.0
IMfa 0.99 0.78 854.5 1.0 0.99 0.76 691.2 1.0 0.99 0.82 852.0 1.0
IMfd 1.00 0.77 1320.0 1.0 1.00 0.78 589.0 1.0 1.00 0.83 836.6 1.0
IMflc 0.99 0.78 794.5 1.0 0.99 0.76 683.1 1.0 0.99 0.82 847.4 1.0
IMlc 1.00 0.69 1036.4 1.0 1.00 0.68 637.9 1.0 1.00 0.68 960.3 1.0
SM ��0.99 ��0.78 1369.2 0.8 1.00 0.82 901.6 1.0 ��1.00 ��0.89 1397.6 0.9
Tα 206.5 0.0 163.2 0.0 197.3 0.0
TM 0.94 0.99 2395.2 1.0 0.91 0.99 1382.5 1.0 0.94 0.99 2078.8 1.0

pareto-optimal on event logs
FM, IMd 9
ETM, IMfd, IMa 8
IM 7
TM 5
IMf, IMlc 3
IMc, IMfa, SM 2
IMcd 1
α, FO, HM, ILP, IMflc, Tα 0

Discussion

We first discuss boundedness & weak soundness, after which we discuss the baselines
provided by this experiment. We finish the discussion with the performance of algorithms
on the quality measures fitness, log precision and simplicity.

Boundedness & Weak Soundness. In terms of returning a model, ETM, FM,
FO, IM, IMa, IMd, IMf, IMfa, IMfd, IMflc, IMlc and TM returned models for all
event logs. For BP11, WA1, WA2, WA3, WA4 and WA5, IMc and IMcd ran out of time
and did not return models, due to their exponential nature. α and HM did not return
models for BP11, and ILP did not return all models for BP11 and WA1. SM did not
return models for BP11 and RF. Tα did not return models for WA2 and RF. The inability
of SM and Tα to discover models for RF is remarkable. Even though RF contains over
500,000 events, it only contains 11 activities, and the most time-consuming step of SM
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(after applying HM, which succeeded for some logs as shown by this experiment) is the
structuring step, which only depends on the number of activities, and in contrast to Tα,
α did return models.

In terms of boundedness and weak soundness, all models returned by ETM, FM, TM
and the algorithms of the IM framework and IMd framework were bounded and weakly
sound. HM, FO, and SM returned some bounded and weakly sound models: HM only for
5 logs of RF. FO returned bounded and weakly sound models for all logs of RPW, RF,
2 logs of WA3 and 8 logs of WA4 and WA5. SM returned bounded and weakly sound
models for 3 logs of RPW, 8 logs of WA1, all logs of WA2, 12 logs of WA3, all logs of
WA4 and 13 logs of WA5. These algorithms seem to be sensitive to variations in event
logs, even if these logs are derived from the same system. The algorithms α, ILP and Tα
did not return any bounded weakly sound model.

As discussed earlier, in the remainder of this discussion we will not consider incom-
plete measures, i.e. we will only consider combinations of algorithms and logs for which
the algorithm discovered bounded weakly sound models for all discovery logs.

Baselines. We first discuss these baseline algorithms. Due to the discovery and test
log set-up, TM did not necessary reach perfect fitness. In our experiment, for only one
log (RF), TM achieved perfect fitness, which indicates that the discovery and test log
division made sense: the test logs contained behaviour different from the behaviour of
the discovery logs. Thus, the cross validation and the measure on the trace miner (TM)
provide insight into the completeness and variety of the event log: if the fitness of TM
is high, the average test log contained many traces similar to traces in its corresponding
discovery log, thus the variety in the event log was low. For instance, TM got low fitness
for BP11 (0.40) and WA1-5 (0.56-0.70), hence it is to be expected that future behaviour
has a low likelihood to resemble behaviour already seen in the event log, and variety is
high. Given this insight, one might reconsider opting for a process model with a high
log precision (and a bit lower fitness) in use cases that require a good generalisation,
like prediction: on such logs, a high precision and low fitness will likely limit support of
future behaviour.

This conclusion is strengthened by the fitness of FM (the all-behaviour-allowing flower
model) for WA1, WA2 and WA5. On these logs, FM did not achieve perfect fitness, which
implies that in some cases, not all activities were present in the discovery logs, which
suggests that the log contains far from all behaviour.

In contrast, for RPW and RF, the TM fitness is 0.97 and 1 respectively, which is
rather high and indicates that these log contain repetitive behaviour. Therefore, a high
log precision would be desirable, as it is likely that such a model will represent all future
behaviour. For RPW, one could even consider using the trace model itself, although
that model contains 30 times more constructs than the models returned by all other
algorithms.

The set-up of this experiment resembles a set-up commonly used in process discovery
literature, for instance [39, 89, 90, 99, 134]. Often, these experiments measure fitness,
precision, generalisation and simplicity on an event log. Generalisation “assesses the
extent to which the resulting model will be able to reproduce future behavior of the
process” [40]. By the separation of discovery and test data, our fitness measure already
serves this role, thus we did not measure generalisation separately (as in [99]).

Fitness, Log Precision & Simplicity. In terms of fitness, log precision and sim-
plicity, algorithms need to strike a balance between FM (the all-behaviour-allowing flower
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model) with perfect fitness, low precision and high simplicity, and TM (the trace model)
with perfect precision but high complexity.

Earlier in this section, we showed a frequency table that denotes how often each
algorithm achieved pareto optimality. FM returned pareto-optimal models for all event
logs, however the models returned by FM are inherently useless as they do not contain
more information than which activities were contained in the discovery logs. IMd is also
pareto optimal for all event logs, slightly improving over FM (up to 0.07 for RF) in terms
of log precision, at the cost of simplicity (up to 108 extra constructs for WA3). IMd
does not apply any infrequent behaviour filtering, and on the real-life event logs of this
experiment, discovers models with large flower parts.

The algorithms ETM and IMfd were both pareto optimal for 8 event logs. For all
these event logs, ETM used few Petri net elements), in some cases even less than FM,
e.g. for RPW and WA1 - WA5, which implies that not all activities were present in the
discovered models. While this might be a deliberate strategy, for WA1 - WA5, fitness
was remarkably lower than other algorithms: less than 0.7, while all other non-baseline
pareto-optimal algorithms got more than 0.9. Nevertheless, log precision was high: equal
up to or exceeding the log precision of TM. IMfd is the variant of IMd that filters
infrequent behaviour, which results in an improvement over IMd of 0.1 in log precision
for BP11, RF, WA1, WA2, WA4 and WA5, at the expense of simplicity (up to 721 extra
Petri net elements for BP11).

IM and IMa achieved pareto-optimality for 7 and 8 event logs, and both algorithms
had almost equal fitness and log-precision characteristics, and IMa needing less Petri net
constructs for all logs except RF. Their fitness and log-precision values also resembled
IMd.

The baseline TM lists all traces of the discovery log, and discovered the most complex
models, i.e. with the most Petri net constructs. Only for WA2 - WA5, ILP discovered
more complex models. For 5 logs, TM achieved pareto optimality, due to the high log
precision of its models. However, especially for the WA1 - WA5 logs, fitness was low,
as TM does not attempt to generalise over the behaviour seen in the event log, which
illustrates the need for discovery algorithms to generalise over the behaviour in the event
log. This also illustrates the need for a generalisation measure: without cross validation,
TM would have achieved perfect fitness and log precision for all event logs.

IMf and IMfa achieved similar fitness and log-precision values, with IMf discovering
models with a lower complexity for all event logs. These algorithms achieved a higher log
precision than IMfd for 2 event logs (BP12 and RF), and a higher fitness only for RF.
IMc was pareto optimal for RPW and RF, with IMc achieving a perfect fitness and log
precision of 0.93 for RF, which is even higher than TM. This illustrates the potential of
the incompleteness handling despite exponential run times of this algorithm.

Of the remaining algorithms, SM was pareto optimal for all logs on which it completed
the cross validation, i.e. WA2 and WA4, equalling (WA2) or outperforming (WA4) IMfd
on log precision, equalling on fitness but being more complex for both event logs, which
shows the potential of this algorithm. However, for two logs SM did not return any
models, and for 5 logs the models were either unbounded or not weakly sound.

Conclusion. In answer of RQ.2, FM and IMd were pareto optimal for 9 logs, ETM
and IMfd for 8 logs, IM and IMa for 7 logs, TM for 5 logs, IMf and IMlc for 3
logs, IMc, IMfa and SM for 2 logs, and IMcd for 1 log. The other algorithms did
achieve pareto optimality for any log. For almost all event logs that were included in
this experiment, the algorithms discovered different models, such that a human analyst
could try several algorithms to see which model suits the use case at hand best. In the
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next section, we will study the discovered models qualitatively to provide more insight
into the discovery algorithms.

8.3.3 Qualitative

Thus far we evaluated scalability and model quality in terms of fitness, log precision and
simplicity. Now we evaluate the models qualitatively, i.e. we compare the models that
are discovered by discovery algorithms on their visual appearance and their structure.
As measures of log conformance express only how well the event log is represented and
are only obtainable for bounded and weakly sound models, we do not use such measures
in this experiment. Rather, we aim to illustrate the variety of process models that can be
discovered from event logs and the quirks of discovery algorithms. Therefore, we apply
the discovery algorithms to the event logs described in Section 8.3.1, and analyse the
models manually.

We translate every model to a Petri net and visualise this Petri net using GraphViz,
replacing the activity names by letters to save space. We use the Dot layout engine,
however if this leads to unreadably small graphs, in which case we use the Sfdp or Neato
engine. Some models by Tα(RF) could not be visualised. An exception to this are the
models discovered by FD and CPM, which cannot be translated to Petri nets.

On these visualised Petri nets, we assess whether the model possess an unclear lan-
guage. That is, whether the model, despite its Petri net semantics, does not give clear
indications about their final markings, and/or allow for many executions of transitions
without possibility to end in a final marking, which makes it harder for users to under-
stand the model. Furthermore, we assess fitness and log precision manually (as automated
measures are not available for weakly unsound or unbounded models), using the limita-
tions the model puts on its behaviour. Finally, for one of the logs (RF) we assess the
discovered models using information derived from the event log.

Notice that for this experiment, the authors of the CCM algorithm kindly provided
us with the models discovered by the CCM algorithm. The only algorithm not included
in this experiment is MPM, as its source code is not public and its authors chose not
to participate in our experiment. Furthermore, the baseline algorithms FM and TM are
not included in this experiment as the models they produce do not provide any insight
into the process.

We limit this experiment to the two smallest event logs, BP12 and RF, as for the other
event logs several issues challenged inclusion: not all algorithms succeeded in discovering a
model, not all models were correctly visualised by the graph layout algorithm (GraphViz),
and manual analysis on models containing over 100 activities is rather error-prone.

BP12

We start with BP12, the log of mortgage application process with 13,000 traces, 262,000
events and 24 activities. The activity names are replaced as follows:
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Figure 8.3: ILP(BP12). The model returned by ILP expresses constraints for
only 5 of the 24 activities. This part is not bounded however it is weakly sound,
considering that the final marking is the empty marking. The other activities
are not connected, i.e. have no input or output places, thus can be executed at
any time.
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Figure 8.4: CCM(BP12). The model returned by CCM is sound and con-
sists of three sequential parts: the first part consists of 6 sequential activities
that can each be skipped or repeated, which expresses a rather lot of struc-
ture. The second sequential part expresses little and is language equivalent to a
flower model, except for a dependency between the topmost two activities. The
third sequential part consists of a rather structured mix of choice, sequence and
concurrency. There is 1 activity missing, and the 35 silent transitions in loop
structures make the model difficult to understand.
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Figure 8.5: ETM(BP12). The model returned by ETM consists of 28 transi-
tions, but not all activities of the event log are present. This does not necessarily
decrease model usability: an easy to understand model that does not contain a
few infrequently executed activities might be preferable over a complex model
that includes these activities. However, this depends on the use case of the
analysis and analysts should be aware of this. The model is highly structured
and sequential, i.e. its intention and behaviour are clearly visible. However, the
model does not contain choices: all 28 transitions have to be executed precisely
once (the only freedom in execution is that there is some concurrency), even
though the number of events per trace in the model ranged from 3 to 175 with
an average of 20, and which seems in contrast with the models discovered by
all other algorithms.
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Figure 8.6: IM(BP12) = IMa(BP12). The model returned by both IM and
IMa contains all 24 activities and consists of several nested loops. The outer
loop allows for any behaviour of 3 activities. The inner loop consists of 5 activ-
ities in sequence with a near-flower model and another activity. The behaviour
of the outer loops are easily recognisable, however the inner flower model is
hidden by a chain of 4 silent transitions.
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Figure 8.7: HM(BP12). The model returned by HM contains all 24 activities,
is not bounded and not weakly sound. Even though the behaviour of activities
is seemingly restricted, it is difficult to truly grasp the behaviour of the model,
due the to many groups of silent activities that enable several combinations
of subsequent branches (this is not due to the layout). These branches again
divert and enable subsequent branches, which introduces a lot of concurrency.
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Figure 8.8: α(BP12). The model returned by α has 5 unconnected activities,
which means that the model poses no restrictions on these activities. Further-
more, the model contains many activities that only have output arcs, which
can be arbitrarily executed as well, but produce tokens nevertheless. These to-
ken generators impose only weak restrictions on subsequent activities, as these
become concurrent with the presence of multiple tokens in the net.
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Figure 8.9: FO(BP12). The model returned by FO contains all 24 activities
and many silent activities. Most of the transitions in the net have a single input
and output place, thus the net seems to have little concurrency at first sight.
However, in the right half of the model, there are two silent transitions that have
two output arcs. These transitions make the net unbounded. Nevertheless, the
net is weakly sound and large parts are state machines, i.e. without concurrency,
which makes its behaviour easily recognisable.
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Figure 8.10: IMc(BP12). The model returned by IMc contains all 24 ac-
tivities and seems rather structured, containing structured loops, concurrency,
sequence and choice, thus analysts might be able to gain insights from this model
by manual inspection. However, due to the many silent transitions, many traces
are possible, i.e. the model would have a low log precision (measured by the
PCC framework: fitness is 1 and log precision is 0.67). Nevertheless, the model
contains many inter-activity constraints, e.g. A_REGISTERED can only be
executed after execution of W_Completeren aanvraag.
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Figure 8.11: IMfa(BP12). The model returned by IMfa is similar to the
model returned by IMf, however poses a little more constraints as instead of
4 concurrent activities, expresses 3 concurrent activities in loop with another
activity.
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Figure 8.12: IMcd(BP12). The model returned by IMcd contains all 24
activities. The process tree underlying the Petri net shown contains inclusive
choice operators, which are translated using rather many silent activities to Petri
nets, and which make the Petri net rather complicated. However, being aware
of the underlying structure of these constructs, the model is fairly structured
and contains many dependencies between activities.
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Figure 8.13: SM(BP12). The model returned by SM contains little infor-
mation, as no two tasks are connected. Moreover, the bottom-two activities
cannot be executed (W_Completeren aanvraag and W_Nabellen offertes). As
this model is different as the technique described in [24] would suggest, we
suspect an inaccuracy in the implementation.
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Figure 8.14: IMf(BP12). The model returned by IMf contains 22 of the 24
activities. Depending on the use case, this might be desirable or problematic.
The model consists of two nested loops, of which the outer one expresses that
one of four activities needs to be executed before the remainder of the process
(in subsequent iterations, all four activities can be executed arbitrarily). The
inner loop structure consists of three parts in sequence, which can all be skipped,
and due to the loop structure around it, arbitrarily executed. However, within
the sequential parts lots of structure is expressed, e.g. a concurrency between 4
activities.
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Figure 8.15: IMd(BP12) = IMfd(BP12) = IMflc(BP12) = IMlc(BP12).
The model returned by IMd, IMfd and IMflc is almost a complete flower
model, as only two activities are not arbitrarily executable.
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Figure 8.16: Tα(BP12). Similar to the model returned by α, in the model
returned by Tα many activities can be executed without restrictions. We argue
that this model has a limited use for both human and machine analysis due to it
containing unbounded behaviour, containing little structure and not containing
a final marking.
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O_DECLINED\\COMPLETE
802

W_Nabellen incomplete dossiers\\SCHEDULE
2,383

W_Nabellen incomplete dossiers\\START
11,400

W_Nabellen incomplete dossiers\\COMPLETE
11,407

W_Beoordelen fraude\\SCHEDULE
124

W_Beoordelen fraude\\START
270

W_Beoordelen fraude\\COMPLETE
270

Figure 8.17: FD(BP12). The model discovered by FD contains 36 activities
as the start, completion and schedule life cycle transitions are included in the
names of the activities. The model is highly understandable due its simplicity
and lack of concurrency. This model also contains a soundness issue: only from
the three activities in between the red lines, the end state is reachable.
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Figure 8.18: CPM(BP12). Celonis discovers a model representing the most-
occurring activities, and thereby this model represents the most-occurring trace,
i.e. the trace which is rejected immediately. However, this leads to a model with
only 3 activities.
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a A_ACCEPTED b A_ACTIVATED
c A_APPROVED d A_CANCELLED
e A_DECLINED f A_FINALIZED
g A_PARTLYSUBMITTED h A_PREACCEPTED
i A_REGISTERED j A_SUBMITTED
k O_ACCEPTED l O_CANCELLED
m O_CREATED n O_DECLINED
o O_SELECTED p O_SENT
q O_SENT_BACK r W_Afhandelen leads
y W_Afhandelen leads+SCHEDULE s W_Beoordelen fraude
z W_Beoordelen fraude+SCHEDULE t W_Completeren aanvraag

aa W_Completeren aanvraag+SCHEDULE u W_Nabellen incomplete dossiers
ab W_Nabellen incomplete

dossiers+SCHEDULE
v W_Nabellen offertes

ac W_Nabellen offertes+SCHEDULE w W_Valideren aanvraag
ad W_Valideren aanvraag+SCHEDULE x W_Wijzigen contractgegevens
ae W_Wijzigen contractgegevens+SCHEDULE

Figures 8.3 to 8.18 show the results. We conclude that the BP12 log is rather challenging
for current discovery algorithms: non-block structured algorithms return models and
assessing their behaviour might be difficult (α, HM, FO), which despite their Petri net
semantics do not give clear indications about their final markings, and/or allow for many
executions of transitions without possibility to end in a final marking) or models that
restrict behaviour little (ILP). Block-structured based algorithms improve over these
algorithms by offering clear languages at all times. However, for BP12, block-structured
based algorithms struggle to capture constraints on behaviour between activities and
return flower-like models.
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RF

The event log RF was recorded in a road fines managing process and contains 150,000
traces, 5,600,000 events and 11 activities. The activity names are replaced as follows:

a Add penalty b Appeal to Judge
c Create Fine d Insert Date Appeal to Prefecture
e Insert Fine Notification f Notify Result Appeal to Offender
g Payment h Receive Result Appeal from Prefecture
i Send Appeal to Prefecture j Send Fine
k Send for Credit Collection

Some domain knowledge about this process was obtained, which entails that the
activity ’payment’ (’g’) may occur multiple times as people are allowed to pay their fines
in chunks (in 7,500 cases, this happens), and payment can occur during a large part of
the process, even before the fine is sent (we verified this in the event log). We focus our
analysis on whether this knowledge is reflected in the model. In the models, the payment
activity (g) are highlighted in blue, while loop patterns in which payment is involved are
denoted in red. Furthermore, we assess the complexity of the models. Figures 8.19 to
8.32 show the discovered models.

We conclude that many discovery algorithms discovered models in which the log
knowledge regarding payment is reflected, i.e. IM, IMa, IMc, IMcd, IMfd, IMlc and
HM. For IM and IMlc, log precision could be higher as a lot of extra behaviour is in-
cluded. Other algorithms discovered models reflecting our domain knowledge partially,
i.e. CCM, IMfa, IMflc and FO. The distinction between block-structured based algo-
rithms and non-block-structured based algorithms can be made for the RF log as well:
non-block-structured based models struggle to discover models with easy to spot be-
haviour, while block-structured based algorithms do not suffer from this. Exceptions are
FO, which is simple due to the absence of concurrency, and IM which is not, due to the
looping structure with many silent transitions. For block-structured models, simplicity
is hindered by inclusive choice constructs, which are elegant in process tree notation, but
which need to be represented by several silent transitions in a Petri net.

g

cd

i

e

f
k

h
j

a

b

Figure 8.19: SM(RF). SM returns a model without any useful connections or
places. Payment cannot be executed.
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a

e

j

d

c

k g

Figure 8.20: ETM(RF). ETM returns a very simple model, which does not
match intuition of a fine-handling process, e.g. in reality, not every case gets a
penalty added. Furthermore, the model contains a choice between the creation
of a fine and initiating an objection against a fine, which does not make much
sense. This model is rather simple, as it contains only 7 of the 11 activities. We
would argue that this is an oversimplification.
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d
i bh f
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k

g

Figure 8.21: CCM(RF). CCM returns a highly structured model that contains
all activities, however without any loops, and payment only occurs at the end
of the process. Even though this model contains 13 silent transitions, the block
structure makes it easy to recognise the intention of the model: most of the
silent transitions allow the skipping of parts of the model.
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Figure 8.22: ILP(RF). ILP returns a model without any useful connections
or places.
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Figure 8.23: IM(RF). IM returns a model with payment being part of a
loop, however the loop spans all activities of the process except the first one,
thereby lowering the log precision of the other activities. Furthermore, the
loop obfuscates the behaviour of the model: the first part of the loop (including
Payment) can be arbitrarily executed, but only by executing 11 silent transitions
between each consecutive execution. It would have been better to put these four
activities concurrent to the remaining part of the process.
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(a) IMf(RF).
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(b) IMflc(RF).
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(c) IMfa(RF).

Figure 8.24: IMf, IMflc and IMfa put payment concurrently with the rest
of the process, but not in a loop. The rather complicated inclusive choice struc-
ture, which was introduced by reduction rule C_, is elegant in process trees,
however rather many silent transitions are necessary in the corresponding Petri
net representation. The model returned by IMf contains 13 silent transitions,
however the block structure makes it easy to recognise the intention of the
model.
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Figure 8.25: IMa(RF). IMa discovers a model with several inclusive choice
constructs, similar to IM with respect to payment, and similar in complexity.
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Figure 8.26: IMlc(RF). IMlc discovers a model in which payment is part of
a loop and can be executed throughout the process, however the loop spans all
but one activities, which makes log precision lower. Complexity resembles the
complexity of IM, however with an added inclusive choice construct.
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(a) IMc(RF).
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(c) IMfd(RF).

Figure 8.27: IMc, IMcd and IMfd discover a model in which payment can
occur multiple times concurrently to the remaining parts of the process. IMcd
contains the least silent transitions, followed by IMc and IMfd.
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Figure 8.28: FO(RF). FO discovers a model in which payment can be executed
repeatedly and before/after many activities (i.e. concurrently), however this is
modelled by loopbacks, which the side effects that at points in the model where
such a loopback is not present, payment cannot occur. Furthermore, as soon
as payment occurs, the ‘state’ of the remaining part of the model is lost and
e.g. a new fine notification can be initiated. This model, even though it is not
block-structured and has 31 silent transitions, is easy to grasp as it does not
contain concurrency.
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e ka
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Figure 8.29: α(RF). α discovers a model in which payment is part of a struc-
tural loop, but nevertheless cannot be executed. The model seems simple, but
grasping its behaviour is challenging due to soundness issues.
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Figure 8.30: HM(RF). HM discovers a model in which payment is part of a
loop, and can be executed concurrently to some of the other activities. We con-
sider this model more complex than the preceding models, due to the complex
routing resulting from the 33 silent transitions: as the model is not block-
structured and contains both dead silent transitions and silent transitions with
duplicate effects, the behaviour and intention of the model are obfuscated.

Figure 8.31: CPM(RF). CPM discovers an oversimplified model in which
payment can be executed only once, in exclusive choice with sending the fine.
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103,392

2,933

46,952

79,757

606

72,334

3,327

829

391

57,182

290

281

2,915

16

1,538

150,370

67,201

Create Fine
150,370

Send Fine
103,987

Insert Fine Notification
79,860

Add penalty
79,860

Send for Credit Collection
59,013

Payment
77,601

Insert Date Appeal to Prefecture
4,188

Send Appeal to Prefecture
4,141

Receive Result Appeal from Prefecture
999

Notify Result Appeal to Offender
896

Appeal to Judge
555

Figure 8.32: FD(RF). FD discovers a model in which payment is part of a loop
(FD models do not represent concurrency). Due to the absence of concurrency,
the model seems easy to understand. However, conclusions should be drawn
with care. For instance, the model suggests that after (partial) payment, no
penalty can be added, as ’add penalty’ is outside the loop of ’payment’ denoted
by red lines. However, in 4,112 of the 150,000 cases, penalties are added after
payment. As conformance checking techniques cannot be applied, verifying the
absence of this behaviour involves filtering the log and disable all other model
filters.
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8.3.4 Conclusion

In this section, we aimed to answer RQ.2, i.e. whether discovery algorithms are able
to balance log-model quality criteria using their default parameters, and how discovery
algorithms handle real-life event logs. We performed two experiments: a quantitative
and a qualitative experiment.

In the quantitative experiment, we compared discovery algorithms using cross vali-
dation and measures fitness, log precision and simplicity. Of the 9 real-life event logs,
the directly follows-based algorithm IMfd and IMd performed well, being two of the
few algorithms that were pareto optimal for 9 and 8 logs, which might be due to these
algorithms using less information of the event log, i.e. only the directly follows graph of
the overall event log, than the algorithms of the IM framework. The best performing
algorithms of the IM framework were IM and IMa, which were pareto optimal for 7
event logs. SM was pareto optimal for one log.

However, pareto optimality does not necessarily correspond to useful models. For
instance, the trace model and flower model were pareto optimal in most cases as well,
even though they do not provide any new information. Therefore, we conducted a second,
qualitative, experiment, in which we applied the discovery algorithms to two of the nine
event logs, and evaluated the discovered models manually. We found that on complicated
real-life event logs, such as BP12, discovery algorithms struggle to discover process models
that pose many restrictions on the behaviour that is expressed by the model, i.e. models
with a high log precision, and are useful for human analysis. For instance, existing
approaches that do not guarantee soundness, e.g. α, ILP, HM and SM, discover models
that pose few constraints on their expressed behaviour (i.e. low log precision) and often
lack easy to understand languages (i.e. not having a proper flow from initial to final
marking, containing deadlocks, etc.). The algorithms of the IM framework and the IMd
framework have difficulties with BP12 as well, however have the advantage of having
well-defined and often easy to understand languages, i.e. clear initial and final markings,
and being free of deadlocks. That is, some algorithms of these frameworks discover
flower models, however every time that a flower model is avoided in recursion, the model
restricts behaviour a little bit more (i.e. has a higher log precision), without losing the
guarantees of a sound (and for some algorithms fitting) model. In contrast, non-soundness
guaranteeing often result in unreadable unclear models in such cases.

The event log RF seems to be easier for discovery algorithms: more algorithms re-
turn models that restrict behaviour. The distinction between block-structured based
algorithms and non-block-structured based algorithms can be made for this log as well:
non-block-structured based models struggle to discover sensible models with easy to un-
derstand languages, while block-structured based algorithms do not suffer from this.

In both experiments, we found that some discovery algorithms did not return bounded
and weakly sound models, or in some cases no models at all, e.g. the α algorithm did not
return a single model that was bounded and weakly sound in the quantitative experiment,
such that our measures could be applied.

In these experiments, we did not address human interaction with the algorithms,
nor the influence of parameter settings on the discovered models. To evaluate how well
algorithms are able to balance the log measures, a future experiment could include the
algorithms at different parameter settings. Such an experiment would also provide insight
in the variability in results depending on the parameter settings.

Future work 8.1: Perform experiment to investigate the influence of parameter settings
on discovery algorithms.
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In the next section, we will evaluate how discovery algorithms provide rediscoverabil-
ity under log containing deviating, infrequent or incomplete behaviour.

8.4 Rediscoverability & its Challenges

A large part of this thesis addresses challenges of rediscoverability. That is, Chapter 4
introduced a formal framework for the influence of rediscoverability on abstractions,
Chapter 5 studied these abstractions in more detail and in Chapter 6, we introduced
discovery algorithms and showed their rediscoverability. However, all the given redis-
coverability proofs assumed that the event log had the same abstraction as the system
model that underlies the event log. For instance, for the basic IM, if the system is of Cb

(i.e. consists of four basic operators and contains no duplicate activities, etc), and the
event log fits the system has the same directly follows graph as the system, then IM will
rediscover the system. Several factors might challenge these assumptions, as discussed in
Section 3.4.2: the system might not be of Cb, and the event log might contain infrequent
and deviating behaviour, or might not even be directly follows complete. In this section,
we evaluate how these types of behaviour influence rediscovery (RQ.3).

In the previous section, we reported on experiments performed using single real-life
logs with fixed characteristics whose underlying systems presumably are outside the class
of Cb. In this section, we perform a more controlled experiment: we use multiple event
logs generated from systems of Cb, in order to evaluate RQ.3. That is, we evaluate how
discovery algorithms handle the following event log anomalies: incomplete behaviour, i.e.
absence of information in the event log, deviating behaviour, i.e. presence of behaviour
that is not described by the system, and infrequent behaviour, i.e. little-used parts of the
system. We take systems of Cb and see how several discovery algorithms perform under
these challenges.

In the execution of these experiments, we found that non-block-structured algorithms
(e.g. α, Tα, SM, HM and FO) did not reliably return bounded weakly sound models,
which corresponds to our findings of Section 8.3 (see tables 8.3 and 8.3). Therefore, we
excluded these algorithms from this experiment. The models returned by FD and CPM
lack clear semantics, thus these tools were excluded as well. Furthermore, due to the
random nature of ETM and its limited scalability, this algorithm had to be excluded as
well. No implementations of CCM and MPM were available to us, so, unfortunately, in
this experiment we could only include the algorithms proposed in this thesis.

We discuss the incompleteness handling experiment in Section 8.4.1, and in Sec-
tion 8.4.2, we discuss the experiment of infrequent and deviating behaviour handling.

8.4.1 Incomplete Behaviour
To answer the first part of RQ.3, we investigate how incompleteness, i.e. the absence of
behaviour that is necessary for algorithms to rediscover systems, influences rediscovery.
To this end, we take a system, generate a base event log, add an increasing number of
traces, and assess at which log size the system is rediscovered.

Set-up

The test procedure is illustrated in Figure 8.33: we reuse the 10 randomly generated
systems having 32 activities of the scalability experiment (Section 8.2), as these trees can
be handled well by all algorithms.
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event logsystem model

discovergenerate

(increase size until recall is 1)

recall
system-precision

Figure 8.33: Set-up of the incompleteness experiments.

Let n denote the number of traces, which initially is 1. That is, from each system we
generate n traces and discover a model with all discovery algorithms under consideration.
Second, we apply the PCC framework to measure recall and system precision (see Sec-
tion 2) of the discovered models with respect to their randomly generated systems using
a model-model comparison. The reported recall and system precision are the averages
over all 10 logs and systems for a particular algorithm.

Finally, the experiment is repeated with n increasing 2-fold in each step, up to a
maximum of 213 � 8912 traces. We chose this maximum as this is the first step in which
all logs were directly follows complete and consequently all algorithms that rediscovered
all systems managed to do so at this number of traces. We are particularly interested in
the smallest n for which an algorithm scored 1 for both recall and system precision.

Figure 8.34 shows the completeness of the logs in terms of directly follows graphs.
That is, the sizes of the directly follows graph of the systems were compared to the
sizes of the directly follows graphs of the generated logs, in which the size of a directly
follows graph is the count of edges, start activities and end activities, while disregarding
edge/activity frequencies of the log. All event logs were directly follows complete to their
systems at 8912 traces.

Results

Figures 8.35 and 8.36 show the results of the incompleteness experiments. The results
for IMc and IMcd could not be obtained, as they timed out. Each graph shows the
influence of the number of traces on the discovered models, for a particular discovery
algorithm. The first time an algorithm scored perfect is denoted with a vertical dashed
line. Notice that the graphs have been truncated in the y-scale at 0.55 to better show
differences.
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Figure 8.34: Completeness of logs in the incompleteness experiment. The
dashed line denotes where the measure hit 1.

Discussion

The flower model (FM) and trace model (TM) provide baselines, and illustrate the com-
pleteness and behaviour restrictions of the systems. For instance, the recall of FM pro-
vides a measure for the activity completeness of the generated logs. From this, we derive
that 128 traces were necessary for all logs to contain at least each activity once. Fur-
thermore, FM provides a baseline for system precision, as a flower model allows for all
behaviour, and therefore FM shows how much behaviour the systems actually restrict
when compared to all behaviour: in this experiment, the systems on average allow for
about 60% of all behaviour (as measured by the PCC framework).

The recall of the trace model (TM) shows what part of the behaviour of the models
was present in the generated event logs, i.e. this indicates the completeness of the logs
generated in this experiment, and would reach 1 in the limit. This measure illustrates
the need and use cases for process discovery algorithms: choosing the trace model would
yield a high system precision, but just describes the event log and makes no attempt
to represent the system well. Consequently, comparing recall of other algorithms to
TM provides an idea of their generalisation, i.e. that these other algorithms are able
to rediscover the system without this behaviour. This illustrates the need for discovery
algorithms to generalise and not simply represent the behaviour in the event log: for
these systems of only 32 activities, event logs of even 10,000 traces do not contain all
behaviour.

The results for IM, IMf, IMa, IMfa, IMlcand IMflc are similar: fitness rises
quickly (as over-estimations of behaviour, i.e. fall throughs are discovered) with the num-
ber of traces, and system precision increases until 2048, when the languages of all systems
are rediscovered. In this experiment, the infrequent and deviating behaviour filtering of
IMf, IMfa and IMflc has little influence in presence of incomplete behaviour. That
is, filtering seems not to influence fitness negatively, even though incomplete logs could
contain behaviour that is prone to be filtered.

The directly follows based algorithms IMd and IMfd of the IMd framework need
more traces to rediscover all systems (8912 vs 2048), and require the directly follows
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Figure 8.35: Results of incompleteness experiments (1): recall/log precision
vs increasing numbers of traces. A dashed line denotes reaching perfect fitness
and log precision.
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Figure 8.36: Results of incompleteness experiments (1): recall/log precision
vs increasing numbers of traces. A dashed line denotes reaching perfect fitness
and log precision.
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graphs to be complete before rediscovery is achieved. This highlights that these algo-
rithms use less information, i.e. only the directly follows graph, than the algorithms of
the IM framework, and hence have less chance to deal with incompleteness.

In sections 6.3 and 6.6.5, we introduced two algorithms that were focused on handling
incomplete behaviour: IMc and IMcd. The results of this experiment shows both the
strength and the weakness of these algorithms: both IMc and IMcd rediscover systems
even in case of incomplete event logs and require less traces to rediscover all systems
than the other algorithms (1024 vs 2048 traces), thus these algorithms are more robust
to incompleteness. However, these algorithms did not discover models for all event logs.
For instance, for the logs of 512 traces, both IMc and IMcd discovered models for 9
out of the 10 event logs, but could not discover a model for the remaining log in one
month of running time, hence the gap in Figure 8.36 for log size 512. This illustrates
their main weakness: both algorithms are exponential in the number of activities. A
manual inspection revealed that IMc rediscovered the 9 systems, i.e. it might be that
IMc would rediscover all systems at only 512 traces.

In answer of RQ.3, we conclude that all algorithms of the IM framework and IMd
framework seem to provide rediscoverability, even if not all behaviour is present in the
event log. The IMd framework algorithms (except IMcd) require the event log to con-
tain the same directly follows graph as the system, which corresponds to theorems 6.51
and 6.52. The IM framework algorithms (except IMc) use entire event logs and provide
rediscoverability on smaller logs than the algorithms of the IMd framework, which can
only use directly follows graphs. That is, in addition to theorems 6.15 and 6.18, we have
shown experimentally that these algorithms can provide rediscoverability, even if the log
assumption that the log is directly follows complete from these theorems has not been
met.

The algorithms that were introduced to handle incompleteness, i.e. IMc and IMcd,
provide rediscoverability at even smaller event logs: in our experiment, the logs could be
half the size, and presumably a quarter of the size.

8.4.2 Deviating & Infrequent Behaviour

To answer the second part of RQ.3, we investigate how infrequent and deviating be-
haviour, i.e. the presence of little-occurring behaviour and behaviour not according to
the system, influences rediscovery. For the purposes of this experiment, we consider
infrequent and deviating behaviour as one. To this end, we generate a base event log
from each system, add an increasing number of deviating traces, and assess whether the
system was rediscovered.

Set-up

The test procedure is illustrated in Figure 8.37. We reuse the 10 systems of the in-
completeness experiment. To enable a fair comparison, we generate an event log (L146)
having 8192 traces from each of these 10 systems, such that this log is large enough to
enable rediscovery for all algorithms (see the incompleteness experiment in Section 8.4.1).

To ensure that incompleteness does not influence the results of this experiment, we
duplicate L146 by including each of the 8192 traces twice. During the experiment, we
ensure that the used event log retains all information of L146 by only inserting deviations
in the duplicated traces. In Figure 8.37 we would only add deviating behaviour below
the dashed line.
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Figure 8.37: Set-up of the deviating & infrequent behaviour experiment.

The experiment consists of several rounds, in each of which a number n of deviations
is inserted in each of the 10 base logs. A deviation is introduced by inserting an arbitrary
event in an arbitrary trace at an arbitrary position. To these 10 deviating event logs, the
discovery algorithms are applied and the resulting models are compared to the 10 systems
using the PCC framework: recall and system precision are measured using k � 2.

In the first round, 1 deviation is inserted (n � 1). After each round, n is multiplied
by 2, up to a maximum of 213 � 8192.

Results

Figures 8.38 and 8.39 show the results. Each graph shows the influence of the number
of deviations on the discovered models, for a particular discovery algorithm. Notice that
the graphs have been truncated in the y-scale at 0.55. We could not obtain measures for
most of the logs for the incompleteness handling algorithms (IMc, IMcd), as on some
deviating logs, the run time of these algorithms exceeded a week.

Discussion

The recall of the trace model (TM) shows the behavioural completeness of the generated
event logs, i.e. the base logs contain on average 94% of the behaviour of the systems (as
measured by the PCC framework). Recall of TM is not constant but increases slightly
with the addition of more arbitrary events, as it is not guaranteed that each inserted
event is a deviation. However, the added events have a considerable influence on system
precision, as witnessed by the system precision of TM, i.e. the addition of a deviation
increases behaviour in the discovered trace models, which decreases precision of these
discovered models with respect to the original systems. The flower model (FM) contains
a baseline for system precision and a measure for the restrictions the 10 original systems
pose on the event log, i.e. these systems allow for about 60% of the behaviour (according
to the measure of the PCC framework) of all behaviour.
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Figure 8.38: Results of the deviating behaviour experiment (1): each graph
shows how an algorithm handles deviating events on average over 10 mod-
els/logs.
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Figure 8.39: Results of the deviating behaviour experiment (2): each graph
shows how an algorithm handles deviating events on average over 10 mod-
els/logs.
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The graphs of most IM framework algorithms (i.e. IM, IMf, IMa, IMfa, IMlc,
IMflc) are of a similar structure and consist of two phases (see Figure 8.38): in the first
phase system precision drops and recall is high and rather stable, while in the second
phase, system precision increases a bit at the cost of recall for IMf, IMfa, IMd, IMfd
and IMflc. The first phase ends at around 100 - 1000 inserted deviations, which is
substantial compared to the 26,000 events on average in the 10 event logs. In the second
phase, the graphs show that behaviour is being filtered: recall drops below the recall of
TM, so these algorithms are excluding non-deviating behaviour from the models they
discover. Notice that this second phase is almost absent in IM, IMa and IMlc, and
is most pronounced in IMf, IMfa and IMflc. This shows that in these three last
algorithms, the filtering of behaviour works as intended, i.e. to regain system precision,
however at a loss of recall. All six algorithms find false structures and even though
they are trading recall for system precision, it is clear that the deviating events are
overwhelming the algorithms.

The algorithms of the IMd framework perform comparably to the algorithms of
the IM framework in the first phase, i.e. have comparable recall and system precision
levels, but in the second phase, i.e. after 100-1000 inserted deviations, IMfd does not
exhibit the increase in system precision and drop in recall. We believe this is due to
the directly follows graphs’ ability to hide some deviating events, i.e. a deviating event
does not necessarily introduce a deviating edge in a directly follows graph. However, in
the second phase, the directly follows graphs contain too little information to allow for
deviating and infrequent behaviour filtering.

The results show that the basic algorithms IM, IMa, IMd and IMlc are sensitive
to the added deviations: they include all behaviour of the event log and try to generalise
over this behaviour to discover a process tree (corollaries 6.11, 6.33 and 6.39), which
manifests in the results as recall being higher than the recall of TM. However, this comes
at the expense of a quickly dropping system precision, as the models allow for more and
more behaviour. The infrequent and deviation filtering algorithms IMf, IMfa, IMfd
and IMflc perform better: they keep recall at comparable levels, while system precision
is higher than system precision achieved by the basic algorithms.

Of the infrequent behaviour filtering algorithms, IMf, IMflc and IMfa achieve
the highest system precision. These three algorithms score equal on system precision,
however IMfa achieves the highest system precision for 4 and 8 deviations, while IMf
and IMflc achieve the highest system precision for 128 and 256 deviations. In each
model, IMfa discovers on average 1.0 _-node and 0.01 Ø-node, while the systems did
not contain these constructs, while IMf does not discover these constructs. Next, IMfd
follows as the miner with the highest average system precision. IMf and IMflc are
very similar algorithms as the event logs in this experiment do not trigger the life cycle
handling capabilities of IMflc and IMlc (IMclc has not been implemented yet and
thus not been included), which is reflected in the similar recall and system precision
scores for these algorithms.

In answer of RQ.3 and in confirmation of Section 3.3, we conclude that infrequent
and deviating behaviour indeed challenge rediscoverability: even a small number of de-
viations can prevent rediscoverability for all algorithms. Nevertheless, small numbers of
deviations result in models that are close (in recall and system precision) to the systems,
and large numbers of deviations result in models with low recall and system-precision
values. Furthermore, in presence of large numbers of deviations, some algorithms (IMf,
IMa, IMfa, IMflc) seem to tend to not distinguish infrequent and deviating behaviour
and erroneously filter the former. However, by applying filtering techniques in algo-
rithms, models can be discovered that are closer to the original systems than the models
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discovered by non-filtering algorithms.
In this experiment, we included a single type of deviation, i.e. the addition of extra

events, which, due to the representational bias of process trees in Cb, were deviations from
the system. Other types of deviations that could occur in a system are for instance the
removal of events or the swap of two events. We expect that performing the experiment
described in this section using these deviations would lead to similar conclusions, however
it would be interesting to study the influence of these types of deviations on rediscovery
in more detail for particular algorithms.

Future work 8.2: Identify and analyse types of deviations and perform experiments to
investigate the influence of these deviations on rediscovery.

8.5 Evaluation of Log-Conformance Checking

In the previous sections, we have evaluated several aspects of process discovery algo-
rithms: log-quality measures, scalability, and handling infrequent, deviating and incom-
plete behaviour. In this section, we evaluate the conformance checking techniques intro-
duced in Chapter 7 (RQ.5). That is, we evaluate the scalability of the PCC framework
with respect to other techniques, and consider its results quantitatively. The research
question is: could the PCC framework replace the existing techniques to determine which
of two models has the highest log precision and fitness with respect to an event log?

8.5.1 Set-up
In this experiment, we take a selection of the real-life event logs described in Section 8.3.1:
BP11 for its complexity in activities, RF for its many traces, and BP12 for the complexity
of the models discovered by algorithms (see Section 8.3.3). To be able to perform a quali-
tative analysis between the conformance measures, we also included sublogs of BP12, i.e.
the activities prefixed by A, O and W. To these event logs, we apply the top-performing
discovery algorithms of Section 8.3.2, i.e. IMf and IMfd. Furthermore, we include the
flower model (FM) as a baseline.

On the combinations of event logs and discovered models, we apply the log-conformance
techniques that measure fitness [10] and log precision [20] using alignments (we used the
alignments from ProM 6.6). Furthermore, we apply the PCC framework, using both
k � 2 and k � 3. We record the runtime of the computation and whether the log-
conformance technique returns a result. Notice that for practical reasons (e.g. manually
interfacing with the ProM GUI, non-exclusive use of hardware), the runtime measure is
approximate: the results will show a clear difference nevertheless. The computations had
40GB of RAM available.

In the previous experiments (e.g. Section 8.3.3), we showed that FM could be used as a
baseline for log precision, as FM returns models that allow for any behaviour. Therefore,
in this section, we scale the log-precision measures using this baseline, such that the
scaled log precision denotes the gain in precision compared to the flower model for the
particular log:

scaled log precision � 1�
1� log precision of model

1� log precision of flower model

This scaling is performed for both the log-precision measure of the PCC framework and
the existing alignment-based measure [20].
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Table 8.4: Log-conformance techniques compared on real-life logs.
existing techniques PCC framework, k � 2 PCC framework, k � 3

fitness log precision [20] time fitness log precision time fitness log precision time
[10] scaled measure scaled scaled

BP11 IMf no measures obtained 0.627 0.764 0.472 25s 0.981 0.731 0.473 53h
IMfd no measures obtained 0.997 0.766 0.477 1m 0.998 0.660 0.333 49h
FM 1.000 0.002 0.000 5h 1.000 0.553 0.000 25s 1.000 0.490 0.000 54h

RF IMf 0.992 0.618 0.463 2.5m 0.991 0.963 0.909 ¤1s 0.986 0.899 0.976 ¤1s
IMfd 0.736 0.482 0.271 10s 0.803 0.918 0.798 ¤1s 0.684 0.822 0.646 ¤1s
FM 1.000 0.289 0.000 ¤5s 1.000 0.594 0.000 ¤1s 1.000 0.497 0.000 ¤1s

WA3 IMf 0.952 - - 5h+ 0.992 0.729 0.203 ¤1s 0.988 0.624 0.166 1m
IMfd no measures obtained 0.999 0.769 0.321 5s 0.996 0.663 0.253 2m
FM 1.000 - - 5h+ 1.000 0.660 0.000 10s 1.000 0.549 0.000 2m

BP12 IMf 0.967 0.364 0.290 20m 0.978 0.668 0.092 ¤1s 0.940 0.541 0.115 ¤1s
IMfd 1.000 0.189 0.095 25m 1.000 0.693 0.161 ¤1s 0.993 0.543 0.119 ¤1s
FM 1.000 0.104 0.000 30m 1.000 0.634 0.000 ¤1s 1.000 0.481 0.000 ¤1s

BP12|A IMf 0.995 0.606 0.940 ¤1s 0.999 0.967 0.931 ¤1s 0.999 0.920 0.856 ¤1s
IMfd 0.816 1.000 1.000 ¤1s 0.700 1.000 1.000 ¤1s 1.000 0.920 0.856 ¤1s
FM 1.000 0.227 0.000 ¤1s 1.000 0.520 0.000 ¤1s 1.000 0.445 0.000 ¤1s

BP12|O IMf 0.991 0.508 0.351 ¤1s 0.981 0.809 0.407 ¤1s 0.987 0.715 0.382 ¤1s
IMfd 0.861 0.384 0.187 ¤1s 0.862 0.794 0.360 ¤1s 0.998 0.626 0.189 ¤1s
FM 1.000 0.242 0.000 ¤1s 1.000 0.678 0.000 ¤1s 1.000 0.539 0.000 ¤1s

BP12|W IMf 0.876 0.690 0.553 ¤1s 0.875 0.836 0.611 ¤1s 0.762 0.793 0.637 ¤1s
IMfd 0.914 0.300 -0.010 ¤1s 0.923 0.823 0.581 ¤1s 0.963 0.699 0.473 ¤1s
FM 1.000 0.307 0.000 ¤1s 1.000 0.578 0.000 ¤1s 1.000 0.429 0.000 ¤1s

8.5.2 Results
Table 8.4 shows the results, extended with running times for the techniques. Figure 8.40
shows the results in a plotted form. Figure 8.41 illustrates the complexity of the logs
and the scalability of the PCC framework. Some numbers are missing because the
alignment-based approach could not handle WA3 and BP11.

8.5.3 Discussion
Fitness scores according to the PCC framework (k � 2) differ from the fitness scores
by [10] by at most 0.05 (except for BP12|A and RF of IMfd). For k � 3, the fitness
measures differ more: some are higher, some are lower than for k � 2. Thus, this
experiment suggests that the new fitness measurement could replace the alignment-based
fitness [10] measure, while being generally faster on both smaller and larger logs, though
additional experiments may be required to verify this hypothesis. More importantly, the
PCC framework could handle logs (BP11, WA3) that the existing approach based on
alignments could not handle.

Comparing the scaled log-precision measures, the PCC framework (k � 2) and the
existing approach agree on the relative order of IMf and IMfd for BP12|A, BP12|O and
RF, disagree on BP12 and are incomparable on BP11 and WA3 (IMfd) as the existing
measure did not produce a result. For BP12|W , IMfd performed worse than the flower
model according to [20] but better according to our measure. This model, shown in
Figure 8.42, is certainly more restrictive than a flower model, which is correctly reflected
by our new log-precision measure. Therefore, likely the approach of [20] encounters an
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Figure 8.40: Results of the conformance-checking experiment, showing how
the PCC framework using k � 2 and k � 3 correlates to fitness [10] and log
precision [20]. We scaled the fitness graphs to improve readability.
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Figure 8.41: Result of a scalability experiment for the PCC framework
and [19]. The latter could not obtain a result on the logs WA3 and BP11,
which have more activities than the other logs in this experiment.

inaccuracy when computing the precision score. For BP12, precision [20] ranks IMf
higher than IMfd, whereas our precision ranks IMfd higher than IMf. Inspecting the
models, we found that IMf misses one activity from the log while IMfd has all activities.
Apparently, our new measure penalises more for a missing activity, while the alignment-
based existing measure penalises more for a missing structure.

Comparing the log-precision measures by k � 2 and k � 3 of the PCC framework,
k � 2 measured a consistently higher log precision than k � 3. This is to be expected,
as k � 3 takes more information into account and is therefore a ‘stricter’ measure (see
Section 7.3). However, the k � 2 and k � 3 methods measure scaled log precision
differently: in 10 cases, scaled log precision of k � 2 was higher than of k � 3 and 4
times the other way around. The k � 2 and k � 3 variants agree on the ranking of
the discovered models for all logs except BP11. Thus, this experiment seems to suggest
that it might not be necessary to opt for the more computationally expensive k � 3 in
all cases. For the BP11 log, the k � 2 and k � 3 disagreeing could indicate that the
behaviour in the log is too complex to be captured well by projections of size 2 and 3,
thus one might try a higher k.

This experiment does not suggest that our new measure can directly replace the
existing measures in all cases, but log precision seems to be able to provide an intuitive
categorisation, such as a good/bad precision, compared to the flower model. For instance,
IMf(RF) and IMfd(BP12|A) seem to have a rather good log precision, while IMf(BP12)
and IMf(WA3) seem to have a bad log precision.

In answer of RQ.5, we showed that our new fitness and precision metrics are useful to
quickly assess the quality of a discovered model and decide whether to continue analyses
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Figure 8.42: IMfd applied to BP12|W . The activities have been encoded as
letters for readability reasons: s = W_Beoordelen fraude, r = W_afhandelen
leads, t = W_Completeren aanvraag, w = W_Valideren aanvraag, v =
W_Nabellen offertes and u = W_Nabellen incomplete dossiers.

with it or not, in particular on event logs that are too large or complex for current
techniques. Furthermore, the PCC framework provided measures much faster in this
experiment.

The PCC framework-measured log precision can also be lower than the log precision
of the flower model. The following example illustrates this: let L � txa, byu be a projected
log and M � a a projected model. Then, technically, their conjunction is empty and
hence both precision and recall are 0. This matches intuition, as they have no trace in
common. This sensitivity to missing activities is inherent to language-based measuring
techniques, as no trace is in the languages of both L and M . Hence, any technique to
measure this differently would need a different notion of language.

In addition to simply providing an aggregated fitness and precision value, both ex-
isting and our new technique allow for more fine-grained diagnostics of where in the
model and event log fitness and precision are lost. For instance, by looking at the sub-
sets a1 . . . ak of activities (in which k determines the size of the subset and consequently
sets a trade-off between speed and accuracy; we limited our experiments to k � 2) with
a low fitness or precision score, one can identify the activities that are not accurately
represented by the model, and then refine the analysis of the event log accordingly. Fig-
ure 8.43 gives an impression how the results of both alignments and the PCC framework
can be projected onto a process model, being IMf(BP12|A): results are projected onto
the activities. In Section 7.1.2, this projection notation was formally introduced.

8.5.4 Evaluation Using the PCC framework
In the previous evaluations of this chapter, we have applied the PCC framework to
perform our experiments. As the log-conformance experiment showed, executing these
experiments with existing techniques would have been challenging, as in total over 2500
log-conformance checking computations were performed. Furthermore, we performed
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(a) Alignments (fitness only).

(b) PCC framework (fitness and log precision).

Figure 8.43: Impression of log-conformance projected to a process model
discovered from BP12|A, as produced by the tools.

3000 model-model conformance checking computations, which are not supported. There-
fore, in support of RQ.5, we conclude that the PCC framework allows for detailed anal-
yses of the model quality achieved by discovery algorithms in the presence of incomplete,
infrequent and deviating behaviour, and for repeated measures such as required for cross
validation.

8.6 Non-Atomic Behaviour

In the previous sections, we have evaluated several aspects of process discovery algo-
rithms: log-quality measures, scalability, and handling infrequent, deviating and incom-
plete behaviour. In this section, we address RQ.4, i.e. how discovery algorithm handle
non-atomic behaviour (i.e. life cycle information) in event logs.

In Section 3.4, we introduced several concepts to describe the relation between event
log or system model and a discovered model: fitness, recall, system precision and log
precision. However, these concepts have not been lifted yet to non-atomic behaviour,
and consequently, the PCC framework has not been designed to handle adapted yet
to handle non-atomic event logs and process models, thus we approach this experiment
qualitatively. That is, we consider an artificial and a real-life event log, apply both
atomic and non-atomic behaviour handling algorithms, and assess the discovered models
manually.

The only other non-atomic behaviour handling algorithms known to us are Tα and
the commercial FD and CPM, which are all included in this experiment. Furthermore, we
include the newly introduced algorithms IMlc and IMflc (see sections 6.5.2 and 6.5.3).
The algorithm IMclc (Section 6.5.3) has not been implemented yet. To illustrate the
need for specialised algorithms to handle non-atomic event logs, we include HM, IMf
and IMa as representatives.
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Figure 8.44: Results of the non-atomic artificial-log experiment, considering
event names as activities.

8.6.1 Artificial Log

The artificial log we consider illustrates the distinction of interleaved and concurrent
behaviour. The log, ~L148, consists of 1000 traces generated from the process tree M149 �
^

Ø

~c~b

~a

, which expresses that a can be executed concurrently to all activities, however b

and c cannot overlap in time and are thus interleaved. We chose an event log with 1000
traces to take filtering steps of discovery algorithms out of the equation.

In this experiment, we consider two ways of handling non-atomic logs by transforming
events into activities. The first way is to only consider the event name, e.g. “a”, as the
activity. Consequently, the life-cycle information in the trace is ignored, e.g. the non-
atomic trace xas, acy will be interpreted as the atomic trace xa, ay by discovery techniques
that are not aware of life-cycle information (see Section 6.5.1). This way is used by
default in the algorithms introduced in this thesis. The second way is to consider the
combination of the life-cycle transition and the event name, e.g. “ac”, as the activity.
Consequently, discovery algorithms might produce inconsistent models, e.g. as and ac
might be unrelated in the model. This way is used by default in some other algorithm
implementations, such as HM and α. Other ways to handle atomic event logs include
the filtering of start or completion events, which is outside the scope of this experiment.
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Figure 8.45: Results of the non-atomic artificial-log experiment, considering
life-cycle transitions and event names as activities.

We first consider the models discovered by algorithms on p ~L148 using event names
as activities. IMa discovers the model shown in Figure 8.44a. Even though this model
is perfectly fitting, it misses the non-interleaved relation between b and c, thus system
and log precision are lower. Furthermore, as each start event is considered an activ-
ity by these algorithms, the activities are all part of loop constructs. Notice that even
though IMa supports the interleaved operator, the directly follows abstraction used by
these algorithms does not distinguish concurrent from interleaved behaviour in case the
behaviour consists of single activities. The filtering algorithm IMf filters behaviour and
prevent these loops from appearing, however also does not discover the interleaved rela-
tion between b and c (see Figure 8.44b). FD discovers the model shown in Figure 8.44e,
which suffers from overfiltering: a trace in this model can start with a b and end with
a c only, while traces in the log start and end with all activities. Furthermore, c is put
in a loop and it is not possible to execute c directly after b. HM discovers a model
(Figure 8.44d) that is similar to the model discovered by FD, however a and b can be
repeatedly executed. In contrast, the life cycle handling algorithms IMlc and IMflc are
able to distinguish this behaviour and rediscover the process treeM149 (see Figure 8.44c).

Second, we consider the models discovered by algorithms using life-cycle information
and event names as activities. IMa discovers the model shown in Figure 8.45a, which
corresponds to an expanded version of M149 perfectly. However, IMf Figure 8.45b is
unable to discover the interleaved structure and discovers an inconsistent model, as e.g.
bs can be executed after bc. This illustrates that even an algorithm that guarantees
soundness and fitness can be challenged by non-atomic logs and the need for dedicated
algorithms. HM (Figure 8.45c) discovers a model that could be consistent, depending
on the position of the initial marking, e.g. when putting the initial token left of c+start.
However, this model does not capture the concurrency between a and the combination of
b and c, and does not capture the interleaving of b and c. Unfortunately, we were unable
to load this artificial log into ProM 5, and therefore we could not apply Tα.
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8.6.2 Real-Life Log.
The real-life event log we consider is BP12 [56], which contains both atomic and non-
atomic behaviour: the activities prefixed with A and O are atomic, while the activities
prefixed with W are non-atomic. We consider the full log, and the projection onto the
W activities.

Full Log. The activity names have been replaced by letters as follows:

a A_ACCEPTED b A_ACTIVATED
c A_APPROVED d A_CANCELLED
e A_DECLINED f A_FINALIZED
g A_PARTLYSUBMITTED h A_PREACCEPTED
i A_REGISTERED j A_SUBMITTED
k O_ACCEPTED l O_CANCELLED
m O_CREATED n O_DECLINED
o O_SELECTED p O_SENT
q O_SENT_BACK r W_Afhandelen leads
s W_Beoordelen fraude t W_Completeren aanvraag
u W_Nabellen incomplete dossiers v W_Nabellen offertes
w W_Valideren aanvraag x W_Wijzigen contractgegevens

Figure 8.46 shows the result of applying IMf to BP12, while Figure 8.47 shows the
result of IMflc and IMlc, all of these as Petri nets.

A manual inspection revealed the differences between these algorithms: both first
discover a sequential cut between two activities and the remainder of the activities.
When recursing on the remainder, both algorithms use the strictTauLoop fall through,
which splits traces on every occurrence of an end activity followed by a start activity.
Both algorithms split traces, however IMflc splits less traces than IMf, due to the
requirement that the log needs to remain consistent. That is, in several splits performed
by IMf, activity executions (i.e. combinations of corresponding start and completion
events) are split, as start events get separated from their completion events. Furthermore,
besides start and completion events, the event log contains “schedule” events, which are
ignored by IMflc but considered activity executions by IMf, as IMf is not aware of
life-cycle information.

The model discovered by IMa (Figure 8.48) differs from the model returned by IMf
in details.

We also applied HM, whose model is shown in Figure 8.49. This model is weakly
sound, i.e. there is a path to the final marking, but all activities below the red dashed
line cannot be part of any trace, as from this part there is no path to the final marking.
Furthermore, the model contains concurrency splits, but no concurrency joins. Moreover,
below the red dashed line there is no clear end place, thus even though some information
can be derived from this part of the model manually, it is not part of the language of
the model. Similarly, the model discovered by Tα (Figure 8.50) contains many features
that make determining its language difficult: dead parts, token generators, unconnected
places, etc. Furthermore, where all other algorithms discovered that the process always
starts with A_SUBMITTED (j) followed by A_PARTLYSUBMITTED (g), Tα does not
discover this structure and does not restrict execution of A_PARTLYSUBMITTED (g)
at all.

However, without a proper framework to evaluate these models, we can only conclude
that the model discovered by IMf expresses more structure and limits behaviour more
than the model discovered by IMflc, which expresses a flower model, thus presumably
the first has a higher log precision and is preferable.
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To illustrate the drawbacks of using life-cycle information and event names as activ-
ities, we included the result of HM in Figure 8.51. Notice that the letters in this model
differ from the letters in the other models. As this model contains over twice as many
activities and does not discard the ‘schedule’ events, it is much more complex. Further-
more, manual analysis reveals that it is not consistent, which clearly shows the need for
dedicated algorithms.
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Figure 8.46: IMf(BP12)
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Figure 8.47: IMlc(BP12) = IMflc(BP12)
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Figure 8.48: IMa(BP12)
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Figure 8.49: HM(BP12)
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Figure 8.50: Tα(BP12)
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Figure 8.51: HM(BP12) using life-cycle information and event names as ac-
tivities.
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W Activities. In real-life process mining projects, a next step could be to limit the
scope of the analysis. For instance, focus could shift to the W-prefixed activities, as these
appear in the event log as start, completion and schedule events. We filtered the log to
only contain W-prefixed activities (BP12|W).

The activity names have been replaced by letters as follows:

a W_Afhandelen leads b W_Beoordelen fraude
c W_Completeren aanvraag d W_Nabellen incomplete dossiers
e W_Nabellen offertes f W_Valideren aanvraag
g W_Wijzigen contractgegevens

Figures 8.52 to 8.58 show the results.

Conclusion. In answer of RQ.4, we conclude that the non-atomic behaviour handling
algorithms have the potential to discover better models on event logs that contain non-
atomic behaviour, however due to their stricter requirements on the event log, i.e. the
log should be consistent in all iterations, might also overlook information in the event
log that other algorithms can capture. A point of discussion that remains is the lack of
quantitative methods to compare non-atomic event logs and non-atomic process models.
Furthermore, in this experiment we applied process discovery techniques using their
default settings to unfiltered event logs. In a process mining project, one would try
different process discovery parameters and filters to achieve a satisfying model.
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Figure 8.52: IMa(BP12|W). The IMa algorithm clearly suffers from ignor-
ing the life-cycle information, as this model expresses just a few constraints
compared to a flower model. Notice that this model looks more complex than
it would in process tree notation: the silent transitions in the left part of the
model denote an inclusive choice split.
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Figure 8.53: IMf(BP12|W). The model discovered by IMf clearly suffer
from ignoring the life cycle information, as this model express little more than
a flower model, and even less than the model discovered by IMa.
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Figure 8.54: IMflc(BP12|W). The model discovered by IMflc is highly
structured and contains a lot of information, e.g. there are no loopbacks at all.
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Figure 8.55: IMlc(BP12|W). IMlc lacks the filtering of IMflc and its model
poses few constraints on its behaviour, i.e. closely resembles a flower model.
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Figure 8.56: HM(BP12|W). If the initial marking of the model discovered by
HM lies somewhere in the loop of a, b and c, the model is likely weakly sound
and exhibits lots of structure.
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Figure 8.57: Tα(BP12|W). This model discovered by Tα is dead, i.e. from
the initial marking not a single transition can be fired.
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Figure 8.58: HM(BP12|W) using life-cycle information and event names as
activities. HM discovers a model that is close to useless: even though it seems
to exhibit some structure and seems to be weakly sound, it has neither an
initial nor a final marking. Guessing these markings has a large influence on
the language of the model, thus the language of the model is completely unclear.
Notice that the letters do not match the other models of this experiment.
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8.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we evaluated existing and the newly introduced process discovery and
conformance checking techniques.

RQ.1. In answer to RQ.1, i.e. the scalability of discovery techniques, we found
that all algorithms of the IM framework except IMc handled all logs up to a hundred
activities and a million events. Existing techniques handled logs up to 64 activities and
150,000 events. The algorithms of the IMd framework (except IMcd) and FD were able
to handle a thousand activities and hundreds of millions of events, which were the largest
logs we generated in our experiment.

RQ.2. Research question RQ.2 entails whether and how algorithms balance log-
quality criteria, whether these balances are user-influenceable. In our cross validation
experiment, we found that IMd, IMfd, IMa, IM, IMf, IMlc, IMc, IMfa and IMcd
returned pareto optimal models, even though IMfd and IMd use less information than
other algorithms and are much more scalable. All algorithms except ETM achieved a
consistently high fitness, and a less high log precision, and different algorithms traded
different amounts of fitness for log precision. Different trade-offs might be required by
different use cases, as described in Section 3.1. In our qualitative experiments, we found
that on complicated real-life event logs, such as BP12, discovery algorithms struggled to
discover process models that pose many restrictions on the behaviour that is expressed by
the model (the models have a low log precision, even though in this particular experiment
we could not measure this), i.e. models that are useful for human analysis. The event
logs RF and RPW seemed to be easier for discovery algorithms, as more restrictions to
behaviour were visible in the discovered models.

RQ.3. In chapters 5 and 6, we proved rediscoverability, i.e. the ability of discovery
algorithms to rediscover the language of a system, under laboratory conditions: the logs
should be free of infrequent, deviating and incomplete behaviour. RQ.3 entails how close
algorithms get to rediscovery under presence of such behaviour, i.e. what the influence
of increasing levels of these three types of behaviour on the quality of models discovered
by discovery algorithms is. We found that the IM framework algorithms, by their use
of entire event logs, provided rediscoverability on smaller logs than the algorithms of the
IMd framework, which can only use directly follows graphs. Furthermore, the algorithms
that were introduced to handle incompleteness, i.e. IMc and IMcd, provided rediscover-
ability at even smaller event logs, i.e. requiring 1024 (presumably 512) traces instead of
the 2048 by the IM framework and the 8912 by the IMd framework, in correspondence
with the intention of these algorithms.

RQ.4. For non-atomic event logs and process models (RQ.4), we found that the
newly introduced non-atomic behaviour handling algorithms have the potential to dis-
cover better models on event logs that contain non-atomic behaviour, however due to
their stricter requirements on the event log, i.e. the log should be consistent in all itera-
tions, might also overlook information in the event log that other algorithms can capture.

RQ.5. In most of the previous experiments, we used the PCC framework for its abil-
ity to handle large event logs and process models quickly. We quantified this (RQ.5), and
found that the PCC framework works faster and on larger event logs and process models
than existing techniques. Furthermore, the measures of the PCC framework provided in-
tuitive categorisations, such as good/bad precision, compared to the flower model, which
in most cases corresponded to the results provided by the existing techniques, i.e. the
relative order of models was preserved in many cases.

A similar set of experiments was described in [94], in which the PCC framework
was used to assess incompleteness handling of algorithms, as well as the handling of
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both structured and random deviations from the model. In this thesis, we improved
our deviation handling testing procedures by doubling the log, thereby assuring that
inserting the deviations would not remove information from the event log. Even though
the method of testing differed in details, similar conclusions were drawn.

A plethora of further experiments could have been performed to gain more insights
into process discovery and conformance checking. For instance, we would welcome the
opportunity to compare the algorithms in this thesis to other soundness guaranteeing
algorithms. Unfortunately, implementations of two out of the three other currently ex-
isting algorithms that have not been published. Furthermore, it would be interesting to
repeat the rediscoverability experiments for other types of process models, outside the
class of Cb. Besides the PCC framework, we compared one fitness and one log-precision
measuring technique. However, many more such techniques exist, as well as model-model
conformance checking techniques. An interesting field of further research would be to
design test procedures for conformance checking techniques.

Another set of experiments that could be performed is the verification of require-
ments DR6, DR7, DR8 and DR9. These requirements all state that process discovery
techniques should provide rediscoverability for particular types of constructs such as silent
transitions, short loops, etc. Even though these constructs are out of the representational
bias of most algorithms evaluated in this chapter, we believe that the experimental setups
of this chapter could be reused for such experiments.

Finally, it would be interesting to investigate the influence of user-provided parame-
ters on discovery algorithms and conformance checking techniques, e.g. what the influence
of f is on the model discovered model by IMf, or what the influence of k in the PCC
framework would be on the measures provided by the framework.
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In Chapter 6, we introduced several new process discovery techniques of the IM frame-
work, and these techniques were evaluated in Chapter 8. We showed that discovery
algorithms offer several guarantees and compare favourably to existing algorithms. How-
ever, different algorithms strike different balances of log-quality criteria (e.g. fitness, log
precision and simplicity) and including or excluding infrequent, deviating and incom-
plete behaviour. As described in Section 3.1, different event logs and use cases might
require different parameter settings and different algorithms, and it might be challenging
to choose an algorithm and its parameter settings for a given event log. Furthermore,
discovered models should be evaluated, and if the model does not suit the use case at
hand, a new model should be discovered using different parameters or a different algo-
rithm. Therefore, typical process mining projects contain an explorative phase, in which
the analyst interactively and repeatedly discovers models and evaluates these models.

For instance, for a case study we performed (Section 3.1, [61]), during the explorative
part, human understanding of the business process was important, so the model param-
eters were chosen to result in a simple model. In later parts of the project, results and
insights were evaluated, to ensure the drawn conclusions were not artifacts of process
discovery.

Commercial process mining software, such as Fluxicon Disco [79] (FD, we used version
1.9.7) and Celonis Process Mining [47] (CPM), make iteration in process mining projects
easy, e.g. discovering a new model is as easy as dragging a slider. Furthermore, such com-
mercial tools typically offer several options to enhance the log and model by visualising
extra data on it. However, even though these tools filter behaviour from their models,
they offer no way to evaluate the discovered models using conformance checking, i.e. to
visualise the behaviour that was excluded. Furthermore, as described in Section 3.3.2,
their discovered models might contain ambiguities, which challenges evaluation.

This chapter serves two purposes: we introduce a process mining tool (the Induc-
tive visual Miner (IvM) that combines process discovery (i.e. the algorithms introduced
in Chapter 6) with conformance checking to provide users with an easy-to-use pack-
age. Second, we use IvM to discuss key challenges and limitations of log and model
enhancement concepts, and how they were implemented in IvM.

In this chapter, we will describe several types of enhancements:

• deviations. To enable users to evaluate discovered models, we apply a confor-
mance checking technique, alignments, whose results are to be visualised on log
and model to provide maximum insight into deviations between the discovered
model and the event log.

• frequency. If the use case of the analysis is to identify the most frequently used
paths through or parts of the model, the model can be enhanced with frequency
information. Furthermore, frequency information enables users to assess log pre-
cision manually: if parts of the model are not or little used in the event log, the
model is not very precise.

• performance. An aim of the analysis might be to improve the process in terms
of time, such as decreasing employee time spent on traces or improving the user
experience of customers by eliminating time spent waiting. In such cases, enhancing
the log and model with performance information provides an overview of the parts
that take the most time.

• animation. Deviations, frequency and performance might vary over time, e.g. the
process might change, or seasonal factors influence measurements. Enhancing the
model with animation, i.e. visually replaying every trace on the model, highlights
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9.1 Inductive visual Miner (IvM)

several potential issues: waiting customers, slowly moving cases, little-used parts of
the model, etc. Furthermore, in our experience, animation increases the confidence
of process owners and other stakeholders in the discovered model and increases
understandability of the model.

We start with the introduction of IvM in Section 9.1. We describe the capabilities
of IvM to diagnose deviations in Section 9.2, show its abilities to filter and visualise
frequencies in Section 9.3, discuss how IvM projects performance diagnostics on process
trees in Section 9.4 and show IvM’s animation capabilities in Section 9.5. Section 9.6
concludes the chapter.

9.1 Inductive visual Miner (IvM)

In the previous section, we described several types of enhancements for event logs and
process models. Further on in this chapter, we describe these enhancements in more
detail. However, to ease their explanations, we first introduce the software tool that we
developed to make process mining more accessible to end users. Using the architecture
and notation of this tool, we will explain the enhancement techniques in subsequent
sections.

Inductive visual Miner (IvM) is a process exploration tool: it discovers a process
model, aligns it to the event log and enhances the resulting model [92]. It is a plug-in
(“mine with Inductive visual Miner”) of the ProM framework, and interacts with many
other plug-ins.

To use IvM, load an event log in the full version of ProM and apply the plug-in
“Mine with Inductive visual Miner”. Alternatively, IvM can also visualise a log and an
existing process tree. Use the plug-in “Visualise deviations on process tree” to start IvM
without the mining controls & options, but with alignments, deviations, animation and
highlighting filters.

In the remainder of this section, we first describe the steps that are taken by IvM and
its architecture. Second, we explain the visualisation of the model. Third, we explain the
options and controls, after which we finish the section with a discussion of the extension
points of the IvM.

9.1.1 Steps & Architecture
The IvM performs several steps automatically. The computations steps can be inter-
rupted by the user at any time, and IvM will automatically redo steps on user input.
Figure 9.1 shows these steps and their dependencies. The main steps are:

• Sort events.
Some event logs contain traces in which the timestamps are out of order. For
instance, in the trace xa14:00, b13:00y a happened first according to the order of the
events in the trace, but b occurs first according to the timestamps of the events.
Such anomalies make animation and performance measures unreliable, so IvM
offers the user the choice to either sort the events (in our example, IvM would
continue as if xb13:00, a14:00y was given) or disable the animation and performance
measures.

• Filter log.
Let L be the event log. This step will remove events of which the activities do not
occur enough. See the activities slider and the pre-mining filters in the Controls
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Figure 9.1: The architecture of IvM. The arrows denote constraints: a task
is started as soon as its preceding tasks are finished.
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9.1 Inductive visual Miner (IvM)

& Parameters settings for more information. This step is also available (with even
more fine-grained options) as a separate plug-in of ProM (“Filter events”).

• Discover a process model from log L1,
which is done using either the algorithm IMf, IMflc or IMfa (depending on the
miner selector).

• Align the model and the log L.
The alignment is based on work described in [36]. Before aligning, the discovered
model is expanded (as described in Section 5.7), i.e. each activity a is transformed
into a nested process tree Ñpae, as, acq. This expansion is used at all times, i.e.
the alignment always takes enqueue, start and completion events into account.

• Visualise the model and the alignment.

• Animate the alignment.

• Compute performance measures and visualise them.

9.1.2 Model Visualisation
A key aspect of IvM is its visualisation of the discovered process model: on this model,
all further enhancements, which will be described later on this section, will be visualised.
In this section, we discuss our choice for this visualisation.

In Section 8.3.3, we showed several Petri nets that were translated from the process
trees returned by the discovery algorithms introduced in this thesis. Some of these
Petri nets contained many silent transitions. Some of these silent transitions originated
from �pτ, . . .q constructs of the discovered process trees, while others were introduced by
translating _ or Ø constructs. We believe that such silent transitions are confusing and
make models hard to read, and that they therefore best be avoided.

Therefore, IvM shows models in an intuitive formalism that closely resembles Petri
nets, process trees and BPMN models. Figure 9.2 shows the constructs of these models.
In such a model, each trace traverses edges from the source to the sink, thereby executing
each activity on its path. Figure 9.3 shows an example, which corresponds to the process
tree Ñp�pa, bq,^pc, dq,Øpe, fqq. In case of concurrency, the path is “split” in multiple
branches, e.g. in our example c and d are both executed, and these paths are merged
again at a concurrency join. Inclusive choice and interleaving are similar, corresponding
to their process tree semantics, i.e. inclusive choice (_) splits the path into one or more
subsequent branches, while interleaving (Ø) splits the paths but allows only one to be
“active” at the same time.

9.1.3 Controls & Parameters
As described, IvM will perform the steps described in Section 9.1.1, and show inter-
mediate results. It is not necessary to wait for IvM to complete these steps; users can
change parameters any time, and IvM will automatically recompute the necessary steps.
Figure 9.4 shows these parameters, and we will explain them in more detail in this section.

Activities Slider

The activities slider controls the fraction of activities that is included in the event log on
which a discovery algorithm is applied. That is, before discovery, the event log is filtered.
The position of the slider (between 0 and 1) determines how many of the activities remain
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(a) source (b) sink (c) exclusive choice

+
(d) concurrency

Ø

(e) interleaving

O
(f) inclusive choice

Figure 9.2: IvM model constructs.

a

b

c

d

e

f

Figure 9.3: A model in IvM.

in the filtered event log. For instance, the log rxa, b, cy, xa, by, xays, has the frequency table
ra3, b2, cs, and if the activities slider would be set to 0.4, then all events corresponding
to the activities that occur more than 0.4 times the occurrence of the most-occurring
activity would be included. In out example, the filtered event log would be rxa, by2, xays,
and to this filtered event log, the discovery algorithm is applied. Notice that this only
affects the discovery, i.e. all other parts of the IvM including alignments and animation
are not affected by this slider.

Putting this and the paths slider (described next) all the way up to 1.0 and setting
the miner selector to IMf guarantees fitness. However, if the event log contains life-cycle
transitions besides complete, deviations might be shown.

Paths Slider

The paths slider controls the amount of noise filtering applied: if set to 1, then no noise
filtering is applied, while set at 0, maximum noise filtering is applied. Technically, the
slider sets the input for the discovery algorithm to 1 - the value of the slider. Please refer
to Section 6.2 or 6.5 for more information on the mining algorithms. The default is 0.8,
which corresponds to 1� 0.8 � 0.2 noise filtering in IMf, IMflc and IMfa.

Putting both sliders all the way up to 1.0 and setting the miner selector to IMf
guarantees fitness. However, the alignment of IvM always takes life-cycle information
into account, thus deviations might still be present.

Classifier Selector

The classifier selector controls what determines the activities of events: events in XES-
logs can have several data attributes [77], and this selector determines which one of
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activities slider

paths slider

classifier selector

pre-mining filters switch

miner selector

edit model switch

visualisation mode selector

trace colouring switch

highlighting filters switch

trace view switch

model export button

view export button

highlighting filter information

computation/animation status

Figure 9.4: Controls of IvM.
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9.1 Inductive visual Miner (IvM)

these data attributes determines the types of activities. As described in Section 6.7, any
combination of event attributes can be chosen.

Pre-Mining Filters Switch

The pre-mining filters switch opens a panel to set pre-mining filters. A pre-mining filter
does not alter the alignment, the performance measures or the animation, but filters the
log that is used to discover a model. To activate a pre-mining filter, check its checkbox.

For instance, the pre-mining filter ’Trace filter’ allows to discover a model using only
the customers who spent more than e10,000.

Miner Selector

The miner selector allows to select which mining algorithm is to be used. Default is
IMf, other included options are the life-cycle algorithm IMflc and the more-operators
algorithm IMfa. We limit the choice to ease the users: these algorithms were shown to
be the most applicable to real-life event logs in Chapter 8.

Edit Model Switch

The edit model switch opens a panel to manually edit the discovered model, as explained
below. This allows users to correct the discovery algorithm if its result is not satisfactory,
and to try the effect of a different, custom, model on the same event log. In this panel, the
currently discovered process tree is displayed in a custom notation, and can be edited.
While typing, the IvM redoes computations automatically. A screenshot is shown in
Figure 9.5.

The notation is as follows: each process tree node should be on its own line. The
white space preceding the node declaration matters, i.e. a child should be more indented
than its parent. Reserved keywords are xor, sequence, concurrent, interleaved, or, loop
and tau. Loops should be given in an unary (	paq), binary (	pa, bq) or ternary (	pa, b, cq)
form, in which the c denotes the loop exit, i.e. 	pa, b, cq � Ñp	pa, bq, cq. This guarantees
compatibility with process trees of the process tree package in ProM, even though this
syntax differs from the process trees introduced in Section 2.2.5. Any other text is
interpreted as an activity name. In case a keyword is used as an activity name, it should
be put in between double quotes (e.g. "sequence").

In case the edited process tree contains a syntactical error, this will be shown at the
bottom of the panel, and an approximate location of the error will be highlighted. The
manual changes are overwritten if the automatic discovery is triggered, however, ctrl z
reverts the edit model view to a previous state.

Visualisation Mode Selector

The visualisation mode selector allows user to choose between several information to be
added to the model. There are four options:

• paths This is the default mode, showing the model; the numbers on the activities
and edges denote the total number of executions of each of them. Figure 9.6a
shows an example: activity b was executed 3952 times, just as the incoming edge
to the left of it. In Section 9.3, we will elaborate on frequencies.
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Figure 9.5: In the edit model panel, the model can be edited.

(a) Edge and activity.

(b) Model move. (c) Log move.

Figure 9.6: IvM visualisation mode concepts.
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9.1 Inductive visual Miner (IvM)

• paths and deviations shows the model; the numbers in the activities denote the
total number of executions of each of them. Moreover, red-dashed edges denote the
results of alignments (which were discussed in Section 3.4.1): Figure 9.6b shows a
model move (see Section 3.4.1), indicating that activity d was skipped once in the
event log, while the model said it should have been executed. Figure 9.6c shows a
log move, indicating that 9 times in the event log, after the execution of activity
b, an event happened in the event log while this should not happen according to
the model. In Section 9.2, we will elaborate on deviation enhancements.

• paths and queue lengths shows the model, and denotes each activity with the
queue length in front of it, i.e. the number of cases waiting for this activity to start.
If the event log contains both events with enqueue and start life-cycle information,
this queue length is accurate. Otherwise, it is estimated using the method described
in [150]. This queue size is updated as the animation progresses. In Section 9.4,
we will elaborate on performance enhancements.

• paths and sojourn times shows the model, and denotes each activity with the
average sojourn time for that activity. Sojourn times are computed using com-
pletion events, as described in Section 9. The sojourn times are not estimated,
i.e. if not both necessary completion events are present and have timestamps, the
activity instance is excluded from the average. Performance measures can also
be inspected by putting the mouse cursor on an activity: a pop-up will show the
performance measures and a histogram. In Section 9.4, we will elaborate on per-
formance enhancements. Furthermore, performance measures are updated when
any log filtering is applied.

• paths and service times shows the model, and denotes each activity with the
average service time for that activity. Service times are computed using start and
completion events, as described in Section 9. The service times are not estimated,
i.e. if for an activity instance not both start and completion events are present and
have timestamps, that activity instance is not considered in the average.

Trace Colouring Switch

The IvM can colour traces in the animation and the trace view. Using this colouring,
different categories of traces can be easily distinguished. For instance, Figure 9.7 contains
a screenshot of coloured traces in the animation and the trace view (which we will explain
later). This event log represents an ore mining process, and the traces have been coloured
with the hardness of the rock that is being processed.

The trace colouring switch opens a panel to set up the trace colouring. In this panel,
a trace attribute can be chosen, as well as the derived properties ‘duration’ and ‘number
of events’. IvM supports up to 7 colours, and if the attribute is numeric, the domain
of the numbers is split into 7 even parts automatically. Date and time attributes are
handled similarly. If the attribute is literal and there are more than 7 different values,
the colouring will remain disabled.

To enable quick enabling and disabling of the trace colouring, a checkbox has been
added to the left side of the panel, which should be checked to enable trace colouring.

Highlighting Filters Switch

The highlighting filters switch opens a panel to set highlighting filters. A highlighting
filter does not alter the model or the alignment, but filters the log that is shown in the
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9.1 Inductive visual Miner (IvM)

(a) In the animation.

(b) In the trace view. The little blocks on the left denote the category of rock hardness
(in the log, this was decoded with a number).

Figure 9.7: Coloured traces in IvM.
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9.1 Inductive visual Miner (IvM)

Figure 9.8: Trace view.

animation and the information projected on the activities and edges of the model. If a
highlighting filter is enabled, the highlighting filter information will show this.

A highlighting filter can also be applied to an activity in the model: by clicking on
an activity (i.e. selecting it), the event log is filtered to only contain traces for which this
activity was executed in accordance with the model, i.e. log-moves and model-moves are
excluded. Hold the control-key to select multiple activities; edges can be selected as well.
The highlighting filter information will textually show these click-highlighting filters as
well.

To enable quick enabling and disabling of highlighting filters, a checkbox has been
added to the left side of each filter, which should be checked to enable filtering.

Trace View Switch

To allow inspection of the traces, and to provide insight to the deviations between model
and log on the log-level (Requirement CR5), IvM offers a trace view. The trace view
switch enables or disables the trace view.

Figure 9.8 shows a trace in this trace view: the name of the trace (i.e. the con-
cept:name extension) is displayed to the left of the events, which are the coloured
wedges to the right. Above the wedges, time stamps are displayed in day-month-year
hour:minute:second:millisecond. The wedge itself shows the activity (depending on the
classifier selector) of the event. Below the wedge, the first line shows the life-cycle tran-
sition information (if that is not present, it shows complete). Second, below the wedge
the alignment information is shown: in Figure 9.8, the first event is a synchronous event,
the second is a model move (“only in model”) and the third one is a log move (“only in
log”).

Model Export Button

The model export button allows the current model to be exported as a Petri net or
process tree to the workbench of ProM.

View Export Button

The view export button exports the current image to an image file. Moreover, the
animation can be exported (rendered) as a movie, and some statistics about the activities
can be exported as a comma-separated-value (csv) file.
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9.2 Deviations

Changing the View

The model can be moved by dragging it, or by using the arrow keys. Zooming in and
out can be done with a scroll wheel, or with the key combination ctrl = or ctrl -. Ctrl 0
(zero) resets the model to its initial position.

Once zoomed in, a navigation image will appear in the upper left corner. A click
on this navigation image will move the model to that position, and scrolling while the
mouse pointer is in the navigation image will zoom the navigation image.

The graph direction, i.e. the position of the green and red start and end places, can
be changed by pressing ctrl d. The distance between activities and edges can be altered
using the key combinations ctrl q and ctrl w.

9.1.4 Adding Extensions
The IvM can be extended in several ways without changing the source code: miners,
pre-mining filters and highlighting filters can be added. A developer should simply add a
class that extends the abstract class VisualMinerWrapper, PreMiningEventFilter, PreM-
iningTraceFilter or HighlightingFilter. ProM will automatically detect these classes once
on the classpath, and they will automatically be added to IvM. For more information,
please refer to the documentation of these classes.

Other extensions to the architecture-chain are possible. Ideally, each step of the chain
should be cancellable and applicable to all process trees.

9.2 Deviations

As described in Chapter 3 and shown in Chapter 8, process discovery algorithms might
leave behaviour that was recorded in the event log out of the discovered model, and
might include behaviour in the model that is not recorded in the event log, as discovery
algorithms try to represent the behaviour of event logs into a certain representational bias.
Therefore, the discovered model should be evaluated before reliable conclusions can be
drawn from such models. Conformance checking techniques, as described in Section 3.4,
enable the evaluation of models on three levels: summarative measures, projections on
models and projections on event logs. Furthermore, the process model can be entered
by hand (using the “edit model” function) to circumvent process discovery and assess
an idealised or normative model. (See also the plug-in “Visualise deviations on process
tree”.)

In this section, we show the output and intermediate computation results of two
conformance checking techniques that can be used to evaluate models. That is, we show
how the intermediate results of the PCC framework (see Chapter 7) can be projected onto
a process model, and we show how alignments ([19], see Section 3.4.1) can be projected
on process models and event logs.

9.2.1 Deviations and the PCC framework
The PCC framework computes fitness and log precision of subsets of activities of the
model and the event log. These fitness and log-precision measures can be averaged over
activities to provide insight into the location of deviations in the process. For screenshots
and an explanation of this visualisation, please refer to Section 7.4. In the future, we
intend to integrate (an extension of) the PCC framework into IvM.
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9.2 Deviations

Figure 9.9: Visualisation of moves.

9.2.2 Deviations and Alignments
The PCC framework provides insight into deviations on the level of summarised mea-
sures, and on the model. However, currently it does not provide insight on the level of
the event log, i.e. given an event log, it currently cannot determine whether an event
occurred according to the model. As described in Section 3.4.1, alignments can provide
this information, as it considers two types of steps: log moves, i.e. events not represented
in the model, and model moves, i.e. model steps not represented by an event in the log.

A key property of alignments is that they provide a path through the model that is
most similar to the trace in the log. For instance, consider the following alignment of the
trace t � xb, cy and the model M � Ñ

�

cb

a

:

trace b - c
model - a c

This alignment provides several pieces of useful information about deviations:

• According to the model, a should have been executed, however no such event
was found in the trace. This model move can be considered as a ‘skip’ of a.
In Figure 9.9, this concept is visualised on the model as a red-dashed edge that
bypasses a.

• According to the event log, b should have been executed, however the model did not
support this. This log move denotes that the event is considered to be superfluous.
In Figure 9.9, we show this concept being visualised on a model: the red dashed
self-loop indicates this log move.

Notice that these concepts are applicable to a variety of process model notations, such
as BPMN, Petri nets and YAWL.

Pitfalls. Despite the intuitiveness of the visualisations, these concepts should be inter-
preted with care, as they might convey more information than is actually available. For
instance, the alignment shown is not the only ‘optimal’ alignment. There may be other
alignments with the same number of log and model moves. For instance, the following
alignment has the same number of deviations:
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9.3 Frequency Information

trace - b c
model a b -

In this alignment, c is a log move instead of b.
Another example is the model Ñpa, bq and the trace xa, cy. There two optimal align-

ments:

trace a - c
model a b -

trace a c -
model a - b

Notice the difference in order between log move c and model move b: this order is
arbitrary. Nevertheless, in the visualisation, a choice had to be made to position the log
move before or after activity b.

The current alignment implementations traverse the state space defined by log and
model, and deterministically choose one option in case there are multiple optimal pos-
sibilities. Which possibility is chosen is not always easily determinable by the user, as
it depends on internal ordering and sorting. In this thesis, we do not describe these
computations in more detail. For more details, we refer to [19].

Furthermore, notice that the different alignments discussed here are all ‘optimal’.
However, there is no guarantee that an optimal alignment reflects reality, i.e. a non-
optimal alignment (i.e. with more deviations than an optimal alignment) could also ex-
plain the deviations between event log and model, and might explain this better if domain
knowledge is taken into account. Thus, one should be careful interpreting alignments.

9.3 Frequency Information

Given a control flow model of the process described in the event log, a question could be
what the important paths through the process are, i.e. which paths are used often. This
allows analysts to focus on the main behaviour of the process, or study the little-used
parts that represent the exceptional behaviour in the process. For instance, Figure 9.10
shows a model representing the event log rxa, by290, xa, cy10s, enhanced with frequency
information. That is, activity a was executed 300 times, b 290 times and c 10 times,
which is indicated by the shade of blue of the activities. Furthermore, the edge leaving a
has been used 300 times, the edge arriving at b 290 times and the edge arriving at c 10
times, which is reflected in the thickness of the edges.

The combination of activity colouring and edge thickening makes spotting frequent
parts easy: everything that stands out is frequent. For instance, Figure 9.11 shows
a model that was discovered from a real-life event log (BP12, see Chapter 8). Even
though the scale of the figure makes it difficult to read the activity labels and see the
precise control flow, it is obvious that the most frequent part of the process is the looping
behaviour in the upper right corner. In this case, the looping behaviour indicates that
a more suitable discovery algorithm could have been used, i.e. on closer inspection, the
event log contains start and completion events, thus one could try to apply one of the
non-atomic algorithms, e.g. IMflc (Section 6.5.3).

As the edges of the visualisation are annotated with frequency information, frequen-
cies need not only be computed for activities, but for every node of the process tree.
To compute these frequencies, we chose to let IvM use the computed alignments, as
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9.4 Projecting Performance Information on Process Trees

a
300

b
290

c
10

300 300
290

10

290

10

300

Figure 9.10: A model enhanced with frequency information.

Figure 9.11: An example of a model, discovered from a real-life event log, and
enhanced with frequency information. The most activities are executed in the
upper right part of the process. The red box contains looping behaviour which
is discovered because the discovery algorithm ignores life-cycle information.

alignments provide a consistent view on the paths that were (likely) taken through the
model. Therefore, IvM counts occurrences of process tree nodes by walking over the
aligned traces, keeping track of which process tree nodes are being used.

9.4 Projecting Performance Information on Pro-
cess Trees

Using an event log, an alignment and a process model, the performance of a process can
be computed, i.e. for each activity, time measures such as service time can be computed.
In this section, we explore these performance measures and how they can be computed.
We first extend the life cycle transitions beyond the start and completion notions that are
present in non-atomic event logs. Second, we introduce the four performance measures
that are considered in this thesis: queueing time, waiting time, service time and sojourn
time. Third, we show that for reliable measures, a process model and alignment should
be taken into account.

In Section 3.5.1, we showed that events in event logs might be annotated with a
life cycle transition, which denotes the life cycle the activity execution enters with the
execution of that event. We introduced the start and completion life cycle transitions,
which denote the start and end of activity executions, thereby making the activity ex-
ecution and event log non-atomic. Many more life cycle transitions have been defined,
e.g. in [77, 4, 150], and the techniques described in this section are mostly agnostic the
the precise life cycle transition model. However, a precise definition of the transitions is
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9.4 Projecting Performance Information on Process Trees

enqueue start complete

Figure 9.12: The life cycle model used in this thesis.

(enabled) enqueue start complete

queueing time

waiting time

service time
sojourn time

Figure 9.13: Performance measures.

essential for reliable performance measures. For instance, if an activity execution can be
started twice, e.g. xas, as, acy, then it should be clear what this means both behaviourally
and in terms of performance.

To illustrate the possibility of adding more life cycle transitions to the model, we
introduce a third life cycle transition: enqueue, which happens before start and denotes
that the activity is ready to be executed, but for some reason is delayed (see Figure 9.12).
For instance, consider a call center receiving calls from customers. After an initial com-
puter voice menu, a customer enters a queue. After a while the customer is connected
to an agent, who services the customer, until the connection is terminated. The events
of this execution of ’service customer’ are enqueue, start and completion [150]. Another
example is the flow of patients through a hospital, specifically for a visit to a doctor.
The patient arrives, reports at a desk and waits until a doctor is available for treatment.
At the desk queueing starts, upon entering the treatment room service starts, and upon
leaving the treatment room service completes.

Using the life cycle model, we define several performance measures, as shown in
Figure 9.13. The measure queueing time denotes how long the activity execution was
queued, and service time denotes how long execution of the activity took. The remaining
measures, waiting and sojourn time, express how long it took before the activity was
respectively started and completed. These measures are taken from the moment the
activity could have started until it started or completed.

The computation of the above times depends on the time that an activity execution
could have started, in which obviously control flow restrictions, captured in the process
model, play a major role.

We illustrate the importance of process models to compute precise performance mea-
sures using an example. Consider the trace t � xa11: 25

s , a11: 26
c , b11: 30

e , b11: 34
s , b11: 36

c ,
c11: 40
s , c11: 50

c y, in which the events are annotated with time stamps. In this trace, we
consider the sojourn and waiting time of c, which both ended at 11: 50. We show that
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9.5 Animation

two process models lead to two different values for these measures. That is, in the pro-
cess tree M150 � Ñ

cba

, c could have been executed at 11: 36, i.e. immediately after bc.

Thus, for this process tree M150 the sojourn time of c is 11: 50� 11: 36 � 0: 14 and the
waiting time of c is 11: 40� 11: 36 � 0: 04. However, in the process tree M151 � Ñ

^

cb

a

,

c could have been executed at 11: 26, i.e. immediately after ac, as b and c are concurrent
and can hence start independently of each other. For this process tree M151, the sojourn
time of c is 11: 50� 11: 26 � 0: 24 and the waiting time of c is 11: 40� 11: 26 � 0: 14,
which are both more than the 0: 14 and 0: 04 for M150. Hence, whenever sojourn time
and waiting time are measured, a process model should be taken into account. Queueing
time is not affected by the process model.

The first moment an event could have been executed corresponds with an event
of another activity execution. In order to link events to the execution of activities in a
process model, an alignment is used. In case the event log and process model deviate from
one another, we argue that the measures should not be taken. For instance, consider our
example treeM150 and the trace xa11:25

s , a11:26
c , c11:40

s , c11:50
c y. For this trace, an alignment

computation will deduct that b is not executed while it should according to the model.
We argue that as it is unknown when c could have started, c has neither a sojourn time
nor a waiting time (or they are unknown). Similarly, if the enabling event is present but
has no time stamp, we argue that no sojourn or waiting time exists.

This procedure is repeated for all executions of the activity (i.e. leaf in the process
tree) and all results, in which all necessary time stamps and events are present in the
log, are averaged. That is, log moves, model moves and events without time stamps are
excluded. This yields performance measures for each activity, and these measures can
be visualised using colouring in the model or using histograms. Furthermore, besides
performance measures, using the enqueue events, queue properties can be computed and
visualised. In [150], queue properties, e.g. the number of cases in the queue at any given
moment, is estimated in absence of enqueue events by considering throughput, however
discussing these estimations in detail is outside the scope of this thesis.

Many more performance measures could be useful to identify bottlenecks in busi-
ness processes, such as cost and resource utilisation performance measures [142]. Such
measures rely on other information from the event log and it would be interesting to
investigate these measures further, eventually standardising such information in event
logs and adding these measures to process mining tools such as IvM.

Future work 9.1: Explore cost, resource utilisation and other performance measures.

9.5 Animation

In the previous section, we introduced several performance measures. However, activities,
bottlenecks, busy periods, waiting times and other performance measures might vary over
time and influence each other. Animation might be suitable to visualise the interplay
of these concepts. Animation represents the control-flow state of each trace with one or
multiple tokens, by letting tokens flow along the arcs/through activities as events occur
for the trace.
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9.5 Animation

(a) Early in the event log. (b) Later in the event log.

Figure 9.14: Concept drift shown by animation in Fluxicon Disco: the right
part of the process is only used later in the time span of the event log.

Furthermore, animation might highlight changes in the process (concept drift). For
instance, Figure 9.14 contains two screenshots of an event log animated over a process
map, each represent a different time of the event log. The animation shows that the
rightmost part of the process was not used in the first part of the event log, but only
in the second part, which indicates that the process changed. An analyst could try to
explain this change and e.g. filter the log to zoom in on the process before or after the
change.

Figure 9.15 contains the principles of animation on an activity (notice that this con-
cept is applicable to a variety of process model notations, such as BPMN, Petri nets
and YAWL). In this figure, activity a is represented by a rectangle, and the flows to and
from the activity are represented by edges. Each trace is represented by tokens (a thick
circle) that move over the edges to and from activities. The execution of an activity is
represented by a token being inside the rectangle of the activity. Before the token reaches
an activity, it is waiting to be executed, and this gives a clear visual indication that the
activity might be a bottleneck (notice that the difference between queueing and waiting
is not visualised, see Figure 9.12). Once the start event of the execution occurs, the token
flows into the box of the activity, and execution starts. During execution (service) of the
activity, the token moves over the activity, such that the speed with which tokens move
over an activity is an indication for the service times. Once the completion event of the
execution of the activity occurs, the token reaches the end of the activity, and moves
towards (i.e. waits for) the next activity.

For splits and joins, there’s not much information to be conveyed, as typically, splits
and joins have no associated time stamp information in the event log, thus all token
movement must be interpolated. Nevertheless, to make the animation smooth, easily
interpretable and to convey the message of control flow, token flow over splits and joins
should be smooth. The animation strategy depends on whether the split or join entails
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9.5 Animation

a

completionstart
waiting

time
service
time

Figure 9.15: Animation principles on activities.

slower

faster

Figure 9.16: Animation principles for splits and joins: tokens split and join
from and into single tokens. Therefore, tokens should arrive at the same time
and might depart the split and arrive at the join at different speeds.

concurrency. If the split or join is exclusive, then the token takes its intended outgoing
or incoming edge and continues. However, if the split or join is non-exclusive, e.g. in
a concurrent split or join, then the tokens should split up or merge, as illustrated in
Figure 9.16: the split on the left shows a token just before splitting up. Then, the
token splits up and the two tokens leave the split in different directions as shown in the
figure. At the corresponding join, both tokens arrive at the merge point simultaneously,
such that they smoothly merge and move on. This implies that the tokens might move
at different speeds to arrive at the same time, due to different execution times of the
previous activities, or the length of the path from that activity to the join.

In case of missing information, for the performance measures, we argued that per-
formance measures should not be interpolated if time stamps are missing or behaviour
in event log and process model does not match. Instead, such cases should be ignored
to guarantee reliability of the measures. For animation, this is clearly undesirable, as
it makes tokens appearing and disappearing seemingly random, which makes it hard to
track cases. Therefore, we argue that intuitiveness and clarity of the visual appearance of
the token flow should have priority over a 100% accurate visualisation of the underlying
data in situations of incomplete event data, and thus the tokens should flow smoothly
through the process. However, we make an exception for missing start events, i.e. if the
activity execution is atomic, then we choose to reflect this by making the time in the
activity zero, i.e. the token jumps from the left to the right of the activity instantly.

In case of tools that provide animations on top of process maps, e.g. in the Fuzzy
Miner (FM) [78] and in commercial tools such as Fluxicon Disco (FD) [79] and Celonis
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9.6 Conclusion

Process Mining (CPM), a challenge is that some edges are filtered out. That is, tokens
ideally flow from activity to activity via an edge, however this edge might have been
removed by filtering. To solve this, in FD, tokens appear at the start of an edge and
disappear again at the end of the edge, and do not flow over activities. Therefore, waiting
time and bottlenecks are visualised by tokens on incoming edges of activities, but service
times cannot be visualised by the tokens, and tokens have to ‘jump’ over the missing
edges. Instead, in FD, activity executions are summarised by the activity changing
colour if it is being executed. This approach shows that the activity is executing, but not
how many cases are being executed or how long a particular execution takes if multiple
executions are being performed at the same time. In CPM, this is not an issue, as traces
are filtered instead of edges, which ensures that if a trace is to be animated, all the edges
on its flow path are present.

9.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we showed several ways in which extra information in event logs can be
used to enhance event logs and corresponding process models. That is, we showed how
highlighting frequencies helps to reveal the busy parts of the process, we showed how
deviations highlight where model and log deviate, we showed how performance quantifies
busy parts of the process, and we showed how animation conveys concept drift and the
interplay of activities, bottlenecks, queue sizes and throughput.

We introduced the Inductive visual Miner (IvM), of which a screenshot is shown in
Figure 9.17. With the IvM, we aim to offer as reliable visualisations as possible, such
that even if information is missing from the event log, conclusions can still be drawn
reliably. For instance, if an event in the log lacks a time stamp, we disregards that event
in performance computations and histograms. In contrast, to keep animation smooth, we
interpolate missing time stamps and users should be aware of this and validate conclusions
drawn from animations in IvM.

Even though the provided filters of IvM are not as extensive as in commercial tools
such as Fluxicon Disco and Celonis Process Mining, new and even custom filters can
be added without much effort. IvM supports log filtering at two stages: before discov-
ering a model, and after the alignment. Regardless of filter settings, the alignment is
always computed over the entire unfiltered event log, and deviations can be visualised
(taking the limitations of alignments as described in Section 9.2 into account). This is
an improvement over commercial tools such as FD and CPM, as these simply leave out
filtered behaviour, such that users might have to choose between a readable model and
visualising all behaviour, while IvM, log-model quality can be assessed in depth.

Concurrency, interleaving, milestones and other advanced workflow patterns (see [12]
for more details) are essential for process mining: without these constructs, only the
most simple processes can be described. Existing commercial tools such as Fluxicon
Disco and Celonis Process Mining are limited to directly follows relations, and do not
support these constructs. IvM is not limited to a particular discovery algorithm: other
discovery techniques can be added without much effort, as long as these algorithms return
process trees. Nevertheless, the algorithms introduced in Chapter 6 return sound process
models fast, such that IvM can be used in interactive and iterative ways. The use of
process trees limits the workflow patterns that can be supported by IvM, however enable
to not consider unsound models or models with deadlocks, and process trees make the
models easy to read.

Due to the automation and interactivity of steps, and the guarantees provided by
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9.6 Conclusion

Figure 9.17: A screenshot of the Inductive visual Miner.

the steps of IvM, extensions are easier to implement and to use. For instance, queue
estimations, performance computations and histograms were added as subsequent steps
to IvM. However, even though the steps are executed concurrently by IvM as much
as possible, they are not independent. That is, each step has to be aware of and work
with every other step in IvM to work properly, and thus adding features becomes more
complex with the addition of more features.
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10.1 Process Discovery

Process mining aims to extract information from event logs, which are recorded from
running business processes. Process mining projects may go through multiple phases
in which different process mining techniques are used: process discovery, conformance
checking and model enhancement, to all of which we contributed concepts and techniques.
In this chapter, we summarise the thesis and reflect on how well these techniques address
the challenges of process mining identified in 3, and point out open problems and future
work.

10.1 Process Discovery

After an event log is obtained, a first step in a typical process mining project is to
discover a process model from the event log by applying a process discovery algorithm.
In Chapter 3, we discussed several properties discovery algorithms need to possess: (1)
the returned model needs to be free of deadlocks and other anomalies, i.e. be sound,
(2) the algorithm needs to be able to balance fitness, log precision and simplicity (how
these are best balanced might depend on the use case), and (3) the algorithm needs
to be able to rediscover the entire language of the underlying real-life system (possess
rediscoverability), even if the log contains only a small subset of the possible behaviour.
Many existing process discovery techniques do not guarantee soundness, do not allow
users to adjust the balance of fitness, log precision and simplicity, or do not possess
rediscoverability. As some of the identified requirements involve contradicting trade-offs
and different use cases might require different discovery algorithms, we conjecture that
no single discovery strategy can satisfy all identified requirements.

Use cases might require several different process discovery techniques, but these tech-
niques might offer similar guarantees that can be proven using similar proofs. Therefore,
in Chapter 4, we introduced the Inductive Miner framework (IM framework), which aids
algorithms in providing several guarantees and enables algorithm designers to consider
only the most important behaviour in an event log, instead of all behaviour. The IM
framework searches for the most important behaviour in an event log. That is, the
framework searches for the combination of the root process tree operator and a proper
division of the activities in the event log (a cut). If such a cut can be found, the event log
is split into several sublogs and the IM framework is applied to it recursively until a base
case (e.g. an event log containing only a single activity) is encountered. If no such cut
can be found, a fall through (e.g. a model allowing for a superset of the behaviour in the
event log) is returned. The guarantees aided by the IM framework are soundness, which
is guaranteed for any algorithm by the use of process trees, and fitness, log-precision and
rediscoverability, for which proof obligations have been expressed as properties that are
local in the IM framework.

In order to ease generalising over the behaviour in an event log, many process discov-
ery algorithms use an abstraction of the behaviour in the event log, e.g. a directly follows
graph. We used these abstractions to establish proof obligations for rediscoverability, i.e.
we expressed a set of requirements on such abstractions that guarantee rediscoverabil-
ity. Furthermore, we expressed these requirements in the parameter functions of the IM
framework (Theorem 4.11).

In Chapter 5, we performed a systematic study towards these abstractions: we an-
alysed what classes of languages have equivalent abstractions, and therefore cannot be
distinguished reliably by algorithms that use these abstractions (and hence cannot be
uniquely discovered). For several abstractions, we identified classes of languages such
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Table 10.1: The family of discovery algorithms that implement the IM frame-
work, and their guarantees and purposes. Due to the frameworks, all algorithms
guarantee soundness, termination and rediscoverability. The algorithms will be
introduced in Chapter 6.
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discover more behaviour IM framework IMa IMfa -1

handle non-atomic event logs IM framework IMlc IMflc IMclc
handle larger logs IMd framework IMd2 IMfd IMcd

that no two models of a class with different languages have the same abstraction. Fur-
thermore, we addressed the mismatch between semantics and syntax of process trees:
there can be many process trees with the same language, and we are not interested in
the difference between two process models if they have the same language. Therefore,
we introduced a set of reduction rules for process trees, such that applying these rules
exhaustively yields a normal form. Ideally, these normal forms have one-to-one mappings
to languages, i.e. for each language there is precisely one process tree in normal form and
vice versa. We proved this property for several classes of process trees using abstractions,
i.e. we proved that two process trees in normal form have different abstractions. This
establishes the close relation between the syntax of process trees in normal form, the
abstraction under consideration and the semantics (i.e. the language) of process trees
(as the abstractions are language based, obviously two different abstractions represent
different languages). Studying these abstractions gives a better understanding of how
these abstractions influence process discovery and conformance checking, enables the
comparison of these techniques and sketches the formal boundaries of process discovery
techniques.

Using the IM framework and the studied abstractions, we introduced several dis-
covery algorithms in Chapter 6, which are summarised in Table 10.1: we introduced a
fitness-guaranteeing basic algorithm IM, a deviating- and infrequent-behaviour handling
algorithm IMf and an incomplete-behaviour handling algorithm IMc. Furthermore, we
introduced algorithms to handle more process tree constructs: a fitness guaranteeing IMa
and a deviating- and infrequent-behaviour handling IMfa. These algorithms highlight
the flexibility of the IM framework: one can take an existing algorithm and improve
it locally with little-impacting changes, and likely rediscoverability and perhaps fitness
guarantees will be preserved.

For all these algorithms, we proved rediscoverability, using the proof obligations iden-
tified in Chapter 4. Furthermore, we evaluated these algorithms in Chapter 8 and found
that they handle deviating, incomplete and infrequent behaviour well: in our experiment
of 9 real-life logs, the IMd algorithm was pareto optimal for all event logs, and IMfd

1Future work.
2We chose not to guarantee fitness for IMd (see Section 6.6.6).
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and IMa were pareto optimal for 8 logs. Existing techniques achieving pareto optimality
were the Evolutionary Tree Miner [36] (8 times pareto optimal, however many activities
were left out of the models) and the Structured Miner [24] (2 times).

Some event logs contain non-atomic executions of activities, i.e. activities take time,
which is denoted by the presence of events denoting the start and end of executions. To
handle such event logs, we introduced a family of algorithms that constructs a non-atomic
directly follows graph as a first step, but further resembles algorithms mentioned earlier: a
fitness-guaranteeing basic IMlc, a deviating and infrequent behaviour handling IMflc
and an incomplete behaviour handling IMclc. Also for these algorithms, we proved
rediscoverability.

Most of the algorithms mentioned have a run time that is polynomial in the number
of activities and run quick on real-life event logs, and, as shown in Chapter 8, can be
applied on normal (2GB RAM) hardware to event logs containing millions of events and
hundreds of activities. However, the IM framework requires the event log to be copied for
every recursion, thus even larger event logs might be problematic. To handle larger event
logs, i.e. containing tens of millions of events and thousands of activities, we adapted the
IM framework to recurse on a directly follows abstraction instead of on event logs, such
that in each recursion, only a directly follows relation needs to be copied instead of an
event log. We introduced three algorithms that use the adapted framework: the basic
IMd, the infrequent and deviating behaviour handling IMfd and the incompleteness
handling IMcd. In our evaluation (Chapter 8), we found that the algorithms of the IMd
framework handle event logs of tens of millions of events and thousands of activities, while
sacrificing little fitness, log-precision and simplicity over (and sometimes even surpassing)
the IM framework algorithms.

Even though the algorithms presented in this chapter apply different strategies, in-
stead of searching for the entire behaviour while worrying about soundness, the IM
framework allowed us to focus on strategies to find the most important behaviour in an
event log (i.e. the root operator and root activity partition) and have soundness guar-
anteed. By using the IM framework in different settings and for different algorithms,
we have shown that it, and the proofs for guarantees, can be reused. Therefore, the
IM framework can be seen as a starting point for more algorithms that leverage the
algorithms and proofs we provided. That is, in future work, many advanced techniques
might be designed to handle specific events and use cases. All of these techniques might
benefit from the ideas of the IM framework.

10.2 Conformance Checking

While discovering a model, process discovery algorithms might need to exclude behaviour
of the event log from the model, or include behaviour that is not in the event log into
the model, in order to obtain a model with the “right” balance. Therefore, discovered
models should be evaluated before further usage, for which a conformance checking tech-
nique could be used. Two types of conformance checking techniques were addressed in
this thesis: log-conformance checking, which compares a process model to an event log
and advises on their differences, and model-conformance checking, which compares two
process models. For instance, the discovered model and another model representing a
reference implementation, representing a different geographical area or representing a
different time period could be compared. We identified three levels on which confor-
mance checking techniques provide information about the correspondence between logs
and models: a summarised measure (e.g. a fitness or precision number), information on
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the model level, and information on the log level (see Chapter 3). Many existing con-
formance checking techniques are either unable to deal with the complexity of real-life
event logs and the models discovered from these logs, do not support all features of such
discovered models, or use an abstraction that is too coarse to capture the behaviour of
logs and models well.

In Chapter 7, we presented our approach to conformance checking: the PCC frame-
work. This framework is applicable to compare event logs to models and models to
models, and checks for conformance by constructing the language of these logs and mod-
els explicitly in DFAs and compares their behaviour to measure fitness and precision.
Thus, the PCC framework supports all regular languages, regardless of the model for-
malism used. To avoid constructing the entire state space and consequently take a lot of
time, the PCC framework constructs DFAs of all subsets of activities of a user-specified
length in the logs and the model. This allows the PCC framework to consider behaviour
on a scale from fine-grained to very coarse, depending on the size of the subsets. These
partial measures provide insight in the locations of deviations between the logs and mod-
els, i.e. average fitness and precision can be computed for each activity and this can be
visualised on the model. Furthermore, the partial measures can be averaged over all
subsets of activities to provide a summarised fitness and precision measure.

We evaluated the PCC framework on real-life event logs and discovered models in
Chapter 8, and found that it is applicable to the large event logs that cannot be handled by
current conformance checking techniques. Furthermore, we found that in many cases, the
measures of the PCC framework rank process models discovered by discovery techniques
similar to existing alignment-based techniques.

10.3 Enhancement & Tool Support

Given a discovered process model and the result of a log-conformance checking tech-
nique, a process model and an event log can be enhanced with additional information.
In Chapter 9, we described four types of information to enhance models and event logs:
deviations, frequency, performance and animation. Performance information, e.g. the
sojourn, waiting, queueing or service time, enables analysts to discover time-consuming
activities in the process. For log animation, the event log is visually replayed on the
model: each case can be visually tracked as it traverses the process, which enables the
detection of changes in the process (concept drift) and bottlenecks. Queues might de-
termine the majority of waiting times in a business process, so analysing queues might
reveal bottlenecks. Deviations between log and model, i.e. log moves and model moves,
are essential to evaluate a model and should be considered before drawing conclusions
about a process using a model.

In this thesis, we described a software tool, the Inductive visual Miner (IvM), which
performs several steps, all fully automated. First, Inductive visual Miner discovers a
process model using several of the algorithms described in Chapter 6. Second, it per-
forms conformance checking, i.e. computes an alignment, between the event log and the
discovered model. Third, it enhances the model based on this alignment (we described
how the IvM supports the four types of information). Options for enhancement include
performance information on the model and the event log, animation on the model, and
deviations projected on both event log and model.

The Inductive visual Miner combines the strong points of commercial products with
strong points of academic software. For instance, commercial products offer ease-of-use
and practical applicability, while academic software provides reliability and semantic re-
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sults that allow an analyst to validate any gained insights. Using Inductive visual Miner,
analysts can explore the event log by repeatedly discovering a model (which is guaran-
teed sound, and potentially is fitting and language equivalent to the system), evaluate
this model to ensure its validity, filter the event log and enhance it with performance
information. Inductive visual Miner shows that it is possible to use powerful techniques
with formal guarantees in a user-friendly package. We hope that the Inductive visual
Miner will inspire commercial vendors to consider models with executable semantics and
support deviation analysis.

10.4 Remaining Challenges

In this section, we elaborate on remaining challenges and future work. We first reiterate
detailed identified areas of future work that are close to the scope of this thesis. Second,
we elaborate on future challenges that lie beyond the scope of this thesis.

10.4.1 Detailed
In the discussions contained in this thesis, several detailed areas of future research have
been identified. We reiterate these areas:
3.1 Investigate semantics for arbitrary life cycle models. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77
3.2 Use other information next to event logs in process discovery and confor-

mance checking, and apply ideas of PCC framework to similarity measures
stronger than language-equivalence. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94

3.3 Investigate whether it’s possible to extend the PCC framework to provide
information on the log level (Requirement CR5). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94

3.4 Obtain and visualise deviations and performance measures without align-
ments. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94

3.5 Study what enqueue events can contribute to process discovery. . . . . . . . 94
5.3 Extend reduction rules to reduce trees with τ leafs as non-first children and

duplicate activities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 117
5.8 Extend Cb with non-arbitrarily nestable trees. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125
5.19 Study the influence of τ , Ø and _ on activity relations. . . . . . . . . . . . 135
5.35 Find or disprove a footprint LC-property of üü-graphs to distinguish all

trees of Cm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 148
5.55 Identify requirements such that nested _ and ^ can be handled without

coo abstractions, and identify an abstraction to identify nested Ø. . . . . . 169
6.10 Explore other techniques as fall throughs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 198
6.16 Research more elegant locally log-precision preserving IM framework func-

tions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 201
6.17 Consider other deviation-filtering techniques to distinguish concurrency and

deviating/infrequent behaviour. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 204
6.19 Prove rediscoverability of IMf for logs with deviating and infrequent be-

haviour. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 213
6.20 Consider other deviation-filtering techniques to distinguish concurrency and

deviating/infrequent behaviour. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 213
6.38 Extend IMfa to apply deviation filtering to the detection of ^ and _. . . . 244
6.44 Implement and evaluate IMclc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 256
6.45 Combine life cycle handling capabilities with the minimum self-distance

relation üü. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 256
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6.46 Include support for Ø in IMlc and IMflc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 256
6.53 Develop cut detection, log splitting, base case detection and fall through

techniques further. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 277
6.54 Engineer a do-it-yourself graphical user interface to compose an algorithm

in the IM framework. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 279
7.5 Investigate properties of the PCC framework on models outside of Ci. . . . 306
8.1 Perform experiment to investigate the influence of parameter settings on

discovery algorithms. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 345
8.2 Identify and analyse types of deviations and perform experiments to inves-

tigate the influence of these deviations on rediscovery. . . . . . . . . . . . . 356
9.1 Explore cost, resource utilisation and other performance measures. . . . . . 394

10.4.2 Future Work
Beyond the scope of this thesis, we identified several areas of future research: (1) consider-
ing stronger notions than language equivalence, (2) rediscoverability on more constructs,
(3) guaranteeing soundness without the use of process trees, (4) distinguishing infrequent
and deviating behaviour and (5) performing usability experiments on IvM.

Beyond Languages

In the lion’s share of this thesis, we assumed that event logs contain only the order of
activities. Therefore, we limited ourselves to languages, i.e. we focused on process dis-
covery techniques being able to rediscover the language of an underlying real-life system
and conformance checking techniques that verify whether the language of a model corre-
sponds to an event log. However, event logs might contain more information that enables
techniques to consider stronger equivalence notions.

For instance, the life cycle transition might reveal the moment of choice. Consider
the event log rxbe, a, bs, bcy, xce, a, cs, ccys. Figure 10.1a shows a model that would be
returned by e.g. IMlc, which ignores the enqueue event of b and c. For this event log,
one could argue that the choice between b and c is made before the execution of a, as the
enqueue events happen before a happens. Therefore, even though the language of this
model corresponds to the event log, the moment of choice is captured incorrectly, as the
model puts this choice after a. In contrast, the model of Figure 10.1b puts this choice
before a. Therefore, this model is “closer” to the event log in the sense of bisimilarity, or
even bisimilar to it. Further research needs to be performed how process discovery and
conformance techniques can incorporate bisimilarity by using extra data from the event
log.

Extended Rediscoverability

In this thesis, we have proved rediscoverability for arbitrarily nestable process tree oper-
ators �, Ñ, ^, 	, _, and, with certain nesting restrictions, Ø and τ constructs. Even
though Ø and _ are translated to Petri nets using some non-free-choice elements, we
did not cover general non-free-choice constructs, duplicate activities, long-distance de-
pendencies (Requirement DR6), milestones, parallel interleaved routing, arbitrary cycles
(Requirement DR9) and many more workflow patterns [12].

Some of these constructs can be incorporated incrementally in the IM framework,
such as duplicate activities (see [33] and the discussion on Heuristic Miner in Sec-
tion 3.3.2). Other constructs would be discoverable by introducing new process tree
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a

b

c

(a) A model in which the choice for b or
c is made after a.

a

a

b

c

(b) A model in which the choice for b
or c is made before a.

Figure 10.1: Two language-equivalent but not (weakly) bisimilar models.

operators, such as certain types of milestones and parallel interleaved routings. These
constructs might require post-processing steps outside the IM framework. Finally, cer-
tain constructs might be challenging to represent in the process tree formalism, such as
general non-free-choice constructs, long-distance dependencies and arbitrary cycles.

A solution to represent these constructs could be the use of hybrid models, in which
some of the nodes in a process tree are Declare models, which in turn might contain
activities that represent process trees. Thus, Declare and process trees form a hierar-
chy [151]. The process tree parts of such models might for instance be discovered by using
the IM framework until a fall through would be necessary. Then, instead of choosing a
fall through, patterns of a few activities could be identified (e.g. one could detect that
two activities are sequential), and continue the recursion bottom-up instead of top-down.
The final “glue” between the top-down and the bottom-up part could then be expressed
using Declare.

Two major challenges of process discovery that arise with the addition of such pow-
erful constructs are (1) the potential lack of generalisation and the risk of overfitting,
as for each log there might be a perfectly fitting and perfectly log-precise construct,
and (2) proving rediscoverability might require infeasibly strict log completeness require-
ments (see Corollary 5.65). Nevertheless, future research might explore the boundaries
of discovering such constructs.

Soundness

In Section 3.2.1, we showed that process discovery algorithms should guarantee to return
sound models at all times. In this thesis, we guaranteed soundness by the use of process
trees, which, by their block structure, are inherently sound. In essence, we use the
representational bias of the discovery algorithms to guarantee soundness. However, this
representational bias of process trees inherently brings some challenges and restrictions.

There might be other approaches to guarantee soundness. That is, other algorithms
have been proposed that guarantee soundness without using process trees, such as Max-
imal Pattern Mining ([99], see Section 3.3), which iteratively adjusts block-structured
Petri nets to guarantee sound models. Furthermore, quick soundness checks, e.g. [69],
might be used to steer genetic algorithms to sound models. Future research could reveal
further approaches to guarantee soundness in process discovery.
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Infrequent and Deviating Behaviour

In Section 2, we discussed infrequent and deviating behaviour. Infrequent behaviour
is behaviour according to the system that occurs little, while deviating behaviour is
in violation of the system. That is, both types of behaviour typically occur rarely,
however we do not fully understand the difference between deviating and infrequent
behaviour yet. Further study might reveal ways to distinguish these types of behaviour
and, consequently, process discovery algorithms might be improved.

Usability Experiments

In our evaluation section, we evaluated the introduced discovery algorithms and confor-
mance checking techniques. However, we did not evaluate the Inductive visual Miner
(IvM). Such an evaluation would entail the usability of IvM, which would be best eval-
uated using systematic usability tests with real-life users. However, such tests would
require a different scientific approach than being performed in this thesis. Therefore, we
suggest such an experiment to be performed in the future.
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Summary

Organisations store a lot of data from their business processes nowadays. This execution
data is often stored in an event log. In many cases, the inner workings of the process
are not known to management, or only vaguely resemble their three-year old PowerPoint
design. Gaining insights into the process as it is executed using only an event log is the
aim of process mining. In this thesis, we address three aspects of process mining: process
discovery, conformance checking and enhancement.

Process Discovery. Given an event log, process discovery is often the first step of a
process mining project. Process discovery aims to automatically discover a process model
from the event log, such that this model describes the underlying (unknown) process well.
As we do not want to assume that all possible behaviour is included in the event log,
process discovery algorithms inherently make a trade-off between several quality criteria.
For instance, fitness denotes the fraction of the event log is described in the model, and
log precision denotes the fraction of the model is described in the event log. Simplicity
denotes whether the model needs few and simple constructs to express its behaviour. For
some event logs, process models that score well on fitness, log precision and simplicity
might not exist in the representational bias of the algorithm. Other quality criteria
of algorithms include how well a discovered model resembles the running process that
underlies the event log. Even though the process is typically unknown, studying under
which conditions a discovery algorithm rediscovers the process allows us to compare
discovery algorithms.

In this thesis, we argue that process discovery algorithms should provide several guar-
antees, such as that the discovered models are free of deadlocks and other anomalies,
that fitness is perfect, and that the processes underlying the event logs are rediscov-
ered. We conducted a systematic study of abstractions of logs and models to determine
which classes of models can be rediscovered, such that the language of a discovered
model is equivalent to the language of the process underlying the event log. We proved
this property for several abstractions, such as the directly-follows relation (which activ-
ity follows which directly), the minimum self-distance relation (which activities may be
executed between two as-close-as-possible-occurrences of another activity), the activity
relations (which characteristic determines the relation between two activities), and the
co-occurrence relation.

These relations were used in several new algorithms that are proposed in this thesis:
a basic algorithm, an algorithm that handles deviating and infrequent behaviour, and
another that handles incompleteness. Deviating behaviour should not be possible in the
process but appears in the event log, while infrequent behaviour denotes little-used parts
of the process. Such behaviour needs to be filtered to avoid complex models. An event
log that does not fully witness a language abstraction is incomplete, and this challenges
discovery algorithms. However, we show that in some cases guarantees can still be given.

We introduce a process discovery framework that provides several guarantees, such as
deadlock freedom. Using the framework, we introduce a family of discovery algorithms
to handle the mentioned challenges, as well as non-atomic event logs (i.e. in which
activity executions take time), large event logs and complex event logs. We evaluated
the algorithms and found that they perform well on real-life event logs, and that they
are robust to logs with deviations, logs with little-used parts and incomplete logs.

Conformance Checking. Due to the trade-offs involved in process discovery, dis-
covery algorithms might leave out certain behaviour from an event log, or include be-
haviour that was not recorded in the event log. Therefore, a discovered model should be
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evaluated, for instance using a conformance checking technique, before conclusions can
be drawn on the absence or presence of behaviour. A conformance checking technique
compares a model to either an event log or another model and provides information on
their differences. Existing conformance checking techniques often take exponential time
in the length of traces in the event log. We propose a conformance checking framework
to address this by using the language abstractions, thereby reducing the problem size
while keeping certain guarantees, for instance that perfect fitness is reported if and only
if a log and a model are perfectly fitting.

Enhancement & Tool Support. More insights can be gained from a discovered
process model by projecting additional information on the model. In this thesis, we
studied four types of enhancements: frequency information, performance information,
deviations of log and model, and animation. For instance, to measure time spent waiting
for activities reliably, we showed that it is important that concurrency is taken into
account, because if two activities are concurrent, their waiting time is independent of
one another. Therefore, such measures should be based on a process model.

Finally, we introduced a software tool that combines the benefits of commercial and
academic tools: given an event log, the Inductive visual Miner discovers a process model,
applies a conformance checking technique and enhances the process model with the four
types of information. By zooming in and out of the process and the event log by changing
parameters of the techniques, users can iteratively explore the event log. The Inductive
visual Miner combines the ease-of-use of commercial tools with the reliability and robust-
ness of academic tools, and is being used in several process mining projects.
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